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The Submlllimeter Region
Scientists are listening to sounds from the stars
tlirough a satellite built by Westinghouse
Almost all we know about deep space we
learned by studying light ... the faint,
flickering light from distant stars. Now,
suddenly, a whole new universe is opening
up to us through sound from the stars. It
comes via a satellite in which the British
Government, NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center and Westinghouse each had
a share.
This sound comes from millions of stars
which we never knew before, because they
emit no light. We couldn't hear them,
either, because the earth's atmosphere
shut off these noises, but now we can.
The satellite, Ariel II, also tells us how the
earth's heat balance affects weather and
how micrometeroids erode space ships.
The British developed the scientific
experiments. Westinghouse built the sat-
ellite and integrated the system. NASA
launched it,
You can be sure if it's Westinghouse
For information on a career at Westinyhouse, an equal opporti; -:i!y emplo\er,
write L.H.Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittslriigti,Pa.15221.
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Scan your next horizon...\A/ith us
Remember looking forward as a
Freshman to graduation? Seemed
distant, didn't it? But now tlnat
you're there you realize that the
longest journeys are taken one step
at a time— and that once you've
reached the top of the hill, you look
out upon the next horizon.
If you have travelled the road
wisely, you are now equipped with
a certain amount of skill, a larger
view of life, and an indefinable urge
to answer a new challenge. In short,
you are the man we're looking for.
At Phillips, horizons of greater
opportunity are always open to the
talented college graduate. Our prod-
ucts are diverse, ranging from fine
petrochemicals and plastics to ag-
ricultural, automotive, aviation and
marine products. Our resources are
plentiful, our facilities excellent.
Here's the proposition: Whether
your interests lie in research, pro-
duction or sales, or one of a myriad
of other facets of the petroleum in-
dustry, we supply the challenge and
the room to grow— you supply the
brains and determination. We find
it's an unbeatable combination. Ask
yourcampus placement officeabout
arrangements for an interview or
write to us today.
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
BARTLESVILLE, OKLAHOMA 74004
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
A PHILLIPS REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON THE CAMPUS OF UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS ON NOV. 1718
TECHNOGRAPH October 1961
,<9^Q ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS
What's new at Pan Am?
nothing except...
Range Support
for launches of:
GEMINI
APOLLO
MOL/GEMINI B
RANGER
OAO
OGO
OSO
PIONEER
SERT
SURVEYOR
SMS
VOYAGER
SATURN IB & V
TITAN III
ATS
MINUTEMAN
ANNA
ASSET
BIOS
DISCOVERER
IMP
MARINER
TIROS
TRANSIT
VELA HOTEL
ETC.
New Instrumentation Systems In:
COMMUNICATIONS Increase bandwidth and/or employ
compaction techniques for expanded real-time bioastronautic,
telemetry, and color TV data transmission ... wideband data
link using communication satellites.
CW & PULSE RADAR Improve sensitivity, reliability, and
accuracy of GLOTRAC, MISTRAM and MIPIR...add multiple-
station slant-range measurement capability to range ships.
TELEMETRY Extend frequency coverage at all stations to
2300 mc... design a system which, upon command, will select
the most important data from each station ... replace obsolete
telemetry equipment with modern receiving and recording
stations.
OPTICS Add new fixed metric and tracking metric systems
to cover increased launch activity ... develop a new family of
standard optical beacons for installation in missiles and space
vehicles ... new automatic optical calibration system.
INFRARED Add new high-resolution spectrometers for launch
and re-entry coverage ... new IR systems to extend mid-range
coverage.
RANGE SAFETY Study and develop areas of explosive hazard
assessment, including instrumentation to cover chemical fuel
explosions and nuclear fuel excursions.
INSTRUMENTATION & VEHICLE CONTROL Add a 64 man
central control at the Cape to direct operation of the entire
range ... new real-time dual-system computer facility (includ-
ing 2 CDC 360O's) for failure-proof high-speed data handling.
CORRELATION Reduce time correlation uncertainty across
the range to less than 10 microseconds
. . . standardize the
timing signal format on the Eastern Test Range to be com-
patible with other national ranges.
FREQUENCY CONTROL & ANALYSIS Monitor and control
all electromagnetic radiation within the missile test area with
a Spectrum Surveillance System ... expand automatic inter-
ference control, spectrum signature collection, and quality
analysis.
METEOROLOGY Improve cloud height and growth indica-
tion instrumentation
. .
.
develop a system to measure atmos-
pheric electrical potential and cloud movement.
SHIP & AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION Improve the instru-
mentation to meet more stringent telemetry, navigation, track-
ing, communications, and data handling requirements...
phase into operation new and/or modified tracking ships and
aircraft.
UNDERWATER SOUND Refine the techniques employed to
establish impact location points of nosecones and instrumen-
tation cassets.
For further information, contact your Placement Director.
Or write to Manager of College Relations, Dept. 300K
^ GUIDED MISSILES
RANGE DIVISION
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS. INC.
750 S. ORLANDO AVENUE, COCOA BEACH. FLORIDA
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Selective Staff Augmentation In:
RANGE PLANNING Take projected pro-
gram requirements for the next five years
and develop the advanced tracking system
concepts required, including instrumenta-
tion, facilities, and logistic support.
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING Develop speci-
fications for range instrumentation sys-
tems, evaluate bids from industry, provide
technical direction of development, moni-
tor manufacture and installation, and
phase systems into operational status.
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT A new staff,
not functional, group responsible for guid-
ing the development, acquisition, and
operational capacity of specific major in-
strumentation systems. Goal: to meet per-
formance specifications and schedules,
control costs, and achieve maximum data
retrieval and handling capacity.
SCIENTIFIC STAFF A handpicked group
analyzing program information and pre-
dicting system capabilities needed to sup-
port programs, using celestial and orbital
mechanics, astronomy, probability and
game theory.
RANGE OPERATIONS Plan, evaluate, and
provide range support for all launches, co-
ordinate all range support activities, pro-
vide data and command/destruct for range
safety, and manage down-range island and
ship stations.
Experience required in one or more of these
areas: Pulse & CW radar / telemetry / in-
frared / data handling / communications
/ closed circuit TV / frequency analysis /
command control / underwater sound /
timing / shipboard instrumentation /
meteorology.
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EDITORIALS Editorials are fhe opinion of a majority of Tec/ino-
grapb's editorial board
TECHNOGRAPH AFTER 80 YEARS
This year Teclntograph is celebrating its eightieth
year of pubhcation. In its eighty years Technograph
has grown from a small pamphlet put out annually
by the Civil Engineers Club, to a full-sized magazine
published once a month, October through May, with
a circidation of over five thousand.
Throughout its history Technograph has been writ-
ten, edited and managed by undergraduate students.
Only recently however, has the staff realized the pos-
sibility of making the magazine not only a publication
of student wTitten technical articles but also a forum
for opinion within the College of Engineering.
Technograph will continue the editorial policy es-
tablished last year which recognizes the right and the
responsibility of students to participate in determin-
ing the policies of the College and the profession. Our
goal is to implement within the College of Engineer-
ing the cliiriate of free expression, the excitement of
controversy, and the spirit of inquiry. We believe such
an environment is essential to an academic commun-
ity that relates itself to the larger society not in terms
of the number of graduates applying for jobs at CM,
IBM, or AT&T but rather by the breadth and depth
of the understanding of its graduates and by the qual-
ity of their personal aspirations.
Technograph'^ primary concern is the growth and
improvement of the College of Engineering, however
growth is never a proiluct of a society which restricts
its iriembers and improvement can only come through
complete freedom in the exchange of ideas. The opin-
ions presented on the editorial and comment pages
are intended not to embarrass either the College or
individuals but to suggest methods for imp.ovement
and progress.
We encourage our readers to make use of the letters
page. By doing so you will be contributing to the
publication which gives this college a unicjue oppor-
tunitv for an academic environment.
POVERTY BILL OFFERS OPPORTUNITY
FOR MORE RESEARCH ASSISTANTS
President Johnson's "War on Poverty" bill, the
Economic Opportunity .Act of 1964, seems to us to
provide an excellent opportunity for the College of
Engineering to exjiand the number of undergraduate
students working as research assistants. As passed by
Congress, the bill provides federal grants to institu-
tions of higher education for on- and off-campus stu-
dent employment during the school year and during
vacation periods. The federal government will pay up
to 90 percent of the cost of the program for two years
and 75 percent thereafter.
At the present time students seeking employment
either for financial or educational reasons or both
must rely on personal contacts for information on
jobs as research assistants. Many students do not even
realize that they can work on research projects as
undergraduates.
Xo doubt the large number of research jsrojects be-
ing conducted in the College of Engineering coidd
provide many more jobs for undergraduates with the
assistance of the work-study clause of the "Poverty
Bill."
Technograph suggests that an intracollege place-
ment office be established where interested and ca-
pable students inay apply for jobs as undergraduate
assistants. Such an office would be a noteworthy addi-
tion to the College's educational programs, and its
value to students seeking worthwhile employment
would be incalculable.
n't' regret that the fust issue of Technograph has come
out behind schedule. A printers' strike delayed pub-
lication.
NEW KNOWLEDGE
ADVANCED COURSES
ACCELERATED CLASSES
IMPROVED HIGH SCHOOL
CURRICULUMS
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DEVELOI^
NEW DESIGNS
Another of your future's many facets at Monsanto
With a company growing as fast as Monsanto (annual sales quadrupled to a hefty
$1.2 billion in little more than a decade), design of new plants, equipment and
systems has never been so important. Engineers are needed to apply their skills
and knowledge ... in known and unknown areas ... to help us manufacture the
new and improved products that move Monsanto ahead — 500 new products In the
last 10 years.
We can show you what this means in terms of increased professional opportunity
. . . how Monsanto's continuing expansion affords more and Interesting growing
room for you.
See your Placement Director to arrange for an interview when we visit your campus
soon. Or write today tor our brochure, "Your Future and Monsanto," to Manager,
Professional Recruiting, Dept. CM 64, Monsanto, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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U of I C of E and the 20th NEC
by Thomas Grantluuu
The University of Illinois will help put Chicago in
the spotlight oi the scientific world on October 19, 20,
and 21. On these days more than 25,000 scientists and
engineers from all corners of the earth will gather in
McCormick Place. The event is the 20th anniversary
of the leading forum of the nation's $15 billion elec-
tronics Conference. Professor Edward \V. Ernst is
President of the conference and Professor (Emeritus)
J. T. Tykociner, pioneer in the field of "talkies," is
receiving the NEC's rarely given Award of Merit. This
year's program will be the largest ever offered by the
NEC and will include almost 500 exhibits and some
340 talks covering the latest theories and develop-
ments in the field. Along more than one mile of ex-
hibit space, the latest products of some 500 electronic
firms will be on view. Other highlights will be many
new military electronics exhibits, and for the first time
there will be displays by the outstanding electronics
exhibitors at the National Science Fair, the fimne
engineers and scientists of the country.
Speakers will include James E. ^Vebb, N.ASA .Ad-
ministrator; Dr. Henry K. Puharich, president and
director, Medical Research Intelectron Corp., who will
discuss and evaluate "mental telepathy" as a possible
means of commiuiication: and Dr. G. I. Rath of North-
western University, ivho will give examples of spinoff,
the adoption of space and defense developments by
industry, and will suggest how spinoff can be more
effective.
Professor, Edword Ernst Professor, Joseph Tykociner
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Special intensive refresher seminars designed to up-
date electronics engineers in specific areas will be pre-
sented. The topics covered will be modern antenna
theory, on w^hich Illinois' Professor Mayes will lecture,
engineering applications of linear and non-linear pro-
gramming, and electronic thin-film technology. In ad-
dition, certain industrial firms will again sponsor a
popular seminar program. These seminars help the
NEC to continue filling its role as an information
center for the electronics industry.
On October 21 Professor Tykociner will receive the
NEC's Award of Merit, one of three given since its
inception twenty years ago. Dr. E. W. Ernst, NEC
President, said that the award is "in recognition of
his many significant contributions, during a career
that spans half a century, to education and research
in electrical and electronics engineering."
Born in Vloclawek, Poland, and educated in Cothen
and Berlin, Professor Tykociner holds patents in sub-
marine signaling, photo-electricity, cable testing piezo-
electricity, techniques of radio measurements, antenna
models and microwave development. Back in 1922 on
this campus the then Research .Assistant Professor
Joseph T. Tykociner gave the first public demonstra-
tion of sound movies. Today Professor (Emeritus)
Tvkociner, 84, is foimding a new science of research
called Zetetics (from Greek zeteto, meaning to inves-
tigate)
,
has published a book. Research as a Science—
Zetetics, and this past year here at Illinois taught the
first course in Zetetics.
Further information about the 20th NEC can be
obtained in the Technograph office, 248 FEB.
Technograph Joins USSPA
During the summer Technograph became the sec-
onti magazine and the first engineering magazine to
join the United States Student Press Association, an
association originally formed by and for college news-
papers. Technograph editor Stu E'mpleby also at-
tended the association's third annual congress held
-August 11-15 in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Wlien asked at this year's first staff meeting why
Technograph had joined USSPA in addition to its
more than 40 year membership in the Engineering
College Magazines .Associated, editor Umpleby re-
plied, "There is a basic difference between the two
organizations which is indicated by the purposes for
^vhich each was founded. ECMA was organized to
secure advertising on a national basis for the member
magazines. USSPA was organized to promote the ideal
of a free and responsible student press. However the
goals of the two organizations ilo not conflict, indeed
the) are complimentary. ECM.A serves to acquaint
member magazines with the issues relevant to an
engineering campus, while USSPA provides the spirit
with which problems should be approached. That
spirit maintains that students have a vital role in
determining educational policy and in academic re-
£orm and that a free and vigorous student press is
essential to an educational community in a democrat ic
society. I hope that at the annual liCMA conference
to be held October 8-10, Technograph may be able to
persuade other engineering magazines to join USSP.A."
University Hosts Concrete Conference
The third International Conference on Fundamen-
tal Research in Plain Concrete was held Sept. 8-11 at
Robert .\Ilerton House, University of Illinois confer-
ence center. As with conferences held at Illinois in
1958 and 1961. its purjjose was not simply to present
results of investigations, biu rather to discuss current
technical knowledge and its limitations and to relate
various scientific fields in application as tools lor
systematic study of concrete.
One hundred representatives of universities, profes-
sional societies, governmental agencies, and scientific
research organizations attended. Fifteen were from
overseas. Prof. Chde E. Kesler of the U. of I. depart-
ments of civil engineering and theoretical and applied
mechanics was chairman of the steering committee.
The meeting was supported by the National Science
Foundation.
Discussions this year centered on the role of water
in the beha\ior of concrete—as freshly mixed, in set-
ting, as affecting \()lume changes, and in deteriora-
tion. Taking part in the conference were men from
physical chemistry, physics, geology, petrography (clas-
sification of rocks) , and rheology (science of deforma-
tion and (low of matter) , as well as engineers working
in applied researcli and development.
EIT Exam Scheduled for
February Graduates
Seniors graduating in February who are planning
to take the professional engineers' Engineers In Train-
ing exam must send their applications to Springfield
thirty days prior to the day of the exam, December 30.
The exam itself will be given on this campus. Only
seniors graduating in February can take the exam
during the Fall semester. Applications and further
iiilormation can be obtained in Dean Pierce's office,
103 CEH.
ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
Professional societies, engineering honoraries, and any other engineering activities
desiring space in the calendar should notify Technograph, room 2-)S EEB. Lists
of activities should be submitted one month prior to our publication date which
is the tieelfth of each month.
SOCIETY
80 years ago the first
cash register helped
shopkeepers remember.
Today NCR's new
thin-film rod memory
helps this computer^
remember better.
NCR's job for 80 years has been
to make things easier and more
profitable for businessesof all kinds
and sizes. How? By producing the
most complete and efficient line of
record keeping and data processing
equipment obtainable. We began by
marketing the first cash register—
the first automated system for
handling sales and cash! Today
NCR continues to make things
easier for government, industry,
business and banking with a full
line of equipment to handle
everything from original
entry to final report. Latest
is a rod memory computer that
cycles in billionths of a second!
Equally as important as the de-
velopment of the total system con-
cept of record keeping are the many
research and development pro-
grams which NCR has in progress.
Important advances in encapsula-
tion, photochromism, thin-film and
laser technology have contributed
greatly
to the for-
ward movement
of the American economy
and to the betterment of its citi-
zens. If you would like to be con-
sidered for positions that are now
opening for qualified persons at
NCR, write to T. F. Wade, Technical
Placement, NCR, Dayton, Ohio
45409. All correspondence will be
treated confidentially. An equal op-
portunity employer.
BE SURE TO VISIT THE NCR PAVILION AT THE N.Y. WORLDS FAIR.
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THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY
What is so different
about International Harvester?
The difference lies in diversification. International Harvester
manufactures motor trucks, farm equipment and construction
equipment—as well as gas turbines, aerospace equipment, industrial
tractors and steel. We offer career opportunities in each of these
fast-growing fields ... a choice of careers in design, development,
engineering, testing, manufacturing or sales of over a
thousand products.
Few companies have changed as much as International
Harvester in the past decade. We are now setting up new
manufacturing plants throughout the free world. All of our
many product lines are growing vigorously. And growth means a
better future for those who join us today.
We are now interviewing students in many different fields
—mechanical, electrical, industrial, metallurgical or agricultural
engineers, liberal arts, accounting, chemistry, business or
math majors. Check with your Placement Officer now for a date to
see an IH representative when he visits your campus. If
interviews are not yet scheduled, write directly to the Supervisor
of College Relations, International Harvester Company,
180 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois.
D
Id
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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ENGINEERING ALUMNUS DONATES TO ARTS CENTER
by Steve Bryant
Herman C. Krannert
On July 24, President
David D. Henry announced
that Mr. Herman C. Kran-
nert, an engineering grad-
uate of the University of
Illinois, and his wife had
made a major contribution
toward building a center
for the performing arts on
campus.
Mr. Krannert, ^\ho re-
ceived a bachelor of science degree in mechanical
engineering from the University in 1912 and who was
once editor of Technograph, is well known for his
achievements in both professional and humanitarian
fields. In 1925, he declined a position on the board of
directors of a container manufacturing firm because
he felt that accepting the position was "contrary to
good business principles and ethics (see the Januan.-,
1964, Technograph for a more complete story) ."
Thereafter, he founded the Inland Container Cor-
poration, which today is the second largest corrugated
box company in the United States and the third
largest in the world.
Mr. and Mrs. Krannert were principal contributors
to the Krannert .\rt Museum. The Krannerts" latest
philanthropic endeavor, which will be responsible for
the Krannert Center for the Performine .\rts, will
fulfill a long-felt need by the University for such a
facility. University performing groups, such as the
opera workshop, the theatrical companies, the Univer-
sity bands, the University's symphony orchestra, the
University choir, and the dance group have attained
national or international prominence, but the teach-
ing and performing facilities available for these gioups
have been both inconvenient and inadequate. About
1700 students are presently enrolled in the performing
arts courses, and much of their work, which will be
centralized by the Krannert Center, is currentlv car-
ried on in widely scattered areas of the campus. In
the field of music, for example, the teaching and per-
forming facilities are housed in ten different locations.
In addition to geogiaphical inconveniences, the qual-
ity of the teaching and performing facilities has not
kept pace with the growing needs of the members of
the performing arts. Again using music as an example,
several of the ten buildings are converted residences,
and no new music buildings but the band building
have been erected since 1915.
The ne\\- center will remedy the geographical and
physical problems of the members of the performing
arts and at the same time will be a dynamic new addi-
tion to the general campus in areas of both function
and beauty. The center, to be located on a two-block
man-made rise of land, will consist of a music audito-
rium with a seating capacity of 2200, a music theater
with a capacity of 1000, a drama theater with a capac-
ity of 700, and an experimental theater with a capacity
of 250. -An outdoor theater with a seating capacity of
1000 will be created by the arrangement of the four
basic theaters. Beneath the complex of theaters will
be two floors of class rooms, practice rooms, rehearsal
areas, offices, dressing rooms, workshops, and a parking
area for 800 autos. The parking area, which will be
approachable from various sides of the center, is to
have natural lighting and ventilation. The four the-
aters will be interconnected by wide corridors or
walkways, where benches and lounge space will be
available. The entire complex is designed to blend
with the landscape and general feeling of its campus
location.
Designer of the center is architect Max Abramovitz,
a University of Illinois alumnus whose firm, Harrison
and .\bramovitz of New York, has designed many
famous structures, including the Lincoln Center Phil-
harmonic Hall and the United Nations Buildin^ in
New York, the Interfaith Center and Rose Art .Mu-
seum at Brandeis Universitv, the Law School and
The Krannert Center for the Performing Arts will replace various aging facilitie
now scattered over the campus. II will be situoteci just south of the new lllinoi
Avenue Resicience Holls.
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Tom Thomsen wanted challenging work
He found it at Western Electric
T. R. Thomsen, B.S.M.E., University of Nebraska, '58,
came to Western Electric for several reasons. Impor-
tant to him was the fact that our young engineers play
vital roles right from the start, working on exciting
engineering projects in communications including:
electronic switching, thin film circuitry, microwave
systems and optical masers.
The wide variety of Western Electric's challenging
assignments appealed to Tom, as did the idea of ad-
vanced study through full-time graduate engineering
training, numerous management courses and a com-
pany-paid Tuition Refund Plan.
Tom knows, too, that we'll need several thousand
experienced engineers for supervisory positions within
the next few years. And he's getting the solid experi-
ence needed to qualify. Right now, Tom is developing
new and improved inspection and process control
techniques to reduce manufacturing costs of tele-
phone switching equipment. Tom is sure that Western
Electric is the right place for him. What about you?
If you set the highest standards for yourself, enjoy
a challenge, and have the qualifications we're looking
for— we want to talk to you! Opportunities for fast-
moving careers exist now for electrical, mechanical
and industrial engineers, and also for physical science,
liberal arts and business majors. For more detailed
information, get your copy of the Western Electric
Career Opportunities booklet from your Placement
Officer. And be sure to arrange for an interview when
the Bell System recruiting team visits your campus.
Western Electric
*N EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities
Engineering Research Center. Princeton. N. J.
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OP THE BELL SYSTEM
D Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S.
D Teletype Corp., Skokie, III.. Little Rock, Ark. D General Headquarters, New York City
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fAmsterdam Plaza at Columbia Uni\ei'sity and the
University of Illinois Assembly Hall.
The center is estimated to cost $14,325,000 of \\hich
§10,000,000 will come from gifts, the rest coming from
University appropriations. S635,000 is already avail-
able in University appropriations, aird the rest will be
requested by the University from the state as a part of
the capital funds required for 1965-67. Mr. and Mrs.
Krannert are the principal donors of the SI 0,000,000
in gifts. Upon announcing the gift of Mr. and Mrs.
Krannert to the new art center. President Henry said.
"The Krannert Center for the Performing .\rts will
undoubtedly cjuickly become a noted cultural asset of
the nation as well as of the state and region."
ALMY SUCCEEDS SEITZ AS HEAD
OF PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
Gerald M. Almy, former associate head of the de-
partment of physics and a member of the University
faculty since 1930, has succeeded Frederic Seitz as
head of that department. Dr. Seitz has been appointed
dean of the graduate college and University vice-pres-
Professor Gerald AIny Professor Frederic Seitz
ident for researcli. Initially he will serve on a halftime
basis while continuing as president of the National
Academy of Sciences during part of 1964-1965.
As a physicist, Aliny has made important contribu-
tions to the development of the betatron—invented at
the University of 1939 by Donalil W. Kerst—and to
radiography. His contributions made the betatron
readily useful in radiation therapy and nuclear re-
search. Alray contributed to early research on photo-
nuclear processes using the betatron as a high energ\
source.
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
William L. Everitt, Dean of the College of Engineer-
ing, was elected chairman of the board of directors of
the Commission on Engineering Education at its an-
nual meeting in Washington.
The Commission is an independent, incorporated
organization financed initially by a grant from the
National Science Foimdation. Operating under direc-
tion of leaders from education and industry, its pur-
pose is to develop and maintain engineering education
at a maxiinum level of excellence.
GRADS GO GOVERNMENT
Two graduates of the University of Illinois College
of Engineering are included in the list of twenty
people who have recently been awarded postdoctoral
associateships by the National Bureau of Standards.
Paul D. Goldan, Ph.D. in physics, will study collision
processes in atmosphere gases and undertake deter-
mination of electron and ion recobination rates. James
P. Neal, III, Ph.D. in engineering, will study electro-
magnetic wave propagation iir atmospheric and iso-
tropic media.
PROFESSORS RETURN FROM TRIPS
TO EUROPE
Helmiu H. Korst, head of the department of me-
chanical and industrial engineering returned from
Europe early in October after serving one month as a
consultant for NATO research groups in the United
Kiirgdom, France, Belgium, and Germany. During his
trip he visited research institutes, engaged in technical
discussions and gave lectures as a considtant to the
Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research and De-
velopment, a NATO organization. Korst reported on
the results of sustained research efforts in the field of
high velocity fluid mechanics, especially on phenom-
ena involving flow separation. Such work has been
carried out during the past decade at the University
under Air Force and NAS.\ sponsorship. The new
theoretical concepts developed by Korst and his re-
search team ha\e found wide attention due to their
direct applicability to vital problems in high velocity
flight, jet and rocket propulsion.
Don U. Deere, professor of civil engineering and
geology returned last month from attending the Aus-
trian Colloquim of the International Society for Rock
Mechanics at Salzburg, .Austria. Deere is a member of
the board of directors of the international society and
represented the Committee on Rock Mechanics of the
National .\cademy of Science. Deere, on his way to
.\ustria, was the guest of the National Civil Engineer-
ing Research Laboratories of Portugal where he con-
ducted a seminar concerning engineering geologv and
rock mechanics research. Following the Salzburg Col-
loquim he made a study tour of the area of the recent
landslide and reservoir catastrophe at \'aiont. Italy.
SAID THE SENATOR TO THE
TECHNOGRAPH
Before his address to the National Student Congress
on August 16 at the University of Minnesota in Min-
neapolis, Senator Eugene McCarthy held a press con-
ference for college editors. During a question and
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answer period, a Teclmograph reporter posed the fol-
lowing question:
"Senator McCarthy, due to the lait that Senator
Goldwater's support has been saiil to conie mainly
from the prospeious middle class, do \()u feci tiiat
the business ami technological connniniiiies have
become general!) out of toudi wiih |)icsent social
directions?"
E^n/t
Senator Eugene McCarthy interviowad by student press.
McCarthy replied that he believed Senator Gold-
water's following consisted of persons from many
economic levels and that no one group could be held
solely responsible for the Senator's rise to national
power.
STUDENTS HONORED FOR SCHOLARSHIP,
RESEARCH, STUDENT ACTIVITIES
by Frank Gortiuni
University of Illinois winners of four of the 1954
awards for scholarship, research, student activities, and
achie\ements in the social sciences and humanities
have just been announced:
J. A. Johnson, Williams-
ville, N. Y., physics, the Lisle Abbott Rose Award;
P. R. Bruggink, Markham, 111., ciiemical engineering,
the Hamilton Watch Award; G. Mesri, Tabriz, Iraii,
civil engineering, the Honeywell Award; and D. L.
Steele, Normal, Illinois, physics, the Harvey H. Jordan
Award.
Before coming to Illinois, Johnson attended Central
High, Clarence, i\. V., while Bruggink went to Bremen
High and Hope College. Mesri, a National Science
Foundation Undergraduate Assistant, received his pre-
college training in Iran. Steel, President of the Student
Physics Society, has been active in Tau Beta Pi, en-
gineering honor society.
The Ainerican Society of Mechanical Engineers
awarded second place in a regional student paper
contest to John Steinmeyer of Elgin, senior. His paper,
"Design and Analysis of Mechanical Load Stabilizer,"
also won sixth place in the James F. Lincoln arc weld-
ing competition, and is now being studied by Ford
Motor Co. Joseph C. Sidwcll, a salutatcjrian at Mount
Zion High School, receinly received the $4,000 Mc-
Cann-Yutan Memorial Scholarship sponsored by the
.Associated General Contractors of Illinois in state-
wide competition. Alternate for the scholarship is
George F. Jainison, salutatorian of Edinburg High
School.
COLLEGE ADMINISTRATOR RUNS
FOR CONGRESS
The November elections will hold particular inter-
est for \J of I engineering students as a result of the
Congressional campaign of a member of the College
administration. Jack Desmond, on leave of absence
from his post as assistant director of the Engineering
Gholomrezo Mesri John Steinmeyer Paul Bruggink
.lack Desmond, democratic condidate for Congress, confers with
President Johnson during one of his visits to the White House.
Experiment Station, is riuming on the democratic
ticket against incumbent Republican Bill .Springer in
the 22nd Congressional district. Mr. Desmond, who
assisted Teclmograph on financial problems, is basing
his campaign on his understand of the factors that
contribute to business and economic progress, partic-
ularly in the central Illinois area.
APPOINT CARTER TO BOARD
Prolessor H. E. Carter, acting l)c;in of the Graduate
College and Head of the Department of Chemistry
and Chemical Engineering at the University, has been
named by President Johnson to a six-)ear term on the
National Science Board, governing board of the Na-
tional Science Foiuulation.
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ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS: General Dynamics; Astronautics offers you the
challenges of the future — today. As the space-oriented division of the great
General Dynamics Corporation, Astronautics has a heritage of leadership in the development
of our nation's current space capabilities. We continue to build on this strong background
as we design and develop new systems and devices that will help to shape the future course of
space technology. Your alert response to the fascinating challenges we offer will
establish guidelines for your successful career at Astronautics.
Scientific and technical opportunities exist at all degree levels in activities that include
RESEARCH, DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING,
RELIABILITY, and ADMINISTRATION.
For General Dynamics
]
Astronautics career information, see your placement officer and
watch for campus interview schedules, or write to Mr. B. L. Dobler, Chief of Professional
Placement and Personnel. Dept. 130-90. General Dynamics] Astronautics, 5899 Kearny Villa Road,
San Diego, California 92112. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
GENERAL- DYNAMIC! ASTRONAUTICS GilllllllD
We Will Visit Your Campus November 5 & 6
TECHNOGRAPH Oclobfi lldl
PEOPLE
ENGINEER HEADS STUDENT SENATE
W'eiidell Jeiio, senior in Civil Engineering has
turned the practical approach into political success.
AN'endell set the pace in last year's race for student
body president with a feasible plan for more student
services, such as lower motocycle registration fees, dis-
count rates at local stores and increased scholarship
aid. Discipline reform, greater student participation
on University committees and increased campus in-
terest in Student Senate were also compaign issues.
As a sophomore,
Wendell was an
elected district sen-
ator to Student Sen-
ate and a member oL
the Traffic Regula-
tions and Safety
Committee. Last
year he held a seat
on the University
Motor Vehicle Reg-
istration Committee
and served as chair-
man of the Student
Senate Traffic Reg-
idations and Safet\
Committee. During
Wendell Jeno, engineering pDlitijs
^J^g Summer AVeU-
dell and Engineering Council President Stu Um]:)leb\
were two of eight University delegates to the National
Student Congress held at the University of Minnesota.
DISAPPOINTED EMPEROR
I'rolcssor Ka/idiiko Xishijinia of the University of
Illinois Physics Department has been awarded a prize
by the Japan Academy for his distinguished contribu-
tions to research in theoretical physics, particularly
for his contributions to the so-called "strangeness"
theory of elementary particles. The award was made
Professor Nishijimo, awarded for distinguished contri-
butions to researcti in ttieoreticol ptisics.
on May 8 in Tokyo at the Japan Academy, and al-
though the Japanese emperor was in attendance. Pro-
fessor Nishijima ^vas not. The next time yoin- advisor
doesn't show up for an appointment, consider the case
of the Japanese emperor.
BENDIX AWARD GIVEN
TRANSISTOR PIONEER
Dr. John Barileen, University physicist who in 1956
received the Nobel prize as co-inventor of the tran-
sistor, was awarded the Vincent Bendix award for
oiustanding research contributions by an engineering
educator at the annual meeting of the American
Societ) for Engineering Education.
LEARN ABOUT YOUR PROFESSION
BEFORE YOU GRADUATE
THROUGH AN ENGINEERING
PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY
You can mee* outstanding upperclassmen and faculty
members, hear interesting speakers from industry and
government, and become a more effective member of
the engineering profession.
Drop by the Engineering Council office, 248 Electrical
Engineering Bidg., for further information.
PIT STOP
Import Motors, Inc.
AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR
• ALFA ROMEO
• BMC
•JAGUAR
• TRIUMPH
508 S. First
Champaign, III.
NEW PHONE 352-7878
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STEP FORWARD
WITH FORD MOTOR COMPANY
An Open Letter to the 1965
College Graduate
frvm Donald N. Frey,
Assistant General Manager,
Ford Division of
Ford Motor Company
Donald N. Frey was awarded a bachelor's degree in metal-
lurgical engineering by the University of Michigan in 1947
and a doctorate in 1950. One year later, he joined Ford
Motor Company as manager of the Metallurgical Depart-
ment in the Scientific Laboratory. In 1962, Dr. Frey was
appointed assistant general manager of the Ford Division
with responsibility for all engineering, product planning
and purchasing activities. He is 41 years old.
America's automobile industry is in the midst of a challenging era, udth pros-
pects of an even more exciting and demanding tempo in the years to come.
Ford Motor Company is determined to achieve leadership in all phases of its
operation. This leadership promises to bring lasting success to the company, its
employes and its stockholders.
It will take people to accomplish this objective. Engineering, finance, styhng,
marketing, product planning, sales— all requu'e people with the knowledge,
judgment and personal drive to avail themselves of the unprecedented oppor-
tunities offered by a great industry.
The automobile business is gi'owing. More cars are being bought now than ever
before. With increases in population and consumer buying power, even more
vdW. be bought in the futm'e. Reahzing this, Ford Motor Company seeks to
attract college gi'aduates who have the capacity to grow with the company
and the market.
Right now, om' plans call for emplo\-ing about a thousand of the best 1965
gi'aduates we can find, with all types of educational backgi'ounds. We need
speciahsts, but we also need persons \\-ith broad Hberal-arts training who can
handle a wnde variety of assignments. Actually, in om* company, many gi'adu-
ates grow into jobs totally um-elated to their degi'ees. They have discovered
that Ford offers intellectually challenging opportunities for those with the
abiUty to seize them. We invite you to make the same discovery.
Contact yom- Placement Office and arrange to see our representative.
^>-^^-}
^
MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
An Equal Opportunity Employer
f. .-,>
.<r;>-^^^^
'tritn tKti/*f ». \
-<,'*••
You can
have a lot of
funonTimken'
Bearings
INBOARD WITH AN OUTDRIVE. This new Chrysler-Dana Drive 90° offers boating
buffs big power in a small space. Dock your boat at home? The outdrive tilts up
55° for easy trailering. Timken^ bearings keep the prop and drive shafts rigid
as a Marine.
SEATS IN MOTION. New York's new Shea Stadium stands move to accommodate
10,000 fans in two blocks of 5,000 seats. They roll on Timken bearings from the
first and third baseball foul lines to the football sidelines.
NO PLAY FOR BEARINGS. Timken bearings work hard to make your world more
leisurely. They're made of nickel-rich steel for long life—even when loads and
conditions become unsportsmanlike.
FORE? NO, THREE. Three wheels for the golfer who'd rather swing than walk.
This new Cushman Golfster is a smart way to cover the links. Eight Timken
bearings were chosen for the drive, axle and wheel applications. They're
precision-made and case-hardened to take shock loads. The Timken Roller
Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio. Also makers of Fine Alloy Steel and Rock Bits.
^^ QUALITY TURNS ON
TIMKEN
TAPERED
ROLLER BEARINGS
Learn More About the Timken Company, an Equal Opportunity Employer. Send for Career Booklet.
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Your plans
should
include John Deere
Our plans include engineers. In order to ex-
pand our worldwide network of 22 manufac-
turing operations, we need good people . . .
curious people . . . people with initiative . . .
people who can use today's and tomorrow's
technology to build better farm, industrial,
lawn and garden tractors and equipment.
Organized in 1837, John Deere is the leader
in the United States and Canada in farm equip-
ment sales. Total net sales have more than
doubled in the past ten years.
Unusual opportunities are offered in tech-
nical fields— research, product design and de-
velopment, industrial engineering, materials
analysis, methods, or plant engineering.
Check your placement office for more infor-
mation. Or, write to Director, College and
University Relations, Deere & Company,
Moline, 111. An equal opportunity employer.
JOHN DEERE
Moline, Illinois
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RESEARCH FLUID DYNAMICS IN THE BRAIN
U of I researchers are usirtg engineering techniques
to help physicians learn more about blood distribu-
tion in the brain, and about the changes which occur
when something goes wrong
The Circle of Willis, shown here in the brain of a dog, is located of
the bottom of the brain and serves as distribution center for blood
supplied to the brain.
Try to imagine the problem of determining the
pressure, rate of flow, and distribution of liqiuds in a
dime-sized network of flexible tubes. Place this network
at the base of a mammal's brain and you have a rough
idea of the problems confronting a team of researchers
headed by Professor M. E. Clark of the Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics department.
The specific network under consideration—the Circle
of ^\'illis— is a continuous arterial bed which serves as
distribution center for blood supplied to the brain.
Two vertebral arteries enter the elongated ring at a
common point at one end and two internal cartoid
arteries enter along the sides. \'arious exit arteries
transport blood to all parts of the brain. Normally
nothing prevents free flow around the system, but
deficiencies in the arteries are fairly common.
What is the normal pattern of flow through the
brain's circulatory system? How does the supply change
when an artery is blocked by a clot, when a capillary
bursts, or when an injury to some other part of the
Gordon Day, o junior in electrical engineering, is from Winchester,
Illinois. He is a member of Phi Eta Sigma and occasionally spends his
spore time playing the piano, flute, or piccolo.
by Gordon Day
body decreases the quantity of blood pumped into the
head? The answers to these questions lie in the time
Circle of Willis, deep within the brain.
Due to the size and location of the circle, medical
researchers have found it impossible to obtain the
data necessary to gain an understanding of blood sup-
ply to the vital tissues. It is possible to enter the
skull of an animal and expose the vessels for examina-
tion; however, the operation is terminal and provides
little significant information. To reach the interior
of the brain it is necessary to remove a great deal of
tissue—tissue that receives its blood supply from the
circle. Furthermore, to measure pressure and flow,
instruments must be inserted into the system making
more changes in the normal operation. Thus, obser-
vations are not indicative of normal function.
Beginning in the summer of 1961, Professor Clark
and several assistants began studying the feasibility
of constructing a model upon which desired measure-
ments could be made. A model, they realized, would
have two important advantages. First, it would be
large enough to permit simultaneous measurements
of both flow and pressure, and second, but more im-
portant, a model would provide controlled conditions
Avhereby a single parameter could be varied keeping
other factors constant.
In co-operation Avith the Galesburg State Research
Hospital, work proceeded on an engineering model.
The first requisite to a useful model is geometric
likeness. To provide average measurements of di-
ameter and length, a number of dog brains were
examined using a dissecting microscope. Further de-
tails were obtained by studying latex-infused circles
of the dogs. The first apparatus was constructed using
semi-rigid plastic tubing and lucite junctions, and
contained an organic fluid of which the viscosity
could be \aried.
Several techniques have thus far been used to gain
information from this model. Dyes and pieces of solid
matter were introduced into the system and the result-
ing patterns recorded on motion picture film. From
this information it was possible to examine theories
concerning mo\ement of blood into, out of, and
around the circle.
As an example of the theories held by home phy-
sicians, it was felt that in normal operation, the circle
functions as two separate junctions and that the con-
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necting vessels merely serve as a safety valve to allow
quick sup]ily of blood from another source should
one of the arteries entering the brain be injured or
blocked. Studies on the present model indicate that
this is probably not correct and that blood circulates
continuously around the circle.
Instruments which can measure both velocity and
pressure externalh, ivithout disturbing the continuity
of flow in the model are now available and are pres-
ently being used. A pump lias been built into the
reservoir system, providing a sinusoidal variation in
pressure and flow. Types of flexible tubing are being
studied in order to eventually replace the rigid walled
tubes now being used, and thus provide greater simi-
larity to the arteries.
Two other types of models are available which
enable the researchers to supplement and cross-check
the data obtained from the physical model.
In this case, since the flow is laininar (flow is in-
versely proportional to impedance) it is possible to
construct an electric analog of the circle where each
branch obeys Ohm's law: Current through a branch
of an electric circuit equals the potential difference
across the branch divided by the resistance, I = V/R.
Professor Clark and his associates have designed and
built circuits containing variable resistances from
which both voltages (pressme) and cinrents (rate of
flow) can be measured at various parts of the net-
work. Here again, the anology is to a rigid, steady
flow systein.
It is also possible to construct a mathematical
analog of the system. A computor program has been
written to provide data corresponding to the large
number of parameter combinations. This method
Clark and Wengrorz, graduate
Latex infused arteries from tfie broin of a dog sliow part of
ttie network leaving ttie circle.
ProTessor Marlyn E.
model of the circle.
has an advantage in that partial allowance can be
made for variations in flow.
Still, there are a number of problems to be solved
before a completely adequate model may be obtained.
Of major concern at the present time is the lack of
knowledge about the distribution of blood after it
leaves the circle. Continued research at the Galesburg
hospital is providing more accurate and complete
measurements of the vessels leaving the circle. Here
again, size and location make the determinations very
difficult. The picture at the bottom of this page,
which shows only the larger branches, gives some
idea of the size of the vessels which must be measured
in order to determine an accurate equivalent to be
placed in the model. Work on the project will con-
tinue for at least two years on the current three year
grant. During this time continued refinement will be
made to increase the accuracy and reliability of the
model. .\t such time as the desired model is obtained
and verified, it will be possible to obtain data invalu-
able to an understanding of normal blood supply to
the brain and of what happens when the system mal-
functions or is injured.
$86,000 FOR A DRINK OF WATER
by Thomas Grahtham
A project which includes studies of nematodes
(roundworms) and bacteria in oiu" water is under way
in the University of Illinois College of Engineering.
Nematodes are partially transparent microscopic
worms of the metazoan famih
. They live pretty much
where they please, including in \vater. There are free-
li\ing and parasitic t)pes of nematodes, and they may
exist even in the purest water sources. Attempts to
filler out the potential disease carriers are difficult
and expensive. Chlori nation has little effect on adult
nematodes and less on newborn eggs; they even midti-
ply rapidly in Avaste treatment plants.
The current investigation, under the direction of Drs.
discuss
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Today's engineers shape tomorrow's future-all over the world
YOUR FUTURE, as well, is of great interest to United
States Rubber. With our record of steadv growth and con-
tinuing di\ersification, we have a constant need for qualified
engineers and the opportunities we offer are most rewarding.
Our engineering service organizations provide consulting spe-
cialists and civil, electrical, mechanical and industrial engi-
neering services to R &D laboratories and to our manufacturing
plants as well as to our foreign and domestic subsidiaries.
Personnel are selected from both within and outside the com-
pany to pro%ide an organization with a di\ersity of special-
ized knowledge. This knowledge covers modem scientific
and engineering techniques in the construction and installa-
tion of new facilities and the modernization of old.
Timelv, efficient problem sei-vice, facility planning assistance
and design services for U.S. Rubber laboratories and plants
throughout the world are the goals of service and plant engi-
neering. You would be part of a coordinated team of special-
ists operating in such areas as:
• Power services and utilities
• Electrical distribution equipment and controls
• Stress anal)sis, structural design and building construction
• Industrial heating and air conditioning
• Process design and design and layout of process equipment
• Heavy machiner)' design and installation
UNITED STATES RUBBER 1230Avenue of the Americas.NewVork 20,N.Y,
An Equal Opportunity Employer
THE FIELD IS >A^lDE "U.S." offers a comprehensive variety of career opportunities to those with degrees in Physics, Mathematics
and Chemistry as well as to Chemical, Mechanical, Industrial and Textile Engineers. Contact your placement office to determine when
'^ U.S. Rubber recruiter will visit your campus. Before you decide on your first job, have a talk with him.
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Your life at Du Pont I one of a series for technical graduates
Would you make a good catalyst?
With us, creative technical employees are natural catalysts.
They cause reactions. Good ones.
For example, they helped us double our sales to $2.4 billion
in the past 12 years. In the past 28 years alone, their research
efforts helped us develop nevif products that created 40,000 new
career positions. At this writing they're ironing the wrinkles
out of 200 completely new products, with more on the way.
Technical men and women are happy at Du Pont, too. They
get a chance to move around-to actually change jobs without
changing companies and without losing their accrued benefits.
Their future bursts with promise, because they know we fill
important positions from within.
Would you make a good catalyst at Du Pont? Learn all the
facts by letting us send you more information. Write us a letter
now (or clip and mail our coupon).
B
BEUER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
An equal opportunity employer
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Technical men we'll especially need from the Class of '65
Chemists Mechanical Engineers
Chemical Engineers Industrial Engineers
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
2531-B Nemours Building
Wilmington, Delaware 19898
When I'm graduated, I'll be a_
(List profession)
Please send me more information about how I might fit
in at Du Pont.
Name
Class_ _Major_ .Degree e)<pected_
College.
My address_
City
_Zone State_
RESEARCH
Richard S. Engelbrecht, Rithaid E. Speece, and John
H. Austin in lUinois' Sanitary Engineering Laboratory
with Dr. Max R. Matteson of the Zoology Department
participating, is concerned with the free-living forms
and means of removing them from our drinking water.
The study of the bacteria is to find ways to make
them work harder. The bacteria ha\'e been an essential
role in the "contact treatment" system of sewage dis-
posal and water reclamation which has gained wide
use in the past decade. For removal of human or in-
dustrial wastes from water it is the cheapest treatment
yet devised. It involves adding large quantities of
bacteria to sewage and allowing the bacteria to ingest
or absorb large quantities of organic material. The
bacteria are then separated from the cleared water,
provided with oxygen to speed digestion, and returned
for another cycle. The project, whose estimated total
cost is $86,000, is a three-year study to seek ways
to make the "contact" system more efficient and
economical.
High quality water in our lakes, rivers, reservoirs,
and municipal systems is essential both for industrial
and himian use. Engineers at the University of Illinois
are contributing their talents to help achieve this
essential goal.
NOT WITH A BANG BUT A CHIRP
by Rudy Berg
"Bangs" and "chirps" are common topics of dis-
cussion in the field of pulse compression radar—but
no one ever hears them. These are names for radar
pulses: bangs are short, high-powered radio signals;
chirps are longer signals which change from low fre-
quency at one end to high frequency at the other,
carrying large amounts of energy within their greater
lengths. The pulse compression technique simply
sends out chirps instead of bangs as radar signals.
When a reflected chirp returns it is compressed in a
novel way: within the receiver amplifier the high-
frequency back end of the pulse travels faster than
the low-frequency front end, telescoping the chirp
into a synthetic bang.
This system was first proposed dining World War
II as a means of getting greater power and range from
the primitive equipment then in use, without sacrific-
ing the detailed infonnation that short signals pro-
duce. After attempts by others, Bell Laboratories
developed a workable system. Since then, pulse com-
pression has found wide use in radar installations.
Now chirps are being put to a different use—explor-
ing the atmosphere. Under the direction of Professor
Sidney A. Bowhill, two members of the Aeronomy
Group of the University of Illinois Department of
Electrical Engineering, Theodore Rzeszewski and Don-
ald Wipperman, are building a modified version of
this high powered radar to detect the various levels of
the ionosphere that help and hinder long-range radio
communications. Theirs will be the fust pulse com-
pression sounding device ever built, and hopefully
will enable them to detect the radio-reflective layer of
the ionosphere during those frustrating limes when it
effectively "disappears" from conventional ecpiipment.
TIRED BRIDGES
Have you ever wondered what happens to a bridge
as thousands of vehicles pass over it day after day,
year after year? With the passage of time more and
more traffic with heavier loads use our bridges until
such structures, unless properly designed, develo]j the
old age disease, cracks in the joints. To protect against
such failures the staff of the University of Illinois
Civil Engineering Department has for many years
been concerned with the development of design cri-
teria for such structures.
Tlie rapid development of new high-strength steels
and the use of new fabrication processes require an
understanding of the basic factors contributing to
this type of failure, generally referred to as fatigue.
Included among these factors are items such as the
effect of fabrication details, residual stresses, applied
stress cycles, properties of the base materials, and
number of cyclic repetitions of loading.
The Bineau of Public Roads, because of its concern
with the Interstate Highway System, has for several
years sponsored a program to develop such informa-
tion. The program has included the entire range of
available structiual steels in rolled shapes as well as
built-up welded girders. Splices which are necessary
in long structures have received considerable attention
because small changes in details can have a significant
effect on their strength under repeated loads. The in-
fluence of stiffeners and their method of attachment
are also of great importance, as are cover plates and
transitions in flange thickness. In these latter cases the
effect of geometry and stress concentrations are most
significant.
A recent phase of this program has been concerned
with the behavior of girders with extremely thin webs.
Proper application of such girders could result in
greater economy in the construction of highway
bridges. The various projects at the University that
are related to bridge design are directed by Professors
W. H. Munse and J. E. Stallmeyer. Information ob-
tained in this program is reflected in the current de-
sign specifications for bridges. As more information
becomes available and greater consideration is given
to traffic frecjuency and load distribution, the improve-
ments which result will lead to safer, more attractive,
and more economical bridges.
Overlicard at an ASAE meeting; "Buiying yourself
in a lab doesn't sound like living to me!"
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From
little chips
great
computers
grow...
You'll
learn how
at IBM
You don't have to know anything about
computers to start work at IBM. But you
do have to know your basic technologies.
At IBM you will expand your basic skills,
and learn about computer systems such
as the new IBM System/360.
IBM's new Solid Logic Technology has
helped give the System/360 wide flexi-
bility. This all-encompassing system can
be used by many different customers on
a variety of problems— business and sci-
entific. It takes a lot of hard work and
ingenuity to arrive at developments like
microelectronic circuit modules,and chip
transistors and diodes.
Your college placement officer can help
determine where your skills best fit in at
IBM. Or, if you prefer,write for information
directly to Manager of College Relations,
Dept. 915,IBM.Corporate Headquar-
ters, Armonk, NewYork 10504. IBM is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Applied Mathematics, Applied Mechanics,
Data-Communications, Digital Computers,
Guidance Systems, Human Factors,
Industrial Engineering, Information Retrieval,
Marketing, Manufacturing Research,
Microwaves, Optics, Programming,
Reliability Engineering,
Servomechanisms, Solid State Devices,
Systems Simulation and related areas.
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HESEARCH
R & D AT THE RAILWAY WHEEL LAB
by Hank Magnitski
The Technograph has learned recently that a large grant of
money has been given to one of the oldest and most estab-
lished research laboratories on this campus. Since it is the
Technograph's announced policy to communicate to the un-
dergraduate the news of research and development on cam-
pus, we decided to send one of our staffers to visit this lab
and tell us about the new frontiers of science and tech-
nologv- being worked on there. Here is Mr. Magnuski's
report.
As I approached the building where the Railway
Wheel Lab is located, I was met by a man who is the
current director of the lab. Prof. B. Dangerbridge.
Professor Dangerbridge escorted me inside and intro-
duced me to his staff members and their associates. Of
these people, I only knew one. Prof. Dangerbridge,
-who had introduced himself just ten minutes before.
Nevertheless, we soon became well acquainted, and
Prof. Dangerbridge began to show me some of the
projects that the lab is currently studying.
"In this corner here," he said, "is our circular per-
fection experiment." He went on to explain that even
though most railway wheels looked perfectly round,
they really weren't, contrary to what most people have
believed. He stated that circular wheels were an es-
sential part of any railroad's operation, and the de-
velopment of a perfectly round wheel would advance
the state of the art by at least ten years. Furthermore,
he added, "If we do make a roimd wheel, we're sure
that this device could be used in other fields, of engi-
neering, opening up brand new fields of investigation."
We moved from that corner of the room, to^sards
This photograph shows the entrance to the Railway Wheel Lab,
located behind the Ceramics Engineering Building.
AuTnor mognuski confers with Professor Dangerbridge in a cozy corner
of the Railway Wheel tab.
the center of the building where another project was
being investigated.
"This project is aimed towards the development of
a plastic railway wheel," he stated. ".\s you know, the
majorit)' of wheels today are made of some form of
steel. The trouble with the steel wheels is that those
damned things never wear out. If we could build some
planned obsolescence into our wheels, we coidd sell a
lot more, because they'd wear out every five years.
Furthermore, if we could change their colors every two
years or so, say from gray to yellow, the railroads
would feel out of style, and we could sell even more.
That's why we're trying to make wheels out of plastic."
We \valked away from the center of the lab, to^vards
the opposite side of the room. There Prof. Danger-
bridge explained some of the less glamorous problems
of railway wheel research. He told me that the noisy
clickety-clack of trains is actually caused by the wheels
going over the small bumps in the tracks where the
sections come together. Prof. Dangerbridge foimd out
that the standard track section is fifteen feet long, and
the circumference of a railway wheel happens to be
exactly five feet long. By cutting a small notch in the
^\heel, and by synchronizing the wheel to the track,
the notch and the bump will coincide, thus elimi-
nating the noise at the section junctions. Unfortu-
nately, when using this method, two more noises ap-
pear, approximately at the five and ten foot section
points, which cause more racket from the train than
the original clickety-cIack. Prof. Dangerbride is now
studying this problem, and is optimistic that the
source of this extra noise can be found, and the
cause eliminated.
With this last point covered, I concluded my inter-
\ iew and started toward home. I was really amazed by
the engineering research going on in this campus, and
left ^\ith a feeling that I was switching to Commerce.
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We do research on oceanics, microcircuitry, controls for space stations,
all-weather landing systems, seif-adaptive machines, noncontact measuring gages.
high vacuum equipment. automotive brakes, and lots of secret stuff.
What kind of company does it take to make significant
contributions in all these fields? A company like Bendix
with a proven record of research and production accom-
plishments in the space, missile, aviation, electronics,
automotive, oceanics and automation fields.
If you enjoy the challenge of advanced engineering
problems, examine our materials in your placement office.
and talk to our representative when he's on campus. For
more information write Dr. A. C. Canfield, The Bendix
Corporation, Fisher Building, Detroit, Michigan 48202.
Bendix operates 28 divisions and 8 subsidiaries in the
United States, and 22 subsidiaries and affiliates in Canada
and overseas.
THERE ARE BENDIX DIVISIONS IN: CALIFORNIA, MISSOURI, IOWA, OHIO, INDIANA, MICHIGAN, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND.
enM^
CORPORtTION
An equal opportunity employer. >
CREATIVE ENGINEERING FOR: SPACE D MISSILES D AVIATION D AUTOMOTIVE D OCEANICS D AUTOMATION
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RESEARCH
THE "IMPOSSIBLE" SUBMILLIMETER WAVE
by Roger Johnson Electrical Engineering researchers are investigating
the region of the electromagnetic spectrum that lies
below light waves but above high frequency radio
waves.
One of the most challenging technical problems ot
long standing is the production of electromagnetic
radiation in the wavelength range of roughly 100 to
1,000 microns (1/10 to 1 millimeter). At the present
time there are 4 groups of Illinois reseaixhers all under
the direction of Professor P. D. Coleman working on
the problems of transmitting and receiving in the
region of the spectrum often referred to as the sub-
millimeter wave region.
Microwave tubes have been extended in frequency
during the last two decades by a factor of the order of
five thus pushing the present frontier of wavelengths
up to between 2 and 3 millimeters. The recent evolu-
tion of the laser and related devices has brought about
the generation of coherent power in the visible por-
tion of the electroiriagnetic spectrum; however, these
devices have not been able to reach down belo'iv the
0.1 millimeter wa\elength level.
Workers in the low millimeter and submilliineter
wave field are seeking an answer to their problem in
almost every area of physics and electronics. Areas
being investigated include megavolt electronics, plasma
physics, physical optics, acoustics, relativistic physics,
nonlinear phenomena, spectroscopy, and solid state
physics (ferrimagnetism, masers, parametric systems,
ferroelectricity, superconductivity, tunneling, effects)
.
Advancement in the area of submillimeter w'ave
techniques requires simultaneous development of gen-
eration, transmission, and detection devices; for with-
out transmission and detection devices, generation can-
not be observed. Coleman's and his associates are
presently working in each all of the three areas and
has achieved several notable advances, especially in
the area of transmission.
Electromagnetic energy is usually generated in one
of two wa)s:
1) The classical method of forcing electrons to move
in a prescribed way by use of electromagnetic fields,
and thereby converting their kinetic energy into elec-
tromagnetic energy
2) The quantum method of permitting a system to
interact with an electromagnetic field to under a
transition from a higher energ)- state to a lower energy
The author, Roger t. Johnson, is a senior in Electrical Engineering
from Roanoke, Illinois. Working part-time in the Electrical Engineering
Lab, Roger is also the president of Armory House and a member of
Tou Beta Pi and Eto Kappa Nu.
State, thus coverting its internal energy into electro-
magnetic energy.
-Attempts to generate electroinagnetic radiation in
the submillimeter wave region, with both classical and
quantuin electronic devices, ha\ e encountered the same
fundamental problems:
1) a coherence problem
2) a field confinement problem
3) an energy conversion problem
4) a characteristic or natural frequency problem
Coherence in classical electronics requires that the
forced movement of electrons are collective rather than
individual coherence; in quantum electronics requires
the location of molecules in a coherent electromag-
netic field to induce transitions that are related in
phase to the inducing field.
In both classical and quantum systems, a coherent
electromagnet field is needed to exist in some pre-
scribed space. Classically, an electron must work
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The reflecting beom waveguide above consists of eigtit aluminum reflectors and hos been used successfully at wa.elengltis of 4 millimeters
against an external field or against its own field. The
frequency limits of devices which can contain or guide
such a field will influence the frequency of the
generator.
.\11 oscillators are energy con\erters. their aim being
to transform readily available energy into the desired
coherent energy of a given frequency. Availability,
efficiency, coupling into and out of a system, and
saturation are problems which must be considered.
Finally an oscillator must have some type of character-
istic frequency associated with it to determine its op-
erating point. For example, this frequency can be a
resonant frequency, a frequency determined by an
energy level, or a hannonic frequency.
Attempting to generate electromagnetic energy clas-
sically in the submillimeter wave region involves the
solution of ^faxwel^s and Newton's ecjuations for a
system, and, therefore, finding the appropriate me-
dium and boundry conditions that would yield prac-
tical design values and useful power outputs. Present
efforts by tire Illinois group involve the modulation
of a large number of very thin electron beams which
are generated bv a cathode. To successfully modidate
an electron beam in the submiller wave region the
beam width must be of the order of one fourth of the
wavelength of the modulating signal. Attempting this
]>rocess with a single beam, large enough for useful
MILLIMETB
'E LENGTH
)lATtON
REFLECTORS
Diagram of tfie reflecting beam waveguide in o theoretical sub-
millimeter wavelength system showing generotion, transmission,
ond d'^tectlon.
po^^er output results in the spreading of the beam due
to rej)idsion. This repulsion results from this caused
b\ the high ciurent densities obtained when trying to
make the beam very thin. It is felt that using thou-
sands of low current density electron beams of correct
size may result in a method of generating the desired
wavelengths.
The quantum electronics approach requires a knowl-
edge of the induced and spontaneous emission prob-
abilities of the energy level scheme. Since some ma-
terials are capable of energy level transitions which
^\ill radiate the desired wavelengths, the problem
faded is to stimulate such transitions so that useful
amoimts of coherent radiation will be emitted.
A transmission system, called the reflecting beam
waveguide, developed by Degenford, Sirkis, and Steier
of the Illinois group is capable of functioning in the
four to one millimeter wavelength region; it has also
been shown that this is a practical system for the trans-
mission of power at submillimeter wavelengths. Con-
ventional waveguide systems which would operate in
the submillimeter region would involve very small di-
mensions and high loss. The beam waveguide is a lens
system which can operate from the low millimeter to
the optical region of the spectrum. The beam wave-
guide uses appropriately shaped metallic reflectors
which exhibit low loss and high reflection.
In the area of submillimeter wave detection, there is
evidence that crystal diades can be used satisfactorily
as detection devices provided that suitable configura-
tions for the detector mount can be devised. \Vork in
this area is showing very promising results.
Submillimeter waves are needed as a diagnostic tool
for physics research in the \ery same areas in which an
answer to the problem will piobably be found. For
example, radiation in the 100 to 1,000 micron wave-
length range is presently needed for work in plasma
physics, since the plasma is opaque for frequencies be-
low the plasma fretpiency.
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Opportunities at l-iuglies for Electronics Engineers:
from the ocean floor to the moon. ..and beyond
Hughes sphere of activity extends from the far reaches of outer space to the bottom
of the sea . . . includes advanced studies, research, design, development and produc-
tion on projects such as: © SURVEYOR— unmanned, soft-landing lunar spacecraft
for chemical and visual analysis of the moon's surface; ® SYNCOM (Synchronous-
orbit Communications Satellite)— provides world-wide communications with only three
satellites; ® F-111B PHOENIX Missile System— an advanced weapon system designed
to radically extend th« defensive strike capability of supersonic aircraft; ® Anti-
ICBM Defense Systems— designed to locate, intercept and destroy attacking enemy
ballistic missiles in flight; ©Air Defense Control Systems— border- to- border con-
trol of air defenses from a single command center— combines 3D radar, real-time
computer technology and display systems within a flexible communications network;
© 3D Radar— ground and ship-based systems give simultaneous height, range and
bearing data— now in service on the nuclear- powered U.S.S. Enterprise; ©POLARIS
Guidance System — guidance components for the long-range POLARIS missile;
© Hydrospace — advanced sonar and other anti-submarine warfare systems.
Other responsible assignments include: TAWCS (Tactical Air Weapons Control Systems), Hard Point
defense systems . . . advanced infrared systems, associative computers, advanced communications sys-
tems, space materials and devices, parametric amplifiers . . . and many others.
B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. Candidates
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
October 22 & 23, 1964
Learn more about opportunities at Hughes,
our educational programs, and the extra
benefits Southern California living offers.
For additional information and literature,
consult your College Placement Director.
Or write:
Mr. J. E. Tenney
Hughes Fullerton R iD
P.O. Box 3310
Fullerton, Calif. 92634
Creating a new world with electronics
I
HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
U. S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
An equal opportunity employer.
ESSAYS/COMMENTS
OUTSIDE LOOKING IN
by Jack Ellis
Last year, when I was a freshman, 1 got the ridic-
ulous urge to know what makes the college of en-
gineering tick. As every other freshman engineer,
however, I could find precious little excuse to enter
that fabled region north of Green Street. \\'hen I did,
I was usually just passing through. On these rare
occasions I felt as out of place as an art major in
chemistry lab. .\fter all, I thought, haven't I the right
to belong here? I am an engineer, aren't I? Or am 1?
I began to ^vonder. Maybe they were being polite
when referring to me as an engineer. It's common
knowledge, indeed, that the first two years are little
more than a prep school for the real thing, later on.
These ponderings disturbed me for some time, but
they finally reached a climax the day 1 found a reason
to enter those forbidding halls which housed my very
own department. On this auspicious occasion I sallied
through the entrance with every bit of resolve I could
muster only to be completely imwoimd before I was
A sophomore in Electrical Engi-
neering, Jock is the recently
elected recorcJing secretary of En-
gineering Council. He is also a
student member of the faculty
Placement Committee, and an ac-
tive member of the tEEE.
half way down the first hall. There were no disapprov-
ing stares from the crowd as I had expected. Everyone
just brushed b)- me ^vithout even the least notice. No
one even knew I ^\as there. I wondered if perhaps I
wouldn't have preferred a few sneering glances.
Completely demoralized, I proceeded on my way
trying to blend into my surroundings, but I was con-
fronted at e\ery corner by large posters announcing
the forthcoming "Open House." This woiddn't have
bothered me except that it made me recall something
from my sole engineering course. It was a very fine
course. All of us freshmen gathered once a week in
the auditorimn to hear interesting programs about
engineers. I was hoping they might tell us what an
engineer was, but they never seemed to get around to
it. In one meeting, however, soine very important
upperclassmen came to tell us about the extracurric-
ular activities for engineers. One of them had said
that "Open House" was the largest event of the year
for engineers. According to the posters, it was only a
few weeks olf, ami 1 hadn't even known it was coming.
As if I hadn't felt left out enough, this was the pro-
verbial last straw. I swore on the spot to get on the
inside of this college, freshman or not.
That evening I made my first move. I wrote a nasty
letter to the Tcchnogrnph compaining about the
college's lack of interest in freshmen. Later, upon in-
specting the next month's i.ssue of the Technograph, I
found it sadly lacking one letter to the editor. This
sank my ego, but my resolve soared to new heights.
More determined than ever, I stalked off to lay siege
to those battlements of academic tenure.
My next objective was "Open House." Though it
was only a week off, I was determined to find some
way to get in the activity. Little determination was
required, howe\er, 1 quickly found two rather in-
significant jobs helping with demonstrations. Oddly
enough, most everyone connected with "Open House"
was begging for help. I suppose it never occurred to
them that freshmen might be of service.
^Vhen I joined iny professional society, I found
open arms again. Here was an organization in need
of support which ofEered an invaluable insight into
engineering, and it seemed oblivious to the mass of
enthusiastic freshmen who directly needed to know
about their future careers. It was like two long lost
brothers passing by each other in a crowd, each un-
aware of the other's presence.
About this time, the next issue of the Technograph
came out, and to my sinprise, I found my letter
printed in its inigrammatical entirety. This was all
the encouragement I needed to be active. I became
involved in Engineering Coimcil, worrying about
^\here the help ^vas coming from for the next year's
St. Pat's Ball. How could we make "Open House"
better? AVhat effect will the .Mlerton Conference have
on the organization of Engineering Council and the
professional societies? What new student-faculty re-
latiotis can be established? Even the Technograph
needed help.
I felt like a man who, testing the ocean with his
toe, was swept away by the tide. What a pity we don't
have a pied piper to bring some of those freshmen to
this sea of activity.
Salesman: "Young man, this handbook is just the
thing you need. It will do half your college work for
you."
Engineer: "Fine, give me tiuo."
The regular noontime poker session of a group of
U of I mechanical engineers is neatly labeled witli a
sign reading; "Probability Seminar."
Overheard at an Engineering Council meeting:
"Politics is the second oldest profession."
And as they say in mechanics—"Every couple lias its
momentl"
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Mit Freundlichen Griissen
by Roger Stevens
This is the first in a scries of letters by University of Illinois
student Roger Stevens who spent last year in Europe study-
ing, touring, and laying sonic ground work for a permanent
exchange program. Roger is now a senior in electrical engi-
neering.
Last year at tliis time I was in Bad Reichenhall,
C;ermany at the Goethe Language Institute. 1 had
completed three years at the University of lUinois in
the five year, liberal arts and sciences-engineering pro-
gram, but to broaden my education even beyond the
five year program, I decided to study abroad. A\'ith a
liberal arts and sciences language requirement in Ger-
man, an interest in the Second World War, and a
fascination for the German people I had met here in
the U.S., I naturalh chose Germany and the Technical
University of Berlin.
In order to make the way easier for future students
with similar interests, I corresjjonded regularly with
Dean Wakeland to keep the College of Engineering
informed about my course work and thoughts on this
\enture. These letters have proven to be an interest-
ing diary of my experiences last year. Some of these
letters will be published in the Tcchnograph to give
you the engineer, an inside preview of technical study
abroad. I hope you will enjoy reading them as much
as I enjoyed writing them.
Dear Dean Wakeland,
First I would like to give you the translation of a
letter I received from the Technical University of
Berlin:
You have been granted permission to study at
the Technical University of Berlin and will un-
doubtedly already start travel preparations. The
winter semester begins officially October 15. It is
advisable to arrive in Berlin a few days early so
that you can get a room, take care of registration
formalities, and accustom yourself somewhat.
If you inform us exactly of your arrival time, one
of our co-workers will gladly pick you up from the
train station or the airport. Should you not be able
to give us advanced notice of your exact arrival
time, please report immediately after your arrival
to the Foreign Student Office of the Technical Uni-
versity, Main Building, room 2034, so that we can
be of help to you in your search for a room.
We wish you a good join ney and remain
with friendly greetings
H. Lontz
Included with this letter was another official letter
which is to be used as an entry permit and contains
the stamp of the electrical engineering department,
"elektrotechnik" in German.
I think I already mentioned to you that my en-
trance for the Free University also in Berlin has been
confirmed. This confirmation however is with the suc-
cessful passing of an exam. It's not possible to attend
both Universities at the same time, of course, but
there is some kind of a plan whereby one can attend
lectures at the other school; maybe this is what we
would call monotoring. I will look into this further
later.
At present I am studying "Deutsch" at the Goethe
Institute in Bad Reichenhall, Germany. We spend
fi\e hours a day, six days a week in class, speaking
and hearing only German of course. There are many
Americans here and most of the people from foreign
lands speak English. Consecjuently, there is a lot of
English spoken out of class which is not good. I will
only be able to remain at this school for six weeks
since the technical school begins before the eight
weeks course is finished and before all the other uni-
versities begin.
Describing my journey so far would be like trying
to tell what the girl in the Mona Lisa is thinking.
There were wonderful sights and wonderful places.
New York, the harbor. The Queen Mary, Paris,
France, Germany and the .Alps, but most of all there
were wonderful people. Among the friends I made on
the shi]> was Dr. Sanchez from the Dominican Re-
public who was going to London to do cancer re-
search (w£ are writing back and forth now) . Also an
octolingual Yugoslavian who was a lieutenant in the
French Foreign Legion and was imprisoneil in Bu-
The Berlin wall seen from an observation platform at check point
Charlie,
AjSIL and I in this apartment where I stayed my first semester in Berlin.
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Is it possible that a leading maker of
jet engine turbine blades had a hand
giving Pat Deegan a fresh sandwich
today that was made last night?
n
It's perfectly logical to assume that the nation's leading
producer of alloying metals like chromium, manganese,
tungsten, and vanadium could become an expert on
their use in new forms of steel. One result is the devel-
opment of a nev^ kind of stronger stainless steel.
Nor would it be surprising that the nation's pioneer
and leading producer of plastic raw materials would
be selling plastic food bags with a new kind of fold-
lock top that locks in freshness. They're called "Glad"
Bags, and they keep Pat Deegan's lunch fresh even
though it was packed the night before.
But you'd have every reason to doubt that two such
unlike activities could come from the some
company. Provided you didn't know about
Union Carbide.
In fact, you'll come across lots of diversifi-
UNION
CARBIDE
cations at Union Carbide. It's one of the world's largest
producers of chemicals, and it makes ingredients for
textiles, paint, and urethane foam for cushioning. It is
one of the most diversified private enterprises in the
field of atomic energy. As a world authority in super-
cold fluids, it produces tons of liquefied hydrogen,
oxygen, and nitrogen for fueling space vehicles. It's a
leader in carbon products and makes exhaust nozzle
liners for rockets, brushes for electric motors, and elec-
trodes for electric arc furnaces. And its consumer prod-
ucts include world-leading "Prestone" anti-freeze.
In fact, few other corporations ore so deeply in-
volved in so many different skills and activities
that will affect the technical and production
capabilities of our next century.
The next century starts with Pat Deegan's lunch.
UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION, 270 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017. IN CANADA.- UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED, TORONTO
Divisions: Corbon Products, Chemicols, Consumer Products, Food Products, International, Linde, Metals, Nucleor, Olefins, Ore, Plostics, Silicones ond Stellite
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chenwald during the war, a Berlin business man, an
economics professor and a girl who was the private
secretary for Dinah Shore for three years. One other
fellow I'd like to mention is Professor Jih-Chen Ma, a
professor in electrical engineering from Formosa and
a specialist in electromagnetic waves. We're in the
same class together and in fact next door neighbors,
pretty darn good ping pong partners too.
Well enough for that. In Berlin perhaps I can
arrange some kind of an exchange program with the
Technical University, at least from the engineering
angle, so that others can have the same opportunities
that I have had. I will of course keep you well in-
formed of ^vhat I do in this area and may ask yom-
advice sometime. It is really astounding from my in-
terviews how loose contact is with foreign universities
and how little is officially known. I hope I can do
some little thing to open an official relationship with
foreign universities.
THE SYNTHETIC PROFESSION
by Stu Umpleby
Reading the publications of the National Society
of Professional Engineers (NSPE) , one becomes im-
mediately impressed with the overuse of the word
"profession." At the annual meeting of the NSPE one
of the chief points of interest was "a new film on
engineering professionalism which points out the
common denominator which engineers share with the
members of other professions."
All NSPE publications which I have seen, are con-
cerned fundamentally with the advancement of the
"profession of engineering" in the eyes of the public.
Considering the somewhat awkward intensity with
A junior from Dallas, Texas, Stu
is in the 5-year Engineering-LAS
program, majoring in mechanical
engineering and political science.
which professional advancement is discussed, the ques-
tion that soon comes to mind is, "Is engineering really
a profession?" Since ISPE was founded in 1886, one is
tempted to say that engineering has been called a
profession, at least in this state, for over 78 years.
However, Webster's Dictionary defines "profession"
as "the occupation, if not commercial, mechanical,
agricultural, or the like, to which one devotes oneself;
a calling." According to this definition engineering is
obviously not a profession. Engineering is essentially
commercial and mechanical, and it is certainly not a
calling. The professions one usually thinks of all have
a higher goal than merely earning a comfortable live-
lihood by supplying the physical necessities of life.
The profession of law is dedicated to justice and
equality for all men; medicine works to relieve human
suffering; teaching practices the advancement and the
distribution of knowledge. In addition engineering is
the only "profession" for which a bachelor's degree is
still the minimum requirement.
A profession implies working Avith people for the
betterment of society. Fiberglass fenders, copper-
bottomed frying pans, and plastic doornobs may have
advanced civilization but they have solved few of the
age old social problems. Indeed NSPE seems uncon-
cerned with the opportunity to use American tech-
nological skills to assist the emerging nations.
The attempt to make engineering acceptable as a
profession by associating it with other professions is
motivated by the desire for status. The Illinois Society
of Professional Engineers (ISPE) lists as one of its
Thirty Benefits of Membership, the "enhancement of
personal prestige." In the pamphlet "NSPE and YOU"
the national society promises "a campaign for public
recognition" and "a constructive program designed to
raise the economic and social status of professional
engineers."
The preoccupation of the National Society with the
promotion of the notion of the "profession of engineer-
ing" indicates that the NSPE is more concerned with
the prestige of the "profession" than with public serv-
ice. Rather than concentrating on the civic, social, and
economic consequences of advancing technology, they
seek "fringe benefits." The ISPE offers group medical
insurance, salary surveys so an engineer can "see how
he compares," and "a strong voice to answer attacks
which serve to impugn his reputation and compe-
tence." ISPE also promises to both inhibit unioniza-
tion and to increase salaries and improve working con-
ditions.
The difficulty in accepting "the engineering pro-
fession" is really one of terminology. A national so-
ciety of professional plinnbers woidd not be called
the national organization for the profession of plumb-
ing. Referring to Webster again, "professional" is
defined as "opposed to amateur." As originally organ-
ized the engineering professional societies were in-
tended to protect the public against misrepresentation
in engineering practices by those not qualified and to
assist with the distribution of technical reports. Pro-
fessional engineering societies were thus groups of
men banded together to learn from each other.
The "profession of engineering" seems to have come
about due to an incorrect association of words. En-
gineering is not now and never has been a profession
in the classical sense. The NSPE is actually attempt-
ing to create a profession by professing professional-
ism. If the national society succeeds, it will have
manufactured the first synthetic profession.
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What every graduating engineer
(and his professors) should know about ac-i\/iilwaukee
Sure, everybody's got a career program. But we think you'll find
ours a little more stimulating, more rewarding, and at least in-
triguing enough to spend the next minute or so reading about it.
We call it our "Career Acceleration Program." In it, you'll work on
such advanced projects as an avionics system for supersonic aircraft,
a guidance/navigation system for the Apollo Command Module and
LEM, and a newguidance system for theTitan III space launch vehicle.
Seven hours a day you'll work on a specific project. You'll spend one
hour each day in formal class work. These classes include courses in
Inertial Instruments, Inertial Guidance, Digital Computers, Advanced
Transistors, Advanced Servomechanisms, Integrated Circuits, Space
Mechanics, plus other mathematics and undergraduate disciplines
as required.
We also have a Tuition Refund Plan that pays all of your tuition costs
upon satisfactorily completing college-level courses of study under-
taken voluntarily. Our "in-plant" evening educational program
offers additional opportunities for technical improvement.
If you are completing your BS or MS degree in EE, ME, Math or
Physics, we invite you to inquire about the opportunities at any of
our three locations. AC in MILWAUKEE— our main research, develop-
ment and manufacturing facility. AC in BOSTON— our Research and
Development Laboratory specializing in advanced inertial compo-
nents; spacecraft and avionics guidance/navigation systems. AC in
LOS ANGELES—our Research and Development Laboratory special-
izing in advanced airborne computers; ballistic missile and space
booster guidance/navigation systems. For further information, see
your college placement office regarding a
General Motors/AC on-campus interview,
or write directly to Mr. G. F. Raasch,
Director of Scientific and Professional
Employment, Dept. =5753, General Motors
Corporation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201.
PhDs. please note: Positions are available
in all three AC locations for PhDs, depend-
ing on concentration of study and area *C SPARK PLUG
of interest You are invited to contact
The Eie..,oni« Division
or General motors
Mr. Raasch for additional information. An Eauai opoortun.cy tmpiom
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ENGINEERING COLLEGE TO BEG3N
PROJECT "BUILD"
rhe University of Illinois and the University of
Colorado have embarked upon a cooperaii\e program
unprecedented in American engineering education.
Project BUILD, which is short for "Bi-University
Institutional Liaison for Development," is sponsored
by the Commission on Engineering Education and is
financed by a |200,000 grant to the commission from
the Charles F. Kettering Foundation.
The idea behind the program is to use the strengths
of each institution to help develop the potential
strengths of the other. If successful, this approach
could be used in the development of a number of
centers of excellence in engineering education across
the country.
Under the BUILD Program, Illinois and Colorado
will exchange senior faculty members for research and
teaching at both undergraduate and graduate levels
and will join in cooperative research programs utiliz-
ing imique facilities of each institution.
The two universities are planning an exchange pro-
gram under which graduate students, while remaining
enrolled in one institution, may go to the other for
specific courses. Plans also are being made for joint
conferences and seminars in engineering research and
education.
The commission, an independent organization with
headcpiarters in Washington, D.C., operates under the
direction of leaders from education and industry.
William L. Everitt, dean of the College of Engineer-
ing, is chairman.
Max S. Peters, dean of engineering at Colorado, is
a former head of the department of chemical engineer-
ing at Illinois, and President Joseph R. Smiley of
Colorado was dean of the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences and of the Graduate College at Illinois be-
fore going to his present post.
Chairman of the four man committee which will
administer Project BUILD is Klaus D. Timmerhaus,
engineering, an Illinois alumnus. Members of the
committee at Illinois are Mac E. Van Valkenburg,
associate director. Coordinated Science Laboratory,
and John J. Desmond, assistant chrector, engineering
experiment station. Each school also has an advisory
committee. Van Valkenburg heads the committee at
Illinois with Desmond as committee secretary and
project coordinator. Members are: Professor Arthur
P. Boresi, department of theoretical and applied
mechanics; Professor Helmut H. Korst, head of the
department of mechanical and industrial engineering;
Professor Nathan M. Newmark, head of the depart-
ment of civil engineering; and Professor Henry S.
Stillwell, head of the department of aeronautical and
astronautical engineering.
COLLEGE APPOINTS COORDINATOR FOR
INDUSTRY RELATIONS
Marvin E. Krasnow, formerly Director of Research
and Development for the Hallicrafters Company in
Chicago, has been appointed Coordinator for Industry
Relations for the University of Illinois College ot
Engineering. The appointment was announced by
Engineering Experiment Station Director Ross J.
Martin.
Martin said Krasnow's new duties will involve all
phases of work related to the College's continually
increasing industry relations interests. One of his spe-
cific assignments, according to Martin, will be assist-
ing in the development of the Midwest Electronics
Research Center and the Production Engineering Ed-
ucational and Research Center (Technograph, Oc-
tober, 1963) . Martin said "the addition of Dr. Krasnow
to our staff reflects our growing interests in working
with industry and in promoting the industrial growth
of Illinois and the Midwest generally. He brings us
the ability and experience we need to make real
strides in this activity."
Krasnow holds a B.S. degree from Northwestern
University and M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in chemistry
from the Ohio State University. In his career he has
been involved in many areas of science and engineer-
ing: research, teaching, and administration. He has
been a member of the Board of Directors, Chicago
.\rea Research and Development Council; the Gov-
ernor's Committee on Research and Development in
the State of Illinois; the Illinois State Board of Higher
Education; and the Industrial Advisory Board of the
National Electronics Conference.
PLIGHT OF WOMEN
Women engineers have had a long uphill fight for
recognition within their profession. Not long ago
while rummaging through the skeletons in the En-
gineering Council files, Technograph came across an
interesting bit of correspondence between the pres-
ident of Engineering Coiuicil and the faculty advisor
of one of the engineering societies. The matter of
business concerned the procedural approval of all the
professional societies of the admittance of represent-
atives of two new societies to the Engineering Coun-
cil. One of the societies was a newly formed student
chapter of the Society of Women Engineers. The fac-
ulty advisor's reply was an emotion-tinged, reluctant
acceptance. His reply stated:
"It is the opinion of the faculty advisor that the
Council should seriously consider whether there is
any (italics are his) sound basis for recognizhig a
society for women engineers. It would seem that
the only valid basis for recognition of an engineer-
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Anyone for hydrodesulfurization?
How about it? Want to hydrodesulfurize? Hydrode-
sulfurize oil, that is. Fuel oil. Dr. James Mosby,
Purdue, '64 does. He experimentally optimizes the
commercial procedure for removing sulfur. He's been
working on hydrodesulfurization ever since he joined
the American Oil Company as a chemical engineer
last January. That's his pilot plant behind him.
Even if you'd rather not hydrodesulfurize, there are
literally scores of other science and engineering op-
portunities at American Oil. If you're interested in a
career in the petroleum industry, write to J. H. Strange
for information. His address: American Oil Comj)any,
P. O. Box 431, Whiting, Indiana.
STANDARD OIL DIVISION (sta
AMERICAN OIL COMPANY®
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ing society is the unique professional content of the
society. This is not to say that the writer disagrees
with a group of engineers, who happen to be women,
having a social group. But why should social groups
merit recognition in a council of student profes-
sional societies?"
"P.S." More power to women in general, and women
engineers, too. But let them be members of en-
gineering societies."
So be it the plight of women engineers. May their
struggle remain a social rather than a civil issue.
DOUBLING UP ON COMPUTERS
Equipment which has enabled the University of
Illinois to double the capabilities of the big IBM
computer in its compiuer laboratory will be pur-
chased with a $375,000 grant from the National Sci-
ence Foundation.
Plans for the purchase were announced by Prof.
John R. Pasta, head of the university's Digital Com-
puter Laboratory. The equipment, which has been
leased for the past year, includes units converting an
IBM 7090 computer to the more advanced 7094 model
and also a second IBM 1401 computer, used to proc-
ess information into and out of the big machine.
The commercially produced machines are operated
by the laboratory in addition to Illiac II, a high speed
computer which was designed and built by the lab-
oratory's staff. A $700,000 NSF grant in 1962 enabled
the university to buy the 7090 and the first 1401. The
machines are being operated aroimd the clock seven
days a week to meet the demand for computer facil-
ities for the university's research and educational
activities.
The Digital Computer Laboratory provides these
services for the entire university; teaches courses in
computer programming, design, and niunerical anal-
ysis; and carries on research in design, construction
and application of computers. More than 50 depart-
ments of the university utilize its facilities in teaching
and research in areas from radio astronomy to animal
husbandry, physical education to nuclear physics.
Operation of the IBM machines is under Prof.
James N. Snyder, associate head of the laboratory.
The machines are currently located in the university's
Engineering Research Laboratory while Illiac II is in
the Computer Laboratory building. The size of the
building has just been doubled with aid of $188,900
from NSF, and another addition which will double
the size of the enlarged structine is imderway with an
NSF grant of $483,400. When this is completed all
computer activities will be brought together.
Traffic Professor John E. Baerwold
tells how 'it's' done.
CONTROVERSEY OVER ENGINEERING
BUGGY SPEEDS
Horse and buggy speed laws are out of place on
modern roads, declares Prof. John E. Baerwald, di-
rector of the Traffic Safety Center at the University
of Illinois. Baerwald says uniform regulations, based
on engineering and minimum as well as maximum
speed limits are needed.
Writing in the current
issue of Traffic Engineer-
ing magazine, he pre-
sents three principles for
speed regulation and
points out that Illinois
is one of the few states
which follows them.
The principles are:
"1.) Legislative bodies
and officials, state or
local, are not competent
to establish specific speed
limits. 2.) Broad area
speed limits for different general types of conditions
should be established by the state legislature, with
authority then delegated to competent and appropri-
ate jurisdictions for revision when warranted. 3.) The
state highway commission and local jursidiction should
be given aiuhority by the legislature to establish, upon
the basis of a traffic engineering investigation, by
proper regulation or ordinance, not only maximum
but also minimum speed limits below which no per-
son shall drive except when necessary for safe opera-
tion of his vehicles."
"Speed zoning, like the application of traffic con-
trol devices, is something that should be done only
by persons with the proper professional background
and experience," he says. "Speed zones established hap-
hazardly or capriciously can only frustrate the motor-
ist and encourage his disrespect and disobedience.
The more we can encourage motorists to drive at or
near the same speed the safer we will make the opera-
tion of our highways and streets. And on high-type
facilities designed for higher operation speeds, it is
completely illogical to allow some motorists to op-
erate at speeds much below those traveled by a major-
ity of vehicles."
Another U of I professor, who woidd rather not be
identified, remarked to a Technograph reporter that
Green Street, which was designed by the Traffic
Safet) Center, is probably the only street in the coim-
try which includes a 4 block long 4 lane divided
highway with a bottle-neck at both ends, which
switches from 2 lanes to 3 lanes to 2 lanes to 4 lanes
all in less than a mile, and whose green lights can be
hit consistenily by traveling either 7 or 70 m.p.h.
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How to be
more than a drop
in the bucket
To make a splash these days, you have to grow
after graduation. That's where Douglas comes in.
We offer work on an array of aircraft, space and
defense programs going up to and far beyond
today's technology. ..also cheek to jowl associa-
tion with top men in your chosen field. At hand
you'll have the finest lab and research support.
Close by are universities offering evening courses
toward advanced degrees. And Douglas has a
fine scholarship program. Many young graduates
have become supervisors here in only a few years.
So if you're a budding talent seeking an atmos-
phere that furthers optimum growth, let's get
together. We are an equal opportunity employer.
Send your resume to
S. A. Amestoy, Box 691-G
Corporate Offices
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Santa Monica, California
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EYOND CAMPU?
NSPE PROMOTES ENGINEERING
INTERESTS
by Jack Ellis
During the summer the National Society of Profes-
sional Engineers \vas acti\e in promoting the interests
of the engineering profession both in Congress and
in political ]3artv platforms.
Legislative Directive To Aid
Representative Olin E. Teague of Texas with the
support of the National Society of Professional En-
gineers (NSPE) sponsored an amendment to the
Foreign Aid Act designed to encourage greater use of
U.S. Consulting engineering firms by the Agency for
International Development (.AID) . In proposing the
amendment, Representative said U.S. engineering
firms had encountered many obstacles in securing con-
tracts under the foreign aid program, .\ccording to
Congressman Teague, foreign engineering firms com-
peting for the same contracts often engaged in im-
proper or unethical practices which, in his own words,
were, "often not in the best interest of the United
States." In a move hailed by the NSPE as a major
step toward a more effecti\e foreign aid program, the
House adopted the amendment, but it is pending
Senate approval as Congress nears adjournment.
Engineering Interests in Party Platforms
In a similar efiort this summer, Leo Ruth, director
of the 62,000 member NSPE, went before the Resolu-
tions Committee at the Republican National Con-
vention in San Francisco, to emphasize that the
federal government should make greater and more
effective use of private engineers and engineering
firms in federal agencies should be prohibited from
providing professional engineering services to non-
federal agencies and organizations.
Later, the NSPE took its cause to the Democratic
National Convention. The platform writers of both
parties were called upon by the NSPE to encourage
pri\ate enterprise and effective utlization of en-
gineering manpower in all federal engineering con-
tracts. The NSPE encouraged both parties to support
conservation of natural resources, especiallv in areas
of air and ;\ater pollution, to combat these conserva-
tion problems the NSPE recommended the establish-
ment of national advisorv committees representing
the public and including professional engineers. The
National Society also asked consideration of programs
which, "clarify the right of professional engineers to
form nonbargaining associations to advance their pro-
fessional interests."
FOREIGN STUDENTS CHOOSE
ENGINEERING
.According to statistics compiled by the Institute of
International Education a record number of more
than 100,000 persons were involved in educational ex-
change between the L'nited States and other nations
in the 1963-64 academic year. As in past years, en-
gineering was the most popular field of study for
foreign students (22%) , the natural and physical sci-
ences (17.6%) ranked third with the humanities
(19.5%) in second place.
The natural and physical sciences (43%) were the
leading fields for foreign facultx in the United States
with engineering (6.5%) coming in fifth after the
medical sciences, the humanities, and the social sci-
ences. United States faculty members obviously did
not go abroad to study engineering. The natural and
phvsical sciences (20%) ranked third in choice by
L nited States faculty with engineering (5%) placing
a low sixth.
In engineering, the gap between foreign under-
graduates and graduates has steadily lessened. Under-
graduates predominated in business administration,
education, engineering, humanities, and medical
science.
ETHICS, POLICIES, PUBLICATIONS
DISCUSSED BY NSPE
by Jack Ellis
Among the highlights of the annual meeting of the
National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE)
,
was a revision of its code of ethics for engineers and
a clarification of the NSPE's policy on registration of
engineers. The new code was designed to be more
applicable to engineers in industry.
The NSPE also outlined areas in which it feels
federal financial assistance is warranted. Among the
areas listed as needing help were graduate study
through the doctoral level, nondegree, advanced re-
search, construction of new and expanded facilities
for engineering schools, facilities for post-high school
technical training, and a loan program for under-
graduate engineering students.
One of the major areas of concern at the meeting
was government-engineering relations. In this area
two new publications have been printed. One will
combat unionization of government engineers, and
the other will encourage NSPE membership among
engineers in government. .\lso planned is the develop
ment and distribution of a report on a recent survey
of federal employment practices which will include a
review of recent contracts with the Ci\il Service Com-
mission, a discussion of federal legislation affecting
government engineers, and a recent committee report
dealing with rating systems for government engineers.
In a statement on the federal industrial security
program, the NSPE recommended new- legislation es-
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aFrom the hayloft a horse looks like a violin"
The ability to view the famihar differently is a highly
marketable commodity. Like Newton's apple or Archi-
medes on Saturday night.
Imagination and scientific discipline, when simultane-
ously applied, can yield spectacular results. In engineer-
ing. In science. In careers.
At Celanese, scientists and engineers are encouraged to
inquire, to challenge, and to innovate within the frame-
work of the disciplines of organic and polymer chemistry.
It is this coupling of freedom and discipline that under-
lies our dramatic rise to chemical industry prominence.
In this exciting environment individual excellence is
demanded. In return, you will receive professional recog-
nition, ever increasing responsibility and material gain.
If you are trained in chemical engineering, electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering, chemistry or phys-
ics, we hope you will discuss Celanese with your faculty
or College Placement Officer and see our representative
when he visits your campus.
Or write to: Mr. Edmond J. Corry, Supervisor of
College Relations, Celanese Corporation of America, 522
Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10036. Ceianese®
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
^L_—-«€=v«^ie-4c-
CHEMICALS, PLASTICS, FIBERS, FOREST PRODUCTS
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tablishing a security review program for government
contractors. It was suggested that the legislation be
separate from the Internal Security Act of 1950, and
that it should provide an individual the right to a
defense when his security clearance is being revoked.
According to the NSPE statement the individual
should have "the right to confront and cross-examine
adverse witnesses with suitable seieguards consistent
with national security."
The NSPE also showed concern about employment
cutbacks for engineers in the defense industry. Ten-
tative plans were made for a special committee to
study this problem along with a possible new program
to prepare layed-off engineers for work in other areas
of engineering.
It was reported at the NSPE meeting that the re-
cently amended American Institute of Architects
(AIA) "Standards of Professional Practice" forbids an
AIA architect to work as an employee for a consulting
engineer. The NSPE representatives on the AIA-
Engineers Conference Committee were ordered to in-
vistigate the matter fully.
CAN ENGINEERS BREAK THROUGH
INTO TOP MANAGEMENT?
An article in a recent issue of Space/Aeronautics
gives the following interesting report on the problems
of engineers seeking top management positions.
"One of this country's biggest corporations, which
has an enviable record of success both as an aerospace
and defense contractor and as a maker of consumer
products, has a very simple answer to the problem of
promoting engineers into top management: it won't
do it, ever.
"The company's technical men are never entrusted
with any but technical decisions. The company's rea-
son for this policy is very simple. It considers the
number of engineers who have the making of top
managers so limited as not to be worth bothering
with.
"Much as they dislike arguing with success, few of
the people who, for one reason or another, worry
about management manpower, agree with this "brute-
force" approach. But they can't help admitting that
the company with the thumbsdown policy on en-
gineers as top managers is at least partly right in its
basic argument: there are very few engineers today
who are qualified to advance into top management.
Naturally, hardly any engineer takes this assertion
lying down. What, he wants to know, has a salesman
or an adininistrator got that I haven't?
"A succinct answer to this question has been given
by William A. Hertan, president of Executive Man-
power, a leading executive recruitment firm. The mid-
dle manager in sales or finance or manufacturing has
the right kind of training and experience for a top
management job, he explains, and the engineer
doesn't. Alike as they may be in intelligence, energy,
and ambition, the engineer has his own distinct way
of solving problems and it's not the way in which
management problems are solved.
"To Hertan, the basic difference is that, in engineer-
ing and scientific work, the problem is problems,
while in sales, administration, and general manage-
ment, the problem is people. Not that he thinks of
all engineers and scientists as living in ivory towers.
He recognizes that many of them spend much of their
time dealing with people rather than poining over
equations or blueprints. He also recognizes that good
engineering is not cut and dry but takes strong ad-
mixtures of imagination and intuition. Nevertheless,
the cornerstone of an engineer's work always is a
problem—whether it be the formulation of a theory
or the design of hardware—that can be defined and
resolved precisely and imambiguously.
"In general management, Hertan argues, there are
no problems amenable to precise and unambiguous
resolution. This is what makes it so tough for most
engineers to become effective general managers—they
no longer have the guidepost on which they relied
throughout their pre\ious ]:)rofessional careers.
"This does not mean, Hertan emphasizes, that no
engineer has a chance to succeed as a general manager.
It does mean that not many have a chance, and that
those who do have a hard row to hoe. They must be
prepared to break radically with their professional
past and to adopt wholly new ideas of thought and
action.
"They must also be prepared to overcome a lot of
resistance from management. Although the company
with the ban on engineers in top management is an
exception, few firms do anything to help qualified
iT
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SODA FOUNTAIN PHASE DIAGRAM
HOT CHOCOLATE
100% V 50
PERCENT CHOCOLATE
lOOV.C
The phase diagram which until recently had been of concern only
to metallurgical engineers is now finding increased use in the ice
cream industry to standardize the composition of sodas.
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FROM CAMPUS TO CAREER WITH DELCO RADIO
Five years ago Gene Wampole
came to Deico Radio with a BS in
Science from Ball State University
and an MAfrom Indiana University.
Today, Gene Wampole is a
Senior Project Engineer at DeIco—
well on his way to a longtime, sat-
isfying career with this electronics
division of General Motors Corpo-
ration.
Gene is pictured here at an opti-
cal comparator, used for making
highly accurate measurements of
the very precise dimensions of
metal masks for such devices as
light dependent resistors. Tech-
niques and equipment for fabri-
cating these metal masks were
developed for Delco's extensive
microelectronics program. These
techniques have proved applicable
to a wide variety of problems in
metal fabrication.
As a young graduate engineer
you, too, could soon be on your
An equal opportunity employer
vA\i state electronks* /
IM
L
Delco Radio Division
OF General Motors
Kokomo, Indiana
way to a challenging and reward-
ing career with Delco Radio. You'll
find opportunities in such areas as
silicon and germanium device de-
velopment, ferrites, solid state dif-
fusion, creative packaging of semi-
conductor products, development
of laboratory equipment, reliability
techniques, and applications and
manufacturing engineering.
Our brochure detailing the op-
portunities to share in forging the
future of electronics with this out-
standing Delco-GM team is yours
for the asking. Watch for Delco
Radio interview dates on your cam-
pus, or write to Mr. C. D. Long-
shore, Dept. CR, Delco Radio Divi-
sion, General Motors Corporation,
Kokomo, Indiana.
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Superconductivity at RCA Laboratories
Vapor Deposition of NbaSn
Apparatus for continuous vapor
deposition of niobium stannide on ribbon.
Very-high-field solenoids capable of generat-
ing fields of 100,000 gauss now made with cop-
per winding require about 100 tons of equip-
ment and dissipate more than one megawatt of
power as heat. Some superconductors, in par-
ticular the compound NbjSn. can carry large
electric currents with zero power dissipation
even at high magnetic fields.' Hence, they can
be used for the construction of light weight
solenoids.
In the past. NbjSn was prepared by metal-
lurgical sintering techniques, which resulted in
a porous and extremely brittle material not
suitable for widespread use. In 1960, scientists
in the Materials Research Laboratory. David
SarnotT Research Center, developed a vapor-
phase transport process for preparing this com-
pound for the first time in a dense crystalline
state—and /// forms siiital^le for widespread use
in both research and application. It consists of a
simultaneous reduction of gaseous mixed chlo-
rides of niobium and tin bv hsdrogen at 900
to 1200-C.-
Based on this process, an apparatus was de-
veloped for continuous coating of refractory
metal and ribbon with NbsSn. The NbsSn
coated ribbon has both electrical and mechani-
cal properties desirable for solenoid construc-
tion. It is very thin (typical cross section is
2 X 90 mil, thickness of deposit about 0.3 mil)
and hence sufiiciently ductile to wrap around
diameters as small as % inch and it can support
enormous currents densities: I x 10' amp/cm-
at zero field, 3 x 10^ amp/cm' in a transverse
DC field of 92,500 gauss and 1.5 x 10- amp;
cm-' in a pulsed longitudinal field of 170,000
gauss. By comparison, copper can carry onl\
1 X I0» amp, cm- safely. Hence, superconduc-
tive solenoids approaching a field of 200,000
gauss appear feasible.
Reference— '/. E. Kunzler. et al. Phvs. Pev. Letters 6,
S9 (1961).
'J. J. Hanakt '* Vapor Deposition of A7»jS/j." Pro-
ceedings of AIME Conlerence on Advanced Elec-
tronic Maleriais. August 1962.
Parametric Amplifier
Experiments at RCA Laboratories show that
superconducting films exhibit a nonlinear in-
ductance at frequencies extending well into the
millimeter-wave range. Frequency conversion
was observed in tin films cooled below their
critical temperature. Now amplification and
oscillation have also been demonstrated. A
superconducting '"paranip"" has been operated
at 6 kmc with 11 db of net gain. Parametric
oscillations at about the same frequency were
also effected.
The superconducting film and the varactor
differ markedly in many respects: hence, their
circuit needs also differ. A study of the charac-
teristics of superconducting films and paramet-
ric device requirements resulted in the concept
of the "modified dielectric resonator." The res-
onator, which was used to demonstrate amplifi-
cation, consists of a very low-loss, high-permit-
livit\', dielectric cavity modified al one of its
boundaries by a superconducting film.
The unit is placed in a waveguide where
power is coupled to it with a movable short-
circuit. The resonant frequency of the cavity is
a function of its dimensions, the permittivity of
the dielectric and the impedance of the film.
While it may be premature to speculate on
the eventual role of the superconducting
"paramp", it should be noted that the device,
in principle, orters an outstanding set of fea-
tures not to be found in the varactor or any
other device. First, the frequency limit of super-
conducting films ma> extend into the sub-milli-
meter wave range. Secondly, it is expected that
the noise performance of the device can match
that of the maser. Furthermore, superconduc-
tors can be pumped with considerably lower
power and at a lower iYequenc\ than either the
varactor or the maser. Finall>. since one can
fabricate large-area films las compared with
lumped varactors). wide-band truly distributed
travtling-wa\e parametric amplification may
become possible.
Superconductive Magnet
Reference—A.S. Clorfeine, Applied Phys. Letters 4.
No. 7. 131 (1964).
A.S. Clorfeine, Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 52,
No. 7, July 1964.
Recently RCA developed a superconductive
magnet believed to be the most powerful in the
world, in a practical form that can revolu-
tionize many aspects of solid-state electronics
and high-energy physics research.
Success of this magnet and the attainment oT
zero current degradation using magnetic field
stabilization followed research in superconduc-
tive degradation phenomena.
The device generates a magnetic field of
107.000 gauss. When commercially available, it
will enable scores of small and medium-sized
research laboratories to carry out experiments
that now require large multi-million-dollar
facilities in order to generate the immense mag-
netic fields needed for solid-state, atomic, and
related areas of research.
Test data obtained under a N.ASA study-
contract played a significant part in RCA's de-
velopment of the 107.000-gauss magnet. The
present experimental unit has a bore of one
inch, offering for the first time in a supercon-
ducti\e magnet a working area large enough
for practical laboratory experiments. The com-
pany is continuing its work for NASA, explor-
ing the feasibility of a 150.000-gauss supercon-
ductive magnet with a one-foot bore, designed
for experiments in space propulsion techniques.
The experimental 107,000-gauss unit was
built at the RCA Laboratories by an advanced
development group of the RCA Electronic
Components and Devices organization.
The experimental RCA magnet weighs 26
pounds and is about the size and shape of a
half-gallon paint can. It is made superconduc-
tive by immersion in liquid helium and is
started with the output of 6-volt storage batter-
ies. By contrast, nonsuperconductive magnets
developing similar magnetic fields require al-
most 1.5 million watts of power and enormous
water-cooling systems.
Reterence—Schroder, Freedman, Fakan, Applied
Physics Letters, March 15, 1964
Schroder, Kolondra, RCA Review, Vol. (25), No. i,
1964.
In addition to work in superconductivity, the David Sarnoff Research Center
conducts a broad range of research projects requiring new concepts and ideas in
materials, devices and systems. To learn about the many scientific challenges
awaiting the advanced degree candidate in Physics, Electrical Engineering,
Chemistry and Mathematics, please meet with our representatives when they
visit your campus; or write to the Administrator, Graduate Recruiting, Dept.
RL-9, RCA Laboratories, David Sarnoflf Research Center, Princeton, N.J.
The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics
An EquuI Opportunity Employer •
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engineers advance into general management. Hertan,
believes, in fact, that too many think of their en-
gineers as so many warm bodies needed for certain
highly specialized technical finictions and nothini^
more.
"As for the majority of engineers, Hertan believes
they should be content to stick to the choice they
made when they decidetl to go for a B.S. The argu-
ment that, in industries like aerospace, engineers have
acquired something like a vested right to a slice of
the top management pie merely because their knowl-
edge and skills have become much more importani
simply is not true, Hertan says.
"It's not as if all these engineers therefore were
exiled to ivory towers, Hertan points out. For those
who are eager for them, there are plenty of oppor-
tunities for leadership and decision-making in jobs
that are still basically technical. They may not lead
to the chairman of the board's chauffeured limousine,
but they will involve the kind of problem that attracts
engineers to their profession in the first place."
INTEREST OF TALENTED IN SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING DECLINES
According to the Engineering Manpower Commis-
sion, "The National Merit Scholarship Corp. has just
published a new study on the career decisions of very
able students. The report is based on a study of NMS
semi-finalists, a group representing approximately 1%
of high school seniors who ranked highest in scholastic
aptitude.
"Among the boys in this group, the careers which
have generally increased in popularity are teaching,
architecture, law and medicine. Careers which have
shown downward trends for both sexes are business
and engineering.
"Recognizing that many students change their ca-
reer plans during college, the study also develops in-
fomiation on changes in career choices and major
fields during the college years. The careers of scientific
researcher and engineer showed net losses of more
than 50% for both sexes. Among this high talent
group, the men a])pearecl to shift their interest from
engineering and the physical sciences to humanities
and social sciences. The study does not place much
value in a coinmonly held assumption that there is
some limit to the j^roportion of students who can be
interested in a given area, and that when interest has
reached this limit it will swing in the opposite
direction.
"The results of this study raise several serious ques-
tions for the engineering and scientific community,
especially the professional societies. If science and en-
gineering are career fields which are becoming less
attractive to talented high school students, what has
beet! the effect of the much publicized glamour in
We also make sheets, rods, and tubes
Syiithaiie responsibility for laminated [ihistic jjurts starts
with the manufacture of the material itself— in over 60
grades and in sheets, rods, and tubes. This means j'ou
can be sure of getting the grade you ordered— lalwratory
controlled and tested. You can be sure of meeting gov-
ernment specifications. When necessary to meet your
special retjuiremeiits, properties of the material can be
modified.
If we find that the part should be molded-laminated
or moldcd-macerated, rather than machined, we'll say
so. If we find a slight change in design will increase
strength or save money, we'll tell you.
Synthane's only business is laminated plastics. Our
especially-equipped fabricating shop is probably the
largest in the U.S. Send for "Laminated Plastics Parts
... Make or Buy?" Synthane Corporation, 13 River Rd.,
Oaks, Pa.
You furnish the print... we'll furnish the part
CORPORATION OAKS, PENNA.
Synlhane-Pacllic, 518 Garlield Ave., Glendale 4, California
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The man who said
"you can't take it with you"
was born a long time before Garrett
started making life support systems.
jCxs a matter
of fact,
unless man does take his earthly
environment with him into space,
he hasn't got a chance.
For here is a world that has no
oxygen, no pressure, no gravity.
To live and work for weeks and
months in orbital flight — a need
dictated by urgent space
projects now in progress —
man must have the most
sophisticated life support
system ever built.
It has to provide him
with oxygen, water,
pressurization — complete
climate control.
It has to guard him
against temperatures that
range from near absolute
zero to the re-entry heat of
thousands of degrees.
It has to be a miracle package.
The question becomes: Who is
now building such an environ-
mental system?
The answer is, of course, Garrett.
For further information about many
. urite to Mr. C. D. Bradle\ at 9831
As long ago as 1941, Garrett
management saw that man could
go no higher, no faster, without
pressurization of aircraft. When
Garrett's AiResearch division
delivered the first systems,
suddenly the ceiling was
off the world.
Today over 90% of the
free world's aircraft carrv'
Garrett environmental
systems. Millions of hours
of operation have been
accumulated by heat trans-
fer equipment, turbomachinery,
controls.
This experience led Garrett to
build the life support systems
that protected our astronauts on
the recent Mercurv flights.
The same know-how is now at
work supplying "shirtsleeve" envi-
ronments for Gemini and Apollo.
These systems wiU keep man alive
for weeks in space. Now
longer flights
are being
planned—
•H^,^ manned
^
orbiting
laboratories and space stations.
Garrett already knows how to solve
life support problems for months
in space. Much of the system work
is completed and components built.
What are the reasons for this
unique capability?
The most experienced men
are Garrett men. The most
advanced facilities are
Garrett. The only applied
system for outer space is
Garrett built.
When the problem is
environmental, the solu-
tion comes from Garrett
because . .
.
Garrett
zs experience
Los Angeles • Phoenix
interesting project areas and career opportunities at The Garrett Corporation,
S. Sepuheda Blvd., Los Angeles. Garrett is an equal opportunity employer.
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BEYOND CAMPUS
these fields, especially as they apply to space? Do our
nation's high school guidance programs adequately
interpret career opp)ortunities in these fields? If not,
what should be done to improve them?
"The large number of changes during college years
away from engineering and science lends new signif-
icance to EMC's recent report on engineering student
attrition, which also reported large numbers of well-
qualified students dropping out of engineering schools
and speculates on some of the factors contributing to
disillusionment."
WHITE HOUSE GROUP URGES BETTER
UTILIZATION OF ENGINEERING
MANPOWER
The White House has released a report calling for
immediate steps by industry and government to im-
prove utilization of the nation's engineers and sci-
entists. Prepared by a special Presidential advisory
committee of the National Academy of Sciences, the
report states that in spite of much discussion on the
subject, the nation is falling short of efficient util-
ization.
The report emphasizes the need for improved in-
formation, on a national scale, of the effects on man-
power of such major technological ventures as the
lunar landing program and development of a super-
sonic transport ])lane, before they are begun. Noting
the "massi\e inlluence" of federal programs on the
use of engineers and scientists, the report recommends
that as a first step, each federal agency involved in
major technological undertakings appoint a top offi-
cial to be responsible for improving manpower util-
ization, both within the agency and in organizations
it finances.
At the root of many utilization problems, notes the
committee, are frequent shifts in technological direc-
tion, and obsolescence of engineering skills.
MONOPOLY ON BRAINS
Mr. James F. Steiner, manager of the Construction
& Community Development Department of the United
States Chamber of Commerce has recommended a
S79.6 million cut in the National Science Foundation's
S487.7 million request since federal agencies "are vir-
tually monopolizing the best brains in science and
mathematics on many college campuses and further
expansion of NSF's programs would not be in the
national interest."
CIVIL ENGINEERS:
Prepare now for your future in highway
engineering...get the facts on The Asphalt
institute's new computer-derived method
for determining structural design of Asphalt
pavements for roads and streets
Today, as more and more states turn to modern Deep-
Strength* Asphalt pa\ement for their heavy-duty highways,
county and local roads, there is a growing demand for engi-
neers with a solid background in the fundamentals of Asphalt
technology and construction.
Help to prepare yourself now for this challenging future by
getting the latest information on the new Thickness Design
Method developed by The Asphalt Institute. Based on exten-
sive statistical evaluations performed on the IBM 1620 and
the mammoth IBM 7090 computers, accurate procedures for
determining road and street structural requirements have
been de\eloped.
All the facts on this new method are contained in The As-
phalt Institute's Thickness Design manual (MS-1). This help-
ful manual and much other \aluable information are included
in the free student library on Asphalt construction and tech-
nology now offered by The Asphalt Institute. Write us today.
*Asphalt Surface on Asphalt Base
^ssn??),^
THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE ^^^
College Park, Maryland
EaiMG muf. nj. i: MH oumiteb pitrt a ; mh offunioii. lo tmrnxMS
NOTES
SOj!va:EnT substitutions MAY BE MAO€
FOR T. AS OESCaiaeO in CMAPTEa tv
DESIGN T^AFRC PER'OD IS TWENTV YIAKS
Thickness Design Charts like this (from the MS-1 manual)
are used In this new computer-derived method. This chart
enables the design engineer quickly to determine the
over-all Asphalt pavement thickness required, based on
projected traffic weight and known soil conditions.
r
1 THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE
College Park, Maryland
1
Please send me your free studen
1
struction and technology, includ
1
new Thickness Design Method.
j Name
LETTERS
Segregated Math
To the cditur:
Have some of the math classes such as calculus and
differential equations set up so that the whole class is
made up of engineering students. By doing this, in-
structors will be able to teach these subjects with more
emphasis placed on knowledge an engineering stu-
dent should know. As set up now, it seems too much
material is covered and a good working knowledge is
passed over. I would also like to mention that hourly
tests seem to have become a race with time and there-
fore good grades go with fast writers and thinkers
while some good students are held back because of
their speed.
Ted Skrzenta
Mechanical Engineering, Junior
Segregated Math
To the editor:
While enjoying a recent stroll in the vicinity of the
boneyard, I happened to notice a small private-looking
structure just behind the Electrical Engineering Re-
search Laboratory.
I don't mean to pry into the deep secrets of the
College of Engineering, biu I am curious. Is it or
isn't it?
Joseph J. McGinn is
PreMedicine, Junior
B. A. N. Engineering
To the editor:
Greetings from an apathic type student-
Things are bad all over—everyone agrees, but no
one lifts his little finger when noses are counted. But
—I decided I should put my shilling's worth in the
pot before the lid goes on. It has taken me quite a
while, two semesters, to say this, but as I said, things
are like that.
The Technograph is a nice magazine to have
around—on "cold winter nights." The articles are in-
teresting and informative. I am really pleased with
your new circulation policy—keep it up if possible.
That's about it, except that I am sure that almost
all engineers read at least part of the Technograph.
Nancy Ann Barkley
Aeronautical Engineering, Sophomore
Don't Evaluate instructors
To the editor:
Each semester the Student Senate and a number of
departments within the University conduct instructor
evaluations. Although these ratings may be useful for
determining the teaching abilities of graduate students
or professors in other colleges, 1 do not believe that
professors of engineering should be included in the
surveys.
Students are not capable of evaluating a professor
whose major function at the University is research.
Grading a man with a great analytical mind as an
instructor is defeating the purpose of the University
which is the advancement of the limits of knowledge
not just the poliferation of facts on the undergraduate
level.
Since the U of I is in strict competition with in-
dustry and other universities for the top scientific
minds, an unusually capable researcher may feel
slighted by a low rating from his students, and rightly
so. Undergraduates will naturally grade on personal-
ities and personal characteristics, and the results of
their ratings may easily be an inacciuate estimate of a
professor's true teaching ability.
James V. Barnett
Ceramic Engineering, Senior
neebsi neto ibeas
• EDITORIAL
• PRODUCTION
• CIRCULATION
• PUBLIC RELATIONS
• BUSINESS
• GRAPHIC ARTS
We need people on each of these stofFs. If interested,
stop by the Technograph office, 248 E.E. BIdg.
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We give Ch. E.s modern tools
and a chance to stick out their necks
ome of our chemical engineers work on fabrics for ladies'
oats, some on lunar orbiters. some on raising the hatch-
bility percentage of turkey eggs. The assortment runs on
nd on too long for easy credibility. The assortment of
ngineering disciplines that we use besides chemical also
ets too long.
We do not deny, however, that sensitized film and paper
emain our largest single business. Instead of waning they
re waxing. High-order chemical engineering is our secret,
^his is a nice secret to know. We want to teach it to
pcoming chemical engineers endowed with enough mental
exibility to recognize that mathematical model-building
which correlates dollars with millionths of an inch of accu-
racy in superimposing color emulsion layers can be as
exciting a practice of their profession as calculating the
diameter of pipe with which to feed a still.
In addition to the upcomingness, the flexibility, and the
professionalism, one further characteristic can elevate the
possessor above a merely good, satisfactory career: a feeling
that "the company" really means "me" rather than some
vague "them," a feeling which on fortunately rare occa-
sions becomes so strong that he is willing to wage a stiff
battle for a good idea.
Drop us a note if we interest you.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester, N.Y. 14650
m equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities:
Rochester, N.Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex.
Kodak
Advancement in a Big Company:
How it NVorks
An Interview with General Electric's C. K. Rieger, Vice President and Group Executive, Electric Utility Group
C. K. Rieger
Charles K. Rieger joined General Elec-
tric's Technical Marketing Program after
earning a BSEE at the University of Mis-
souri in 1936. Following sales engineering
assignments in motor, defense and home
laundry operations, he became manager of
the Heating Device and Fan Division in
1947. Other Consumer-industry management
positions followed. In 1953 he was elected
a vice president, one of the youngest men
ever named a Company officer. Mr. Rieger
became Vice President, Marketing Services
in 1959 and was appointed to his present
position in 1961. He is responsible for all
the operations of some six divisions com-
posed of 23 product operations oriented
primarily toward the Electric Utility market.
Q. Hotf/ can I be sure of getting the
recognition I feel I'm capable of earn-
ing in a big company like G.E.?
A. We learned long ago we couldn't
afford to let capable people get lost.
Tftat was one of tfie reasons why G.E.
was decentralized into more than a
hundred autonomous operating de-
partments. These operations develop,
engineer, manufacture and market
products much as if they were inde-
pendent companies. Since each de-
partment is responsible for its own
success, each man's share of author-
ity and responsibility is pinpointed.
Believe me, outstanding performance
is recognized, and rewarded.
Q. Can you tell me what the "promo-
tional ladder" is at General Electric?
A. We regard each man individually.
Whether you join us on a training
program or are placed in a specific
position opening, you'll first have to
prove your ability to handle a job.
Once you've done that, you'll be given
more responsibility, more difficult
projects—work that's important to
the success of your organization and
your personal development. Your abil-
ity will create a "promotional ladder"
of your own.
Q. Will my development be confined
to whatever department I start in?
A. Not at all! Here's where "big com-
pany" scope works to broaden your
career outlook. Industry, and General
Electric particularly, is constantly
changing — adapting to market the
fruits of research, reorganizing to
maintain proper alignment with our
customers, creating new operations
to handle large projects. All this rep-
resents opportunity beyond the limits
of any single department.
Q. Yes, but just how often do these
opportunities arise?
A. To give you some idea, 25 percent
of G-E's gross sales last year came
from products that were unknown
only five or ten years ago. These new
products range from electric tooth
brushes and silicone rubber com-
pounds to atomic reactors and inter-
planetary space probes. This chang-
ing Company needs men with ambi-
tion and energy and talent who aren't
afraid of a big job—who welcome the
challenge of helping to start new
businesses like these. Demonstrate
your ability—whether to handle com-
plex technical problems or to manage
people, and you won't have long to
wait for opportunities to fit your
needs.
Q. How does General Electric help
me prepare myself for advancement
opportunity?
A. Programs in Engineering, Manu-
facturing or Technical Marketing give
you valuable on-the-job training. We
have Company-conducted courses to
improve your professional ability no
matter where you begin. Under Tui-
tion Refund or Advanced Degree Pro-
grams you can continue your formal
education. Throughout your career
with General Electric you'll receive
frequent appraisals to help your self-
development. Your advancement will
be largely up to you.
FOR MORE INFORMATION on careers for engineers and scientists at General Electric, write
Personalized Career Plannmg, General Electric, Section 699-11, Schenectady, N. Y. 12305
GENERAL ELECTRIC
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Why become an engineer at
Garrett-AiResearch? You'll have to
work harder and use more of
your knowledge than engineers
at most other companies.
Af you're our kind of engineer,
you have some very definite ideas
about your career.
For example
:
You've worked hard to get a
good education. Now you want to
put it to work in the best way
possible.
You will never be .satisfied with
run-of-the-mill assignments. You
demand exciting,
challenging projects.
You not only accept
individual responsibil-
ity — you insist upon it.
Does that sound like
you? Then AiResearch
is your cup of tea.
Our business is
mainly in sophisticated aerospace
systems and subsystems.
Here, research, design, and de-
velopment lead to production of
actual hardware.
That means you
have the oppor-
tunity to start with
a customer's problem
and see it through to a
.system that will get the job done.
The product lines at AiResearch,
Los Angeles Division, are environ-
mental systems, flight information
and controls sys-
tems, heat transfer
systems, secondary
power generator
systems for missiles
and space, electri-
cal systems, and
specialized indus-
trial systems.
In each category AiResearch
employs three kinds of engineers.
Preliminary design engineers do
the analytical and theoretical
work, then write proposals.
Design engineers do the lay-
outs; turn an idea into a product.
Developmental engineers are
responsible for making hardware
out of concepts.
Whichever field fits you best, we
can guarantee you this: you can
go as far and fast as your talents
can carry you. You can make as
much money as any engineer in a
comparable spot — anywhere. And
of course, at AiResearch, you'll
get all the plus benefits a top com-
pany offers.
Our engineering staff is smaller
than comparable companies. This
spells opportunity. It gives a man
who wants to make a mark plenty
of elbow room to expand. And
while he's doing it he's working
with, and learning from, some of
the real pros in the field.
If the AiResearch story sounds
like opportunity speaking to you—
don't fail to contact AiResearch,
Los Angeles, or see our repre-
sentative when he comes to your
campus.
We'll be happy to talk to you —
about you and your future.
And put this in the back of your
mind:
In a field where meeting chal-
lenges pays off in rewards
. .
.
AiResearch
IS challenge
An equal opportunity
employer
AiResearch Manufacturing Division
Los Angeles
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6 NEWS/NOTES
Nuclear Probe Continues, Engineers Reject Student Press,
Scientists and Engineers Declare Political Preferences,
Staff Positions Still Open, JETS Sponsors Engineering
Aptitude Search, Engineering Activities Calendar
10 PEOPLE
Engineer Heads Star Course, President of Trustees
Chosen For Commerce Advisory Board, Chemical Engi-
neers to- Honor Hanratty, Sozen Participant in Polish
Clinics
16 RESEARCH
Aeronomy—Study of the Ionosphere, Surveying With A
Camera
22 ESSAYS/COMMENTS
Studying and a Semester Break in Europe, Getting Tech-
nical Experience Abroad, U of I offers New Service at
NEC
30 NORTH CAMPUS
Engineering Council Begins Active Year, Plans for Proj-
ect "Build" Completed, The Engineering Honors Pro-
gram, Participants in the Engineering Honors Program,
National Academy of Engineering Proposed.
40 LETTERS
Progress in Student-Faculty Communication, The Third
"E"
COVER
This month's cover is a map which could have been
drawn from an aerial photograph, a new twist in the
field of surveying. The article "Surveying With A Cam-
era" by Jack Ellis appears on page 16.
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Another of your future's many facets at Monsanto
As a billion-dollar manufacturer of hundreds of products— in 40 U. S. plants, 15
overseas— Monsanto considers the manufacturing engineer of prime importance.
His talents are needed to find new ways (and improve old ways) of increasing yields,
improving control, lowering costs— bringing plants up to optimum performance.
You will have the satisfaction of applying your engineering skills and knowledge,
and seeing the results . . . from inception to final operation . . . and have the full
responsibility for your decisions. There are production challenges now awaiting
good men . . . plus substantial rewards for meeting them.
Let us show you what they can mean to you . . . professionally, personally, financially.
Write today
—
we'll send you our brochure, "Your Future and Monsanto." Address:
Manager, Professional Recruiting, Dept. CM 64, Monsanto, St. Louis,
Missouri 63166> An Equal opportunity Employer
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Work for a bearing and steel company?
Whafs exciting about that?
Nothing— if you're bored by Project
Mohole, turbine engines, the world's
tallest crane, and biggest strip-min-
ing shovel, a telephone cable-laying
ship now crossing the Pacific, space
exploration, the Spirit of America
race car, the Alweg Monorail, a
moveable grandstand for the new
District of Columbia Stadium, Atlas
missiles and defense work
—
They're aU recent projects involv-
ing The Timken Roller Bearing
Company, world's largest manu-
facturer of tapered roller bearings
and a leading producer of fine alloy
steel.
The Timken Company is the
world's largest because our engi-
neers developed tapered roller bear-
ings that revolutionized our "meat
and potatoes" markets in the Auto-
motive, Railroad, Farm and Con-
struction machinery industries.
At the Timken Company you
receive up to four years' training in
one or more of 22 training programs
— 80% of which are for young
engineers.
Instruction takes place on the job
and in the classroom. With pay. And
we participate in executive develop-
ment programs at weU-known uni-
versities.
If you come with us, you can be
an indoor-type working in straight
research, testing and production. Or
you can be an indoor-outdoor-type
and become a sales engineer, helping
customers solve their design prob-
lems, which are also ours.
You'll work with one of three
products: Bearings, Steel or Rock
Bits. Uses for these products number
in the growing thousands.
There are 31 Timken Company
domestic sales offices in the United
States and Canada. Practically every
major city has one.
We serve markets in 119 countries
from 14 manufacturing plants in
England, France, Austraha, South
Africa, Canada, and the U. S.
And we're still growing.
So if you're interested in our kind
of work, why not get in touch with
us? Write Dept. MC for our 12-page
career booklet.
The Timken Roller Bearing
Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. An
equal opportunity employer.
'=TIMKEN"
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EDITORIALS
WHY CAN'T WE JUST BE LETHARGIC?
It would be the easiest thing in the world to put
out a Technograph that said nothing at all. If we were
to do so, we wouldn't have to work very hard, we
wouldn't make anyone angry, and we would be living
up to a long-established tradition. It is far more dif-
ficult to put out a Technograph assigned to serve as a
vehicle for inquiry and discourse between the students
and the faculty.
Since 1963 this has been our goal. In going beyond
just reprinting articles from other publications, we
have upset people—because we have not tried to be
"safe," because we have wanted to help solve the Col-
lege's problems, and because we believe in the value
of promoting and sustaining an academic community
with its inherent qualities of inquiry and dissent.
We have joined the faculty of the College in their
concern about faculty-student relations, continuing
education, freshman orientation, advisory system pro-
cedures, etc. We have argued with the faculty about
the extent to which our research programs benefit the
undergraduate, about the relationships between many
senior faculty members and undergraduate students,
about educational programs, etc. In the magazine's
pages we ha\e printed some reasonably well-expressed
questions and opinions, and we have printed some
that were not so well expressed. We are not terribly
surprised by this.
What we are surprised about is the reaction to our
i}Ot being lethargic or apathetic, the terms most com-
monly used to describe undergraduate students on our
campus. We are instead called "immature," "naive,"
and "irresponsible" when we express our opinion or
ask a question about an unpopular subject. Sometimes
we realize, too late, that the opinions were immature,
naive, or irresponsible. Yet we cannot help but feel
that when we are taken to task for "not being con-
structive," that our critics are doing exactly the same
thing to us. We ask their help—we wish to be better
informed, more constructive, and more helpful.
^Ve have a particularly strong reaction to the term
"immaturity." We feel that it has become a cliche in
student-faculty relations. It is certainly not construc-
tive, especially when used as the last word in a diffi-
cult conversation. "While we realize, with sadness, that
the term too often fits us, we certainly hope our de-
tractors recognize that we aspire to constructive ideal-
ism. We are yoimg, we are inexperienced, and there
are not manv of us directly invohed in this endeavor
—so we think we need to hear some of the comments
by the 15th of the preceding month, not just after the
issue has come out. You don't want us to accuse you of
"just reacting," do you? But when you do have a re-
Editorials represent opinions of the majority of the
Technograph staff.
action, please send it to us—not to the Dean or to our
advisors; this counteracts the purpose of the magazine
as a means of communication. We may not always be
as responsible as we'd like to be—but we are solely re-
sponsible for what appears in the magazine.
We could put out a safe, unopinionated magazine—
but no one would read it. And we'd rather be dead
than unread.
GROWING OPPORTUNITIES FOR WORK,
STUDY ABROAD
Traveling has long been considered an educational
experience, but it is also generally accepted that quick
stops at tourist spots provide little knowledge in depth
of foreign cultures and people. Students desiring to
travel abroad and to derive maximum benefit from
their experiences usually spend se\eral weeks or
months in one location either working or studying.
For engineering students seeking summer jobs
abroad there is a technical training program admin-
istered under the International Association for the
Exchange of Students for Technical Experience
(I.\ESTE) . .\ first-hand report on the lAESTE pro-
gram appears on page 25.
Although there are many opportunities for liberal
arts students to stud\ abroad, the programs for engi-
neering students are considerably more limited. Last
month Technograph began a series of articles by Roger
Stevens, a senior in electrical engineering who studied
last year at the Technical University in Berlin. While
in Germany Roger made inqiuries at a number of
universities on the possibility of establishing engineer-
ing exchange programs with the University of Illinois.
Technograpli will report on the arrangements for per-
manent exchange programs as plans progress.
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Is it possible that a builder of
space simulation equipment
has a hand in Becky Hull's
ballet lesson?
You'd expect that the leading maker of arc carbons that pro-
duce the brilliant light for projecting motion pictures would be
called upon to duplicate the sun's rays in space simulation
chambers. These chambers are used to test space devices,
such OS the communications satellites and space vehicles...
and even the astronauts themselves.
And it probably wouldn't surprise you to learn that a com-
pany that produces half a dozen different types of plastics
would also create an anti-static agent as part of the vinyl
plastic it developed for phonograph records. This keeps dust
from sticking to record surfaces. The sound is improved. The
record lasts longer. And Becky Hull's ballet lessons are per-
formed to music that's more faithfully reproduced.
But would space simulation equipment and better
materials for phonograph records come from one
company? Indeed they would, in the unusual case
UNION
CARBIDE
of the company known as Union Carbide.
All kinds of seemingly unlikely side-by-side activities turn up
at Union Carbide every day. As a leader in metals and alloys,
it developed a new, stronger stainless steel, and among the
results are better subway cars for New York City. In cryo-
genics, it manufactures the equipment for a technique in brain
surgery based on the use of supercold liquid nitrogen. Its
consumer products include "Eveready" brand batteries and
"Prestone" brand anti-freeze. And it is one of the world's most
diversified private enterprises in the field of atomic energy.
In fact, few other corporations are so deeply involved in
so many different skills and activities that will affect the
technical and production capabilities of our next
century.
And we have a feeling that Becky Hull's future is
just as bright as ours.
UNION CARBIDE CORPOBATION, 270 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017. IN CANADA, UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED. TORONTO
Divisions: Corbon ProducIs, Chcmicols; Consumer Producls, Food Products. Iniernolionol. Linde, Molols, Nucleor, Olefins, Ore, Ploslics, Silicones ond Slellile.
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NUCLEAR PROBE CONTINUES
Basic research in nuclear and high energy physics-
searching for better knowledge of the elementary
particles and structure of matter—will be carried on
at the University under a 5561,600 grant from the
National Science Foundation.
The two-year grant will support research using the
University's 300-million electron volt betatron under
the supervision of Prof. Clark S. Robinson and Prof.
Gerald M. Almy.
This is a continuation of research in an area for
which the Office of Naval Research has pro\ided
521/2 million to the University since the big betatron
was completed in 1950. The machine's precise control
of output energy enables scientists to use it for studies
in the highest energy ranges or nuclear research and
lower ranges of high energy- physics.
Special interest is in the production and study of
pi mesons, particles which have an essential role in
holding together the nucleus of the atom. These have
been studied at Illinois for 14 years with constant im-
provement of accuracy in measurements, new tech-
niques and new ideas.
ENGINEERS REJECT STUDENT PRESS
by Stu Umpleby
At the October meeting of the Engineering College
Magazines .Associated, the twenty-four-) ear old organi-
zation of student engineering publications rejected a
motion to recognize the tfiree-year old United States
Student Press Association.
Tom DeVries, USSPA general secretary and director
of the Collegiate Press Service, presented a resolution
that had been passed at the student press meeting in
August offering affiliation to ECM.A. The USSPA
resolution also extended membership to individual
engineering publications.
Other business during the meeting included the
rejection of a motion to revive the monthly ECMA
newsletter which is provided for in the bylaws of the
organization in order to provide communication and
a means for discussion among the member magazines
between yearly conventions.
However, an amendment to the bylaws which would
have eliminated the newsletter was also defeated.
Thus, a monthly newsletter remains the responsibility
of the organization's chairman (the organization's
three officers are all faculty members, elected for terms
of six \ears) . Following the business meeting, ECMA
chairman Professor J. R. Bissett, University of .Arkan-
sas, replied before a large group that he had no inten-
tion of bothering with a monthly ne^vsletter.
Technograph was represented by Jack Ellis, soph-
omore in Electrical Engineering, Henry Magnuski,
junior in Electrical Engineering, and Stu Umpleby,
junior in Mechanical Engineering.
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS DECLARE
POLITICAL PREFERENCES
by Stu Umpleby
The 1964 political campaign stimulated the first
organization of scientists and engineers in support of
a political candidate. Many University professors pub-
licly declared their support of one or the other pres-
idential candidate in an effort to influence undecided
voters.
A National Organization for Johnson and
Humphrey
.\ national organization of Scientists and Engineers
for Johnson and Humphrey was formed late in the
summer.
The local chapter was headed by a steering commit-
tee composed of the following University professors:
D. Alpert, Director of Coordinated Science Labora-
tory; J. Bardeen, Physics Department, Nobel Laureate;
^L M. Day, Chairman,
Mathematics Department;
\V. L. Everitt, Dean of the
College of Engineering; H.
S. Gutowsky, Chemistry De-
partment; H. H. Hilton,
Aeronautical Engineering
Department; D. R. Hodg-
man. Economics Depart-
ment; J. E. McGrath, Psy-
chology Department; C. B. Satterthwaite, Physics
Department; S. Spiegelman, Microbiology Depart-
ment; M. E. Van Valkenburg, Electrical Engineering
Department; F. "\V. Loomis, Professor of Physics,
Emeritus.
Professors Bardeen and Loomis were also members
of the national committee. C. B. Sattherthwaite acted
as chairman of the local committee and Peter Trower,
graduate assistant in physics, served as executive secre-
tar)
.
B\ the day before the election the committee had
collected approximately 480 names of scientists and
JOHNSON
HUMPHREY
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engineers in the local community ivho supported the
Johnson-Humphrey ticket.
Goldwater Also Found Support
Six L'ni\er!>it\ scieniisi;. were among 52 scientists
and engineers who pledged their support to the Re-
publican ticket. The six were Roger Adams, professor
emeritus and former chairman of the chemistry depart-
ment: John C. Bailar, chairman of the department of
inorganic chemistry; George L. Clark, professor emeri-
tus of the department of chemistry; Donald B. Keyes,
former department of chemistry head; Sidney Kirk-
patrick, consulting editor McGraw-Hill Book Co., a
University graduate in chemical engineering; and
Frederick Smith, professor emeritus of the department
of chemistry.
STAFF POSITIONS STILL OPEN
There are still several openings on the Technograph
staff. Students interested in working on a magazine
which has consistently achieved recognition as one of
the best engineering college magazines in the country
should come by the Technograph office, 248 Electrical
Engineering Building, any afternoon after 4 p.m.
Positions are available in writing, editing, business,
and circulation. However, at the present time Tech-
nograph especially needs gra])hic artists, advertising
and circulation salesmen (with commissions), and
proofreaders. Staff members do not have to be en-
rolled in engineering. Put meaning in your college
\ears, join the Technograph staff today.
JETS SPONSORS ENGINEERING
APTITUDE SEARCH
Once again the Junior Engineering Technical Soci-
ety (JETS) is carrying out a National Engineering
Aptitude Search. The dates selected for the 1965 N'E.AS
are January 15 or 16. Participants in the search will
take a two-hour battery of tests prepared by the Psycho-
logical Corporation of New York. Results will help the
participants find out about their abilities in engineer-
ing sciences. Last year over one thousand students in
Illinois participated in the NEAS.
In order to facilitate the administration of the test,
Illinois JETS State Headquarters at 217 Transporta-
tion Building, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois,
will handle the arrangements and correspondence con-
cerning the search for Illinois. The deadline for appli-
cations is December 15.
ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
Professional societies, eriguieering honoraries, and any other engineering activities
desiring space in the calendar should notify Technograph, room 2-fS EEB. Lists
of activities should be submitted one month prior to our publication date which
is the twelfth of each month.
SOCIETY
Change. Change, Change. That's research.
Change is at the heart of our Re-
search and Development program.
The optical font characters in the
illustration above are part of a lan-
guage that both people and elec-
tronic computer systems can under-
stand... just one of an ever-growing
list of scientific achievements by
NCR people that have brought about
many changes in such areas as
electronics, photochromies, semi-
conductor materials, and paper
technology. All of these advances are
of vital interest to business, industry,
government and military agencies.
For example, because of NCR
research, it is now possible to re-
duce a full page the size of a news-
paper to a tiny rectangle of space.
The reduction is made possible
through NCR's photochromic micro-
image process. A minute area can
hold thousands of microcapsules...
cell-like structures containing useful
materials produced by means of
NCR's amazing chemical process of
micro-encapsulation.
Perhaps your own changing inter-
ests and professional employment
objectives coincide with those of
NCR. If so, and you would like to be
considered for positions that are
now opening, write in complete con-
fidencetoT.F. Wade, Technical Place-
ment, The National Cash Register
Co., Dayton 9, Ohio.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
BE SURE TO VISIT THE NCR PAVILION AT THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY ®
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We do research on oceanics, microcircuitry, controls for space stations,
all-weather landing systems, self-adaptive machines, noncontact measuring gages.
ENGINEER HEADS STAR COURSE
by Gordy Shugars
For the third straight \ear an engineer has been
named a senior manager of Star Course. Gerald
Murtaiigh, a senior in electrical engineering from
Naperville, Illinois, takes over for Warren Broil and
Bill Flood in this position.
But Star Course is not Jerry's only activity: he is
president of Triangle social fraternity. He is also a
James Scholar, a member of Eta Kappa Nu, Sigma
Tau, and Phi Eta Sigma scholastic honorary fraterni-
ties, and Ma-wan-da, ^\'a-na-see, and Star and Scroll
activities honorary fraternities.
Jerry's plans do not stop with just a bachelor's
degree in engineering. He plans to continue his educa-
tion by getting first a master's degree in electrical engi-
neering, and then either a master's degree in business
administration or a doctor's degree in electrical
engineering.
But why would an engi-
neer want to get so in-
volved with extracinricular
activities? Jerry gives three
main reasons:
"I want to gain expe-
rience in dealing with peo-
ple and their problems. I
feel there is a valuable
amount of leadership and
decision making to be
gained from activities.
"Secondly, it breaks up
my studies. I study hard, and I like to relax by doing
something completely different.
"Thirdly, 1 feel that the engineering curriculum is
too restrictive as far as types of thinking go. The extra-
curricular activities serve as a source of a 'liberal'
education. Star Course is of special interest to me, for
the music we present is new and exciting. I have
developed an appreciation for good music which will
be with me for life, and which will, I hope, increase."
PRESIDENT OF TRUSTEES CHOSEN
FOR COMMERCE ADVISORY BOARD
Howard W. Clement, president of the University of
Illinois Board of Trustees, has been appointed to the
Commerce Technical Advisory Board, which has been
established by the United States Secretary of Commerce.
Purpose of the board is to assist in expansion of the
nation's scientific and technological capabilities and to
stimulate their use in industrv and commerce.
Gerald Murtaugh,
Senior Manager of
Star Course
Professor Thomas J. Hanratty
Chemical Engineering
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS TO HONOR
HANRATTY
Professor Thomas J. Hanratty, University of Illinois
division of chemical engineering, will receive the
William H. Walker Award of the American Institute
of Chemical Engineers at the institute's annual meet-
ing December 8 in Boston.
The award is for "an outstanding contribution to
the literature of chemical
D engineering." Hanratty,whose specialty is fluid me-chanics, has been at Illinoissince 1953.
In 1957 he received the
Colburn .\ward of the
AICE for excellence of pub-
lications by a member un-
der 35 and in 1963 the
Curtis W. McGraw Award
of the American Society for
Engineering Education for
his contributions to engineering literature.
He is the third University of Illinois staff member
to receive the Walker Award since it was established
28 years ago. The late Professor H. F. Johnstone re-
ceived it in 1943, and Professor E. W. Comings, now
dean of engineering at University of Delaware, received
it in 1956.
Hanratty 's research interests at Illinois have included
turbulent transport and turbulent mixing, natural
convection, two-phase flow, and hydrodynamical
stability.
SOZEN PARTICIPANT IN POLISH CLINICS
M. .\. Sozen, professor of civil engineering, has re-
turnetl from a trip to Poland where he was invited to
speak in a symposium on structural engineering held
in connection with the 600th anniversary of the
Jaqiellonian Universit\ in Krakow, Poland.
A representati\e of the .American Concrete Institute
also took part in a confer-
ence in Krynica, a resort
town near Krakow. The
conference on reinforced
concrete research was ar-
ranged by the Polish .\cad-
einy of Sciences and the
Polish Society of Civil En-
gineering.
Sozen spent two weeks in
the Krakow area visiting
construction projects, in-
cluding an American Hospital for Children, labora-
tories, and plants.
Sozen's itinerary included a visit to Skopje, Yugo-
slavia, where he had been last year after the earth-
cjuake.
Professor M. A. Sozen,
Civil Engineering
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Your life at Du Pont...
one of a series for technical graduates
Ho'w to join DuPont closest to the top
Join us right out of school. Few men start higher at Du Pont
—or with more promise — than graduating engineers. That's
because we fill virtually aM important positions from within .
It's a policy that's helped us grow 750°o since 1937. Since
1950 our sales have more than doubled from $1 billion to $2.4
billion. Forty thousand new employment opportunities and
50% of our 1962 sales volume came from products created by
DuPont research in the last 28 years!
And because new products continually emerge from our re-
search labs, responsible new career opportunities constantly
spring up for our technical men. In fact, there's room for you
to actually "change jobs" within Du Pont-to seek out the spot
best suited to you without loss of your accrued benefits.
Consider us if you're ready to make your career decision.
You may be closer to the top than you think! Write us a letter,
or mark and mail our coupon today!
B
BEHER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
.
. . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
An equal opportunity employbr
Technical men we'll especially need from the Class of '65
Chemists Mechanical Engineers
Chemical Engineers Industrial Engineers
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
2531-B Nemours Building
Wilmington, Delaware 19898
When I'm graduated, I'll be a_
(List profession)
Please send me more Information about how I might fit
in at Du Pont.
Name
Class_ _Major_ .Degree expected.
College.
My addre5s_
City _2one_ .State.
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"we explore freely . . .
and no restrictions are set upon
our imagination."
The speaker was a brilliant young Navy
scientist discussing his work, and he might
well have been referring to the Naval Ordance
Laboratory at While Oak, Maryland, where
technological explorations are pursued to the
ultimate advantage of the nation's posture
of defense.
Who would have thought, especially before
the advent of POLARIS, that a submarine
could someday fire what appears to be an
ordmary torpedo which would, a few seconds
later, take off upwards into a balhstics tra-
jectory . . . drop its rocket motor somewhere
down-range
. . . re-enter the water intact at
supersonic speed
. . . automatically arm itself
. . . and let loose a nuclear blast that will
decimate any number of submerged hostiles?
Today, SUBROC promises to be the deadliest
anti-submarine warfare weapon ever devised,
but when it was first dreamed up by NOL
scientists back in 1957 it presented the
thorniest sei of problems yet to face the still-
young missile age. That SUBROC itself,
together with its sonar detection system and
special digital computer fire control system,
are almost ready for fleet use is a real tribute
to NOL's creativity, technical direction, and
test & evaluation capabilities.
But SUBROC—although an undertaking of
incredible proportions— is just one in a long
series of NOL projects in anti-submarine
warfare, air and surface weaponry, aerobal-
listics, chemistry, explosives, and materials
research. Many such dreams have become
reality at NOL—seven new magnetic ma-
terials that have sharply upgraded magnetic
amplifiers, magnetometers, and electromag-
netic transducers . . . new ways to measure
drag, stability, and heating effects of missiles
traveling in excess of Mach 10 . . . the arming
and fuzing devices for POLARIS ... a new
data reduction method for underwater
acoustics that opens the door to passive sonar
ranging . . . two new nuclear depth bombs . .
.
and literally hundreds more.
There are more than 1,000 graduate profes-
sionals at NOL-White Oak today, but the
Laboratory is always interested in talented
explorers—especially those delving into aero
and electro technologies. And, to help you
explore more freely (and productively), NOL
offers
:
• assignments of national importance
• the finest equipment and facilities to be had
(900 acres of them)
• several programs for advance degrees in
cooperation with Washington-area uni-
versities. The University of Maryland even
holds some courses on NOL premises
which you may attend during working
hours. ( NOL has always been fertile ground
for PhD theses.)
• the stimulus of working with top people in
their specialties, many of whom are staff
members and lecturers at colleges and uni-
versities.
• the added stimulus offered by the Wash-
ington environment, now one of the top
four R&D centers— private as well as
government— in the country.
The same young Navy scientist we quoied
earlier also remarked: ". . . ifa scieniisi warns
ihe freedom to satisfy his imellecluai hunger
and open doors now closed lo him, his best bet
is to work for the Government."
NOL
Check your College Placement Ofllce for news
of NOL interviews on campus, or write Lee
E. Probst, Professional Recruitment Division,
Naval Ordnance Laboratory— White Oak,
Silver Spring, Maryland, for more details.
The Navy isan equal opportunity employer.
AERONOMY- SCIENCE of the IONOSPHERE
by Hank Magnuski
Man cannot begin to understand the surroundings
of the other planets until he understands the sur-
roundings of his own. The studies of the ionosphere
play an important role in increasing this under-
standing.
Many people think of the University ol UUnois as
the only Big Ten school with a cornfield in the center
of the campus. This impression, true as it may be,
does not do justice to the U of I as a center of ad-
vanced scientific research.
One phase of this research is concerned ^sith the
science of aeronom\, which is, according to Professor
Sidney .A. Bowhill, "the study of the physical and
chemical processes ^\hich take place in the upper
atmosphere of the earth." Professor Bowhill is in
charge of the aeronomy group, and as its director, he
has to keep track of man\ varied, scattered and some-
times high-fhing activities.
The ionosphere consists of a nimiber of individual
layers, ranging from about forty to two-hundred miles
above the earth. Four of these layers have been labeled
the D, E, Fj, and Fo layers, \sith the D layer being
closest to the earth. There is a possibility that another
layer, the C layer, exists, and one of the tasks of the
aeronomy group is to find out whether or not this
C layer is in fact present. The chief interest, however,
is the D la\er of the ionosphere.
There are a number of ways in which the ionosphere
can be exjjlored, and two of the most popular are
radio transmission-reception tests and rocket sound-
ings. The aeronomy group has used both of these
methods. Once last April, and three times last July 15
a rocket was sent into the ionosphere from Wallops
Island, Virginia for the purpose of measuring some of
the properties of that region. On board these rockets
were the following instruments:
A D.C. Probe—to measure the ionization level of
the ionosphere.
A Radio Propagation Receiver—for receiving signals
in the 2-4 megacycle band to check on the amount
of absorption encountered by radio signals trans-
mitted from the earth.
Ultra-violet photometers—a series of sensitive cells
which measure the absorption of ultraviolet rays
from the atmosphere.
Honk, a senior in Electricol Engineering, end o horn rodlo operofor,
finds (he ionosphere o rather handy thing to have overhead when he
wonts to talk to his sister, a Peoce Corps volunteer in Quito, Ecuador.
This photograph shows o test setup v^ - — : cesigned to check the
spherical D.C. probe (in the center of tne glass container) under iono-
spheric conditions.
.Aspect Sensors—a combination of magnetic and op-
tical devices which determine the position of the
rocket in relation to the earth's magnetic field and
the sun.
.\ Baroswitch—to determine when the rocket had
reached a certain altitude and atmospheric pres-
siue.
A Telemetr) Transmitter— to relay the information
to earth.
The three Xike-Apache rockets sent up last July 15
were launched earh in the morning at times before,
during ;md alter sunrise, to see how the ionospheric
conditions woidd change with the increase of the
amount of sunlight present.
Besides the rocket shots, further investigations are
conducted by bouncing radio waves off the ionosphere.
A short pidse of energy is sent skyward, and the
amount returned to the receivers indicates the condi-
tion of the ionosphere.
The future looks very good for the aeronomv group,
because there are a number of projects now underway
which could provide some very interesting results. One
of these future projects will be a series of rocket shots
off a United States aircraft carrier situated along the
coast of South America.
The ionized layers of the earth's otmosphere refract sky woves moking
long distance radio communications possible.
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How long is
your shadow?
At Douglas you can make it reach
to the moon and beyond in outer
space programs. Or make it a bul-
wark against aggressors in some of
the most vital defense projects of
our time. Or let it fall on magnificent
jetaircraft programs that are shrink-
ing the world. You'll be doing
important work, requiring both
energy and creativity. But the re-
wards in rapid professional growth
are great. Many young graduates
havebecomesupervisors at Douglas
in only a few years. So if you'd like
to make your mark on tomorrow,
get in touch with us. We're an equal
opportunity employer.
Send your resume to S. A. Amestoy
Box 692-G, Corporate Offices
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Santa Monica, California
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yet cut cost 20%
Originally, this crosshead for a lift truck was
not a forging. Now it is forged in steel. Here's
why . . .
The lift truck builder wanted to increase the
safety factor to meet greater bending and shear
stresses. He also wanted to increase the fatigue
strength of the part. And all without any in-
crease in weight or cost. He also wanted to
reduce tool breakage caused by irregularities,
voids, and inclusions.
He changed overto FORGED crossheads.
Now the crosshead has the required strength
and stress-resistance, costs 20% less when
machined and ready to assemble, increases
production rates 14% by reducing tool break-
age and increasing machining speeds.
Forgings are better for these reasons; they:
1. Are solid, free from voids and inclusions
2. Have high fatigue resistance
3. Are strongest under impact and shock loads
4. Have a higher modulus of elasticity
5. Have a unique stress-oriented fiber
structure
6. Are low in mechanical hysteresis
Memo to future engineers:
"Make it lighter and make it stronger" is the
demand today. No other metalworking process
meets these two requirements so well as the forg-
ing process. Be sure you know all about forgings,
their design and production. Write for Case History
No. 105, with engineering data on the lift truck
crosshead forging shown above.
DROP FORGING ASSOCIATION
55 Public Square • Cleveland 13, Ohio
When it's a vital part, design it to be
^]!vWl^
iiLm, K*HMl|MMM(M
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Find a career
expanding
and improving
tlie Bell System
Microwave relay towers assure reliable land transmission of tele-
phone, radio, television and data traffic-with complete flexibility.
To serve a growing America, we are steadily en-
larging our communications system
. . . opening new
route-miles of cable and microwave
. . . bringing more
customers into the network
. . . adding new services.
As a result, the Bell System offers unique career op-
portunities to ambitious young engineers who want to
work on projects commensurate with their talents.
In the Bell System there are literally hundreds of in-
triguing engineering assignments ranging from the plan-
ning of telephone service for large communities to the
development of miniaturized components for equip-
ment. A Bell System career can bring an engineer an
exciting variety of tasks, every one important, with every-
thing needed to carry them out.
The Bell System companies are equal opportunity
employers that match the benefits, salaries and working
conditions of other companies. Few can match them,
however, for work that is interesting and important.
You owe it to yourself to investigate your career pos-
sibilities in the Bell System. Have your Placement
Office arrange a date with our interviewing team, or get
in touch with a local Bell operating company. Either
way, we'll welcome a chance to talk with you.
E\ BELL SYSTEM
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
and Associated Companies
C. S. LONG LINES lays and maintains Bell System undersea tele-
phone cables that provide dependable overseas transmission.
RESEARCH
SURVEYING WITH A CAMERA
by Jack Ellis
One of the newer and more promising tools avail-
able to the civil engineer is aerial photogrammetry.
Basically what it means is surveying with a camera and
an airplane rather than with a transit and a pair of
hiking shoes. AVhile most "civil's" would probably
agree this is a vast improvement, Mr. H. M. Karara of
the Department of Civil Engineering at the University
of Illinois is conducting research to find out for sure.
"Photogrammetry" means the measuring of distances
from photographs. This can be done using photos
taken on the ground, but the most fruitful method
uses pictures taken from aircraft.
Mapping and Plotting
Aerial photography for mapping purposes is called
aerial photogrammetry. It has two divisions: plan-
imetric and spatial. The planimetric type yields meas-
urements only in two directions, while spatial aerial
photogrammetry gives the three dimensional coordi-
nates of every point. The plot of the points given by
spatial aerial photogrammetry for a section of terrain
is simply a topographical map, which is the type most
useful to the civil engineer.
The manner in which two-dimensional pictiues are
made to yield a third dimension is an interesting
process involving double pictures much like the old
3-D movies. As the plane flies over the area to be
mapped it takes pictures at an interval which causes
every picture to overlap the preceding picture bv at
least half. This produces two pictures of every section
^vhich were taken at different angles. Each of these
pairs of photos are then combined into a "model"
which is a small topographical map representing the
data from both pictures.
The process by which the two pictures can be com-
bined into the topographical "model" involves a geo-
metric triangulation. This triangulation is based on
the theorem that a triangle is completely determined
by one side and its two adjacent angles. The side of
the triangle would simply be the distance between the
two points where the pictures were taken. The two
adjacent angles must be calculated, however. This can
be done by a simple interpolation, because the angle
at the edge of each picture is known.
Actually, the civils long since grew wear\- of such
laborious calculation. Instead of returnins; to field
surveying, however, they invented a device called a
Jack Ellis is a sophomore in Electrical Engineering and a co-op student
at McDonnell Aircraft Corp., St. Louis.
Aerial photography is becoming widely used to
mal<e maps. Research is being conducted here at
the University of Illinois to make the method
cheaper and more accurate.
— DISTANCE
Diagram stiows how a mountain peak may be located in relation to
other points. Angles theta and phi are registered at the edge of each
picture.
stereoplotter that does the triangulation for them. It
consists of two projectors mounted on a horizontal bar
over a plane table. One projects a red image of the first
picture. The other projects a green image of the second
picture.
This scale model of light can be traced and meas-
lued by adjusting a small circular focusing platform
up and down above the plane table imtil the red and
green images of any point focus on the platform. The
height of this focus above the plane table can then be
measured and compared with that of points with
known elevation. In this manner the locus of the scale
model can be plotted point at a time to make a map.
There Are Problems
Unfonunatelv, photogrammetry has certain inherent
problems which make it difficult for photogrammetric
mapping to compete with the conventional methods
under normal conditions. One such problem is caused
by the curvatme of the earth. To get accurate results,
all of the pictures used must be taken at the same
altitude. Since this altitude is constant, the airplane
actually flies in a curved path following the curvature
of the earth. Consequently the photos show the earth
as flat. The error caused by this lack of curvature
woiUd be about 620 feet of shift in a span of thirty
miles.
Another major problem under research here at the
University is caused by the dependence on ground
control. The photogrammetric process can only meas-
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In this aerial survey photograph taken of part of the campus, the Assembly Hall appears as a mere button in the center. Also visible is the
stadium and Stadium Terrace Apartments. Photographs such as these are proving to be of immense value to the civil engineer in problems of
surveying.
ure from points with known coordinates. The coor-
dinates of these points must be established by conven-
tional ground siuveying. Sucli ground control repre-
sents a considerable expense and a limiting factor on
the accuracy of the resulting map.
Although photogrammetry is easier and faster than
conventional mapping, the greater the accuracy re-
quired, the more ground control is necessary, and
hence the more expensive the map becomes. To estab-
lish ground control in every "model" mapped would
be far too expensive. By a process called bridging or
aerotriangulation, however, ground control need only
be established at a few points which would be spread
evenly over the entire area to be majjped. The "mod-
els" would then be positioned between the control
points using landmarks common to f\\o or more
"models" as guides.
Obviously, this would lead to decrease in accuracy
along with the increase in economy, but often com-
promises between economy and accuracy can be
worked out that give acceptable accuracy at a price
less than a comparable ground survey would cost.
Tr\ ing to decide how much ground control is required
and how it should be positioned to achieve a given
accuracy is one of the specific areas being researched
here at the University.
Calculation Done By Computers
However, it is now possible to use computers for
these calculations. The photogrammetrists, in order to
adapt to a coinputer system, invented a measuring
device which takes raw data off of the original pictures
and transfers it to punched or magnetic tapes. These
tapes can then be fed into computers, which calculate
the final, fully corrected data.
Obviously, a great deal of progress has been made
in spacial aerial [)hotogrammetry. Today photogram-
metry is being used in ^\-eather and military reconnais-
sance satellites. Where it will be used tomorrow is
anyone's guess, ^^ore to the ]3oint, perhaps, is what
better method will be devised to take its place?
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Providing power
for every
environment . .
.
provides
challenge
for
virtually
every
technical
talent
at
Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft
Being a technically trained man... we assume you
are looking ahead to a career of exciting growth and
accomplishment and that you are looking for a com-
pany possessing these same qualities.
If our assumption is correct, we would like you to take
a close look at us. For this Company, while solving the
problems of the day, thrives on a sort of creative rest-
lessness which anticipates the challenges of tomorrow.
And more important to you, it recognizes its engineers
and scientists as the master key to its present success
and future progress.
From a solid foundation of basic and applied research,
our Company has gained a firm foothold in the land,
sea, air, and space programs that are helping to shape
our nation's future. Our engineers and scientists are
exploring ever-broadening avenues of energy conversion
for every environment. Should you join them, you'll be
assigned early responsibility ... to apply your engineer-
ing talents to such areas as advanced gas turbines
. .
.
rocket engines . . . fuel cells and nuclear power.
Such trail-blazing projects command the best of varied
talent. That's why you'll find at Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft men with college training as diverse as their
responsibilities. You will also find that opportunities
for professional growth are further enhanced by our
corporation-financed Graduate Education Program.
Your degree? It can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL
and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING . PHYSICS . CHEMISTRY
. METALLURGY . CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS . ENGINEER-
ING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS.
For further information concerning a career with Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement of-
ficer—or—write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8,
Connecticut.
SPECIALISTS IN POWER .
FOR AUXILIARY
.POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER
SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND IN-
DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
Pratt &Whitney Rircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH. FLORIDA
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
u
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STUDYING AND A SEMESTER BREAK
IN EUROPE
In the first issue of Technograph you were introduced to
the experiences of Roger Stevens, a Lniversity of Illinois
engineering student who spent last year studying in Berlin,
Germany. Here are two more excerpts from Stevens' cor-
respondence with the College of Engineering.
by Roger Stevens
November 22, 1963
When I arrived at Berlin, a man from the Foreign
Student Office at the Technical University met my
train and helped me get a room and register. It seems
peculiar to think of yourself as a foreign student. I am
at present fully matriculated at the Technical Uni-
versity and am a "nebenhorer" at the Free University.
A nebenhorer is sort of a recognized guest. On the
whole, I am taking the courses which Professor von
Foerster recommended.
I am living with a German family now in an apart-
ment only 15 minutes by the U Bahn (subway) from
the University and, of course, I am speaking and hear-
ing German all the time. 1 must say the courses here
keep you jumping. I am not having much difficulty
with the lectures, but reading one of those text books
can be terribly discouraging.
Since there is so much to tell, I shall try to refine
all the wonderful experiences I've had so far by telling
you of only one. Vou probably heard that Governor
Kerner was in Berlin. AVell, what do you suppose hap-
pened? I met him at the Industry Exhibition and we
were photographed together and all my "data" was
taken. Then the Governor invited me to his reception
that night. I got to meet several of the seventy Illinois
businessmen with Kerner and about all the German
officials and businessmen in Berlin except ^Villy
Brandt who was away in Africa at the time. Governor
Kerner was overwhelmingly nice. He personally intro-
duced me around and then turned me over to Richard
Newman, Director of Tourism for the state. Among
others, I met a very interesting and funny sociology
professor from Southern Illinois University.
Stevens on the boat from Brindisi, Italy to Greece with the mounloins
of Albania in the background.
In closing I would just like to say . . . My God, I just
went into the next room to watch the news and heard
that President Kennedy has been shot. I really think
the German family was as shaken as I was. Just heard
he is dead. What a terrible thing! My God, what it
must be like at homel You know what I was going to
say as I started this paragraph, "all is going along well
and the future looks bright." Just want to let you know
how things are going.
April 19, 1964
I have been underway no^v between semesters since
February 28, 1964. Perhaps I told you before I bought
a 1952 \^V for 5185. A German law student traveled
with me until Naples, Italy and paid for my gasoline.
From Berlin, we went to Munich, over the Brenner
pass, to \'enice, to Padova, \'erona, Parma, Bologna,
Pisa, Florence, Siena, Arezzo, Rome, Naples and Pom-
pei (Vesuvius) . From Naples a fellow from London
hitchhiking his way to Israel and a fellow from the
States who received his doctor's degree in art history
in Spain, came along to Brindisi, Italy and paid for
my gas. We all then jumped aboard the ship headed
for Greece five minutes before departure time. Jeff,
the Englishman, and I then hitchhiked to Athens, tak-
ing three days. I can chalk those three days up as three
of the finest in my European venture. Even at the time
of the crisis on Cyprus, the people were fantastically
friendly.
Roads in Greece are practically non-existent or at
least poor resemblances. Vou have never seen two
filthier people than we were when we arrived in
.Athens. W'e rode everything from a cement truck and
a beer truck to a X'W with only low gear. In .\thens
I visited Tony Okos, a friend of a friend at Illinois.
He is a medical student in Athens and a student
leader. He told me all about the student demonstra-
tions against the U.S. and in fact he himself took part.
I learned a little Greek, by the way, and got to know
the Greeks fairly well through contact with the Okos
family. I stayed 10 days in Greece. The ship ride back
to Brindisi was horrible. There was a bad storm and
we were just a splinter on the sea. From Brindisi, two
.\mericans from California went back -svith me to
Rome, paying for my gas, of course. I keep mentioning
that others are paying for my gas to emphasize how
cheaply I travel—youth hostels, too.
From Rome I drove back to Florence on my way up
the coast. From Florence I went by way of Genova,
Savona, to Mondovi, Italy where I visited an Italian
family for three days and practically ate them out of
house and home. Since France was ridiculously expen-
sive, I slept in my car and went directly to Spain,
just for relaxation in the sun. I met a very interesting
economics student from Alberta, Canada, at the youth
hostel there.
From Barcelona, a fellow from Stockholm helped
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^fVERY FAST IDIOT!99
. . . The machine, not the man! Indeed at
Wisconsin Electric Power Company we pro-
gram computers to solve complex problems in
system planning, power production and ac-
counting at fantastic speeds. But when we
consider the growth and promotion of our
employes, we take a little longer. We weigh
many intangible variables for each person . .
.
without the machine. We provide environ-
ment for job growth. We watch for traits
which reflect ability, initiative and potential
for higher responsibilities. Only by constant
awareness and careful planning can we select
tomorrow's managers. Are you interested?
>A/ISCONSIN ELECTRIC PO>A/ER COMPANY
SYSTEM
Wisconsin Electric Power Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Wisconsin Michigan Power Co.
Appleton, Wis.
Wisconsin Natural Gas Co.
Racine, Wis.
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HOWARD HUGHES DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS. If you are
interested in studies leading to a doctoral degree In engineering or
physics, you are invited to apply for one of the several new awards
available for 1965 on the Howard Hughes Doctoral Fellowship Pro-
gram.
This unique program offers the doctoral candidate the optimum
combination of high-level study at an outstanding university plus
practical industrial experience at the Hughes Aircraft Company
during the preceding summer.
Each Doctoral Fellowship Includes tuition, books and thesis repro-
duction expenses, plus a stipend ranging from $2,000 upwards,
depending upon the number of the candidate's dependents. In
addition, each Fellow earns a full salary during his summer work
at a Hughes facility.
Howard Hughes Doctoral Fellowships are open to outstanding stu-
dents. A master's degree, or equivalent graduate work, is essential
before beginning the Fellowship Program.
HUGHES MASTERS FELLOWSHIPS. The Hughes Masters
Fellowship Program offers unusual opportunities for education lead-
ing to a master's degree and, In addition, provides each Fellow with
practical industrial experience at the Hughes Aircraft Company.
Up to 100 new awards will be made in 1965 to qualified applicants
possessing a baccalaureate degree in engineering, physics or
mathematics.
Most of the awards will be offered in the WORK-STUDY PROGRAM.
The awardees will attend a university sufficiently near a facility of
the Hughes Aircraft Company to permit them to work at Hughes at
least half time during the academic year. The practical industrial
experience thus gained is extremely valuable in assisting the Fellow
to decide upon his field of specialization. Those Fellows associated
with a facility in the Los Angeles area usually attend the University
of Southern California or the University of California, Los Angeles.
An appropriate stipend will be awarded in addition to salary earned
and all customary academic expenses.
Hughes
Fellowship
Programs
A small, highly selected group will be offered FULL-STUDY Fello
ships. These Fellowships permit attendance at an outstanding u
verslty on a full-time basis during the regular academic year with
substantial stipend in addition to the customary academic expense
After completion of the Masters Program, Fellows are eligible
apply for a Hughes Doctoral Fellowship.
For both programs, work assignments at Hughes are matched
the individual Fellow's Interest as closely as possible. Typical fleli
of work to which Fellows may be assigned during their work perloi
include: research and development In electronics, physics, chemi
try and metallurgy — space technology Including stability and tr
jectory analysis, thermal analysis, energy conversion, and structur
design and analysis — computer and reliability technology, circi
and information theory, plasma electronics, microminlaturlzatio
and human factor analysis — research, development and produc
design on such devices as parametric amplifiers, masers, laser
microwave tubes, antenna arrays, electron-tube and solid-state dl
plays, and components — design analysis. Integration and testir
of space and airborne missile and vehicle systems, infrared searc
and track systems, radar systems, communication systems, unde
sea warfare systems, and computer, data processing and displ;
systems — theoretical and experimental work in atomic, solldstat
and plasma physics.
The classified nature of work at Hughes makes American citizei
ship and eligibility for Secret security clearance a requirement.
Closing date for all applications: February 1, 1965. (Early appi
cation is advisable, and all supporting references and transcript
should be postmarked not later than February 1, 1965.)
How to apply: To apply for either the Howard Hughes Doctor;
Fellowship or the Hughes Masters Fellowship, write to Mr. D. y
Bowdoin, Manager— Corporate Educational Relations, Hughes Ai
craft Company, Culver City, California 90232.
Creating a new world with electronics
I 1
HUGHES
I I
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
An equal opportunity employer.
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me drive and we made it to Stuttgart, Germany in a
day and a half. I visited a friend from Technical Uni-
versity and his family there and pushed on to Mainz
where I visited Karl Uberla, a doctor whom I met in
the States last year. He is presently working in medical
statistics. It was interesting seeing his lab and meeting
the other MD's in the lab. I also got to see the
Deutsches Rechenzentrum—German computing center
—the Germans' \ersion of Illinois computer system.
They have a 7090 and will soon convert it into a 7096.
From Mainz, I came back down here to Munich to see
the Universities. From here out, just Berlin.
Next semester I will be living in an International
Student Home. I really have enjoyed my semester with
the family, but I believe the change will be good.
The Brandenburg Gate, symbol of freedom in Berlin, with the Berlin
wall in foreground.
I must close for now and start on the road to Berlin.
I don't want to disappoint the VOPOS in the DDR
(East Germany)
.
GETTING TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE ABROAD
by Ray Kerchal
lAESTE (International Association for the Ex-
change of Students for Technical Exp>erience) is a non-
profit organization which aids engineering and science
students in obtaining summer on-the-job training with
industrial companies in foreign countries. The pro-
gram was instituted in 1948; the United States joined
in 1955. Since 1955 there have been only five students
from the University of Illinois (one in 1962 and four
in 1963) participating, due mainly to the serious lack
of publicity about the program.
The first step in participating in the lAESTE is to
complete the application (available in the Dean's
office) before January 1 for the following summer.
Since the chances of being accepted are almost 100%,
an applicant does not have to fear being rejected and
consequently be forced to look for another job at a
late date. Arrangements are made by mail and depend-
ing upon the student's choice of country, the company
name and location are known sometime during April.
By June 15, the trainee is on a charter flight from New
York to Amsterdam at a very reasonable cost of $300
(in 1963) for the round trip flight.
Since the crossing is a charter flight, the standards
are considerably higher than tourist accommodations.
Upon arrival in Amsterdam however, the student is
responsible for transportation to the location of em-
ployment. From the beginning, the sponsor company
puts forth considerable effort to aid the trainee in
every way possible. A company official is assigned to
each student to welcome him, to help him find living
accommodations during the training period, and to act
as an advisor for all problems which he may encounter
within or outside of the company.
Subsequent work at these companies is not only
interesting, but extremely enjoyable. The personnel
will go out of their way to be friendly and helpful.
A good example is the willingness of co-workers to
offer rides to and from work if the distance from the
trainee's apartment to the office is too far for walking.
It might be worth mentioning here that in many
countries, a working knowledge of the language is not
needed, but the people are much more receptive to an
American who tries to speak with them in their own
language. Even two years in high school is usually
sufficient for with only two years of high school
French, I could speak effiectively with people on the
street after two weeks. The advantage of speaking the
language, then, is that it enables the trainee to have
greater social contact with the people.
Concerning the over-all cost to the trainee, the main
drawback to the lAESTE program is that it is not an
opportunity for earning large sums of money. The
pay scale of the sponsor company provides the trainee
with enough money for living accommodations, food
and entertainment, but the cost of the transatlantic
trip and costs incurred during the student's travels
must be the responsibility of the student. I feel, how-
ever, that the many benefits of the program far out-
weigh this one factor.
After becoming familiar with French technical
terms, my duties included those of inspection, analysis
of special equipment and, finally, a design project,
an actual problem within the factory. Other training
benefits were the opportunities to observe the methods,
efficiency and attitudes regarding automation and pro-
duction in a foreign country.
The entire summer is not all work. If the trainee
chooses to work for eight weeks, there remains a month
before the return flight. This is ample time to travel.
Expenses for a student are low if he stays at student
hostels or hotels which off^er a room (sometimes a
dorm) and breakfast for 50c to $1.50 per day. A great
deal of such information is provided to the student
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Men on the move
at Bethlehem Steel
DON YOUNG, MET.E., DREXEL '62-
Don is General Turn Foreman in our
Bethlehem, Pa., Plant's electric fur-
nace melting department, producing
fine alloy and tool steels.
WALT BANTZ, E.E., SCRANTON '63-
Engineer at our research laboratories
in Bethlehem, Pa., Walt is shown
evaluating performance of ultrasonic
equipment for detection of flaws in
steel plates.
DAVE SPARKS, MIN.E., OHIO STATE
'60—Dave is Assistant to the Super-
intendent of one of our modern mines.
His previous assignments covered vir-
tually all aspects of our coal mining
operations.
ROLAND MOORE, C.E., MICHIGAN
'59— Rollie is our Sales Representa-
tive in Des Moines, Iowa. His tech-
nical training has been a valuable
asset in selling steel products.
ROGER BOLLMAN, M.E., RENSSE-
LAER '60— Roger is a production engi-
neer in the Sparrows Point plate mills.
He has been working on the develop-
ment of rolling procedures for alloy
steel plates.
JIM LESKO, CH.E., PENN STATE '60
—As Turn Foreman in the coke works
at our Johnstown, Pa., Plant, Jim
applies both his undergraduate engi-
neering background and his natural
leadership abilities.
These alert young men are a few of the many recent graduates who joined tlie
Bethleliem Loop Course, one of industry's best-known management development
programs. \^ ant more information? \^ e suggest you read our booklet. "Careers
with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course." Pick up a copy at your Placement
Office, or write to our Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem, Pa.
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through lAESTE before leaving the United States.
The lAESTE program provides a most valuable ex-
perience. The value of travel in education is unques-
tionable and practical training during the summer is
desirable for all technical students. This program con-
tains both, and provides an excellent opportimity for
interested students to enter into foreign societies, some-
thing which is impossible for the tourist to do.
U OF I OFFERS NEW SERVICE AT NEC
by Kay Lester
About 150 U of I students attended the National
Electronics Conference at McCormick Place in Chi-
cago on October 20. The visit was a one day field trip
sponsored by the U of I's student chapter of IEEE.
The show was quite impressive, if the bright lights
and attractive displays are used as criteria. Actually,
NEC looked more like a carnival than a conference.
The central attraction was the display floor on
which three or four hundred exhibitors had set up
booths advertising their latest wares including every-
Midway and side shows at National Electronics Conference.
thing from Florida real estate to the latest line of pliers
and screw drivers to the future television phones Bell
Telephone is developing.
While the displays were very attractive, most of
them offered about as much insight into their subjects
as the common Madison Avenue layout (some of them
may have been)
.
The University of Illinois offered a new service in
its exhibit at the National Electronics Conference held
last month in McCormick Place, Chicago.
Professor Edward C. Jordan, University of Illinois'
electrical engineering department head and Professor
Wendell E. Miller, associate head, with a staff of fifteen
professors were available to discuss engineering, re-
search, and education problems with interested persons
attending the conference. The fifteen professors with
their fields of specialization were as follows:
William G. .\lbright, radio frequency circuits; Paul
D. Coleman, millimeter and submillimeter waves;
Milton H. Crothers, circuits; John D. Dyson, antennas;
Gilbert H. Fett, machines, control and electronics;
Oscar U. Gaddy, laser modulators; Charles D.
Hendricks, charged particle research.
Nick Hoion\ak, Jr., semiconductors and junction
lasers; Raj .Mittra, antennas and electro-magnetic
waves; Thomas A! Murrell, computer transistor cir-
cuits; William R. Perkins, servomechanisms; Murray D.
Sirkis, microwaves; Mac E. Van \'alkenburg, circuits
and systems; Joseph Verdeyen, gaseous electronics;
Heinz M. von Foerster, biological computers and
electronics.
Professor (Emeritus) Joseph T. Tykociner, 87, was
honored with the NEC's rarely presented Award of
Merit. The citation read, "in recognition of research
in electrical and electronics engineering during a career
which spans half a century." Professor Tykociner, born
in Poland, came to .\merica in 1920 and in 1921 to
the University where he was the first research professor
in electrical engineering. He retired from teaching in
1949, but remained active in research. In 1962, he came
out of retirement to teach Zetetics, a new science which
he founded.
Dr. Ronald A. Robrer was awarded by the NEC for
having the best original paper ("Stability of Linear,
Time-varying Networks—Bounds on the Stored En-
ergy") . Dr. Robrer, an assistant professor of electrical
engineering at Illinois, holds a joint appointment in
the University's Coordinated Science Laboratory and
Department of Electrical Engineering.
Professor Josepti T. Tykociner, who invented and first publicly demon-
strated sound-on-film movies in 1922 at the University of Illinois, views
exhibit prepared by the College of Engineering to tell the story. The
exhibit was on display at the National Electronics Conference.
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YOU CAN SHARE IN A GROWTH LIKE THIS
Whose growth? Fisher Governor Company, manufac-
turer of automatic controls for any and all fluids, gases
or air that flow through pipe. We are the leader in our
growing industry. Our sales have shown a relatively
steady rise during the past decade (from 18-million
to 41.5-million—a 130% increase in just ten years).
See chart above. Our products—control valves, pres-
sure regulators, liquid level controls and instruments-
are key elements in industrial automation.
Location: Fisher is basically an "Engineering" com-
pany with 1,500 employees located in a pleasant Iowa
community of 22,000. It's less than 10 minutes to the
modern Fisher plant and engineering facilities from
any home in Marshalltown. The community has an
outstanding cultural and educational environment.
Type of work: Fisher offers a rewarding challenge to
the graduate engineer (BS and MS) who is interested
in design and development, research and test, sales
or manufacturing.
Advancement: Coupled with Fisher's policy to promote
from within, advancement opportunities reflect a grow-
ing company within a growing industry.
If a growing company like ours appeals to you, consult
your placement office or write directly to Mr. John
Mullen, Employee Relations Manager, FISHER GOV-
ERNOR COMPANY, Marshalltown, Iowa.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
If it flows through pipe, chances are it's controlled by
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At Dow, we won't promise exactly where you'll be sitting 20 years from now.
We'd like to promise you fame and
prestige and high position. But we
can't. Periodic, guaranteed promo-
tions are not our way at Dow. Merit
promotions are. And the winning of
them is up to you.
That's why assignments are made on
the basis of ability. Progress is
analyzed. Promotions come from
within. (Most of our top men began
their careers with us.) Our transfer
policy encourages lateral moves
which benefit the individual as well
as Dow. We've overcome possible
hazards of our size by organizing
much like a group of small companies.
As a result, recognition comes easier
and faster for capable people who
enjoy working.
Challenges for many diverse talents
are found in our 30 domestic plants
as well as facilities in 31 countries
abroad. We produce a variety of
products, ranging from chemicals to
plastics to consumer goods—some
700 different products used by rfiore
than 200 industries. More products
and improvements originate con-
stantly from our 50 research labs.
Since World War II, our sales have
risen 800%.
Employee benefits are in great evi-
dence, too, at Dow. Included are
sickness and accident benefits, life
insurance, hospitalization insurance.
periodic stock purchase plans, annual
salary review, pension and profit-
sharing plan, our educational assist-
ance plan.
If you're looking for a challenging and
promising future, perhaps Dow is for
you. Learn more by writing the Tech-
nical Placement Manager at any of
our locations listed below. The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
Calrtornia-Pittsbura • Colorado-Rocky Flats
• Illinois—Madison • Indiana— Pitman-Moore
Division. Indianapolis • Louisiana—Plaque-
mine • Massachusetts— Framingham • Micli-
iflan— Midland • Ohio— Packaging Division,
Cleveland • Oklahoma-Dowell Division, Tulsa
• Texas— Freeport • Virginia—Williamsburg
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ENGINEERING COUNCIL BEGINS
ACTIVE YEAR
by Stu Umpleby
The two October meetings of the Engineering Coun-
cil showed clearly that the Council, the student gov-
erning body of the College of Engineering, has taken
a number of steps to iinprove its effectiveness in rep-
resenting engineering students. At the request of Engi-
neering Council, students have been seated on College
faculty committees for the first time. Engineering stu-
dents as a group will be represented in Student Senate
by a delegate selected from the Council. At each meet-
ing a member of the faculty or administration will talk
on a problem or program in the College of Engineer-
ing which directly affects students. These talks are
designed to make Engineering Council a well-informed
group which will be able to offer constructive sugges-
tions for curricida and program revisions. A revised
constitution, intended to make the Council a more
flexible and influential organization, will be con-
sidered in November.
Students Seated on Faculty Committees
At the first Engineering Council meeting it was
announced that the executive committee of the Col-
lege of Engineering had approved the appointment of
twelve students to College faculty committees. Al-
though students are also represented on a number of
University faculty committees, the College of Engi-
neering is presently the only college in the University
which has student representatives on its faculty
committees.
The students named are Alan Evans, senior, and
David Keune, junior, to the College Honors Council;
Robert Podlasek, senior, and Robert Schottman, jun-
ior, to the library committee; Rudy Berg, senior, and
Stuart Umpleby, junior, to the publications commit-
tee; Charles Allen and David Congleton, seniors, to
the Engineering Open House committee; Robert
Douglass, senior, and Jack Ellis, sophomore, to the
placement committee; Pete Bloome, senior, and Henry
Magnuski, junior, and Umpleby to the student-faculty
liaison committee.
Jack Ellis was elected Engineering Council recording
secretary and Jim Watters was chosen to represent the
Council in Student Senate. Jim will be a voting mem-
ber of Senate's Educational Affairs committee.
Desmond Speaks on University-Industry
Cooperation
Following the October 1 meeting, Jack Desmond,
assistant director of the Engineering Experiment Sta-
tion, spoke on University-industry cooperation in engi-
neering research. Desmond said increased emphasis on
this cooperation has resulted from the ever-shortening
response time of industry in producing new products
from knowledge gained through research.
Since the end of World War II the military-space
race and the nature of the U.S. economy have forced
industry to de\elop and market new products in addi-
tion to fulfilling the expressed new product demands
of consumers, Desmond stated. To meet the demand
for new jjroducts and processes, research and develop-
ment facilities have become an integral part of almost
every industrial firm.
The University, according to Desmond, spends about
25 million dollars on research of which 13 million is
spent on engineering research. He quoted one of his
colleagues as once saying that the College of Engi-
neering offers a bountifully spread intellectual table
and that more and more industries will soon be par-
taking of the feast.
During the question and answer period which fol-
lowed his address, Desmond was asked just how the
large amount of research conducted by the University
and its cooperative programs with industry benefit stu-
dents. He replied that the greatest benefit would come
in the increased number of jobs made available by an
expanding industrial and research community in close
association with the university where the students re-
ceived their training.
When asked about large foreign aid expenditures,
Desmond said that he would like to see a reduction
in the proportion of foreign aid effort devoted to
strictly monetary grants. He said that aid can be most
effective when accompanied by people who see that
the funds are properly used. He cited an example in
which studies would be made to determine what type
of factory would be most useful to the community and
where emphasis would be placed on extensive use of
local labor. Such aid programs would therefore con-
centrate on utilizing the technological know-how of
the United States in improving world living conditions.
Smith Explains Goals of Engineering Education
Professor James O. Smith of the Department of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics spoke at the sec-
ond meeting on "A Study of the Goals of Engineering
Education." His talk was based on a report prepared
last spring by the Educational and Institutional Study
Committee, a subcommittee of the College of Engi-
neering Policy and Development Committee.
Professor Smith stressed the following six major fac-
tors as currently contributing to changes in engineer-
ing education.
1) There is at present a bifurcation in the goals of
engineering education which has introduced the no-
tion of the multi-directionality of the objectives rang-
ing from an almost purely research and development
oriented branch to an almost purely applied branch.
At the center of each of the two branches of engineer-
ing education is the concept of the creative function
of engineering. Smith said.
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Reuben C. Gooderum, BSME
Wisconsin, 1962, is shown examining
combustion liners after a thermal
paint engine test at AlUson Division,
General Motors, Indianapolis, Indi-
ana. Thermal paint, developed by
Allison, is used to determine temper-
ature gradients existing on engine
parts.
Goodenmi is one ofthe young engi-
neers at Allison assigned to design
and development of air-cooled tur-
bine engine hardware. This work in-
volves rig testing of turbine engine
parts to determine optimum configu-
rations. Parts later are endurance-
tested on engines to prove the design.
New, air-cooled turbine blades de-
veloped by Allison engineering have
permitted more than 250 °F higher
turbine inlet temperatures on turbo-
prop engines, providing as much as
63 "o increased horsepower for the
same engine envelope.
We think you, too, will like the
creative climate at Allison, as well as
the advantages of being associated
with a long-estabUshed leader in the
design, development and production
of high performance aircraft engines.
Talk to our representative when he
visits your campus. Let him tell you
what it's like at Allison where Energy
Conversion Is Our Business.
An equal opportunity employer
^^1
THE ENERGY CONVERSION DIVISION OF
GENERAL MOTORS. INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA
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ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS: General Dynamics | Astronautics offers you the
challenges of the future — today. As the space-oriented division of the great
General Dynamics Corporation, Astronautics has a heritage of leadership in the development
of our nation's current space capabilities. We continue to build on this strong background
as we design and develop new systems and devices that will help to shape the future course of
space technology. Your alert response to the fascinating challenges we offer will
establish guidelines for your successful career at Astronautics.
Scientific and technical opportunities exist at all degree levels in activities that include
RESEARCH, DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING,
RELIABILITY, and ADMINISTRATION.
For General Dynamics | Astronautics career information, see your placement oflicer and
watch for campus interview schedules, or write to Mr. B. L. Dobler, Chief of Professional
Placement and Personnel, Dept. 130-90, General Dynamics | Astronautics, 5899 Kearny Villa Road,
San Diego, California 92112. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
C3ENERAL. DYNAMIC! ASTRONAUTI QIISli:iD
We Will Visit Your Campus November 5 & 6
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2) The rapid increase in available scientific infor-
mation and the great acceleration in the application
of this information by engineers has caused a recip-
rocal dependence of scientific discovery on engineers
who design and build the complicated apparatus that
must be used in some scientific investigations.
3) The development of interrelationships among
specializations in the fields of the engineering sciences
and other related fields has made it necessary for engi-
neers to cut across conventional boundaries of their
specialties and to work together as members of a team
with other specialists. For example, in air pollution
problems, engineers must work with medical doctors
and city planners.
4) The need for engineers to continue their educa-
tion after graduation will require colleges of engineer-
ing to provide the leadership in creating educational
programs for engineers in industry.
5) There is evidence of a rapidly growing awareness
by engineers of the great influence of technological
developments on man's environment, political as well
as physical.
6) Engineering faculty must develop at a greatly
accelerated pace in order to keep pace with the rapid
revision of curricula.
There is not much more pushing down into high
schools that can be done; they've absorbed about all
they can. What we need now are more efficient meth-
ods of teaching, he said.
In answering a question about cooperative work-
study programs, Professor Smith said that a recent
complaint with the program is that labor unions pre-
vent students from working.
Smith said that the subcommittee recommended that
engineering colleges keep the present four year pro-
gram rather than change to a five year bachelor of
science curriculum. Two reasons were cited: 1) the
additional cost of an extra year to students and 2) in-
dustries have their own courses for practical training.
PLANS FOR "BUILD" COMPLETED
Plans for the BUILD Program, the cooperative effort
of the colleges of engineering of the University of
Illinois and the University of Colorado which was
described in the October 1964 Technograph, are now
completed and the program is becoming active. The
plans are sufficiently flexible that they can be adjusted
to new imaginative ideas for improving engineering
education, but the joint proposal to the Commission
on Engineering Education was written in the follow-
ing terms:
1. Five one-semester faculty exchanges.
2. Five full-year graduate student exchanges.
3. Four specific technical conferences with two at
each institution. One was held at Colorado in
August on programs in systems engineering.
4. One curriculum conference involving about 20
faculty from each school. It has been proposed
that this conference consider problems in the cur-
riculum of the first two years of engineering.
5. Eight specialized seminar exchanges.
6. Cooperative research programs, $10,000 for each
school.
The college is now soliciting request proposals from
the faculty for participation in these programs.
The Commission on Engineering Education hopes
to develop other similar pairings of engineering col-
leges and also interrelationships among all participat-
ing institutions as the program expands. However, it
is recognized that securing of additional support for
the larger program will depend mainly upon the suc-
cess of the Illinois-Colorado effort.
THE ENGINEERING HONORS PROGRAM
b\ Richard Langrchr
Throughout the history of the University, the Col-
lege of Engineering has been characterized by steady
improvement in the quality of students and by the
college tradition of continuous modernization of cur-
ricula. A logical extension of these two facts was the
establishment of the Engineering Honors Program
within the College of Engineering. It was initiated for
two reasons; number one, to enable exceptional engi-
neering students to advance to the fullest extent of
their capabilities, not only in the required courses of
their curriculum, but also in actual research expe-
rience and in more diversified study of the humanities
and social sciences; number two, to improve the qual-
ity of all undergraduate instruction.
Admission Requires 4.5 Average
Presently, admission to the program requires only
a 4.5 grade point average for at least one semester.
However, the College Honors Council plans to revise
the programs entrance requirements so that the num-
ber and difficulty of courses, time devoted to employ-
ment, research assistant work, and other scholarly ac-
tivities undertake!! by the students are also considered.
The quality of the students participating in the
honors program has substantially increased. Twenty-
two of the ninety-two entering freshmen honor stu-
dents were valedictorians of their high school. This
\ear, approximately 200 students, or 3 to 4% of the
total college enrollment are members of the program.
As a member of the Honors Program, a student
enrolls in special sections ("starred" in the time table
of courses) offering more comprehensive and flexible
approaches to the usual subject matter. An honors
student is also encouraged to take proficiency examina-
tions whenever possible and to receive exemptions
from the usual prerequisites in order to enter higher-
level courses directly.
Research Program for Juniors, Seniors
For seniors and juniors with exceptional back-
grounds, the Honors Program provides an opportunity
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FROM CAMPUS TO CAREER WITH DELCO RADIO
Five years ago Gene Wampole
came to Deico Radio with a BS in
Science from Ball State University
and an MAfrom Indiana University.
Today, Gene Wampole is a
Senior Project Engineer at DeIco—
well on his way to a longtime, sat-
isfying career with this electronics
division of General Motors Corpo-
ration.
Gene is pictured here at an opti-
cal comparator, used for making
highly accurate measurements of
the very precise dimensions of
metal masks for such devices as
light dependent resistors. Tech-
niques and equipment for fabri-
cating these metal masks were
developed for Delco's extensive
microelectronics program. These
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techniques have proved applicable
to a wide variety of problems in
metal fabrication.
As a young graduate engineer
you, too, could soon be on your
An equal opportunity employer
solid stat« electroDltsV^
Delco Radio Division
OF General Motors
Kokomo, Indiana
way to a challenging and reward-
ing career with Delco Radio. You'll
find opportunities in such areas as
silicon and germanium device de-
velopment, ferrites, solid state dif-
fusion, creative packaging of semi-
conductor products, development
of laboratory equipment, reliability
techniques, and applications and
manufacturing engineering.
Our brochure detailing the op-
portunities to share in forging the
future of electronics with this out-
standing Delco-GM team is yours
for the asking. Watch for Delco
Radio interview dates on your cam-
pus, or write to Mr. C. D. Long-
shore, Dept. CR, Delco Radio Divi-
sion, General Motors Corporation,
Kokomo, Indiana.
You hear
a lot of talk about growth
these days . .
.
So did Archimedes. Undoubtedly. Even today, his ancient
spiral formulations survive in the form of devices which do
much of the world's work . . . and as mathematical and sym-
bolic reflections of nature's laws of growth.
At Sylvania Electronic Systems, your professional growth
may not be preordained by the acceleration formula of an
Archimedes spiral, but you will find a set of definite policies
here which have been designed to encourage progress and
development at your own best rate.
Sylvania helps you keep on top of the state-of-the-art . .
.
through the small group form of organization, providing
cross-communications within each R&D laboratory and be-
tween all 19 labs and 4 manufacturing plants ... through
Division-wide conferences, in-plant seminars and post-grad-
uate study plans conducted on an unusually generous scale.
And three distinct routes for advancement are offered, all
with equal rewards — technical specialist, administrative
manager, program/ project manager.
You will enjoy a choice of advanced work from a long and
diversified program list, including space/earth communica-
tions . . . electronic reconnaissance, detection, countermeas-
ures . . . radar . . . data processing . . . arms disarmament and
control . . . command and control systems . . . and world-wide
engineering support services.
Sylvania Electronic Systems is a major division of Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., supported by the technical and finan-
cial resources of the parent corporation. General Telephone
& Electronics.
SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
Government Systems Management
Jor GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRONICS^
For further information see your college placement officer
or write to Mr. Robert T. Morton
40 Sylvan Road- Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
An Equal Opportunity Employer
R&D Laboratories are located suburban to Boston, San Francisco and Buffalo. Manufacturing facilities are located at Buffalo, New
York, Needliam, Massachusetts, Muncy, Pennsylvania, Santa Cruz, California.
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PARTICIPANTS IN THE ENGINEERING HONORS PROGRAM
The engineering honors program includes those students who have an all-
university average of 4.5 or better or w/io ore entering freshmen designated as
James Scholars. The program provides special classes for honor students and
enables seniors to conduct research projects as undergraduates.
FRESHMEN
ADKINS, Robert James
ANDERSON, Paul Bryan
BALMA, Thomas Wayne
BARTON, David Robert
BEITZ, Richard Wayne
BEQUETTE, Terryl Lee
BLAKELY, Stephen William
BORZONI, John Trevor
BREUER, Tom Edwin
BREWER, Donald E.
BURKER, Vance Elliott
BUSS, Stephen Alan
BUTLER, Stephen Saxe
CANTRELL, Gary Ned
CHACE, Raymond Lovcrence
COXER, John Morton
COOPER, James Marcus
COX, Edward William
CURRY, Robert Edward
DALE, Ronald Joseph
DEETS, James Mason
DRYE, George Avery
EIGEL, Christopher John
EVERITT, James Tyler
FABRY, Thomas Clayton
FAHNESTOCK, James Edward
FEINBERG, Arthur Richard
FRANZEN, James Joseph
GAVLINSKI, Tony Paul
GERRY, Robert Allen
GREENLEE, William Eugene
HALPERN, Alan A.
HAMMOND, John Herndon
HARTFORD, Donald Douglas
HARTMAN, Steward Russell
HEYDA, Donald William
HIGGINS, Daniel Francis
HIGHBARGER, Steven T.
HIGHLAND, Steven Douglas
HIGHTOWER, John Thomas
HINTZ, Thomas Francis
HURSH, Thomas Mercer
JAYNES, Henry Howard
JOYCE, Thomas William
KASIK, Phillip Mark
KOEHLER, Walter Alan
LACK, Linda Fae
LAMBERT, Stephen Robert
LENART, Sandra Ann
LUDWIG, Eric William
MALSTROM, Robert Alan
MARQUIS, William Douglas
MATTHEWS, William R.
McALEER, Philip Joseph
McCOLLUM, Frank Stephen
McGOWAN, Robert Michael
MEINHART, Leiand Carl
MEYER, Nancy Ann
MOWERY, David Lloyd
NEESE, Maurice Lowell
OLSON, Michael Richard
OZMENT, Fred Lee
PERRIN, Don Charles II
POST, Madison John
REEVES, Roger Allan
ROBERTS, Dennis Allen
SABATH, Jerrold M.
SCHAFFNER, Richard Owen
SCHOTTMAN, Carl Henry
SCHUERMAN, Robert L., Jr.
SIDWELL, Joseph Charles
SKUTECKl, Edmund Richard
SMITH, Stephen Arnold
STACY, Roger Allen
STARR, Richard Frank
STUCKI, David Emmett
SUMMERER, Robert Wayne
TAYLOR, Stephen Maurice
TERRY, David Randall
TESKE, Duane Reynold
TIMKO, Craig Stuart
TUMOLILLO, Allan Michael
ULRICH, William Judson
VACHERLON, James Frank
VANDERPLOEG, Arie John
VEATCH, William R.
WEISHAAR, Henry Anthony
WENDELKEN, John Franklin
WILDER, Rahn Keith
WILSON, Ervin Ray
WITORT, Paul Joseph
WITT, John Drew
WITTWER, Robert Edward
WORCESTER, Peter Francis
ZAININGER, Henry William
ZELNIO, Thomas Anthony
SOPHOMORES
ANDERSON, Richard Ernest
BAYAZIT, Yosar Nobi
BEACH, Edward James
BIERITZ, John Herman
BLOCK, William Henry
BOYER, Gerald R.
BROOKHART, William E.
•BRYANT, Stephen Blaine
CARLSON, Thomas Gordon
CLARKE, Richard Kent
CONLIN, Richard Dean
COORDES, Duane Allen
FITZJARRALD, Joel E.
FLAIG, Joseph William, Jr.
GRANDT, Alten F., Jr.
HOWREY, David Kirby
IVERSEN, Robert James
JOHNSON, Allen Daniel
JOHNSON, Jared Logon
JORDAN, David Walker
JOYCE, James Albert
JUNCHEN, David Lawrence
KAPLAN, Norman David
KISSICK, Stephen Russell
KOT, Seechun
LADD, Thomas Peter
LEONARD, Thomas Leroy
McLOUGHLIN, Patrick J.
MEINHEIT, Herbert Bruce
MERRIE, William Dale, Jr.
MEYER, Bruce Deneen
MILLER, Paul Albert
MORR, Alan Ray
PROLA, Max
RUDOLPHI, William Adolph
SCHWALBE, Larry Allen
SCHWARZ, George W., Jr.
SIMON, Stuart Ellis
SNYDER, Dan Eugene
SOWA, Paul Francis
TRAYLOR, Marvin Lee, Jr.
WARNKE, Roger Allen
WITHEE, Carl Joseph
JUNIORS
AMOANING, Koio Adwoku
ANGEL, Roger Kenneth
BAILEY, Peter Tone
BARSOTTI, Edward Joseph
BARTON, Henry Ruwe, Jr.
BRACHHAUSEN, Eric H.
BUNTING, Marcus Loy
CAMPBELL, Ronald Lynn
CHAO, Chih Chieh
DAHLSTROM, Norris Alfrd
"DAY, Gordon Wayne
DONZE, Richard Lee
DRAKE, Jerry Francis
EILTS, Larry Edward
GARLANGER, John Ernest
GILBERT, Ted Bernard
GLADDING, Gory Earle
HALE, Carl Edwin
ISAACSON, Michael Saul
JACKSON, Donald Ervin
KEUNE, David Lee
KEYES, John Robert
KOTECKI, Melvin John
LAM, James Munlung
'LANGREHR, Richard John
LEVIN, Michael Allen
PFLEDERER, Larry Allen
RIES, Roger Phillip
ROLLER, Michael Lee
RUNQUIST, Raymond C, Jr.
SALCIUS, John Peter
SCANLAN, Ronald Merlin
STANLEY, Stanley Stanley
STREDDE, Edward Herman
TOMASIC, Michael George
WEISS, Richard Theodore
SENIORS
ALLEN, Charles Humphrey
ANDERSON, Robert Alan
BERRA, John
BRANCA, Thomas Reginald
BREEDING, David George
BREWER, Ernest Lester
BURGE, David Alan
CARLSON, Charles Elwood
CHAN, Shiu Kwong
COULSON, James Hilton
CROCIANI, Danfon Lee
EVANS, Allan Robert
FIGUERIRA, Joseph F.
FRASER, William Thomas
GIBBS, Raymond William
HENDERSON, John James
HUISJEN, Martin Albert
•JOHNSON, Roger Laverne
LEBECK, Alan Otto
LEE, Robert Lapsun
LEVERENZ, Donald James
LITHERLAND, John William
•MAGNUSKI, Henry Stanley
MILLER, Robert Alan
MORANGE, Theodore Adam
MOREAU, Richard Alan
MUSSULMAN, Ronald Lynn
NAFZIGER, Lee Edward
NIXON, Larry Sheldon
NOLTE, Kenneth George
PERSINO, Raymond Victor
PETERSON, Larry M.
PETZOLD, Warner Paul
RENDER, Donald John
SCHOMER, Paul David
VANBLARICUM, Glenn F., Jr.
EIEGEL, Roger Eugene
WILKEN, Irvin Dale
'Starred f>omes are members of the Technograph staff.
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NORTH CAMPUS
for work in research and on individual projects. Last
spring, Theodore Sierski, a senior in ME, won over
$600 for a project he conceived in an honors design
class. Four other ME students, Frank Grovowski, Mike
^^undy, Arnold Xess, and Robert Nfarek won slightlv
lesser awards in the contest for their honors designs.
In addition, interdisciplinary seminars are empha-
sized, both between departments and between colleges.
Emphasis throughout the program is on advanced
work and self-generated study. The motivating force is
individual inspiration, fostered through personal con-
tact with outstanding faculty members both as advisors
and as study or research directors.
Honors Courses Experimental
But the Engineering Honors Program was not estab-
lished solely for the benefit of a small elite group.
The Honors Council will organize an experimental
course on any subject where sufficient demand indi-
cates a new course would be beneficial, and it is
through the establishment of such pilot courses that
the Honors Program performs its most vital function
for the college. Each new honors course either may be
the forerunner of a new course for all undergraduates
or may furnish additional material to be incorporated
into existing courses. The significance of this method
of upgrading all undergraduate engineering curricula
was pointed out by Professor Charles A. A\'ert, chair-
man of the College Honors Council, who said, "Sen-
iors today learn material which a few years ago was
obtained only in Ph.D. studies. The council hopes that
the Honors Program will accelerate the rate at which
advanced material can be successfully assimilated into
the undergraduate curriculum."
All students interested in the Engineering Honors
Program should contact either Dean Opperman in 103
CEH or Professor Wert in 217 Metallurgy and Mining
Building (formerly Physics Laboratory)
.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
ENGINEERING PROPOSED
by Steve Biyant
William L. Everitt, Dean of the College of Engi-
neering, and Nathan M. Xewmark, Head of the De-
partment of Civil Engineering, are members of a
twenty-five-man committee to draw up plans for a
National .\cademy of Engineering. The National .Acad-
emy of Engineering is to be a private non-profit
organization closely affiliated with the National Acad-
emy of Sciences and dedicated to the furtherance of
engineering for the general welfare. The Committee
of Twenty-five, a part of the N.\S, was organized to
secure a Charter for the N.AE, to select one hundred
members (including the twenty-five organizing mem-
bers)
, and to elect ofiBcers.
At the first meeting of the Committee of Twenty-
five, on April 27, 1964, President Frederick Seitz of the
NAS stated the needs for a National Academy of Engi-
neering. He said that the rapid growth of science since
World War I to a position of leadership in the world
has distracted from the image of the engineer in the
public minil; that the criteria for membership in the
N.AS, emphasizing creative scholarship through pub-
lished research, places engineers at a disadvantage; and
that many pressing technological problems of the Gov-
ernment lie in areas where engineers are experts.
To meet these needs, the proposed NAE will serve
the nation in connection with engineering problems
by formulating research and development programs
for effectively utilizing our natural resources, by ex-
ploring means of promoting cooperation with other
nations in order to concentrate engineering talent on
significant problems, by encouraging research and
development that provide for the interaction with
jjhysical, medical, and social sciences, by sponsoring
on its own account such research as may be advisable
in the national interest, by offering its services and
making its findings available to the Government, and
by advising the Government whenever called upon on
national policy matters pertinent to engineering.
Structurally, the N.\E will be closely affiliated with
the NAS and will be guided by the experience of the
NAS in its operation and organization. However, the
N.AE will be free to extend and develop its own proce-
dures to meet its own needs. Jointly with the NAS,
the N.AE will administer the National Research Coun-
cil. The criteria for selection of members in the NAE
will be somewhat similar to that of the NAS. Members
should have shown outstanding creativity in the areas
of Engineering Design—Structures, Systems, Processes;
Engineering Operations—Construction and Produc-
tion; Engineering Research; or Engineering Develop-
ment.
It is hoped that the N.AE will be established and
will begin organizational functions before the first
of 1965.
PIT STOP
IMPORT MOTORS, INC.
AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR
• ALFA ROMEO
• BMC
•JAGUAR
• TRIUMPH
508 S. First
Champaign, III.
NEW PHONE 352-7878
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WHERE DO YOU GO FROM HERE?
Santa Clara,
California
P
Lincoln,
Nebraska
Denver,
Colorado
Columbia,
Missouri
Kansas Cify,
Missouri St. Louis,
Missouri
Tulsa,
Oklahoma
Dallas,
Texas
Houston,
Texas
Beaumont, Titusville (Cape Kennedy),]
Texas Florida
.
Today is not too early to consider and plan where you will "go from here."
Graduates in mechanical, civil, industrial, electrical and architectural engineering
will find an abundance of challenging career opportunities with Nafkin & Company.
Natkin & Company ore mechanical contractors specializing in industrial and com-
mercial process piping, heating, plumbing and air conditioning covering a wide
variety of mechanical installations. Typical projects for which job booklets are
available are: BMA Tower, Kansas City; American Airlines Jet Overhaul, Mainte-
nance, and Engineering Center, Tulsa; and Pope Pius Library, St. Louis.
Natkin offers the positive advantages of a medium-sized, up-to-dote-ond-going-
places company that operates under a carefully planned expansion program. Our
management takes a very personal interest in your career and development; offers
a specialized training course that is highly personal in nature; and believes in rapid
advancement from within. At Natkin, recognition comes quickly . . . and you con
travel as far and as fast as your abilities permit.
If you ore sincerely seeking a career with security and opportunity
. . . look to
Natkin & Company!
For information on your career opportunities with Natkin & Company, ^please
contact:
Archie Hontla, Vice President
10330 Page Industrial Boulevard, St. Louis 32, Missouri
& COMPANY
1924 Oak Street Kansas City 8, Missouri
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How Would You Solve
This Design-Material Problem?
olTUaTIOri!! The equalizer bar* shown here
joins two spring assemblies to the undercarriage
of a truck trailer. It is a Malleable iron casting
with a U-shaped cross section. It has high
strength and weighs only 3.8 pounds.
Problem:
To raise the center hole 3 inches so that the unit can be adapted
for use on house trailers. Costs must be kept to the absolute
minimum to be successful in this highly competitive field.
Which design would you use?
Solution:
LU0p99J| uSiSap l[\lfA
L^:;Su9j;s liSilj Sumiqiuoo 'uoji S|qe9||B[/\| uieSe se/w papgps leug^eui
941 'su]] J9;u90 ai\i }e sjnooo peo| aq; p 9|;;i| Aj9a 9snB39q pgieoipuj
;,us! U0IP9S ssojD pi|os e uoi^eniis siq; u| 'ijed di\\ p saSpa ja;no
aq; ;b— sjnooo peo| 9lj; 9J9i^m p90B|d si |e;9uj asneoaq soiisij9pBjBqo
uo|}nquisip ss9j;s iS9q 9lj;sblj 'gdeqs jB|nqn; p9Ajn3 aqi'a uoijej^sniii
Is this the solution you would have chosen? If not, it
may be to your advantage to learn more about Malleable
castings. Their many unique abilities are described
in a new digest called "Design Criteria for Malleable
Iron Castings". Send for your free copy today.
MALLEABLE
N o E R S O c V&
MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY • UNION COMMERCE BUILDING • CLEVELAND, OHIO 44114
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LETTERS
Progress in Student-Faculty Communication
The following letter was originally intended for engineering
faculty members. We thought the students, the other el-
ement necessary for intracoUege communication, would be
interested in the Dean's appraisal of recent student efforts
in this direction.
Members of the Faculty
College of Engineering
As the size of our College increases both in the
number of students and staff, there is a tendency to
forget that basically our function involves people
teaching people and that the flow of information
should not be one way. It is essential that there be
two-way communication between student and faculty
member. Only to the extent that we can get the student
to be an active participant in the learning process do
we get education. This requires feedback—something
more than an open ended or one-way transmission of
knowledge.
I am equally convinced that such feedback should
occur outside as well as in the classroom. If we can
get our students to be actively concerned, observant,
and even critical of our educational process as well
as of its technical content, we shall find them more
receptive to our teaching and will be developing a
better educational atmosphere in our College of
Engineering.
Some real progress has been developing in this two-
way communication. For example, last year the
Technograph was sent to all undergraduate engineer-
ing students. There was also an increase in the number
of faculty subscriptions. More student editors were
recruited, particularly from among the honor students.
They were invited to use the Technograph as a means
of communication—among students and between stu-
dents and faculty.
As you know, the students responded to this invita-
tion with criticisms and suggestions. Admittedly some
of the criticisms hurt, but the suggestions were well
enough considered to justify action by my office and
several college committees. To illustrate, the following
actions have been taken:
1. The Honors program is being revised and
strengthened. For your information, Professor ^Vert
as director of the Engineering Honors Program is
devoting one-third of his time to this activity.
2. The advisory system is being remodeled. Wider
participation by all faculty members is needed in this
important function.
3. Some of the departments are examining means
to involve more senior faculty members in undergrad-
uate teaching. This will require your sympathetic
participation.
4. By action of the faculty at its September 24
meeting, student representatives have been included
on the following five Engineering College Committees:
Library
Open House and Exhibits
Placement
Publications and Public Information
Student-Faculty Liaison
The latter committee has been set up as a separate
committee to devote itself exclusively to better com-
munications and relationships between students and
faculty. It is chaired by Professor G. E. Anner of Elec-
trical Engineering.
For their part, the students have shown their sincer-
ity by remodeling their Engineering Council last year
to make it more capable of promoting better relation-
ships with the College administration and faculty.
I think we need now to find further ways to improve
on what has been done, particularly in areas outside
the classroom. May I make the following suggestions
which will require your cooperation:
1. Would more of you attend and participate in
some of the student branch meetings of your tech-
nical societies, perhaps on a rotational basis? This
provides an excellent opportunity to meet students on
an informal basis. Notices of student events of this
type will be included in our Engineering Calendar so
you can be aware of these meetings.
2. Will you subscribe to the Technograph} It is an
interesting magazine and your backing will provide
a real boost to the student editorial and business staffs.
A check for S2.50 in the enclosed envelope is an easy
way to do this.
3. Where possible, will you carry your research
results to undergraduate classes to give your students
an understanding of what your quest for new knowl-
edge means to engineering? Arrange a tour of your
laboratory.
4. Lastly, may we all show as much interest in mak-
ing better student-faculty relationships as have the
students. Please send Professor Anner or me a note
with any suggestions on how our efforts in this direc-
tion can be intensified and improved.
Dean William L. Everitt
The Third "E"
Since I'm an aeronautical engineer, I have some-
times wondered just what the third "E" in IEEE stands
for. AVould you please tell me?
Richard J. Langrehr
Junior, .Aeronautical Engineering
IEEE stands for Institute of Electrical and Electronics En-
gineers. It seems the micro-circuitry people don't like to be
called electrical engineers because of the connotation of
huge generators, transformers, and power cables. The re-
verse is apparently also true.
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Sophisticated engineers can rise rapidly here
Ed. Bob. and Hipparchus I their true identities hidden here
against pitiless kidding by all-too-real colleagues) are three
Kodak mechanical engineers on their way to a management
meeting for the up-and-coming. Let us consider differences
rather than similarities.
Ed works on those inexpensive, sure-fire cameras that
Americans as well as citizens of the rest of the civilized world
think of when "Kodak" is mentioned. The big boss who
chose Ed for his department says: ".-Xlong with Ph.D.s in
solid-state physics. I look for B.S. and M.S. mechanical
engineers from whom I can expect the unexpected. The spots
for sophisticated engineering don't always have a sign over
the door that says 'SOPHISTICATED.' Who would ever
have dreamed ten years ago that low-price zoom lenses and
automatic exposure-setters and through-the-lens finders
could deliver the performance they do today? The doozers
we have ready to unveil next year and the year after that
are well in hand, fortunately. Then what '? " Then what is
Ed's responsibility. He will need help from fellows now in
college. Maybe you.
Bob works on data-recording and information-retrieval
photographic systems. His work has to impress cost-minded
brother engineers in other companies as well as banks and
other hard-nosed commercial customers. He meets the
requirements of a boss who says: "The type I need was
called an 'inventor' a generation ago. The difference is that
in 1965 he will need a lot more mathematics, engineering
physics, chemistry, hydraulics, electronics, and other book-
learning than an inventor needed in 1925. When it comes
time to relax, though, you'll find him building something
with his hands, and it's probably something pretty clever
and unusual that works real well. " .As it happens. Bob's
main hobby is neither bridge nor folk singing.
Old Hip calls square dances and doesn't care who knows.
Policy proscribes discussion of the nature but not of the
philosophy of his engineering. His boss puts it: "In con-
sumer and commercial products, where regular service can
easily be part of the engineering plan, perfection would
carry a price tag that made no sense. With us, a perfect
score is the only acceptable goal. Nothing less makes eco-
nomic sense. Before our guys can think of what is sensible,
they have to think of what is possible. It can be very enjoy-
able for the right type of smart apple."
Drop us a line if you can see yourself as any of these three
right types, whether in mechanical engineering, chemical
engineering, electronic engineering, chemistry, or physics.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester, N. Y. 14650
An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities:
Rochester. N. Y., KinesDort, Tenn.. and Loneview. Tex.
Kodak
Advancement in a Big Company:
How it NA^orks
An Interview with General Electric's C. K. Rieger, Vice President and Group Executive, Electric Utility Group
C. K. Rieger
Charles K. Rieger joined General Elec-
tric's Technical Marketing Program after
earning a 8SEE at the University of Mis-
souri in 1936. Following sales engineering
assignments in motor, defense and home
laundry operations, he became manager of
the Heating Device and Fan Division in
1947. Other Consumer-industry management
positions followed. In 1953 he was elected
a vice president, one of the youngest men
ever named a Company officer. Mr. Rieger
became Vice President. Marketing Services
in 1959 and was appointed to his present
position in 1961. He is responsible for all
the operations of some six divisions com-
posed of 23 product operations oriented
primarily toward the Electric Utility market.
Q. How can I be sure of getting the
recognition 1 feel I'm capable of earn-
ing in a big company like G.E.?
A. We learned long ago we couldn't
afford to let capable people get lost.
Tfiat was one of thie reasons wfiy G.E.
was decentralized into more tfian a
hundred autonomous operating de-
partments. These operations develop,
engineer, manufacture and market
products much as if they were inde-
pendent companies. Since each de-
partment is responsible for its own
success, each man's share of author-
ity and responsibility is pinpointed.
Believe me. outstanding performance
is recognized, and rewarded.
Q. Can you tell me what the "promo-
tional ladder" is at General Electric?
A. We regard each man individually.
Whether you join us on a training
program or are placed in a specific
position opening, you'll first have to
prove your ability to handle a Job.
Once you've done that, you'll be given
more responsibility, more difficult
projects—work that's important to
the success of your organization and
your personal development. Your abil-
ity will create a "promotional ladder"
of your own.
Q. Will my development be confined
to whatever department I start in?
A. Not at all! Here's where "big com-
pany" scope works to broaden your
career outlook. Industry, and General
Electric particularly, is constantly
changing — adapting to market the
fruits of research, reorganizing to
maintain proper alignment with our
customers, creating new operations
to handle large projects. All this rep-
resents opportunity beyond the limits
of any single department.
Q. Yes, but just how often do these
opportunities arise?
A. To give you some idea, 25 percent
of G-E's gross sales last year came
from products that were unknown
only five or ten years ago. These new
products range from electric tooth
brushes and silicone rubber com-
pounds to atomic reactors and inter-
planetary space probes. This chang-
ing Company needs men with ambi-
tion and energy and talent who aren't
afraid of a big job—who welcome the
challenge of helping to start new
businesses like these. Demonstrate
your ability—whether to handle com-
plex technical problems or to manage
people, and you won't have long to
wait for opportunities to fit your
needs.
Q. How does General Electric help
me prepare myself for advancement
opportunity?
A. Programs in Engineering, Manu-
facturing or Technical Marketing give
you valuable on-the-job training. We
have Company-conducted courses to
improve your professional ability no
matter where you begin. Under Tui-
tion Refund or Advanced Degree Pro-
grams you can continue your formal
education. Throughout your career
with General Electric you'll receive
frequent appraisals to help your self-
development. Your advancement will
be largely up to you.
FOR MORE INFORMATION on careers for engineers and scientists at General Electric, write
Personalized Career Planning, General Electric. Section 699-11. Schenectady. N. Y. 12305
GENERAL ELECTRIC
An Equai Opportunity Employer
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The Silent Sun
Moon shot rehearsal: when the Gemini spacecraft meets its target
Westinghouse radar will guide the astronauts to this meeting in outer space
When the Gemini two-man spacecraft lifts
off, a dramatic dress rehearsal for the first
moon trip will begin. The astronauts' mis-
sion: to maneuvertheir spacecraft and join
it with an Agena rocket already orbiting
the earth at more than 1 7,500 miles per hour.
A new Westinghouse radar system will
guide the chase. Locating the target, the
spacecraft will send out radar pulses. Com-
puter-translated responses will guide the
astronauts until the target is reached.
A vital prelude to future space travel, the
rendezvous experiment will one day be
routine. Meanwhile, Westinghouse is al-
ready working on other advanced radar
systems for lunar landings, planet explora-
tion, space station support and deep
space missions.
You can be sure if it's Westinghouse
For informaficn on a career at Westinghouse. an equal opportunity employer,
write L. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221.
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and 17.
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EDITORIALS
STUDENT LETHARGY IN ACTION
The student branches of the various technical soci-
eties in the College of Engineering generally exhibit
the same degree of brilliant activity and awareness
that is characterized by the average undergraduate
student, most society faculty advisors, many snails,
and a number of turtles. This fact is not terribly
surprising—since the societies are made up of students
and faculty advisors—but it is certainly disappointing.
Of course few will argue that the societies have
reached their optimum state of efficiency and useful-
ness. This point is easily substantiated by the low
membership in the societies and the declining rather
than expanding attendance at meetings as the year
progresses. What is needed is an accurate definition of
the problems which the societies face and then a
group of workable suggestions for how the problems
might be approached.
As seen by the Technograph staff, the problems
facing the student societies on this campus are as fol-
lows: 1) lack of membership especially among under-
classmen, 2) lack of variety and imagination in
society programs and functions, 3) insufficient in-
volvement of faculty members in programs, 4) insuffi-
cient use of the society as an organ of student thought
and opinion on the department level, 5) lack of a
spirit of group participation in worthwhile projects,
and 6) overemphasis of the engineering student's
relation to industry which overshadows or excludes
the student's position in a community of scholars.
So much for the problems, here are our suggestions.
To increase membership every society could do what
two societies did at fall registration, that is, set up a
table in the first floor corridor of Civil Engineering
Hall during spring registration to sign up new
members.
To involve more underclassmen, programs could be
made more general, less specifically technical. A club-
like atmosphere could go a long way to dispelling the
formality and official atmosphere of the present soci-
eties. To illustrate this point, an underclassman who
would never consider attending a meeting of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers might be
very interested in what the "Mechanical Engineers'
Club" is doing.
To promote greater student and faculty participa-
tion in society meetings, perhaps several meetings
could be oriented more toward discussions rather
than speakers and audiences. A typical program, as
invisioned by the Technograph staff would involve
several groups each including a faculty member and
each discussing a particular part of a more general
subject. Students could sit in on whichever group
Editorials represent opinions of the majority of the
Technograph staff.
they found most interesting. Minutes could be taken
in each group and the results edited and stenciled
for free distribution, perhaps on a stand in front of
the major engineering buildings. Such seminar re-
ports would give students who are not members of
the society a specific example of the benefits of joining
the student chapter.
To increase student involvement in departmental
decisions on curricida and educational policy, the
officers of a departmental society such as IEEE or
ASCE could form a committee to study departmental
policies and offer suggestions for improvements of
progress within their department.
Announcements of departmental interest could be
made at society meetings. For example, the announce-
ments could include a new course being offered as a
technical elective.
Open House is organized according to departments
but seldom do the departmental professional societies
serve as the basis for the departmental open house
organization.
Since the honors program is presently in a state of
revaluation, the College Honors Council might con-
sider directing the departmental directors of the
honors program to work closely with the professional
societies to send be sure that students who have done
original research projects deliver reports on their
findings at the annual or biannual regional confer-
ences of student chapters.
To promote the feeling of group participation per-
haps some substitute can be thought of for the field
trips once so common to professional societies. A
group of young college men would be a very welcome
sight around any charity or public welfare project,
especially around Christmas Time.
To exercise imagination and group research skills,
each society could undertake to solve a hypothetical
engineering problem related to the campus. For in-
stance, the traffic engineeis could conduct a study and
draw up a set of proposed plans for a "Unirail" (Uni-
versity monorail) transportation system for the Uni-
versity, or any other type of transportation system for
that matter. IEEE could investigate the comparative
expense of heating new buildings with electricity
rather than steam.
These are the problems as we see them and our
suggestions. Of course not all the suggestions will be
entirely feasible, but there is room for improvement
in the student societies and only the student officers
of the societies can make the improvements.
If the societies were really dynamic and exciting
organizations would not attendance at meetings rise
rather than fall as the year progresses, in spite of the
pressure of hour exams? The suggestions we have
proposed would not be difficult to implement. They
may require a change in viewpoint.
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Could a U.S. firm that helped
save a cotton crop abroad
also have a hand in keeping
Jayne Tippman's skin soft?
You'd expect that a U.S. company engaged in mining,
production and marketing in over a hundred countries
might have on impact on many national economies. And
you'd be right. For instance, with an insecticide sold un-
der the trade mark "Sevin," this company was largely
responsible for saving a middle east cotton crop.
And when a leading chemical manufacturer's prod-
ucts include silicones, which have a soothing and pro-
tective effect on skin, they're bound to turn up in skin
lotions, creams, and emollients. Jayne Tippman uses them
to keep a glowing complexion that weather can't beat.
Cotton fields and skin lotions are unlikely
markets for one company's products. Unless
that company is Union Carbide.
But then. Union Carbide also makes half a
UNION
CARBIDE
dozen major plastics, along with plastic bottles and
packaging films. And it's one of the world's most diver-
sified private enterprises in the field of atomic energy.
Among its consumer products are "Eveready" batteries
and "Prestone" anti-freeze. Its carbon products include
the largest graphite cylinders ever formed, for possible
use in solid-fuel rockets. Its gases, liquefied through
cryogenics— the science of supercold— include liquid
oxygen and hydrogen that will be used to propel the
space ships designed to reach the moon.
In fact, few other corporations are so deeply in-
volved in so many different skills and activities
that will affect the technical and production
capabilities of our next century.
It's a future that glows like Jayne Tippman.
UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION, 270 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N,
Divisions; Cofbon Products, Chemicols, Consumer Products, Food Products, Intt
Y. 10017. IN CANADA; UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED, TORONTO
• rnotionol, Linde, Metals, Nuclear, Olefins, Ore, Plostics, Silicones and Stellile
MORE UNIVERSITY ENGINEERS
STAY IN STATE
The report on June graduates of the University of
IlHnois indicates that 46 percent of the 158 who have
taken jobs will remain in Illinois. This is a dramatic
increase over the 28 percent who stayed last year.
•At the same time, the number of engineers from
U. of I. going to California is dwindling, from 17 per-
cent last June to eight percent this year.
Most of the Illinois increase is being felt in the
Chicago area. This year 29 percent of the graduates
will go to work in Chicago and the suburbs, as com-
pared with about 17 percent last year.
Last year's 28 percent Illinois job acceptances was
in line with a trend of several years, which apparently
has been broken this year. In 1962, 27 percent stayed
in the state; in 1961, 30 percent.
$100 GAIN IN FIVE YEARS
In the past five years, the average beginning salary
for engineering graduates from the University has
increased SI 00 a month, according to reports com-
piled by Mrs. Pauline V. Chapman, placement officer
for the College of Engineering.
Her report for June 1964 graduates indicated they
started at an average of $617 a month, with salaries
ranging from $471 to $735.
Another major change in five years is the number
of engineering graduates going on to graduate study.
Forty per cent of this year's 363 bachelor's graduates
from Illinois are remaining in school for more train-
ing. Five years ago, only 16 per cent remained.
A third major change is in the number who have
found their first jobs in Illinois. Forty-six per cent
of the 158 who have taken jobs are remaining in this
state. Last year only 28 per cent remained.
FORD COMPANY GRANTS $5000
The first of three S5000 grants from the Ford Motor
Company was presented to the University Department
of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering by Stephan
R. Davis of the Ford Company's heavy truck engineer-
ing division. Davis, an alumnus of the University, was
named sponsor by his company.
The grant, which is in recognition of the Superior
Quality of Engineering Instruction and Training in
the department, will be used to buy laboratory in-
struments for imdergraduate instruction. Receiving
the grant were Professor William L. Hull, Professor
Helmut H. Korst, and Professor Seichi Konzo.
ILLINOIS LEADS IN
ENGINEERING EDUCATORS
More engineering educators have received their
doctorate degrees from the University of Illinois than
from any other institution, according to a study by
the American Society for Engineering Education.
Twelve universities, led by Illinois, have conferred
more than half the 3,762 doctorates held by the na-
tion's engineering faculties, the society reported.
Faculty doctorate totals from the top institutions
are: Illinois 233, Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy 210, University of Michigan 209, Purdue 197,
Stanford 168, Iowa State 140, University of AVisconsin
143, California Institute of Technology 123, Columbia
120, Harvard 114, Ohio State 114, University of Cali-
fornia (Berkeley) 111.
A NEW FIRST IN DOCTORAL
DEGREES AT ILLINOIS
The first doctor of philosophy degree in Nuclear
Engineering at the University of Illinois was conferred
on Robert L. Hirsch. He earned his B.S. degree in
Mechanical Engineering from the University of Illi-
nois in 1958 and his M.S. degree in Nuclear Engineer-
ing from Michigan in 1959. He will go to Farnsworth
Research Corporation, Fort Wayne, Indiana, to work
in experimental plasma under Professor Ladislas
Goldstein.
UNIVERSITY RECEIVES GRANTS
The University has received $169,776 from the De-
partment of Health, Education and Welfare to Dr. S.
Speigelman, Department of Microbiology, to study the
synthesis and maintenance of intercellular enzymes.
It has also received $38,466 from National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration to study electric
radiation and propagation problems related to an-
tennas, probes and magneto-ionic mediums.
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••We talk about 'graphic
communications' as being
our field because it de-
scribes better than any-
thing else what we are
trying to do.
"Think about the explod-
ing mass of information in
the laboratories and librar-
ies of the world — and the
need to make it available
more readily to people,
more cheaply, more rap-
idly. Think of the data
erupting from a whole
army of computers — and
the difficulty of handling
them. Think of new tech-
nologies like space explora-
tion, creating needs for
information at a pace al-
most incomprehensible —
and the need to digest and
analyze and project that
information and make de-
cisions about it. Think
about the billions of people
in the southern hemi-
sphere, who are anxious to
learn from us how to en-
rich their lives a bit.
"The need for new forms of
graphic communications,
it seems to us, is as import-
ant as any need man has.
It is a field that potentially,
through innovation,
through creative products
and services, will serve
men well indeed.
"People need food — and
energy and shelter. But,
they also need to communi-
cate with each other, else
much work is wasted. We
must know about the ideas
of the past. We need to ex-
change ideas with people of
the present. We want to
leave values for people to
come.
"We do not communicate
very well by touching, or
tasting or smelling—a little
better by hearing, perhaps,
but usually the sense of
sight is the one through
which comprehension
comes.
"The point is that things
have to be written to be
known. This is the field of
Xerox.55
XEROX
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Excerpts from the remarks of President and Chief Executive Officer Joseph C. Wilson, upon introducing the 813 Copier in
New York City, September 23, 1963. Reprinted here because of their pertinence to undergraduate scientists, engineers, mar-
keting and finance students with longer-term career goals in mind. ODD Xerox considers Graphic Communications to
encompass the entire spectrum of communications in a graphic sense: the formulation, reception, transmission, recording,
storing, retrieving, processing, copying or presentation of any meaningful images. D D D Xerox Corporation, Rochester, N. Y.
Work for a bearing and steel company?
What's exciting about that?
Nothing— if you're bored by Project
Mohole, turbine engines, the world's
tallest crane, and biggest strip-min-
ing shovel, a telephone cable-laying
ship now crossing the Pacific, space
exploration, the Spirit of America
race car, the Alweg Monorail, a
moveable grandstand for the new
District of Columbia Stadium, Atlas
missiles and defense work
—
They're aU recent projects involv-
ing The Timken Roller Bearing
Company, world's largest manu-
facturer of tapered roller bearings
and a leading producer of fine aUoy
steel.
The Timken Company is the
world's largest because our engi-
neers developed tapered roller bear-
ings that revolutionized our "meat
and potatoes" markets in the Auto-
motive, Railroad, Farm and Con-
struction machinery industries.
At the Timken Company you
receive up to four years' training in
one or more of 22 training programs
— 80% of which are for young
engineers.
Instruction takes place on the job
and in the classroom. With pay. And
we participate in executive develop-
ment programs at well-known uni-
versities.
If you come with us, you can be
an indoor-type working in straight
research, testing and production. Or
you can be an indoor-outdoor-type
and become a sales engineer, helping
customers solve their design prob-
lems, which are also ours.
You'll work with one of three
products: Bearings, Steel or Rock
Bits. Uses for these products number
in the growing thousands.
There are 31 Timken Company
domestic sales offices in the United
States and Canada. Practically every
major city has one.
We serve markets in 119 countries
from 14 manufacturing plants in
England, France, Australia, South
Africa, Canada, and the U. S.
And we're stiU growing.
So if you're interested in our kind
of work, why not get in touch with
us? Write Dept. MC for our 12-page
career booklet.
The Timken Roller Bearing
Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. An
equal opportunity employer.
iTIMKENx
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NEWS/NOTES
ENGINEERING OPEN HOUSE
—
UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS IN 1965?
Engineering Open House at the University of Illi-
nois will be held this year on March 12 and 13. Ac-
cording to David Congleton, General Chairman of
Engineering Open House for 1965, plans are already
being formulated to make this year's event an out-
standing success.
Dave has selected a student Central Committee of
sub-chairmen to coordinate the plans, and this com-
mittee has proved early to be a very efficient organ-
ization. In addition to this Central Committee (who
each have their own committees) , there is a Depart-
mental Committee composed of selected students from
each engineering department. These students are re-
sponsible for coordinating the efforts of the various
departments and for assigning e\ery engineering stu-
dent to a particular duty for Open House.
It has been reported bv Dave that the Central Com-
mittee is already busy working toward the successful
execution of Open House with two specific goals in
mind:
1. To encourage and enforce the participation of
every engineering student on the days of Open
House.
2. To give the public a better understanding of
what engineering is like and of what obtaining
an engineering education involves.
Response from the student body has thus far been
excellent, and everything is running according to
schedule. Dave is appealing to all engineering stu-
dents—freshmen through graduates—for their contin-
ued all-out cooperation. If you are interested in
helping with any phase of Open House, contact Dave
or one of the following sub-chairmen:
John MacXamara Publicity
Shelby Lawder Safety
Richard Sokoloff Space
Don Klug Tours
Alan Morr Tours \'ice-Chairman
Mike Hora HS \'isitation
Phil Fisher Information
Don Summers .Information Vice-Chairman
Dick Cochran Programs
Bob Capdevielle Programs Vice-Chairman
Randy ^Vak5 Housing
Mickey Mindock TrafBc
Ken Novak -Awards
With the efficient organization thus far developed,
with the capable faculty advice of Professor David
O'Bryant, and with the excellent reports of last year's
chairman. Engineering Open House for 1965 should
be the best ever.
ANNOUNCE ST. PAT'S BALL
COMMITTEE
Charles .Allen, this year's chairman of St. Pat's Ball,
has announced the appointment of the members of
his staff for the planning and execution of the annual
engineering social event. Petitioning for the positions
was opened earlier in the year through the Engineer-
ing Council office. The appointments are as follows:
Treasurer—Mike Torerson
Publicity—Linda \Vinke
Administration—John "Walters
Physical Plant .Administration-Eric Brackhausen
Decorations—Dick Colver
Queen Contest—Barb Grierson
Bids and Tickets—Rich Langrehr
Named after St. Patrick, patron saint of engineers,
St. Pat's Ball is held each year on the Saturday night
of the Open House weekend. The program of the
evening includes the knighting of the Knights of St.
Pat and the crowning of the St. Pat's Ball queen. Each
professional society may nominate a queen candidate.
ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
Professional societies, engineering honoraries, and any other engineering
activities desiring space in the calendar should notify Technograph, room
248 EEB. Lists of activities should be submitted one month prior to our
publication date which is the twelfth of each month.
SOCIETY
Why become an engineer at
Garrett-AiResearch? You'll have to
work harder and use more of
your knowledge than engineers
at most other companies.
If you're our kind of engineer,
you have some very definite ideas
about your career.
For example
:
You've worked hard to get a
good education. Now you want to
put it to work in the best way
possible.
%u will never be satisfied with
run-of-the-mill assignments. "Vbu
demand exciting,
challenging projects.
You not only accept
individual responsibil-
ity — you insist upon it.
Does that sound like
you? Then AiResearch
is your cup of tea.
Our business is
mainly in sophisticated aerospace
systems and subsystems.
Here, research, design, and de-
velopment lead to production of
actual hardware.
That means you
have the oppor-
tunity to start with
a customer's problem
and see it through to a
system that will get the job done.
The product lines at AiResearch,
Los Angeles Division, are environ-
mental systems, flight information
and controls sys-
tems, heat transfer
systems, secondary
power generator
systems for missiles
and space, electri-
cal systems, and
specialized indus-
trial systems.
In each category AiResearch
employs three kinds of engineers.
Preliminary design engineers do
the analytical and theoretical
work, then write proposals.
Design engineers do the lay-
outs; turn an idea into a product.
Developmental engineers are
responsible for making hardware
out of concepts.
Whichever field fits you best, we
can guarantee you this: you can
go as far and fast as your talents
can carry you. You can make as
much money as any engineer in a
comparable spot — anywhere. And
of course, at AiResearch, you'll
get all the plus benefits a top com-
pany offers.
Our engineering stafE is smaller
than comparable companies. This
spells opportunity. It gives a man
who wants to make a mark plenty
of elbow room to expand. And
while he's doing it he's working
with, and learning from, some of
the real pros in the field.
If the AiResearch story sounds
like opportunity speaking to you—
don't fail to contact AiResearch,
Los Angeles, or see our repre-
sentative when he comes to your
campus.
We'll be happy to talk to you —
about you and your future.
And put this in the back of your
mind:
In a field where meeting chal-
lenges pays off in rewards . .
.
AiResearch
zs challenge
An equal opportunity
employer
AiResearch Manufacturing Division
Los Angeles
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UNDERGRADUATE INVENTS
ULTRA-SENSITIVE VOLTMETER
Roger Ries, a senior in Electrical Engineering at
the University of Illinois, recently described a de-
tector for very small D.C. voltages which he in\ented
and has been developing at the Coordinated Science
Laboratory. Ries's report, presented at the latest
Technical Advisor)' Committee meeting, discussed
some of the problems in\()lved aird solutions found
in measuring voltages of the order 10-'- volts. A
voltmeter with this sensitivity is useful in observing
changes of state in type II superconductors, and
measuring thermoelectric power at low temperatures.
The unique part of Ries's new voltmeter is the
input detector. The detector, as Ries described it,
"consists of a set of coils which are mutually coupled
by their proximity to each other. In the present
instrument, this set consists of a small solenoid
mounted coaxially inside a pair of larger pickup
coils. The coil set is iminersed in liquid helium in
order to obtain the advantages of low temperature
operation, and low impedance levels attainable with
superconductors. The inner coil is vibrated in a way
which produces power amplification and D.C. to A.C.
conversion."
Roger Ries (left) and Bill Gentry are shown here working by the cold
temperature dewar used to check Ries' voltmeter.
ENGINEER CHOSEN
RHODES SCHOLAR CANDIDATE
The College of Engineering is fortunate this year
to« have one of its students in the 1964 Rhodes
Scholarship competition. Roger H. Stevens, senior in
the five year liberal arts and sciences engineering
program, with majors in electrical engineering and
economics, has been chosen by the Rhodes Scholar-
ship Selection committee to represent the University
in the 1964 competition.
Stevens has studied three years at the University
and one year at the Technical University in Berlin.
A series of his letters to the College of Engineering
while studying in Berlin are being published by
Techjiograph this year.
If he is one of the fortunate 32 Rhodes Scholarship
winners from the United States, he will study at
Oxford University in England for the next two years.
Stevens hopes to study law and eventually enter cor-
porate or patent law.
Roger Stevens
There will be two more hurdles in the entire com-
petition. First is the state competition from which
two candidates will be chosen. Second is the district
competition in which two candidates from each of the
six midwestern states will compete and from which
only four Rhodes Scholars will be chosen. The state
competition will be held December 16 in Chicago.
Phil Martin, the most recent Rhodes Scholar from
the University was chosen in 1962. Martin was the
first winner in 14 years.
BRITISH SCIENTIST VISITS U OF I
Ronald Bullough, formerly the principal scientific
officer of the British Atomic Energy Research Estab-
lishment at Harwell, England, has been appointed a
visiting professor of mining, metallurgy and petro-
leum engineering for the academic year.
"we explore freely . .
.
and no restrictions are set upon
our imagination."
The speaker was a brilliant young Navy
scientist discussing his work, and he might
well ha\ e been referring to the Naval Ordance
Laborator>' at White Oak, Maryland, where
technological explorations are pursued to the
ultimate advantage of the nation's posture
of defense.
Who would have thought, especially before
the advent of POLARIS, that a submarine
could someday fire what appears to be an
ordinary torpedo which would, a few seconds
later, take off upwards into a ballistics tra-
jectory . . . drop its rocket motor somewhere
down-range . . . re-enter the water intact at
supersonic speed
. . . automatically arm itself
. . . and let loose a nuclear blast that will
decimate any number of submerged hostiles?
Today, SUBROC promises to be the deadliest
anti-submarine warfare weapon ever devised,
but when it was first dreamed up by NOL
scientists back in 1957 it presented the
thorniest set of problems yet to face the still-
young missile age. That SUBROC itself,
together with its sonar detection system and
special digital computer fire control system,
are almost ready for fleet use is a real tribute
to NOL's creativity, technical direction, and
test & evaluation capabilities.
But SUBROC—although an undertaking of
incredible proportions— is just one in a long
series of NOL projects in anti-submarine
warfare, air and surface weaponry, aerobal-
listics, chemistry, explosives, and materials
research. Many such dreams have become
reality at NOL—seven new magnetic ma-
terials that have sharply upgraded magnetic
amplifiers, magnetometers, and electromag-
netic transducers . . . new ways to measure
drag, stability, and heating effects of missiles
traveling in excess of Mach 10 . . . the arming
and fuzing devices for POLARIS ... a new
data reduction method for underwater
acoustics that opens the door to passive sonar
ranging . . . two new nuclear depth bombs . .
.
and literally hundreds more.
There are more than 1,000 graduate profes-
sionals at NOL-White Oak today, but the
Laboratory is always interested in talented
explorers—especially those delving into aero
and electro technologies. And, to help you
explore more freely (and productively), NOL
offers:
• assignments of national importance
• the finest equipment and facilities to be had
(900 acres of them)
• several programs for advance degrees in
cooperation with Washington-area uni-
versities. The University of Maryland even
holds some courses on NOL premises
which you may attend during working
hours. (NOL has always been fertile ground
for PhD theses.)
• the stimulus of working with top people in
their specialties, many of whom are staff
members and lecturers at colleges and uni-
versities.
• the added stimulus offered by the Wash-
ington environment, now one of the top
four R&D centers— private as well as
government— in the country.
The same young Navy scientist we quoted
earlier also remarked: ". . . ifa scientist wants
the freedom to satisfy his intellectual hunger
and open doors now closed to him, his best bet
is to work for the Government."
NOL
Check your College Placement Office for news
of NOL interviews on campus, or write Lee
E. Probst, Professional Recruitment Division,
Naval Ordnance Laboratory— White Oak,
Silver Spring, Maryland, for more details.
The Navy is an equal opportunity employer.
stability
The stability of a body in motion
can best be evaluated when inter-
fering forces are severe enough to
test its structure or divert it from a
pre-established direction. A corpora-
tion is a body of people in motion
and its stability is measured by
planned achievement.
As a corporation NCR has been
tested for more than 79 years.
Throughout this period, direction
has been maintained and objectives
achieved. The objective of NCR?
Better systems for business. This
singleness of purpose with bal-
anced diversification has led to
grov/th and the TOTAL SYSTEMS con-
cept. The products and services of
NCR, made possible by practical
research and development, are re-
spected throughout the world in
120 countries.
Research and development at
NCR is broad and reflects a seriously
considered investment of past years.
Plans for future expansion of facili-
ties reflect a faith in the stability
of the Company and in the devoted
talents of NCR men of science who
will add impetus to overall plans.
The stability of NCR is conducive
to the advancement of career-mind-
ed scientific and engineering
personnel. Creative efforts are re-
warded with responsible challenging
work. Professional individuals at
NCR find the personal stability, un-
derstanding and encouragement
required for growrth.
Personnel with professional
backgrounds and interest in or-
ganic or physical chemistry, solid
state physics, or chemical engineer-
ing in areas of paper technology,
inks, ribbons, coatings, etc., are
invited to contact us.
T. F. Wade, Technical Placement,
The National Cash Register Com-
pany, Main & K Sts., Dayton 9, Ohio.
An equal opportunity employer.
BE SURE TO VISIT THE NCR PAVILION AT THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY
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Skierski, a graduate student in mechanical and in-
dustrial engineering. Skierski's project, the designing
of a time-saving fixture for painting doors in a pro-
duction line, was carried out under Professor Edward
L. Broghamer.
Other awards were presented as follows: fourth
place to Robert T. Marek of Berwyn, and Frank L.
Gronowski of Chicago; fifth place to Arnold Ness of
Shawan, \Visconsin: and sixth place to Michael K.
Mundy of Granite City. These latter projects were
carried out in honors sections in machine design
under the supervision of Carl S. Larson and Pro-
fessor James \V. Bayne. Presentations were made by
Dean William L. Everitt.
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY AWARDS
NICHOLS MEDAL TO CARTER
Herbert E. Carter, head of the department of cliem-
istry and chemical engineering, has won the William
H. Nichols Medal of the American Chemical Society's
New York Section.
Carter is the discoverer of several antibiotics and
is well known for his research on the chemistry of
streptomycin. He also has identified and determined
the structure of the fatty materials "sphingosine" and
"cerebrosides" which are found in nerves and in
cereal grains.
He is the fifth University of Illinois faculty mem-
ber to earn this honor. Former winners were: Wil-
liam A. Noyes, 1909, Roger Adams, 1927, Carl S.
Marvel, 1944, and Reynold C. Fuson, 1953.
The medal will be presented to Carter next March
at a banquet in New York.
Professor Carter
Theodore Skierskr holds the Lincoln Arc Welding Foundotion's Award
which was presented to him by Dean Everitt. Front row from left:
Arnold Ness, Frank Gronowski, Robert Marek. Rear: Michael Mundy,
Professor Broghamer, Theodore Skierski, Dean Everitt, Carl Larson.
408 E. Green
WANTED: ENGINEERS
Science and Math Majors who are interested in
living- in a University Approved Independent Men's
House.
• Two Blocks from Engineering Campus
• Room and Board
• Quiet Hours for Study
• Social Activities
• Intramural Sports
MEDEA
MEDEA LODGE
Medea, one of the finest Independent Men's
houses on campus, offers small group living with
the advantages of a larger house. Living at either
Medea or Medea Lodge assures you of an excel-
lent location, fine food (steaks once a week),
coffee an' served every morning, good study con-
ditions, and University approved Counselors.
Write for spring application to
Mel Crooks, Medea Lodge
412 E. Green St., Champaign, Illinois
41 2 E. Green
KEEP US IN MIND FOR NEXT FALL!
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Shhh! Enginuity at work!
That's Bill Emrich immersed in his work behind that
Lincoln engine. He's testing new oil additive formula-
tions, designed to make new engines produce to their
potential. Yet, whatever he develops has to meet the
needs of older engine models, too. You might say it's a
matter of enginuity.
Bill uses several test engines: among these are a Labeco
one-cylinder, a Caterpillar one-cylinder and special
Lincoln and Oldsmobile engines. He tests oil additives
and formulations for sludge, rust, wear and reaction to
high-temperatures under severe operating conditions.
His findings will help car owners to get greater mileage
between oil changes, longer engine life. A most important
project. Yet, Bill is only 24 years old. Just last year, he
came to American Oil and is now working for -Amoco
Chemicals, a sister company. Bill graduated from the
University of Illinois with a B.S. degree in mechanical
engineering.
The need for young professional people in positions of
responsibility and creativity is great. Bill happens to be
an automotive engineer, but he still might be working
for us had he chosen a different field— mathematics,
physics, chemistry. A variety of opportunities exist here
at American Oil Company.
For information, write to J. H. Strange, American Oil
Company, P.O. Box 431, Whiting, Indiana.
STANDARD OIL DIVISION
AMERICAN OIL COMPANY &°i
You wouldn't even consider a ball bearing
unless you needed reliability. So be sure you
get performance— buy a ball bearing that is
designed and built of quality components
with features that will meet the demands
of the application. Sealm aster ball bearings
offer an unmatched combination of Quality,
Performance and Economy. This means that
you can rely on Sealm aster and you can
afford its cost. You can pay more than you
would for Sealmaster and get no more—
or— you can pay less and get a whole lot
less. Contact Sealmaster today and inquire
about the ball bearing that has the right
balance of performance and economy.
Write for complclr line Catalog 164.
O SiALiV\ASIiR
Standard
Medium Duty
FLANGE UNIT
FLANGE CARTRIDGE
UNIT t. BEARING
SEALMASTER BEARINGS
A DIVISION OF
STEPHENS-ADAMSON MFG. CO.
41 Ridgeway Ave. • Aurora, III. 60506
PLANTS LOCATED IN; LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
CLARKSDALE, MISSISSIPPI • BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO
MEXICO Df
The International Quiet Sun Years (lOSYj run from January 1964
through December 1965. The IQSY was called the International Quiet
Sun Year until a few months ago when someone noticed that "twenty-
four months a year do not make."
Now it has been properly renamed, the sun has been behaving as
expected (fewer sunspols than usual), and many studies of the iono-
sphere have been and are being conducted during the unusual condi-
tions. A University professor of electrical engineering, Sidney A.
Bowhill, is in charge of the many rocket launches that wilt be and
have been made by NASA to study the ionosphere and the processes
that determine its behavior.
The Silent Sun
Surrounding the photosphere, the region of emis-
sion of visible light, is a region of tremendously hot
gas called the chromosphere which emits ultraviolet
radiation. Outside the chromosphere is another region
of hot gas called the corona which radiates X-rays.
During sunspot maximum, emissions from the sun
become one hundred times more intense than during
sunspot minimum. Although no one knows exactly
why the sunspot number changes, the large variation
in energy emission from the sun produces distinct
changes in the earth's upper atmosphere.
The solar radiation affects the upper atmosphere
in two distinct ways. First, it ionizes the air molecules,
producing a charged belt of particles around the
earth. This belt, known as the ionosphere, extends
from approximately 40 to 200 miles altitude. Second,
this radiation heats the upper atmosphere. Ultraviolet
rays penetrate to a height of about 60 miles, and raise
the temperature at this altitude to the same as that
at ground level. X-ray radiation, on the other hand,
penetrates further than ultraviolet and is largely
responsible for the atmospheric ionization in the D
region (40-60 miles high.) During sunspot maximiuri,
the intensity of X-rays increases tremendously, produc-
ing a large increase in the density of the ionosphere.
The increased density disrupts radio communications.
The main area of interest at the University during
the IQSY is with the D- and E-regions of the iono-
sphere (40-100 miles high.) During the late spring, a
Nike-Apache rocket was launched from Wallops Is-
land, Virginia, to investigate this region. The rocket
carried instruments built by the University Coordi-
nated Science Laboratory and verified the existence of
an ionospheric phenomenon known as the "Z-trace."
As the rocket proceeded upward, the 3-megacycle
radio signal directed to it from earth faded out due
to the bending of the signal by the ionosphere. Never-
theless, after the rocket passed through the reflective
layer the signals were again received, much like light
coming out the back of a mirror. Professor Bowhill
said that these were not signals which had passed
through the ionosphere, but were the "Z-trace," a
companion signal created in the ionosphere.
Rich Langrehr, a junior in aeronautical engineering from Rockford,
Illinois, is a member of Phi Etc Sigma and has been in Ihe engineer-
ing honors program since his freshman year.
by Richard Langrehr
This "Z-trace" effect may be compared to an elec-
trical transformer, where passage of one current gen-
erates a second, even though there is an insulating
barrier between the two.
In addition to verification of the "Z-trace," a much
more precise measurement of electron density in the
ionosphere than hitherto was obtained by the use of
a servo-loop circuit, in which the returning signal
from the rocket aiuomatically kept constant the
strength of the outbound signal. Several of the other
experiments were a plasma probe to measure ion
density and electron temperature, photometers to
measure intensity of ultraviolet light, and a device to
measure atmospheric pressure.
Learn Darkness to Daylight Changes
Then, on July 15, 1964, three Nike-Apache rockets
were launched over a period of several hours around
dawn. This was the first series of rockets ever shot
into the ionosphere to explore just what happens in
the changes from darkness to daylight.
The rockets went up at 4 a.m. while darkness
covered the launch site and the sky overhead; 5:20
Close-up view of the measuring part of the rocket shows the sensing
probe partially extended. Three such probes were launched and
marked the first series ever shot into the ionosphere to learn what
happens in the changes from darkness to daylight.
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RESEARCH
a.m. when sunlight streaking past the edge of the
earth was striking the underside of the ionosphere
but the Atlantic Coast was still in darkness; and 6:25
a.m. when full daylight conditions existed.
The telemetry from these launches revealed that
under the influence of light, the number of electrons
in the lower ionosphere increases greatly. These elec-
^
Sunipots
t
Pl>»f««}>h«lr»
Chfomosphere
Corono
Pfomjn«nee»
Red sand flies as the post-dawn (third) rocket is lifted into the iono-
sphere. Telemetry from these launches revealed that under the in-
fluence of light, the number of radio signal absorbing electrons in
the lower atmosphere increases.
trons absorb radio signals which decrease the listening
range of stations, explaining why it is difficult to
receive long-range broadcasts on your home radio after
daylight.
The increase in ionization comes from two sources.
One is the "piggyback" electrons—electrons which
had been free during the previous daylight period
and during darkness attached themselves to gas mole-
cules. The other is by photo-ionization in which light
creates many new free electrons.
Study Not Limited to Rockets
The work being done in studying the ionosphere
is, however, not solely confined to rocket research.
An aeronomy field station consisting of two giant
antennas will soon be constructed at the U of I with
a large grant from the National Science Foundation.
The first antenna will be a half-mile long dipole
created by stretching wires from a center tower 300
feet high to equally high towers a quarter mile on
each side and the second will be a square loop, 250
feet on a side, supported at the top of four 100-foot
towers. They will send radio signals straight up into
the ionosphere and record the daily, seasonal, and
yearly changes in the radio-reflective layer which sur-
rounds the earth and the effects of daylight, sunspots,
and other factors on radio communications.
When the data from the rocket launches and dipole
antennas is thoroughly evaluated, a much clearer
picture of ionospheric conditions should emerge. This
added knowledge will certainly help engineers find
new techniques for improving the range and quality
of radio and television broadcasts.
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JMen on the move
at Bethlehem Steel
JIM DAVIS, CH.E., GEORGIA TECH '59 LEON HARBOLD, MET.E., LEHIGH '59 DENNIS WITMER, CM. E., MARYLAND '61
-Jim is a salesman in our Chicago
District. His technical training has
been a valuable asset in selling steel
products.
-Leon's many assignments around
the open hearths at our Sparrows
Point, Md., Plant led to his latest pro-
motion as Assistant to the Superin-
tendent of #3 Open Hearth.
-An engineer at our research labora-
tories in Bethlehem, Pa., Dennis is
shown using a microprobe to study
corrosion-resistant coatings on sheet
steel.
FRED EWING, C.E., CARNEGIE TECH '60
— Fred is a turn foreman, super-
vising a force of 130 men in the rod
and wire mills at our Sparrows Point,
Md., Plant, the nation's largest steel
plant.
n

Providing power
for every
environment . .
.
provides
challenge
for
virtually
every
technical
talent
at
Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft
Being a technically trained man... we assume you
are looking ahead to a career of exciting growth and
accomplishment and that you are looking for a com-
pany possessing these same qualities.
If our assumption is correct, we would like you to take
a close look at us. For this Company, while solving the
problems of the day, thrives on a sort of creative rest-
lessness which anticipates the challenges of tomorrow.
And more important to you, it recognizes its engineers
and scientists as the master key to its present success
and future progress.
From a solid foundation of basic and applied research,
our Company has gained a firm foothold In the land,
sea, air, and space programs that are helping to shape
our nation's future. Our engineers and scientists are
exploring ever-broadening avenues of energy conversion
for every environment Should you join them, you'll be
assigned early responsibility ... to apply your engineer-
ing talents to such areas as advanced gas turbines . .
.
rocket engines . . . fuel cells and nuclear power.
Such trail-blazing projects command the best of varied
talent. That's why you'll find at Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft men with college training as diverse as their
responsibilities. You will also find that opportunities
for professional growth are further enhanced by our
corporation-financed Graduate Education Program.
Your degree? It can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL . AERONAUTICAL . ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL
and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY
. METALLURGY • CERAMICS . MATHEMATICS • ENGINEER-
ING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS.
For further information concerning a career with Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement of-
ficer—or—write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8,
Connecticut.
SPECIALISTS IN POWER ... POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND IN-
DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
Pratt &Whitney fiircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
u
IFJ F
P
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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PROBLEMS IN BERLIN -WEST AND EAST
Classes on the West Side
May 10, 1964
Well, I've been back in Berlin now for three weeks
after the semester vacation and am settled in on this
semester. The time goes by so fast, it's unbelievable.
I won't explain this semester's course work now. I
think I am keeping pretty well on schedule and per-
haps it is best to let the record speak for itself.
Before I wrote you this letter, I ^vanted to have
spoken with Prof. Stark, head of the Foreign Student
Office here, so that I could report something concrete
about a possible exchange program. However, he has
been in Paris for the last 10 days working on an
exchange program with a French university. There
is a great deal of work being done in this area be-
tween France and Germany now and perhaps the
groundwork there will help us. \Vhen I do speak
with him, here is approximately what I want to
accomplish. First of all, establish contact between the
Engineering Department at Illinois and the university
here. Also, of course, I want to make clear that you
are interested in foreign study programs but that
solutions must be found for certain problems. One
problem I will pose is that of coiuse descriptions
which are almost universally lacking here in Ger-
many. The people in electrical engineering have taken
a step forward in this direction and have published
a little catalog describing lecture content in detail.
I have this book. I want to emphasize that it is very
difficult for American universities to talk about ex-
changes when they don't know exactly what a uni-
versity offers here, apart from the course title in the
university's catalog. They must get on the ball here
and do this little task for all courses.
Congress Hall donated to West Berlin by the United States in 1957.
My first big problem in arranging a schedule this
year was trying to find out what topics a particular
lecture in Berlin offered and matching it with a
by Roger Stevens
corresponding course at Illinois. Also, if a program
were to be instituted, would the courses that German
students took in America be recognized here (and of
course, vice-versa) ? The German students have a
deathly fear that nothing would be recognized for
them here in Germany when they returned. That
should be food for thought for awhile. I am sure that
with his experience in this matter, Prof. Stark will be
able to give some expert advice and suggestions.
I wish you could be here just one day and meet
some of these people. Their interest in Americans
and our educational system is really keen. I think it
is because American influence has been so great on
this culture in so many areas, but in education there
has been so little down-to-earth contact that these
people want to find out about it themselves. Two
weeks ago I talked to the head of the thermodynamics
department and we talked 15 minutes into his lunch
hour which is good even in America! He gave me his
views on the educational system here, its history and
its future. I told him I thought it was time we had
some kind of exchange between the two systems in
engineering. He liked my plan and offered his help.
(\Ve spoke German but I have an idea that he speaks
better English than I do.)
I am the only American studying here for a short
term. There are two other ^Americans but they are
studying for their degrees. There are about 8,000
students at the Technical University. I don't believe
they are interested in our schools because their uni-
\ersities here are in anyway inferior to ours. I think
anyone who knows anything about German technical
achievements or the competence of the schools here
would agree with me.
Methods of instruction and university organization
differ from the American system but this is just one
of the discoveries which ha\e made every day this
year so interesting.
When one looks at Germany today and visualizes
how it must have been before the war and how they
have built everything back up from rubble after the
war, he must admire the technical competence of the
people. When Americans come here to Germany, they
always are very pleasantly surprised with everything.
Perhaps they expect the people to be poor and the
standard of living low. I want to say that I think
people here live almost as well as the average .\mer-
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ican. And they are really intent on bettering what
they have.
I really feel a lot can be gained by a student ex-
change program with such a people. There needs to
be a lot done, though, ind it won't be easy.
A Parade on the East Side
As you may know. May 1 is celebrated as a holiday
in most European countries. It's for the "worker."
In East Berlin, they had a parade to top all parades.
It lasted about four hours. It started with a display
of the military strength of East Germany's soldiers,
tanks, trucks, missies, the works. Then came a chil-
dren's drum and bugle corps (darn good, by the way,)
Mayday parade in East Berlin passing the opera house.
more soldiers, pictures of Khrushchev, Ulbricht and
the boys—literally tens of thousands of people march-
ing (the reservists, the activists, men and women of all
ages)
.
There were factories represented, all the em-
ployees, of course, and floats displaying "advanced
technical know-how" in East Germany. There was
one float with a basketball hoop on the back and a
girls' basketball team ran along behind tossing in
lay-up shots.
It was so disgusting to see all these people marching,
carrying all the placards praising communism and
socialism, and knowing that they were doing it only
because they were afraid not to. There were literally
miles of marching people. (A friend from Norway,
also a student at the Technical University, and I
almost joined in with a group of workers who were
marching in the parade and who would march by the
reviewing stand seating 'Walter Ulbricht among other
East German communists. However those fellows at
Check Point Charlie with the machine guns somehow
make you think twice before playing such games.)
Those in East Berlin who didn't march were watch-
ing. For one day in the year, the empty streets in East
Berlin thrive with acti\ity. It was rather ironic.
Ulbricht and his cronies were shouting peace and
accusing the West of being war mongers and over at
the Brandenburg Gate, Erhard was doing the same
only in the other direction.
A JOB WITH NO FUTURE
Wayne Crouch wos the editor of
Technogroph last year and is now
an editorial assistant in the Col-
lege of Engineering. A similar ar-
ticle appeared In the College's
newsletter. Engineering Outlook,
This spring and in the next few years graduating
engineers will have an opportunity that few engineers
have had before. They will be able to get a position
that pays S75 a month, offers unusual living condi-
tions, and has no future at all. .\nother attractive
feature of this job, in many cases, is that they can
work with second rate equipment or perhaps no
equipment whatever. How? By volunteering for the
Peace Corps. But the real question is why should a
college graduate take such a position?
Volunteers enthusiastic
Peter Donalek, a U of I engineering graduate of
1961 stationed in Rio de Janeiro, says, "In my year in
the Peace Corps I have been at the front line of local
events more times than I ever was in the rest of my
life. What I mean is this: I have been in the situation
where I was the one who said, 'Throw the switch; it's
by Wayne W. Crouch
okay.' Vou can't understand what it's like, but at
home I ^\ould not ha\e been in this position of re-
sponsibility for at least another ten years."
Mr. Donalek was assigned to work with the Comis-
sao do \'ale do Sao Francisco, a Brazilian government
organization similar to the TV.\ in the United States.
The Commission's main responsibility is to develop
the entire Sao Francisco River Valley. (The river is
the IGth largest in the world.) As an Electrical En-
gineer he is working in the Power Generation and
Transmission Lines Section. His first job was to help
with the reinstallation of a 200 horse power vertical
turbine pump. He says, "I was able to save several
hours of work each day by planning ahead and talking
with the foreman about the next day's work so that
we would have the proper tools to handle the prob-
lems that would come up. I made some adjustments
and repairs on the motor's starting switches and pre-
vented my fellow workers from taking the switches to
pieces. Whenever there was a power failure at the
local sub-station, I was on the scene helping to resolve
the problem. Since a great deal of their equipment
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was purchased from United States companies I wrote
and got parts lists and instruction manuals. At one
point it was necessary to know the output of the
irrigation pumps and I made some tests and calcula-
tions to determine the quantity."
Emphasize responsibility
Many volunteers emphasize that the only limit for
an engineer in the Peace Corps is himself. In many
cases he is the best educated person on a project. The
problems that arise must be solved by him or not at
all. Thus he has the opportunity to take the initiative
and develop the technical competence of his associates
and to get results that are limited only by his ability
to organize and to get cooperation from fellow work-
men. As one volunteer put it, "We don't need money.
We need people—people who will be willing to face
the difficulties of rural life, to live and eat like their
co-workers, to earn their approval and respect ... to
wait patiently for that precise moment to introduce a
new concept."
Robert Weakley, on engineer from Denver, with a student in his mechani-
cal engineering class at the Technical College in Kuala Lumpur, Malaya.
Arnold Seaberg, a 1960 graduate of the U of I
Civil Engineering Department, says about his two
years in Malaya, "Before going, I knew only that I
was assigned as a Road Surveyor for the Public Works
Department. The job turned out to be that and more
—much more! My first assignment was in the Malayan
Rural Development Program doing surveys for roads
to open isolated villages to main roads and markets.
This did not appear very challenging, but I soon
learned otherwise. The outstanding feature was the
job responsibility and initiative involved. In a coun-
try like Malaya where there are large development
programs and few engineers, each man, though new
to the job soon finds himself in a position of respon-
sibility that few young engineers in the United States
experience at so early a stage. This, more than any
other aspect of the work, is what has been most bene-
ficial. Once an area for development was agreed
upon, my job was to do all the engineering work
necessary, short of actual construction—preliminary
surveys, decision of alignment, route and drainage
design, and final layout.
Enjoy teaching
"One of the most important parts of my work was
to help train Malayan technicians in surveying and
construction so that they coidd do the work on their
own after people like myself had left. This was the
hardest and most rewarding part of the job. You see,
someone learns by your example and then one day
you suddenly recognize actions of his as being per-
sonal habits of your own; it is quite a feeling to know
your work has had an effect."
Nigerian instructor
Some of the rewards come from working with peo-
ple of a different society with different values. Ray-
mond Willem, a 1959 graduate in Mechanical En-
gineering from the U of I stationed in Nigeria, com-
ments, "Since coming I have learned that efficiency
is something that all societies do not place the same
value on. Our society places a high value on efficiency
Volunteer Timothy Sullivan of Toledo, Ohio, teaches in the West
Pakistan University of Engineering and Technology in Lahore. He was
a designer with the t^ASA in Cleveland before becoming a volunteer.
and to live in a society that does not has caused me
some frustrations."
Mr. Willem is teaching science and math to stu-
dents at about the level of college freshmen in the
United States. He points out that foreign lands are
not always exotic. He says, "Although the people are
for the most part very friendly, it is hard to get be-
yond polite chit-chat even with the university-trained
Nationals—apparently because of cultural differences.
It can be lonely if you have no one around with
whom you can really talk."
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Graduation was only the beginning
of Jim Brown's education
Because he joined Western Electric
Jim Brown, Northwestern University, '52, came with
Western Electric because he had heard about the Com-
pany's concern for the continued development of its
engineers after college graduation.
Jim has his degree in industrial engineering and is
continuing to learn and grow in professional stature
through Western Electric's Graduate Engineering
Training Program. The objectives and educational phi-
losophy of this Program are in the best of academic
traditions, designed for both experienced and new
engineers.
Like other Western Electric engineers, Jim started
out in this Program with a six-week course to help in
the transition from the classroom to industry. Since
then, Jim Brown has continued to take courses that
will help him keep up with the newest engineering
techniques in communications.
This training, together with formal college engi-
neering studies, has given Jim the ability to develop
his talents to the fullest extent. His present responsi-
bilities include the solution of engineering problems
in the manufacture of moly-permalloy core rings, a
component used to improve the quality of voice
transmission.
If you set the highest standards for yourself, enjoy
a challenge, and have the qualifications we're looking
for — we want to talk to you! Opportunities exist now
for electrical, mechanical and industrial engineers,
and for physical science, liberal arts and business
majors. For more information, get your copy of the
Western Electric Career Opportunities booklet from
your Placement Officer. And be sure to arrange for an
interview when the Bell System recruiting team visits
your campus.
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEMWestern Electric
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities D Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S.
Engineering Research Center. Princeton. N. J. D Teletype Corp.. Skokie. III.. Little Rock. Ark. D General HeadQuarters, New York City
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Peace Corps elsewhere
Some other jobs held by engineers were described
by Mr. Donalek. Roy Ruderman, an Industrial En-
gineer from Clarkson College has started construction
of small school houses around the town of Paratinga,
Bahia, South America. He developed the program
from his own impressions and ideas and is performing
as the construction director for all the schools in the
Paratinga area.
Bob Gilvary, a Civil Engineer from Cornell Uni-
versity, helped the people in his town dig a well,
build about six homes and get a sewage system started
while he was in the Corps. He had to use the basic
tools and methods, learn the accepted ways, and then
try to change or improve the old ways by introducing
his own new ideas and methods.
The experiences go on and on, and the volunteers
almost unanimously agree that the graduate who puts
two years of his life into the Peace Corps will exper-
ience a real sense of accomplishment from helping
people de\elop their country. He will be rewarded
—not monetarily or with a position of prestige in a
big company—but by unequaled experiences with an-
other segment of the world that he couldn't get in
a dozen years or in any other job.
YOUR READY-MADE REPUTATION
by R. Alan Kingery
Director, Engineering Publications Office
If you are going to be an engineer, you are going
to be poor at expressing yourself—at least that's what
most people, rightly or 4\Tongly, think about en-
gineers. You will find it an easy reputation to live
up to, especially if you don't realize that one thing
every engineer shares with every other person is the
need to express himself weU; nothing he does is worth
a nickel until he tells others about it.
Why should engineers be poor ^s-riters? They have
the qualifications one would think necessary for good
writing: a sense of logic and the ability to think
clearly, to put things together to form a whole. It
must be, then, that they don't care about it. If this
is true it is unfortunate. Can you believe it an ac-
cident that the top engineers in every field are the
ones who can express themselves well? Look at the
College of Engineering as an example: nearly every-
one of the deans and department heads can read and
write—some of them almost understandably.
If you have not learned to WTite by this time, after
at least a dozen years of school, you can hardly hope
to learn from as short an article as this. But there
are a few general tips that apply to every sort of
writing, including that badly named type—technical
writing. It is the subject matter that is technical.
not the writing: the name somehow implies that it is
more difficult than other types of writing, and it isn't
—it's easier. (If you don't believe this, try a short
story sometime.) One might also comment that the
way most of it is done today, it hardly deserves to
be called writing—jierhaps engineers deserve the rep-
utation they have.
Here are some tips:
1. Know your reader. Not knowing ^^•ho you are
talking to is as bad or worse as not knowing ^\hat
you are talking about. You will have different audi-
ences for different sorts of articles and reports, and
you will not be able to communicate with them if
vou do not understand who they are, how much they
already know about the thing you're writing about,
what they want to know, etc. There are at least three
things you can assume about all readers: they are
human, curious, and impatient with obscurity.
2. The shorter the better. ^Vriting is not one of
the human endeavors that gets better the further it
goes. If you keep your writing as brief as possible,
you will not get into blind alleys, you will avoid the
obvious, and you will not make the simple compli-
cated. The last is probably the most common error
in technical writing. 'Why say "I might be censured
for so tenaciously having propounded this hypothesis
in view of the weight of the evidence to the contrary"
when you could say "I was wrong"? Rei\riting and
cutting where possible is the solution for verbose
writing.
3. Plan before you start writing. If you don't
believe in blueprints, who does? The writer's blue-
print is the outline, and like his ^vTiting, it should
be as short and simple as possible. The best form to
follow is the one you probably learned in high school:
I.
A.
1.
a.
4. Keep it interesting. It must be interesting, at
least to the man you are writing it for—why try to
make it otherwise? If you think, as many engineers
seem to, that writing about scientific and engineering
matters must be dull and uninteresting, see such
writers as Eddington, Jeans, Ley, Asimov, and Shapley.
You will learn from their smooth, exciting styles of
writing that one way to keep your prose interesting
is to avoid jargon and obscurity.
5. Even if you're not, pretend to be halfway liter-
ate. After all, English is your language and you do
have a dictionary. In addition, you can always keep
a list of the rules of grammar in your desk, although
for real help you might want a more serious list than
the one that was reportedly constructed by an en-
gineer or a football player:
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OUR
ENGINEERS
NEVER
RIDE
THE
CABOOSE
Sometimes an engineer can get so side-
tracked in the course of a project that he for-
gets where it was going in the first place.
This is calamitous. The engineer loses inter-
est, and the wheels start to slow down in a
dozen different places. Z Hamilton Standard
follows the project management concept,
which enobles the engineer to keep sight of
the entire program, providing the "what and
when" direction, establishing and maintaining responsibility
for the "how" and excellence of work required to accomplish
the programs. Specifically, the engineer will have the oppor-
tunity to participate in and pursue a program from the begin-
ning to final production, including phases of ni) Precontract
— prepare R&D proposals, defining the tasks, technical as
well as costs and schedules. 2) Planning — developing com-
plete detailed plans covering each element of the contract.
3) Design & Analysis — creating the hardware ideas— ap-
plying the state-of-the-art, and assuming responsibility for
the basic structure of the final product. 4) Development &
Qualification — preparing development and qualification test
programs to determine and demonstrate product perform-
ance, conducting these tests, evaluating results, solving the
problem areas to assure complete product development and
technical integrity, serve as technical consultant to manu-
facturing and maintain customer coordination, analyzing
in-service or field product performance. D Some of the
present projects involve space and life support systems, en-
vironmental conditioning systems, v/stol pro-
pulsion systems, micro-e/ectron/cs, ground
support equipment, turbine and rocket engine
controls, industrial valves, electron beam ma-
chines, air induction and special controls. D
Hamilton engineers are encouraged to
broaden their personal capabilities by taking
advantage of in-plant technical courses lec-
tures and seminars. Enrollment in useful short
courses at various colleges and universities is also author-
ized. Engineers may also qualify for the company's rotational
program. This provides opportunities for assignments in sev-
eral departments to broaden the individual's knowledge of the
company's scope of operations. D In summary: an engi-
neer's future with Hamilton Standard is limited only by his
ability and desire to moke a contribution to the team effort
— and his capacity to shoulder responsibility. He's got a
wide-open track to personal progress. G We invite you to climb
aboard for an immediate interview and to submit a resume
of your qualifications to this equal opportunity employer—
write to Mr. Timothy K. Bye, Supervisor of College Relations,
Windsor Locks, Conn., or see your Placement Office for an ap-
pointment with our representative when he visits your campus.
Hamilton
Standard
DIVISION OF
United
fi ireraft
Your plans
should
include John Deere
Our plans include engineers. In order to ex-
pand our worldwide network of 22 manufac-
turing operations, we need good people . . .
curious people . . . people with initiative . . .
people who can use today's and tomorrow's
technology to build better farm, industrial,
lawn and garden tractors and equipment.
Organized in 1837, John Deere is the leader
in the United States and Canada in farm equip-
ment sales. Total net sales have more than
doubled in the past ten years.
Unusual opportunities are offered in tech-
nical fields— research, product design and de-
velopment, industrial engineering, materials
analysis, methods, or plant engineering.
Check your placement office for more infor-
mation. Or, write to Director, College and
University Relations, Deere & Company,
Moline, 111. An equal opportimity employer.
JOHN
Moline, Illinois
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Avoid errrorss
1. Each pronoun agrees with their antecedent.
2. Verbs has to agree with their subjects.
3. Watch out for irregular verbs which has crope
into our language.
4. Don't use no double negatives.
5. A writer mustn't shift your point of view.
6. Don't WTite a run on sentence you got to punc-
tuate it.
7. About sentence fragments.
8. Don't abbrev.
9. Don't use commas, which aren't necessary.
10. Check to see if you any words out.
There is one thing you can do to improve your
writing while you are still in college. The U. of I.
College of Engineering is fortunate to have one of
the top student engineering magazines in the United
States, and you are reading a copy of it right now.
(This was unsolicited—Ed.) You can submit articles
to Technograph or you can join the magazine's staff
and write for it on a regular basis. In either case
you will learn something about writing, have fun
doing it, and not have to pay any more income tax
than you already are.
Having an ability to write is not a guarantee of
success and fortune for an engineer, but considering
that it will be the main method you will use to
communicate with your colleagues, your sponsors,
your employers, and other scientists and engineers,
how could you possibly not care about it?
There's really only one good reason why you
shouldn't be concerned about your ability to write:
because you're so damn good at it that you don't
have to be.
SCOTLAND YARD ALMOST GOT ME
by David J. Fehr
I think the lAESTE is very worthwhile for two
reasons: first, much engineering experience can be
gained. I had a position of assistant resident on a
bridge, from which I learned many things not found
in books. The second advantage, and by no means
less important, is the opportunity to travel at a
reasonable cost.
Many interesting experiences await anyone who
participates in this program. A year ago last summer
I was working in England and taking pictures of the
projects several days before I left. The next day there
was a robbery. (We . . er . . they got £2,700,000.) Scot-
land Yard was after someone who had been taking
pictures on my bridge, or at least so said the paper
I was reading on the plane over Paris.
If anyone is considering signing up for this pro-
gram, I would recommend that they do so while they
still have the chance.
SPHERE OF INFLUENCE
by David Glenn Hoffman
The two friends had always marveled at how similar
their two worlds were, each realm with bodies whirling
around bodies in predetermined paths. Each person
was a scientist; one was a chemist, the other an astron-
omer. Through science they had control over earth-
bound nature, control of powers previously attributed
to God. Together and with others they hoped to ex-
pand mankind's sphere of influence to the whole
known universe.
When time permitted, they visited each other's in-
dividual domains. As the chemist looked through the
observatory's telescope he saw what looked like a
shower of solar systems sweeping across the universe.
His last thoughts were that each solar system in the
shower resembled the theoretical shape of an iron
atom, thoughts cut short by the shower slicing off one-
half of the known universe . . .
. . . the little boy set aside his iron shovel and put
the dug-up worms in his bait can.
REPLY TO PROFESSIONALS
by Stii Umpleby
The article "The Synthetic Profession," which I
wrote for the October issue has caused considerable
comment from certain sectors of the College of En-
gineering and the Illinois Society of Professional
Engineers. Unfortunately the ideas behind the article
were not as well presented as they might have been
and consequently much of the misunderstanding is
based upon a disagreement which really does not
exist.
A junior from Dallas, Texas, Stu
is in the 5-year Engineering-LAS
program, majoring in mechonical
engineering and polihcal science.
Certainly the National Society of Professional En-
gineers (NSPE) and the Illinois Society of Profes-
sional Engineers (ISPE) conduct many very useful
projects. My article referred specifically to only one
project, that is, the drive to make engineering ac-
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n OF A SERIES
FROM CAMPUS TO CAREER WITH DELCO RADIO
Just 10 years ago, Max Stanton
received his BA in Physics from
Indiana University.
Today, Max is a senior project
engineer at Deico Radio Division
of General Motors Corporation in
Kokomo, Indiana.
Max is shown above analyzing
gas ambients found in sealed tran-
sistor enclosures. The system—
a
residual gas analyzer— is pumped
down to a low vacuum with an
absorption tank and vacion pump.
Then a transistor is punctured and
the gas introduced into the analy-
zer. Using mass spectrographic
techniques, an analysis of the con-
stituents through mass number 80
can be made. Such analyses are
helpful in the study of surface ef-
fects in solid state devices.
Max Stanton has established a
challenging and satisfying career
with DeIco—the electronics divi-
sion of General Motors. As a young
graduate engineer, you, too, could
An equal opportunity employer
.A
solid state electronics• ^
m
Delco Radio Division
OF General Motors
Kokomo, Indiana
soon be on your way to a long-
time, rewarding career at Delco.
Opportunities exist now in sili-
con and germanium device de-
velopment, ferrites, solid state dif-
fusion, creative packaging of semi-
conductor products, development
of laboratory equipment, reliability
techniques, and applications and
manufacturing engineering.
Our brochure detailing the op-
portunities to share in forging the
future of electronics with this out-
standing Delco-GM team is yours
for the asking. Watch for Delco
Radio interview dates on your
campus, or write to Mr. C. D. Long-
shore, Dept. CR, Delco Radio Divi-
sion, General Motors Corporation,
Kokomo, Indiana.
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cepted as a profession according to the classical
definition of a profession as it is usually applied to
the professions of law, theology, and medicine. As I
said in my original article, this drive for professional
recognition seems to me not only to be unnecessary
but the thought behind the program seems to be
motivated by a desire for status, and the program
itself serves to divert interest and energies away from
more worthwhile projects. As one student who agreed
with the article said, "Engineers seem to be the only
people who are not content to let their accomplish-
ments be recognized by others. Instead they seem to
be running around, beating their breasts, and holler-
ing, 'Look I'm a professional!' "
Of course technology has come largely to be taken
for granted in the modern world, which in fact engi-
neers have created. But the original idea of informing
the public of the wonders which engineering has
performed seems to have degenerated to a desire for
professional recognition which will bring status and
fatter paychecks. To me this argument is well docu-
mented by the publications "NSPE and YOU" and
"30 Benefits of Membership in ISPE," which were
referred to in the October article. In short I do not
believe the concept of the engineering profession
presently being expounded by the NSPE and the
ISPE is the same concept of the engineering profession
referred to by Herbert Hoover in his essay on profes-
sionalism which pointed out the satisfactions of a
creative, artistic, and socially useful occupation. It
seems to me that the NSPE is attempting to exploit
the notion of an engineering profession and has
attempted to redefine the words "professional engi-
neer" to include areas in which the term is really not
applicable.
To illustrate this last point I would point out that
the national society has divided itself into functional
sections of Professional Engineers in Industry, Pro-
fessional Engineers in Government, Professional Engi-
neers in Private Practice, and Engineers in Education.
Such a definition of its structure seems to indicate
that all engineers should be considered professionals.
However, professional status implies self-employment
or at least the assumption of final responsibility for
a project. It would seem that very few engineers ful-
fill these requirements.
I do not think my idea of the engineering profession
conflicts as much with the traditional concept as does
the synthesized definition expoused by the NSPE. As
I said in the original article, "Engineering is not
now and never has been a profession in the classical
sense." I suggest that the NSPE cease to compare
engineering with other professions and undertake in-
stead to inform the public of the real and diverse
functions of engineering.
Any resources left over from this redirection of
eni]3hasis could be used to direct engineering man-
jjower, through publications or other means, to a con-
sciousness of the problems imposed on society by ex-
panding technology and to the application of engineer-
ing knowledge to the world-wide problems of resource
development, food production, and housing. The goals
and directions of engineering in an increasingly tech-
nological world require more constructive programs
than a drive for professional recognition.
Having, I hope, better explained the thought be-
hind "The Synthetic Profession," I would now like to
comment on the reaction of several engineering pro-
fessors to the article. These reactions were character-
ized by a remarkable lack of understanding of the
basic concept of an academic community.
During a conversation with a professor who was
particularly disturbed about the article, I was told
that many aspects of professionalism can be ques-
tioned, that is, we can discuss what the qualifications
for professional registration should be and revisions
in the code of ethics, but that the idea of a pro-
fession of engineering simply cannot be questioned.
If in a country founded on a belief in a supreme
being, the existence of a supreme being can be ques-
tioned and the point of view recognized by that very
government, I cannot concede that the existence of
an engineering profession is beyond discussion.
In a personal letter, another professor stated that
in the October article I "failed to live up to the chal-
lenge and responsibility of fostering good public re-
lations not only with our own undergraduates but
also with high school students that should be future
engineers." But as a student engineering magazine
Technograph is dedicated to representing the opin-
ions of engineering students, and those opinions are
not necessarily synonymous with the policies of NSPE.
Technograph can only represent the opinions of stu-
dents who have the conviction to present their ideas
on paper. We can only print articles which are turned
in to us, and, of course, any student can contribute
an article. If the opinions presented in this magazine
do not in all cases praise engineering and engineering
education, could it be that there is need of improve-
ment and reconsideration?
Some professors won't even answer the phone. Pro-
fessor Arroicnioxmtain rigged up a tapcrecorder to his
telephone which asks you to leave a message which is
then recorded and kept on tape until the professor
descends from the clouds.
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Discontent
can
lead to
bit things
If you are afflicted with the divine discontent which
is always seeking better ways to do things, you'll
be in the mainstream at Douglas. We're working
on some of the most exciting programs of tomor-
row: new commercial jets. ..the biggest jet trans-
port in the world. ..the S-IV and S-IVB stages of
the moon-bound Saturn... more powerful Delta's,
the world's most reliable space booster... manned
orbiting space laboratories. ..many new defense
systems. We've a lot to offer: advancement as fast
as you qualify for it; nearby universities and a fine
scholarship program; outstanding facilities and
fine associates. You won't be jumping over the
moon, like the Mother Goose bovine pictured, but
we might have you figuring out ways to get there
and beyond. Contact us. We are an equal oppor-
tunity employer.
Douglas
Send your resume to
S. A. Amestoy, Box 693-G
Corporate Offices
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Santa Monica, California
I
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DISCUSSION OF '^TRIPLE
REVOLUTION" STIRS CAMPUS
by Thomas Grantham
The effects of advancing technology on society have
been receiving more and more thought by engineers
both in the College of Engineering and in engineering
communities throughout the country and the world.
One of the best stattements of current concerns is a
report entitled the "Triple Revolution," which has
been published by an ad hoc committee of outstand-
ing scientists, economists, and sociologists including
Linus Pauling, Gunnar Myrdal, Bayard Rustin, and
Robert Theobald. Engineering Council is presently
considering co-sponsoring a series of speakers and
discussions on the ideas presented in the report some-
time in the spring.
According to the committee, a "Triple Revolution"
is presently occuring in this country and throughout
the world, which portends of radical changes in socio-
economic structures. The three revolutions are listed
as: 1) the Cybernation Revolution—automation and
the use of on-line computors to eliminate even the
button-pushers; 2) the Weaponry Revolution—the
development of super weapons that make war im-
plausible for any nation; 3) the Human Rights Rev-
olution—in this country, the American Negroes' efforts.
The interactions of these forces all contribute to
the ever more serious problem of unemployment.
Increased use of computers to run every aspect of an
industrial complex abolishes much human labor. The
realization of the impracticability of war due to fear-
some nuclear devices is already causing cutbacks in
the immense defense budget; again fewer jobs. De-
mands of the Negro for equality include demands
for work; more men clamoring for employment. The
net result is that more and more men will be pursuing
fewer and fewer jobs, a situation that the committee
feels will become unbearably acute in a few short
years.
The committee feels that it will be simply im-
possible to create jobs rapidly enough to significantly
ease the situation; but that rather than being dreaded,
the increased use of cybernetics should be welcomed,
since it will simultaneously increase production and
decrease human involvement. To help alleviate the
problems brought on by the triple revolution, the
committee suggests a major change in our economic
structure and in our attitude toward it; that the
traditional link between job and income be severed;
and that every individual should be guaranteed a
dignified living income, be he gainfully employed
or not.
The committee feels that it is illogical to cling to
the ideal that the venerable man should labor hard to
earn his family's way when there will simply not be
enough jobs to go around. Thus, they encourage a
"Constitutional Guarantee" of a decent income for all,
the diversion of human effort away from tedious, need-
less labor toward constructive areas of interest to the
individual and the participation in the fine arts.
The committee recognizes the difficulty in attain-
ing its goals. They therefore propose a transition
period to ease the hardships that may be caused by
the change. During this transition, a massive public
works program would be started to create jobs, the
educational system would be revised and emphasized
to help the chronically undereducated, and a major
revision of the tax structure would be made to help
industries make the change to cybernation.
Copies of the original report can be obtained
through the Technograph office, 248 EEBldg-
ENGINEERING COUNCIL CONTINUES
TO EXPAND ITS FUNCTIONS
by Stii Umpleby
During the month of November, Engineering Council
continued to expand the role of student government
in the college of Engineering. Constitutional revisions
were suggested which would make Council better able
to actively participate in college policy making; the
first honor society was admitted to Engineering
Council; and the students and faculty confronted each
other probably an unprecedented number of times at
formal meetings, informal luncheons and dinners, at
faculty committee meetings, and at student society
meetings.
Lively Discussion at Dean's Supper
The advisory system, coop programs, and student
drop-outs were the main topics of conversation at
Dean Everitt's annual supper for members of the
Engineering Council.
The faculty members present expressed a grave con-
cern that students don't come in to talk over their
problems, that they come in only to make out their
schedules. One of the council members replied that
in many cases a student seems to be more compas-
sionate and understanding to a fellow student's prob-
lems and that students hesitate "to take up a professor's
time." The faculty unanimously agreed professors are
more than willing to help students with their problems
and that this impression should be dispelled.
One student complained that the engineering cur-
ricula seems to offer little flexibility and then was
shocked to hear that what his advisor had told him
about substituting courses was simply untrue. It was
agreed that advisors could be better informed.
Certain Engineering Council members pointed out
shortcomings in the coop program and Dean Everitt
replied that a committee is presently investigating
the program.
When one student pointed out that many talented
and capable students with high gradepoints are drop-
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ITAKE A LOOK AT TOMORROW!
FORD MOTOR COMPANY'S EXPERIMENTAL GAS TURBINE SUPERHIGHWAY TRUCK
ANTICIPATES THE NATIONAL HIGHWAY NETWORK OF THE 1970' s.
A new era in trucking is almost here. When the 41,000-mile national highway network is completed it will be
possible for the first time to schedule coast to coast, big payload hauling. Ford Motor Company's answer to
the challenge is this experimental tractor-trailer combination. A tandem axle drive tractor, powered by
a 600 hp gas turbine engine permits a cruising speed of 70 miles per hour, a non-stop range of 600 miles.
Designed for long-distance, non-stop operation, the two-man cab includes sleeping facilities, fold-away table,
lavatory, toilet, oven, refrigerator and TV for the co-driver-with over 6'3" of headroom. Because of its
cruising speed, the truck will be compatible with the normal passenger car flowrate of traffic.
Other unique features are its odorless exhaust and extremely quiet operation.
Anticipating the opportunities and needs of the future is standard practice at Ford Motor Company.
That's why it's such an exciting place to work. Look to Ford Motor Company for a career with growth potential
and satisfaction—from pure science to manufacturing . . . marketing to labor relations.
THERE'S A FUTURE KOR YOU WITH . . . <>h^ MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
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ping out of engineering, the members of the faculty
and administration seemed to think that there really
was no problem.
Dean Pierce stated that a few students do transfer
into engineering although the flow in does not equal
the flow out. He then pointed out that a higher per-
centage of students that enter engineering finally
graduate than do from the University as a whole.
-And he concluded that engineers are highly motivated.
Explain College Policy Development
The College Policy and Development Committee
of the College of Engineering is directly responsible
for the portions of curricula associated with all pro-
grams, such as the freshman year and "common core"
subjects, said Professor Arthur Boresi, chairman of
CP&D, at the November 5 meeting of Engineering
Council.
Professor Boresi outlined the functions of the col-
lege's most important committee as dealing with the
following:
1. Proposals for and revisions of graduate and
undergraduate curricula
2. Conflicts and duplication of departmental courses
and programs
3. Faculty development
4. Research project financing
5. Interactions between the College and industry
Members of the committee are elected by the %oting
members of the faculty of their respective departments.
Peace Corps Needs Engineers
Engineers and business graduates are the two groups
most needed by the Peace Corps, according to Mark
Hanson, University of Illinois graduate who addressed
Engineering Council on behalf of the Peace Corps
on November 20.
Farm to market roads and rustic bridges can have
a profound influence on improving the living condi-
tions of people who have done the same things the
same way for centuries, Hanson said.
The biggest problem the volunteer faces in getting
a job done is organizing the rural people, who have
no tradition of cooperative effort to supply community
needs.
After completing their two years abroad, most %'ol-
unteers continue their education under fellowships or
YOU CAN SHARE IN A GROWTH LIKE THIS
Whose growth? Fisher Governor Company, manufac-
turer of automatic controls for any and all fluids, gases
or air that flow through pipe. We are the leader in our
growing industry. Our sales have shown a relatively
steady rise during the past decade (from 18-million
to 41.5-million—a 130% increase in just ten years).
See chart above. Our products—control valves, pres-
sure regulators, liquid level controls and instruments-
are key elements in industrial automation.
Location: Fisher is basically an "Engineering" com-
pany with 1,500 employees located in a pleasant Iowa
community of 22,000. It's less than 10 minutes to the
modern Fisher plant and engineering facilities from
any home in Marshalltown. The community has an
outstanding cultural and educational environment.
Type of work: Fisher offers a rewarding challenge to
the graduate engineer (BS and MS) who is Interested
in design and development, research and test, sales
or manufacturing.
Advancement: Coupled with Fisher's policy to promote
from within, advancement opportunities reflect a grow-
ing company within a growing industry.
If a growing company like ours appeals to you, consult
your placement office or write directly to Mr. John
Mullen, Employee Relations Manager, FISHER GOV-
ERNOR COMPANY, Marshalltown, Iowa.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
// it flows through pipe , chances are it's controlled by
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scholarships, which Hanson explained are readily
available.
Honor Society Representative Seated
At the November 19 meeting, Gary Cogswell, a
representative from Pi Tau Sigma, mechanical en-
gineering honorary, became the first representative of
an honor society to be seated in Engineering Council.
The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics was also admitted with two representatives.
Council Supports Technocutie
Engineering Council passed unanimously a motion
recommending that Technocutie be put back in
Technograph. A representative of the magazine said
that Council's recommendation would receive due
consideration.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MATH 1 95
by Jack Hazelhurst
And it came to pass that the Great Temple of
Learning became so overcrowded that the High
Priests could no longer find places in which to park
their chariots, and they cast about them for means
whereby the population might be reduced. So they
brought forth from their arsenal their three most
awful weapons which were called Physics, Chemistry,
and Rhetoric, and they smote the students with E's
and destroyed more than five thousand of them every
year. Now of these weapons. Rhetoric was the best,
for it destroyed all kinds of students; but students of
Science and Engineering were, as it happened, not so
easily struck down by Physics and Chemistry, so that
their population grew apace, and soon even the
Elders of the Temple of Learning could find no
place in which to park their chariots.
So the High Priests of all the deities of Science
and Engineering did gather together to take council
of one another to arrive at what was to be done. And
to this meeting there also came the High Priests of
Social Science and Psychology and Education and
Political Science; for their gods were foolish and weak,
and they sought to gain extra status and prestige
and respect by this association so that they might
obtain a greater share of human sacrifice than they
were already getting.
But when they were gathered together, before any
of them could speak, there arose from their midst a
cr)' of the most anguished lament; and they looked
and they saw that it came from a Professor who didst
wail and beat his breast and tear his hair and cover
his head with ashes; and in his hand he did bear a
sheet of paper which was covered with many num-
bers; and this paper was folded as an accordion, and
down both side edges were punched many holes. And
they asked him: "Why doest thou lament?"
To which he replied: "It is that I cannot pass by
T.O.H., and I keep getting 'BAD FORM.\T' on my
output." And he broke down and wept.
And when he had spoken a Great Light came and
shone upon those assembled there; and they stirred
spoke to one another, saying: "What strange new god
has done this thing, and what is his power that he
can reduce a Professor to such a state? What could
this god do to a student?" But when they sought to
question the Professor, he would not answer, but
would only weep.
Whereupon several of the High Priests, who served
the new god, came forth and stood before the others
and spoke to them, saying: "Blessed be the new god;
for his name is SYSTEM and He lives in Low Core;
and His traps are many and His bugs are few; beware,
as His is the greatest power, for it is common knowl-
edge that you can't beat the SYSTEM."
"We will cause the students to undergo Trial by
Computer," cried the High Priests of Physics, who
were among the best programmers. "And those stu-
dents who are too dishonest and careless and sloppy
and illogical in their thinking to be good Scientists
will be destroyed."
And there arose from the multitude a great cry of
gladness; "W't shall smite the students with Math 195
and destroy them; and once again we shall be able
to find places in which to park our chariots." And
they were all joyful except for the High Priests of
Education and Psychology and Social Science and
Political Science, among whom there were virtually
none who could program a computer, even with the
aid of Fortran, Patron Saint of Mickey Mice.
The meeting was adjourned, and they all dispersed,
each to his separate way.
COUNCIL PRESIDENT
ADDRESSES ALUMNI
If engineering graduates are really the College's
number one product, why does the College of Engi-
neering spend three times as much money on research
as on undergraduate education? Stuart Umpleby,
president of the Engineering Council asked this ques-
tion and others at the annual meeting of the engi-
neering alumni during the weekend of November 13.
This and similar questions, which were first raised
in an article that appeared in last December's issue of
Technograph, gave rise, according to Umpleby, to
student-faculty conferences where these subjects could
be discussed and answered, if possible, to the satis-
faction of all concerned. Further questions led to the
examining and reorganization of the Engineering
Council and the student-faculty liason committee.
Still other inquiries are now dealing with the advisory
system and the honors program.
I'mpleby briefly mentioned some present problems,
and suggested solutions. He mentioned areas in which
the Engineering Council is most interested at present.
In regard to curricula revision, Umpleby stated that
if the College of Engineering is really interested in
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continuing education, that is conducting classes to
up date engineers after graduation, the college could
require more library research to make the engineer
better able to continue his education himself.
Speaking for his fellow students as well as himself,
Umpleby stated that, just as no teacher can teach
effectively without student feedback, no courses can
be established for students whose needs and desires
are not known.
Umpleby's speech was part of a weekend long pro-
gram titled "The Undergraduate Today" designed to
assist the engineering alumni in advising high school
students considering engineering. This year was the
first time a student had addressed the annual alumni
meeting.
INTEGRATED CIRCUITRY
CAUSING REVOLUTION
IN ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
A recent report of the Chicago Area Research and
Development Council lists integrated circuitry as the
most important single development taking place in
electronics.
"Manufacturing companies within the electronics
industry are generally classified as either 'component'
or 'systems' firms, and a traditionally sharp distinction
is made between the two. Integrated circuitry rep-
resents a new approach to electronic equipment de-
sign: the elecronic circuit itself, rather than the
more basic component, becomes the fundamental
building block. The integrated circuit is a device
that combines the functions of one or more com-
ponents into a single higher order 'component.'
"Two of the three basic integrated circuit methods,
thin-film and molecular techniques, eliminate the
individual component, thereby removing the need for
a separate component manufacture step and, to some
extent, the need for today's component manufacturers.
The major effect of integrated circuit technology will
be its impact on the structure of the industry. The
appearance of integrated circuit devices, falling in the
middle ground between system and components, will
force companies to integrate vertically from raw ma-
terials through final systems. Systems suppliers will
have to bolster their component manufacturing re-
search and facilities; component manufacturers will
have to enter the systems field."
RESEARCHER OR EXECUTIVE?
How can a young engineer or scientist best decide
whether to work toward becoming an executive or
remaining in research full-time?
Try it and see, L. J. Weigle, corporate secretary of
Humble Oil and Refining Co. urged delegates to the
National Electronics Conference in McCormick Place.
He explained:
"Fortunately there is very often an opportunity for
the engineer to see and gradually get a feel for the
managerial type of job before he gets too far into a
commitment toward one career or another.
"He gets leadership roles; he sees others at work;
he accepts responsibility for directing functional
groups. It's not too late, at this point, for him to
make a choice."
During the first two to ten years of his career, the
technically trained person will very likely face such
a decision, Weigle said. Based on a limited study, it
appears that the outstanding performers with B.S.
degrees arrive at this point in the sixth year of their
career; and those with a Master's degree reach this
point in the fourth year.
"Although there is no fixed pattern of traits which
can be specifically measured and catalogued, I believe
some degree of management potential can almost in-
variably be recognized," he said. "There have been
studies of successful executives which bear out the
behavior pattern early in their adult life was a strong
indicator of their ability to perform in a leadership
role."
Weigle suggested some qualifications the man start-
ing his technical career might search for in himself:
—Ability to envision and attain realistic goals.
—Willingness to accept responsibility.
—Mature judgement with intelligence.
—Interest in working through problems with people.
"There is an ever growing number of executive
chairs which must be filled and the supply of good
executives nowhere equals the demand," he said.
O ) C
"There's hope for girls like us Mildred. All we hove to do is wail
till Friday afternoon, then just stroll through the Engineering Campus."
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Support Instructor Evaluation
To the Editor:
With regard to the letter of Mr. James V. Barnett,
regarding instructor evaluation surveys of professors
of engineering, which was printed in the October,
1964 issue of the Technograph, I should like to pose
a pertinent question; namely, what is the role of a
university professor if it is not instruction? The Uni-
versity's involvement in research is laudable, but the
true measure of this University's stature lies in the
quality of the education it provides for its students,
grad and undergrad alike. Many men are brilliant
authorities in their respectives fields of endeavor, but
fail as educators due to a lack of teaching ability or
because of preoccupation with their research projects.
In order to maintain its standards of educational
(which is NOT synoymous with academic) excellence
the University must be cognizant of the abilities of
its faculty, and must make judicious and optimal use
of these talents. To fail to do so would be an affront
to the students, the faculty, and the University itself.
To this end the Instructor Evaluation Survey plays
an important role, for it, and it alone, provides a
direct feedback link to the administration from the
student body regarding the quality of education re-
ceived. I am certain, too, that instructors appreciate
constructive criticism if they are truly concerned with
their educational responsibilities.
Michael A. Levin
Electrical Engineering, Senior
Who are the Girls in Engineering?
To the Editor:
.\re girls in engineering or the related fields differ-
ent from other girls? Some people seem to think they
are. Personally, I do not.
Where do the girls come from who enter engineer-
ing? Here at the University of Illinois there are girls
from all over Illinois, from California, Hawaii, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Iran. They come from large fam-
ilies, small families, and middle-sized families; from
teeming cities, average towns, and farms. To say
that the average girl in engineering comes from any
particular background would be doing her a g;rave
injustice.
Does the course work give the girls any trouble?
I would say no more than it does the men. Most of
the men have the advantage of mechanical skills,
mechanical experience, and outside help that the
women cannot readily acquire. This may sound dis-
couraging to girls, but if a girl truly has the desire
and the aptitude for engineering, she can make it.
Like other college girls they are interested in extra-
curricular activities. Some are working on the student
newspaper or the College of Engineering student mag-
azine. Others are members of the athletic teams of
their dormitories. One is working for a commercial
pilot's license. Another takes part in extramural
fencing. A few girls take time to work in the student
churches of their choice. Of the 25 girls currently
enrolled in the College of Engineering here, five are
married and one of them has two children.
What will a woman engineer do on the job? The
answer to that question depends on the geographical
region and professional area in which she finds em-
ployment. There are many phases of engineering
open to her, all of which require mental ability but
none of which require real physical dexterity. There
are jobs in design, research, development, manage-
ment, and publications. Itinerant jobs such as sales,
are not generally attractive to or recommended for
women.
"But you're a girl" is no longer a reason for an
interested, capable young woman to stay out of en-
gineering and science.
Can women in engineering lead a normal life?
There are 25 of us here at Illinois, and many more
at other colleges and on the job who think so.
Sandra Levey
Civil Engineering, Junior
Who Stole the Technocutie
To the editor:
Honestly—there was no reason to do it.
Technograph is a very interesting magazine. It really
is. I would even go so far as to say that I would buy
a subscription to it if I did not receive it free. But
why did you decide to cut the "Technocutie"? I think
that adding a little mild sex in the form of a cute
girl in a skimpy attire to the rather technical engi-
neering discoveries and news was a very original and
pleasing idea combination. I cannot understand your
recent action concerning this.
Jim Smittkamp
Aeronautical Engineering, Freshman
Synthetic Profession Disturbing
To the Editor:
The article entitled "The Synthetic Profession"
which appeared in your October issue has come to
my attention. It is indeed disturbing to learn that a
potential future engineer has such a misguided con-
ception of what an engineer does or the purposes and
objectives of a professional society.
Funk and W'agnall's dictionary defines a profession
as "an occupation that properly involves a liberal edu-
cation or its equivalent, and mental rather than
manual labor. Hence, any calling or occupation other
than commercial, manual, etc. involving special attain-
ments or discipline." This certainly gives a clearer
definition than the one quoted by the author, and in
my opinion includes engineering as a profession.
Many definitions of a profession go even further
and state it is an occupation governed by codes of
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ethics, is devoted to the service to others, etc. Engi-
neering certainly meets both of these criteria and the
service doesn't just include such things as "developing
Fiberglas fenders," but involves such very important
items such as the water we drink, the pure food we
eat, the many new fabrics that help to keep us warm,
the houses we live in, the electricity in which we
depend so greatly, etc.
On the other hand, I heard some students say that
the author doesn't really believe as he wrote, but that
he merely wanted to stir up reader comment. If this
is true, it is even more unfortunate that such an
article was allowed to be printed. Such an opinion
stated to a closed group would be acceptable, but to
offer it for print in a magazine that goes into all of
the high schools and will be read by many prospective
engineering students, it is most unfortunate.
Concerning the "preoccupation of NSPE" with the
promotion of the professional image of engineering,
the author would be very surprised to learn the
amount of money spent by the medical societies on
just this same activity. Here in Illinois alone, the
medical society maintains a sizeable full time public
relations department.
I suggest the author attend some ISPE and NSPE
meetings to see for himself the devotion of the mem-
bers and the many activities in which they engage.
To date, he has apparently formed his opinion from
what he has read, and as we have seen, the written
word can either be grossly misrepresented or misinter-
preted. As responsible and fact finding engineers-to-be,
we need to get all the facts before reaching a con-
clusion.
Louis A. Bacon, P. E.
President. Illinois Society of Professional Engineers
Umpleby Stirs Controversy
To the Editor:
Mr. Umpleby 's article, "The Synthetic Profession,"
was of much interest to us, the Executive Committee
of the student chapter of Illinois Society of Profes-
sional Engineers. Collectively, we have formed some
opinions and would like to clarify some points.
According to the caption with Umpleby's picture,
he is a junior in the combined LAS-Engineering pro-
gram. According to the college catalog then, Umpleby
has had little if any contact with engineering by
means of courses and instructors. We therefore, feel
that he has offered his opinion and presented it as
fact, an opinion about something he knows very
little about.
We are afraid that Umpleby wrote this article with
the idea in mind of stirring up controversy. We feel
that he intends to cause the Technograph to become
a "smut sheet"—a battle ground. If this were his in-
tention, we apologize for this letter, for we feel that
his essay was so poorly presented as to make a reply
of this nature unnecessary. But on the other hand,
when he uses Technograph as an outlet of his own
personal impressions as fact, we feel that it must be
pointed out how little he knows and how wrong he is
about engineering and NSPE.
NSPE, according to Umpleby, is only trying to ad-
vance engineering by creating a false impression on
the public. To see just how NSPE is actually advanc-
ing engineering, one should read the Engineers Creed
adapted by NSPE.
"As a Professional Engineer, I dedicate my profes-
sional knowledge and skill to the advancement and
betterment of human welfare. I pledge: To give the
utmost of performance; To participate in none but
honest enterprise; To live and work according to the
laws of man and the highest standards of professional
conduct; To place service before profit, the honor
and standing of profession before personal advantage,
and the public welfare above all other considerations.
In humility and with need for Divine Guidance,
I make this pledge."
Although the remainder of Umpleby's points should
be discussed, because of space limitations we feel the
Engineers Creed is a forceful factor in direct opposi-
tion to Umpleby's essay. We feel that NSPE is entirely
just in attempting to clarify that engineering is a
profession. Because engineering is a profession, we are
proud to be engineering students and members of
ISPE.
We feel that Umpleby did not only degrade ISPE,
but also all engineers. If he realized the full implica-
tions of his article, he must also know how much time
we are all wasting in engineering school. Take away
professionalism and its code of ethics, which is the
largest factor differentiating between professions and
nonprofessions, and you have what can be accom-
plished in any trade school, any union.
We feel that Technograph, as a University magazine
has an obligation to represent the majority of the
engineering students. We feel that Umpleby, in writ-
ing his personal opinion as fact about something he
knows very little, has done a very poor job of using
Technograph in representing the College of Engineer-
ing of the University of Illinois.
Robert C. Douglass
President, ISPE Student Cfiaptcr
Professor: "Why are you late?"
Student: "Class started before I got here."
According to Technograph calculations, the average
temperature in the Engineering Library during the
past summer was 97°F. The temperature in the
Dean's office was 72°F. The Dean xi'as on vacation.
But it's all right now, they've put a sprinkling system
in Civil Engineering Hall so that if things really get
hot, at least we'll be well watered down before we
burst into flames.
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This is industrial engineering?
Yes.
And if that's all there were to it, our industrial engineer-
ing ranks couldn't possibly hope to deserve alert recruits
from engineering colleges that lead rather than follow.
Watching an operator react to the explanation of a new
assembly procedure is just one of the more easily photo-
graphed of a long series of subtle operations in the math-
ematics that link psychological, physical, and economic
factors into a sense-making structure.
We admire fine intuitions in an engineer. We seek chaps
who have involved themselves with nuts and bolts since
childhood. Yet the task is to improve on the familiar fruits
of intuition. The job consists of upgrading others' work and
one's own to higher, more productive levels of abstraction
than simple-minded busyne.ss with nuts and bolts.
Kodak is of a size and diversitv to afford room for more
than one pattern in industrial engineering. A man's succes-
sive assignments here are as varied as his college courses.
Confidence grows. He finds he has built a .solid reputation
by carrying a project from design to the stage, years later,
where the aim is to squeeze another tenth of a percent into
the production efficiency.
We also welcome another type. When a project reaches
80'r of completion, this industrial engineering personality
won't resent an invitation to form a new team with new
counterparts in design and manufacturing engineering to
start a new and more stimulating project. Gladly will he
retain responsibility for the old one and six or seven that
preceded it.
Drop us a line. Industrial engineers aren't all. We need to
hear from mechanical engineers, chemical engineers, elec-
tronic engineers, chemists, and physicists as well.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester, N.Y. 14().'j(l.
An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities:
Rochester, NY., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex.
Kodak
Advancement in a Big Company:
How it >A^orks
An Interview with General Electric's C. K. Rieger, Vice President and Group Executive, Electric Utility Group
C. K. Rieger
Charles K. Rieger joined General Elec-
tric's Technical Marketing Program after
earning a BSEE at the University of Mis-
souri in 1936. Following sales engineering
assignments in motor, defense and home
laundry operations, he became manager of
the Heating Device and Fan Division in
1947. Other Consumer-industry management
positions followed. In 1953 he was elected
a vice president, one of the youngest men
ever named a Company officer. Mr. Rieger
became Vice President, Marketing Services
in 1959 and was appointed to his present
position in 1961. He is responsible for all
the operations of some six divisions com-
posed of 23 product operations oriented
primarily toward the Electric Utility market.
Q. How can I be sure of getting the
recognition I feel I'm capable of earn-
ing in a big company like G.E.?
A. We learned long ago we couldn't
afford to let capable people get lost.
Ttiat was one of tfie reasons why G.E.
was decentralized into more ttian a
hundred autonomous operating de-
partments. These operations develop,
engineer, manufacture and market
products much as if they were inde-
pendent companies. Since each de-
partment is responsible for its own
success, each man's share of author-
ity and responsibility is pinpointed.
Believe me, outstanding performance
is recognized, and rewarded.
Q. Can you tell me what the "promo-
tional ladder" is at General Electric?
A. We regard each man individually.
Whether you join us on a training
program or are placed in a specific
position opening, you'll first have to
prove your ability to handle a job.
Once you've done that, you'll be given
more responsibility, more difficult
projects—work that's important to
the success of your organization and
your personal development. Your abil-
ity will create a "promotional ladder"
of your own.
Q. Will my development be confined
to whatever department I start in?
A. Not at all! Here's where "big com-
pany" scope works to broaden your
career outlook. Industry, and General
Electric particularly, is constantly
changing — adapting to market the
fruits of research, reorganizing to
maintain proper alignment with our
customers, creating new operations
to handle large projects. All this rep-
resents opportunity beyond the limits
of any single department.
Q. Yes, but just how often do these
opportunities arise?
A. To give you some idea, 25 percent
of G-E's gross sales last year came
from products that were unknown
only five or ten years ago. These new
products range from electric tooth
brushes and silicone rubber com-
pounds to atomic reactors and inter-
planetary space probes. This chang-
ing Company needs men with ambi-
tion and energy and talent who aren't
afraid of a big job—who welcome the
challenge of helping to start new
businesses like these. Demonstrate
your ability—whether to handle com-
plex technical problems or to manage
people, and you won't have long to
wait for opportunities to fit your
needs.
Q. How does General Electric help
me prepare myself for advancement
opportunity?
A. Programs in Engineering, Manu-
facturing or Technical Marketing give
you valuable on-the-job training. We
have Company-conducted courses to
improve your professional ability no
matter where you begin. Under Tui-
tion Refund or Advanced Degree Pro-
grams you can continue your formal
education. Throughout your career
with General Electric you'll receive
frequent appraisals to help your self-
development. Your advancement will
be largely up to you.
FOR MORE INFORMATION on careers for engineers and scientists at General Electric, write
Personalized Career Plannmg. General Electric. Section 699-11. Schenectady. N. Y. 12305
GENERAL ELECTRIC
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Young Engineers Find Opportunity at Allison
Bob Reinstrom came to Allison Division, General
Motors, early in 1962 following his graduation from
the University of Minnesota with a BS degree in Mech-
anical Engineering.
As a research engineer at Alhson, he has been asso-
ciated with the Nuclear Liquid Metal Cell Program, the
MCR (Mihtary Compact Reactor) Project, and the
Energy Depot Project. In these assignments, he has
contributed to these studies:
1 —Analysis and design of heat transfer equipment
to investigate boiling, condensing, and thermal cycling
in closed hquid metal systems.
2—The steady-state parametric optimization and
transient behavior analysis of nuclear reactor systems.
3
—Thermodynamic analysis of open chemical pro-
cesses.
Presently, Bob is doing graduate work in engineering
at Purdue Universit}--Indianapohs campus . . . one of
the many advantages of a job with .Alhson.
.Alhson's broad education and training programs offer
imlimited opportunities to the young graduate engineer
desiring education beyond the normal four or five years
of college training.
If you're interested in knowing more about AUison's
Graduate Study Program, see our inter\"iewer when he
visits your campus. Or, write now for your copy of
Allison's brochure, explaining your opportimities for
advancing your professional career at Alhson. Send your
request to : Allison Division, General Motors Corpora-
tion, Indianapohs, Indiana 46206, Att : Professional and
Scientific Placement.
An equal opportunity employer
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EDITORIALS
DEMONSTRATIONS
WOULD BE EASIER
The student demonstrations that shook the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley last fall could not have
occurred in the College of Engineering at the Univer-
sity of Illinois. Perhaps this is unfortunate for students
in this college.
The demonstrations at Berkeley were not isolated
instances of students attempting to influence univer-
sity policy. There has been an active student move-
ment in the United States since soon after World
War II. However, there seems to be increased public
interest in student actions in the last three or four
years following a shift in student interests from stunts
such as panty raids and goldfish swallowing toward
more constructive activities involving participation in
educational, social, and political affairs.
In the College of Engineering at the University of
Illinois there has been a student movement of sorts
for just a little over a year, but although the students
in the College of Engineering share with students in
California and throughout the country the goal of in-
creased student citizenship, there are few other sim-
ilarities between the student demonstrations at Ber-
keley and the efforts of students in the College of
Engineering.
In the College of Engineering the faculty and the
administration have supported and encouraged greater
student awareness of, and participation in, determin-
ing the educational policies of the College. In the
few cases when opinions have been expressed the
administration has welcomed student suggestions for
improving such College programs as the advisory sys-
tem and the honors program. There has been a gen-
eral realization within the College that if students are
to become experienced enlightened citizens, responsi-
bility and freedom of expression must be a part of the
learning process.
At Berkeley the number of students that went on
strike to protest the suppression of free speech was
large enough to halt the normal functioning of the
University. In the College of Engineering few students
realize that courses and procedures are continuously
being evaluated and improved and that student opin-
ions at least have a chance of influencing policy.
Responsibility on the part of the administration
demands responsibility from the students—all students.
And responsibility includes the duty to speak up when
something is not right and the courage to make mis-
takes in order to learn.
Editorials represent opinions of the majority of the
Technograph staff.
The difference between Berkeley and Urbana is that
a basic agreement among students, faculty and admin-
istration has prevented conflict on fundamental issues
and as a result relatively few students are actively in-
volved in recommending improvements in College
educational procedures.
But if the university is to provide the opportunity
for experience in citizenship with its accompanying
individual development, and if there are no well-
defined issues, then the need for informed, articulate
student leaders and an energetic, inquisitive student
body is markedly increased. A free university provides
far greater opportunity for a true learning experience.
But the absence of controversial issues with which a
student can personally identify himself will put the
rare experiences beyond the reach of those who are
not consciously looking and listening for them.
"Of course they're engineers. Who else would ploy handball with
their good suit on?"
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The small white rectangle above rep-
resents the approximate size of space
required to contain one page of news-
paper-size document reduced for stor-
age through NCR's PHOTOCHROMIC
MICRO-IMAGE process. The small
white dot on the right shows the area
that would hold thousands of micro-
capsules (cell-like structures con-
taining useful materials) produced
through NCR's amazing chemical proc-
ess of MICRO-ENCAPSULATION.
One apparent application of the
NCR Photochromic Microimage proc-
ess is that it permits easy and efficient
storage, access and reproduction of
voluminous data. The process of
Micro-Encapsulation has applications
cutting across many fields of interest
including paper coatings (such as on
our Carbonless Transfer paper), food,
pharmaceuticals, adhesives, etc.
Our Research and Development
programs are not limited to the fields
of Photochromies and Micro-Encap-
sulation. Rather, the programs ex-
tend into many disciplines including
physical and chemical research in the
areas of semi-conductor materials
and devices that will have practical
application in computer development
and add to the total effort of the
company. The NCR effort is concen-
trated on the total systems concept.
To determine whether your career
plans fit in with our research and de-
velopment plans, merely drop us a
note with a brief description of your
interests and scientific background.
Applications at all professional levels
will be considered. Write to: T. F.
Wade, Technical Placement, The
National Cash Register Company,
Main & K Streets, Dayton 9, Ohio.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
BE SURE TO VISIT THE NCR PAVILION AT THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY
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NEWS/NOTES
TECHNOGRAPH PUBLISHES BULLETIN
by Bob Schottman
The Technograph staff has undertaken the task of
publishing a monthly bulletin for the magazine staff
members of the Engineering College Magazine Asso-
ciated (ECMA) . ECMA is an organization of approxi-
mately fifty magazines published by engineering stu-
dents on campuses throughout the country.
The lead article of the first issue of the Bulletin
says that the association's constitution explains that a
monthly newsletter be published by the officers of the
association, each of which is a faculty advisor to one of
the member magazines. For several years such a pub-
lication has not been forthcoming.
According to the article, the Technograph staff is
putting out the bulletin "because we sincerely believe
ECMA staffs and engineering students on campuses
across the country need a means of communication
between ECMA con^entions." It is hoped that future
copies of the bulletin will contain articles written by
the staffs of the member magazines on subjects includ-
ing not only engineering magazine journalism but also
new developments in engineering education and
changes in the role of engineering student government.
ENGINEERING OPEN HOUSE AWARDS
by Ken Novak
Once again the Engineering Open House Central
Committee will sponsor an Engineering Open House
exhibit contest. The contest will be comprised of two
categories: 1) General undergraduate competition 2)
Engineering Society Competition.
General undergraduate competition will be open
to any undergraduates or group of undergraduates.
The four best displays will receive awards of $75, $50,
$35, and $25. Trophies will accompany the cash
awards. The exhibits will be judged by a student-
faculty committee on the following criteria:
1. How well does the basic idea or theme of the
display depict one of the three categories below?
a. The display that best represents University
research in a given area or field of engineer-
ing at the University of Illinois.
Max: 10 points
b. The display that best describes the academic
life of an undergraduate engineer in a given
field at the University of Illinois.
Max: 10 points
c. The display that best tells what the profes-
sion of engineering is and how the engineer
relates to our society.
Max: 10 points
2. Ability of the display to attract attention. (The
device for attracting attention should be related
to the exhibit.)
Max: 15 points
3. Aesthetic quality of the display (attractiveness,
neatness, professional appearance.)
Max: 15 points
4. Ability of the exhibit to convey its theme and
ideas to visitors. (The visual presentation and
use of symbols should convey the theme of the
exhibit.)
Max: 20 points
5. Ability of the exhibitor(s) to expand on the
theme of the exhibit. The exhibitor should
have: 1) a good knowledge of the exhibit's basic
theme; 2) ability to talk to visitors; and 3) a
neat appearance.
Max: 20 points
Engineering Society competition will be open to
any engineering society (honorary, technical, etc.).
A cash award of $50 and a trophy will be presented
to the best exhibit. The society displays must be
oriented around item I.C. of the judging criteria.
In addition to the described exhibit competition,
an essay contest will be sponsored for engineering
freshmen with cash and trophy awards. Cash awards
will be for $25 and $15.
All awards w'ill be sponsored by Illinois firms who
will send a representative to observe the competition
and meet award winners. For further information
contact Ken Novak, Engineering Open House Awards
Chairman, 356-4889.
NATIONAL ENGINEER'S WEEK COMING
by Richard Langrehr
From spears and knives to spacecraft, from stick
and flint to nuclear fusion, engineering has changed
ideas at work to workable ideas. Today, engineering
skills are behind every phase of our lives—the food
we eat, the clothes we wear, the automobile we drive,
and the buildings in which we work and live. En-
gineering has been the mainspring of our industrial
progress and has helped give us the highest standard
of living in history.
It is in recognition of the fine accomplishments of
the engineering profession that President Lyndon B.
Johnson proclaimed the week of February 20 to 27 as
National Engineer's Week. The President said, "The
skill, resourcefulness, and imagination of the Amer-
ican engineer has played a major role in the growth
of this nation. National Engineer's Week serves to
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remind us all that the engineering profession offers
unprecedented opportunities for energetic, able, cre-
ative young men and women to provide leadership
in the exciting and important tasks to today and
tomorrow, and as designers and innovators to con-
tribute to men's highest and noblest aspirations."
National Engineer's Week is an annual observance
sponsored by the National Society of Professional En-
gineers (NSPE) to bring to the attention of the
American people the role of the engineer in society
and his vital function in furthering progress and
public welfare. Local chapters of the NSPE have
planned an extensive observance of this week with
exhibits relative to the contribution of engineering
to our way of life and numerous special events to
which the public will be invited. The local chapter
of the Illinois Society of Professional Engineers will
meet on the University of Illinois campus in ob-
servance of the week.
NEW PROGRAM FOR TECHNICAL
STUDY IN FRANCE
The first junior-year-abroad program for U. S. en-
gineering and mathematics students will be inau-
gurated next September (1965) in Nantes, France, by
the Institute of European Studies, according to an
announcement made AVednesday, December 9, 1964,
at the nonprofit institution's Chicago headquarters.
The new foreign-study program will be conducted
by the Institute in cooperation with the Ecole Natio-
nale Superieure de Mccanique (E.N.S.IM.) and the
University of Nantes. After the academic year is
over, engineering students in the program will be
able to take trainee jobs for the summer in local
French industries.
Institute President Robert T. Bosshart said many
U. S. educators have wished that overseas study could
be opened to engineering and science students as it
has been for many years to humanities students. "But
scientific and technical schools abroad have been
under great pressure," Bosshart said. "There weren't
enough of them to satisfy national scientific and tech-
nological needs, and those that existed were extremely
crowded. As a result, they were generally closed to
American undergraduates."
However, he said, the situation has eased up con-
siderably in France. Numerous modern and well-
equipped engineering schools and science faculties
have been opened there. Also, French authorities
have been concentrating on building up higher edu-
cation outside the student-crowded Paris area and
on raising instructional quality in provincial univer-
sities to a level with Paris' famed schools.
The E.N.S.M. is a French national school of higher
education in mechanical engineering. It is classified
as a "grande ecole," one of a number of professional
schools sharing witii universities the work of higher
education in France. It was founded in 1921, and was
for a time attached to the University of Rennes.
The University of Nantes was established by
France's Ministry of National Education in 1962,
but traces its origins to a 15th-century university of
the same name which was closed in 1793. It is now
located on a modern campus overlooking the city.
Chief among the program's prerequisites are junior
standing and a year of college French. Engineering
and mathematics majors will be able to take regular
French-taught courses in their major fields at the
E.N.S.M.
The Institute will supplement university and
E.N.S.M. courses with a curriculum of its own in
French language and literature, history, and art his-
tory. Taught in French by French professors, this cur-
riculum will employ U. S. teaching techniques and
will be conducted in smaller classes, Bosshart said. It
is designed primarily for American students who must
meet U. S. college requirements outside their major
fields while they are in France.
Institute students will live in private homes in
Nantes and take their meals with French families
and in student restaurants. The intensive orientation
period before regular classes begin will be broken by
two field trips, one through Normandy and Brittany,
and the other in Paris. Special stress will be put
early in the program on developing students' abilities
in French in preparation for formal study.
Bosshart said the Nantes chamber of commerce
and other business organization in the area have
guaranteed the placement of the program's engineer-
ing students in trainee jobs in French industries for
the summer following the program. Nothing similar
has ever been done before, he said.
Completed applications and reference forms for the
1965-66 program will be due May 10, 1965. The cost
of the program will be $2,650, including tuition,
special language training, room, most meals, round-
trip transatlantic passage from New York, two field
trips, and a Christmas-week ski holiday in the Alps.
Additional information can be obtained from the
Institute of European Studies, 35 E. Wacker Drive,
Chicago.
HIGH SCHOOL VISITATION VOLUNTEERS:
The Open House Committee would like to thank
those volunteers who agreed to participate in the
high school visitation program held in conjunction
with Engineering Open House.
The Open House Committee has not been able
to contact each of the volunteers personally, but
would like to thank all of them for their interest.
Any volunteers who were not contacted should not
feel that they were forgotten. Their help has been
greatly appreciated, and it is hoped that next year
they will again offer their services to the Committee
as visitors to their high schools.
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NSPE URGES GREATER RIGHTS
PROTECTION IN SECURITY ACTIONS
The National Society of Professional Engineers has
adopted a policy statement calling for legislation to
establish a Federal industrial security program which
would provide greater protection for the rights of
individual engineers and others involved in security
actions.
As recommended by the Professional Engineers in
Industry section of the National Society, the new
policy is based on the contention that loss of a secur-
ity clearance to a professional man in effect means loss
of the right to practice in his chosen field. In its
report accompanying the recommended policy, the
PEI stated that "Loss of clearance implies untrust-
worthiness, weak character, and questionable loyalty.
A professional's livelihood either in employment or
private practice depends upon his integrity and these
very characteristics. Questionable loyalty is a reason
for non-employment for many patriotic Americans,
and an increasing number of professional specialties
are closed to persons whose loyalty is subject to ques-
tion. Thus loss of security clearance, once it has been
held, constitutes a permanent economic handicap. It
is a penalty, and much more severe for the highly
specialized professional than for nonprofessional
workers."
The report notes that in general, the Constitution
guarantees every citizen that he will not be deprived
of his rights with "due process of law," including the
right to confront witnesses and to know the nature of
evidence against him. It is pointed out that in many
cases at present, security clearances may be denied on
the basis of information received from confidential
sources which may never be revealed to the individual
whose loyalty is questioned.
The PEI report voiced concern that the present
security program in effect makes the head of the Fed-
eral agency involved the prosecutor, judge and jury
in every security case.
To eliminate this procedure, the new policy pro-
poses legislation to establish an independent Security
Review Board, composed of members appointed by
the President, which would decide in each appealed
case whether national security required denial of con-
frontation to accused individuals. Such an independ-
ent body, states the PEI report, would be in a better
position to act impartially.
Also included in the proposed legislation would be
the right to legal counsel, not contained in the present
security program, and the establishment of time limits
for the various steps in the proceedings.
In addition, the policy recommends that provision
be made to merely "suspend" security clearances.
rather than to "revoke" them, in cases where the
security risk is due to circumstances beyond the indi-
vidual's control, and where the individual's actual
loyalty is not questioned. An example given was that
an individual may have one or more relatives living
in Iron Curtain countries, thus making him liable to
coercive pressures for fear of their safety. Should such
a situation change, contends the policy, the individual
should be eligible to have his security status re-
evaluated.
DEVELOPS SUBMILLIMETER
WAVE SPECTROMETER
A University researcher, R. H. R. Rolden, has built
a powerful new instrument to reveal the spectroscopic
characteristics of matter in the submillimeter region
of the spectrum. Using a 16-inch-wide radiation beam,
this spectrometer has more than twice the resolving
power of the largest previous comparable device. The
spectrometer uses fine grating to break the radiation
into its component wavelengths, and operates in a
high vacuum so that water vapor in the air cannot
absorb power from the waves passing through it.
One of the vacuum grating spectrometer's first uses
will be different from its main task: it will measure
the output from a gas laser, a device that holds con-
siderable promise as an eventual radiation source for
submillimeter spectroscopy.
Eventually, the instrument will be used to provide
needed information about many properties of mole-
cules, crystal structures, and solid dielectric materials
at the submillimeter radiation range. Besides yielding
more detailed data than previous instruments, this
more powerful device can record spectra in less than
half the time previously required, insuring more uni-
form conditions during measurements, and greater
accuracy.
"Well, well Philips. I see you've been booking for this exam a little."
I
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Defense Engineering at RGA
Current-Pumped Abrupt
Junction Varactor
Power-Frequency Converters
The varactor diode has become well known
as an excellent device for low-noise amplifica-
tion. Recently, however, the varactor diode
has been used in high-level frequency con-
verters as both a means of obtaining large
amounts of power, tunable over wide band-
widths, and as a means of placing FM and PM
information on a CW source, such as a
varactor multiplier. The high-level parametric
upconverter differs from a low-noise para-
metric amplifier in the area of conversion
efficiency.
Coaxial-Balun Push-Pull Converter
One of the problems in the large signal
solution for a varactor frequency converter
is the infinite number of terms found when
attempting to evaluate the Taylor expansion
for charge as a function of voltage for an
arbitrarj varactor. Ifone reverses this approach
,
and finds the expansion for voltage as a
function of charge, with a junction exponent,
7, of 1/2 (abrupt junction varactor), it is found
that the series is finite and easily utilized to
find a more exact solution for the diode
transfer impedance.
Because of its inherent symmetry, a push-
pull application of the diodes provides a large
degree of signal isolation, as well as an in-
crease in allowable input power. This type
of circuit provides an output at the upper
sideband frequency which may be isolated
from the pump circuit, by diode balance,
without the need for lossy filters. Tunability
is readily attained using the appropriate im-
pedance matching networks without the added
complications associated with low-loss tunable
filters. A low-pass filter is necessary in the
signal port to prevent the pump power from
being dissipated in the signal circuit.
A simplified representation of a circuit using
only coaxial networks, is shown in the figure.
This particular circuit uses what might be
referred to as a section of coaxial-coax. The
diodes are pumped in series by means of a
balanced transmission line, which may be
designed using the techniques available for
constructing "balun transformers." The signal
is introduced through a low-pass filter and
drives the diodes in the push-pull, parallel
mode. The resultant idler is generated in a
TEM mode, with the conductors acting as a
quarter-wave coaxial tuning assembly. The
output may be removed using a current probe,
coupled to the idler center conductor at the
proper impedance tap. The output cavity may
be tuned by varying the position of the rear
shorting wall (A-A), using sliding finger con-
tacts. With this approach, power levels of
several watts have been handled with a con-
version loss of 3db compared to power level
of several milliwatts with lOdb conversion loss
for conventional resistive mixers.
Reference—Perlman, B. P., "Current-Pumped
Abrupt Junction Varactor Power-Frequency Con-
verters," to be published March 1965, IEEE
Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques,
Room Temperature GaAs
Laser Communications
Communications was among the first appli-
cations considered after the invention of the
laser. Practical realization of the goal was
delayed by the difliculties associated with
inefficient energy conversion and inadequate
modulation techniques. The discovery of the
semiconductor injection laser in 1962 greatly
reduced these difficulties, but introduced the
restriction of operation under cryogenic con-
ditions. Gallium arsenide injection lasers
promise energy conversion efficiencies of 20-
30%, while modulation of the optical signal
can be accomplished simply by modulating
the injection current. Early in 1964, the cryo-
genic restriction was eliminated when efforts of
RCA scientists proved successful in discovering
a type of gallium arsenide diode which ex-
hibited laser action at room temperature with
threshold currents much lower han those
previously reported. This discovery permitted
the engineering of a room temperature com-
munications link and in May, 1964, such a
communications link was demonstrated for
the first time. The system employs pulse fre-
quency modulation at a 20 kc repetition rate,
has a bandwidth of 5 kc, and can operate in
bright sunUght. Ranges up to three miles have
been obtained while operating within the atmos-
phere. Using parallel diodes, a much greater
range is feasible. The narrow linewidth of 20
angstroms permits the use of narrow band
optical filters thereby reducing background
noise. The system is free of radio frequency
interference which plagues conventional com-
munication systems, and is so efficient that
three nickel cadmium batteries (the size of
standard flashlight cells) can provide hours of
continuous operation.
Reference—4 1
.
H. Nelson, J. I. Pankove, F. Hawrylo,
C, C. Dousmanis, C. W. Reno. "High-Efficiency
Injection Laser at Room Temperature," Proc. IEEE
(.correspondence^. Vol. 52, No. II, p. U60, Nov.,
1964. *2. D. Karlsons, C. W. Reno, tV. J. Hannan.
"Room Temperature GaAs Laser Voice Communica-
tion System," Proc. IEEE (.correspondence). Vol. 52,
No. II, p. 1354, Nov., 1964.
15 Megacycle Tape
Bandwidth Response
RCA engineers have developed an advanced
magnetic recording system with the highest
bandwidth response reported to date. This
achievement results from integrated efforts in
all phases of magnetic recording, such as:
air bearing design, high performance servos
(50 kc response), precision mechanisms and
magnetic head circuitry.
This recent accomplishment is being used in
equipment with two 8 Mc bandwidth channels
designed for application in a precision radar
system. In this design the heads are rotated to
achieve 3200 inch -per -second head-to-tape
speed in a transverse scan mode. The unit uses
a speciaUzed form of a frequency modulated
carrier system to achieve a response from 100
cycles per second to 8 Mc. The 3200 IPS head
speed permits a wavelength of 0.32 mils at a
10 Mc FM carrier. Head gap lengths of
90 X 10-6 inches are employed to achieve
FM response to 15 Mc.
Closed-hop electronically
variable delay line system
In order to effect a high reproduction ac-
curacy for radar use, five servomechanisms are
employed to insure stability of tape and head
motion. The most interesting of these is a
pure electronic servo employing the principle
of variable delay to remove time displacement
errors from the signal. This system employs a
25 to I loop gain at a bandwidth of 50 kc.
This closed-loop system achieves a time-base
accuracy of ±10 nanoseconds. The rms value
of this error is less than 5 nanoseconds,
equivalent to less than 5 feet of radar range
error, a new standard of excellence for radar
recording accuracy.
Reference— F. D. Kelt and J. D. Riltenhouse,
"Advanced Tope Equipment for Instrumentation
Recording," RCA Publ. No. PE-I89, containing re-
prints of 13 technical papers on Magnetic Recording.
These recent achievements in Defense Engineering are indicative of the
great range of activities in research, applied research, advanced development,
design and development at RCA. To learn more about the many scientific
challenges in both defense and commercial engineering awaiting bachelor and
advanced degree candidates in Electrical or Mechanical Engineering, Physics,
Chemistry or Mathematics, write: College Relations, Radio Corporation of
America, Cherry Hill, New Jersey.
The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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TAU BETA PI HONORS FROSH
A one-time quiz kid ^vho at 10 won more than
$43,000 in prizes has been selected by Tau Beta Pi,
national engineering honor society, as last year's out-
standing freshman.
David L. Junchen, sophomore in Electrical Engi-
neering, was selected by a committee of Tau Beta Pi
officers and engineering faculty on the basis of
achievement, personality and professional promise.
Junchen was awarded an engraved slide rule at the
society banquet.
Junchen was co-valedictorian at Sherrard High
School, Sherrard, Illinois. The man who shared the
top honor with him there, Richard K. Clarke, was
another of the six finalists for the honor.
Other awards at the Tau Beta Pi program went to
Richard A. Anderson, sophomore in Electrical Engi-
neering; Thomas P. Hintz, sophomore in Civil Engi-
neering; AVilliam D. Merris, Jr., sophomore in General
Engineering; and George W. Schwarz, Jr., sophomore
in Mechanical Engineering.
Junchen is interested in electronics and music and
hopes to make his career in the electronic organ field.
His current extracurricular activity is rebuilding the
organ of the Virginia Theatre in Champaign, last
played in 1946. Working with him is Lawrence J.
Henschen, 1414 Rose Drive, Champaign, junior in
mathematics in the University.
David Junchen is shown working on the pipe organ which he has un-
dertaken as a two year project at the same time majoring in electrical
engineering.
They work Saturday mornings from 6 a.m. imtil
the theater opens at 1 p.m. and expect to have the
big VVurlitzer organ fully operating by fall. Junchen
sought a theatre organ when he came to the campus,
and Grant A. Martin, Virginia theatre manager, of-
fered him use of the instrument if he could restore
it after 18 years of non-use.
PROFESSOR BABB PUBLISHES TEXT
ON PULSE CIRCUITS
One more Professor at the U. of I. hasn't perished.
Prentice-Hall, Inc. has announced the publication of
a new book. Pulse Circuits: Switching and Shaping,
by Professor Daniel S. Babb of the electrical engi-
neering department.
This book deals with electronic devices and func-
tions essential in many areas of study from television
to automatic controls for manufacturing processes. It
discusses techniques utilizing vacuum tubes, magnetic
devices, and solid state devices such as transistors and
diodes.
Professor Babb is an alumnus of the University
and has been a member of the faculty since 1947.
His career has combined training and experience in
electronics and education.
BROWN WINS ASCE FELLOWSHIP
The .\nieric<iii Society of C^i\il Engineers recently
announced that Daniel M. Brown of Urbana, Illinois,
has won the first O. H. Ammann Fellowship.
Mr. Brown will do structural engineering research
at the University of Illinois. His work will concern
the feasibility of using non-linear programming to
find the minimimi-weight elastic design of a steel
structure, and to develop a procedure by which such
a design might be accomplished.
A 1961 graduate of Duke University, Mr. Brown
was awarded an M.S. de-
gree from the University
of Illinois in 1963, where
he is now a full-time grad-
uate student. From 1961 to
1964 he had the NDEA
Title IV Fellowship at the
University. For several
summers he was an engi-
neering aide with the U.S.
Forest Service, and more
Daniel M. Brown recently has Spent his sum-
mer vacations as a teacher and research assistant here
in Urbana.
Given for the first time this year, the O. H. Am-
mann Research Fellowship was endowed in 1963 by
O. H. Ammann, "for the purpose of encoinaging the
creation of new knowledge in the field of structural
design and construction." Mr. Ammann is a distin-
guished civil engineer who has designed many major
bridges.
ENGINEER WINS FRATERNITY
SCHOLARSHIP
George La Rue, freshman in engineering, has been
awarded the Alpha Delta Phi Scholarship for 1964-
1965. The scholarship is part of the fraternity's
alumni foundation fund and is awarded through the
University.
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Your life at Du Pont I one of a series for technical men
You never stop gro^wing at DuPont
Growth is a 160-year habit with us. Tal<e sales. Since 1937
they've increased 750%-to $2.4 billion in 1952.
We spend more than $90 million a year in R&D. In fact,
there are at least 200 new products under investigation at this
writing and more being developed each day.
What could Du Font's growth mean to you? Since we always
fill important positions from within, it could mean fast advance-
ment, new responsibilities, new norizons— growing financial and
creative satisfaction.
It could mean, too, more numerous and more varied oppor-
tunities. The new Du Pont engineer is likely to move from his
original assignment to one or two others in the course of his
first five years. This gives him a chance to "change jobs" right
inside Du Pont.
In 1953, more than 700 new B.S. graduates planted their
feet at Du Pont. Perhaps you'd like to join us, too. Write today.
WM
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHBMISTRY
An equal opporfunity employer
TECHNICAL MEN WE'LL NEED FROM THE CLASS OF '65
Chemists Mechanical Engineers
Chemical Engineers Industrial Engineers
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
2531-B Nemours Building
Wilmington, Delaware 19898
When I'm graduated, I'll be a_
(List profession)
Please send me more information about how I might tit
in at Du Pont.
Name_
Class_ _Maior_ .Degree e«pected_
College.
My address.
City Zone state.
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PEOPLE
Dave McClure
Editor of "Fraternity Life"
ENGINEER APPOINTED EDITOR
OF GREEK PUBLICATION
Dave McClure, senior in Electrical Engineering,
was recently named editor-in-chief of "Fraternity Life"
magazine, a publication of
the Panhellenic and Inter-
fraternity Council. Dave
has been active in other
campus publications, pres-
ently serving as photo
manager for the Techno-
graph, and as a member of
mini Publishing Company
photo staff. He encourages
all of you who are looking
for an interesting and
worthwhile activity to investigate the opportunities
available in Tcchnograph and "Fraternity Life."
BORESI APPOINTED TO BOARD
OF EDITORS
Arthur P. Boresi, professor of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics, has been appointed to the board
of section editors of Nuclear Structural Engineering,
a new international journal to be published bimonthly
in Amsterdam.
AN INTERCONTINENTAL
RESEARCH TEAM
by Wayne Crouch
from Engineering Outlooit
Advising students is not an imusual undertaking—
unless, that is, the students are 6,000 miles away, and
a letter takes two or three weeks to get from student
to advisor. Professor J. C. Wheatley of the University
of Illinois Physics Department is the advisor, and the
students are seven doctoral candidates at the Institute
of Physics in Bariloche, Argentina. The problem of
6,000 miles has been solved in a unique way by two
radio stations: one in the Physics Building at Illinois
and the other in Argentina. This radio setup provides
not only instantaneous, but also clear and easily
understandable communications.
Professor Wheatley first visited the Institute, oper-
ated by Argentina's Atomic Energy Commission, in
1961. It specializes in physics, with minor programs
in mathematics, physical chemistry, physical metal-
lurgy, and languages. The students enroll after two
years of general university training and receive three
and one-half years of technical training that provides
an education up to the level of doctoral thesis work.
The Institute is primarily associated with the Uni-
versity of Cuyo at Mendoza and accommodates about
sixty students.
Now, through the cooperation of the National Sci-
ence Foundation and the U of I, students also have
the opportunity of doing doctoral thesis research in
low-temperature physics. The research projects are
mainly concerned with the thermal capacity and
thermal resistance of materials, which are studied at
temperatures within one degree of absolute zero. This
research is aimed at understanding the fundamental
properties of matter. Since the facilities needed for
the work are complex, using many specialized tech-
niques from all fields of physics, this particular
research is developing highly competent scientific
personnel who are thoroughly familiar with the de-
velopment of modern technology.
The students in Argentina have been working on
topics related to the work at Illinois since the project
began in 1961. The radio setup, operated on this end
by R. E. Sarwinski, a research assistant in the low-
temperature physics group, provides a clear enough
signal for them to discuss technical problems, results,
and needs for additional equipment.
At present, most of these students will become
teachers and researchers in Argentine universities, but
Argentina has a progressive culture. As its industries
begin to demand doctoral level personnel, an increas-
ing number of advanced physicists will be employed.
Although seven doctoral candidates is a relatively
small program, Argentina hopes that it is just a start.
Already, the University of Chicago has started a simi-
lar program concerning energy loss of charged parti-
cles in matter. It seems clear that even if educators
in the United States are thousands of miles away from
their students, they can give help and receive help
at the same time. Such cooperative projects aid the
developing country in raising its standard of living
and in increasing its own research potential, while
they also provide new people to aid the research staffs
of American institutions—even though the advisor
may never meet his advisees face to face.
"No Herbie, I'm serious about transferring into a college that's nearer
my pad."
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We do research on oceanics, microcircuitry, controls for space stations,
all-weather landing systems, self-adaptive machines, noncontact measuring gages,
m
,
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IF LOCATION is important to you in choosing your first job, why not talk to the company that has
130 plants and research centers throughout the U.S.A., as well as scores of sales offices from
coast to coast? Your placement office can tell you when our interviewer will be on campus.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
DIVISIONS: BARRETT FIBERS • GENERAL CHEMICAL • INTERNATIONAL • NATIONAL ANILINE • NITROGEN RUSTICS • SEMET-SOLVAY - SOLVAY PROCESS • UNION TEXAS PETROLEUM
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The following is a follow-up on the arfhie en-
titled: Aeronomy — Science of the Ionosphere,
which Teehnograph published in the December
issue.
WHERE THE BOUYS ARE
Three rockets carrying instruments for University
of Illinois upper atmosphere research made flights
over the Atlantic in November, and five more will be
launched this year in the Pacific. The control center
for these experiments is a unique floating laboratory
—the USS Croatan, a Navy aircraft carrier equipped
to transport, launch, track, and retrieve information
from sounding rockets.
U of I projects are among those to be carried by
10 two-stage Nike-.\pache and Nike-Cajun rockets to
altitudes of 100 miles or more. The vessel also will
launch 34 smaller weather rockets to heights of 40
or 50 miles. The research program is sponsored by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
and directed by Electrical Engineering Professor
by Rudy Berg
Sidney A. Bowhill.
In the first test on November 10, land and sea bases
worked together on a dawn study with a rocket shot
at 6:07 a.m. EST from Wallops Island, X'irginia, at
a low angle, passing over the Croatan at sea while
going eastward from darkness into daylight. Its radio
reports were recorded both on land and shipboard.
Antennas installed on the Croatan were tested for the
University's project by flying a duplicate of the
rocket's instruments over the vessel by helicopter.
The University's first rocket also carried experiments
for the University of Michigan, University of Bir-
mingham, England, and the Geophysics Corporation
of America.
The second and third rockets were fired on Novem-
The illustration stiows tiow three rockets, launched
ot three different times were used to determine
the effects of the sun on radio communications.
The probes were cotopulted into the ionosphere,
the particular region under study, and signals
were relayed bock to the trucking centers both
on land and on ships. More research is expected
to be conducted this yeor in the eastern regions
of the South Pocific.
her 19 at 3:20 and 5:02 p.m. EST to investigate the
daytime ionosphere and ionospheric changes from
daylight to darkness. In a companion project last
July, rockets were shot from the N.\S.\ base at
Wallops Island to study dawn changes from darkness
to daylight. The second rocket fiew from Wallops
Island, and was tracked by both land-based and ship-
board instruments. The Croatan launched and tracked
the third vehicle, which was instrumented to find out
whether ionospheric changes at dusk parallel those
at dawn.
This vear's research will be conducted in the region
of the magnetic equator during a three-month cruise
to eastern reaches of the South Pacific. Rockets
launched from the Croatan for the U of I will in-
vestigate effects of the earth's magnetic field upon
the lower ionosphere. The rockets will carry equip-
ment for several experiments, including radio propa-
gation studies by Professor Howard W. Knoebel of
the University's Coordinated Science Laboratory.
Technical personnel from the Aeronomy Labora-
tory and the Coordinated Science Laboratory are now
aboard the Croatan, which departed early this month
for the 1965 series of experiments.
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••We talk about 'graphic
communications' as being
our field because it de-
scribes better than any-
thing else what we are
trying to do.
"Think about the explod-
ing mass of information in
the laboratories and librar-
ies of the world — and the
need to make it available
more readily to people,
more cheaply, more rap-
idly. Think of the data
erupting from a whole
army of computers — and
the difficulty of handling
them. Think of new tech-
nologies like space explora-
tion, creating needs for
information at a pace al-
most incomprehensible —
and the need to digest and
analyze and project that
information and make de-
cisions about it. Think
about the billions of people
in the southern hemi-
sphere, who are anxious to
learn from us how to en-
rich their lives a bit.
"The need for new forms of
graphic communications,
it seems to us, is as import-
ant as any need man has.
It is a field that potentially,
through innovation,
through creative products
and services, will serve
men well indeed.
"People need food — and
energy and shelter. But,
they also need to communi-
cate with each other, else
much work is wasted. We
must know about the ideas
of the past. We need to ex-
change ideas with people of
the present. \\e want to
leave values for people to
come.
"We do not communicate
very well by touching, or
tasting or smelling—a little
better by hearing, perhaps,
but usually the sense of
sight is the one through
which comprehension
comes.
"The point is that things
have to be written to be
known. This is the field of
Xerox.^5
XEROX
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Excerpts from the remarks of President and Chief Executive Officer Joseph C. Wilson, upon introducing the 813 Copier in
New York City, September 23, 1963. Reprinted here because of their pertinence to undergraduate scientists, engineers, mar-
keting and finance students with longer-term career goals in mind. D D D Xero.x considers Graphic Communications to
encompass the entire spectrum of communications in a graphic sense: the formulation, reception, transmission, recording,
storing, retrieving, processing, copying or presentation of any meaningful images. D D D Xerox Corporation, Rochester, N. Y.
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Young Engineers Find Opportunity at Allison
Bob Reinstrom came to Allison Division, General
Motors, early in 1962 following his graduation from
the University of Minnesota with a BS degree in iVlech-
anical Engineering.
As a research engineer at Allison, he has been asso-
ciated with the Nuclear Liquid Metal Cell Program, the
MCR (Military Compact Reactor) Project, and the
Energy Depot Project. In these assigimients, he has
contributed to these studies:
1—Analysis and design of heat transfer equipment
to investigate boiling, condensing, and thermal cycling
in closed Hquid metal systems.
2
—The steady-state parametric optimization and
transient behavior analysis of nuclear reactor systems.
3
—ThermodjTiamic analysis of open chemical pro-
cesses.
Presently, Bob is doing graduate work in engineering
at Purdue Universit}--IndianapoUs campus . . . one of
the many advantages of a job with Allison.
AUison's broad education and training programs offer
unlimited opportunities to the young graduate engineer
desiring education beyond the normal four or five years
of college training.
If you're interested in knowing more about Allison's
Graduate Study Program, see our interviewer when he
visits your campus. Or, write now for your copy of
AUison's brochure, explaining your opportunities for
advancing your professional career at Allison. Send your
request to : Allison Division, General Motors Corpora-
tion, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206, An : Professional and
Scientific Placement.
An equal opportunity employer
THE ENERGY CONVERSION DIVISION OF
GENERAL MOTORS. INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA Geflefal ItetOfS
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RESEARCH
CMI Engineering and storytelling usually don't
mix, but in this article the author tells a tall tale
about one of the blights of the engineering campus.
THE GREAT LOG-PERIODIC BRIDGE
The word "log-periodic" in scientific circles today
is as common as such more familiar terms as newtons,
joules, slugs, barns and jiffies. A "log-periodic" device
depends on properties which repeat themselves log-
arithmically every period. For instance, the current
pride and joy of the Electrical Engineering Depart-
ment is a log-periodic antenna, an antenna which
retains its properties even though the electrical fre-
quency changes by a factor of ten (and consequently,
the logarithm of the frequency changes from to 1.)
Well, it is interesting to note that the term "log-
periodic" was originally coined here at the University
of Illinois in 1916, and was used to denote the prop-
erties of the Civil Engineering Department's great
by Hank Magnuski
This circular concrete cosing con be found just east of tfie Electrical
Engineering Research Loboratory, and on the norlh bank of the
Boneyard.
The schematic diagram above of the bridge shows the force diagram and the circular supporting structures. Optimum strength occurs when the
ends of the bridge are one centimeter. This, however, has its drawbacks.
log-periodic bridge.
This bridge was originally designed to make use
of the fact that the supporting force provided by a
concrete structure increases as the logarithm of the
area of support. In other words, the force on the
cross sectional area increases logarithmically as the
area of support decreases in size, ^\'e can see how
effectively this principle can be used by looking at
the force diagrams on the bridge shown above. .\s the
cross sectional area of the bridge gets smaller (toward
the supporting ends of the structure) , the supporting
force increases logarithmically and becomes greatest
at the narrowest ends of the bridge. In fact, theory
predicts that the ideal terminating area is one square
centimeter, but usually the bridge loses any useful
function if the ends are this narrow.
Professor D. Bouregard drew up the original design
for this bridge and funds were appropriated to build
an experimental structure here on the campus. In
1916 the Boneyard was quite a bit wider than it is
now, and the University directors decided that since
this experimental structure was to be on the campus,
it might as well serve a useful purpose and bridge
the Boneyard. Thus, construction was started, and
soon afterward Bouregard completed the plans.
The main section of the bridge was designed after
the structure show-n above, and the end supporting
units were to be circular concrete castings, w-ith a
supporting center. The circular supporting structures
were needed so that they could rotate slightly with
the bridge under high wind pressures. The rest of
the design was straightforward, using techniques prev-
alent during that era.
Unfortunately, due to the war the bridge never
was completed. The end structure was finished, how-
ever, and is still standing. It can be seen to this
day just east of the Electrical Engineering Research
Laboratory.
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Another of your future's many facets at Monsanto
With a company growing as fast as Monsanto (annual sales quadrupled to a hefty
$1.2 billion in little more than a decade), design of new plants, equipment and
systems has never been so important. Engineers are needed to apply their skills
and knowledge ... in known and unknown areas ... to help us manufacture the
new and improved products that move Monsanto ahead—500 new products in the
last 10 years.
We can show you what this means in terms of increased professional opportunity
. . .
how Monsanto's continuing expansion affords more and interesting growing
room for you.
See your Placement Director to arrange for an interview when we visit your campus
soon. Or write today for our brochure, "Your Future and Monsanto," to Manager,
Professional Recruiting, Dept. CM 64, Monsanto, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Don't miss the boat!
The boat is the Navy's Hydroskimmer, powered by four llOO-horsepower
gas turbines built by the Solar Division of International Harvester.
More significantly, the skimmer is a symbol of new opportunities at
IH—the company that is also developing gas turbine power for tractors and
trucks—the company that is already number one in heavy-duty trucks,
farm tractors and equipment—that is building new plants on six continents
to serve customers in 144 countries of the free world.
We are also growing in construction equipment and steel production.
Research and engineering expenditures are becoming one of our
largest budget items.
We need mechanical, electrical, chemical, metallurgical, agricultural,
ceramic and general engineers. Check your Placement Office now for a date
to see an IH representative when he visits your campus. If interviews are
not scheduled, write directly to the Supervisor of College Relations,
International Harvester Company, 180 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
An Equal Opportunity Employer H
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ESSAYS/COMMENTS
SHOWING BERLIN TO THE BRASS
by Roger Stevens
June 14, 1964
This weekend has been one of my most enjoyable
here in Europe. Every year the U. S. Air Force sends
a group of chosen men over here for about three
weeks to inspect the military bases and to receive
high level briefings. It just so happened that a man
from my neighborhood at home was one of nine
reservists who made the trip this year. His name is
Major Rex Johnson. Before he left home, my father
asked him to give me a ring here, and I'm glad he did.
Yesterday I showed Major Johnson around Berlin
and last night brought him to the International Stu-
dent House where I live and we had somewhat of a
press conference with the students. The major has
both hands and both feet in politics in the States
and is a staunch Goldwater man. The students have
heard a lot about Goldwater, mostly negative, and
they fired away. He did a very good job of answering
some tough questions. On this particular floor there
is a student from Greece and one from Jordan. I
won't go into all the details but it was quite an ex-
perience. The major is also a delegate to the Repub-
lican National Convention and is heading the Gold-
water campaign in several central Illinois counties.
The Memorial Church is the
center of West Berlin.
This morning I had breakfast with Major Johnson
and Major General Collins H. Ferris. General Ferris
is also a reservist and in his private life is president
of the First National Bank in Madison, Wisconsin.
Major Johnson wanted to see more of Berlin anil the
General came along. We toured Berlin for a couple
of hours and I explained what I have been doing here
and the problems that I see. For example, the
"America Hous" here, the centre for distribution of
information about .\inerica has a rather limited suj)-
ply of films about everyday .\merica, Universii) life,
about baseball, or what have you. The question of
news distribution and information control came up
which seems to upset some of these people as well
as me.
The General had down many bombing missions
over Berlin antl Germany during ihe war, and I think
he derived a great deal of pleasure in seeing tiie city
rebuilt. It was also good for him to get away from
the protocol. ^Vhcn these men return they are ex-
pected to go on speaking louis for about two years,
irregularly of course.
Finally we went back to the General's place. He
had the presidential suite. Jack Kennedy stayed
there when he was here. Again we had a nice chat,
this time about communism spreading in Africa and
South America. The General said Cuba is hurting
communism in Latin America very noticeably. (There
are four stars on the door of this suite.) The General
is only a two star man.
National Costume of Greece which was worn by the kings guards for
the Independence Day parade in Athens.
We ate lunch, I mean Steak, and the General retired
to his humble abode to put on his military dress
since they were to lea\e at two this afternoon. We all
assembled downstairs at a little before two and I got
to meet the remainder of the nine on the trip. We
rode from the building of residence to the airport
in three almost new i)lue Mercedes. We drove right
up to the airplane, and sure enough a long red carpet
was waiting. About this time everybody wanted to
have a picture of himself, tlie red carpet, and the
airplane. I had cameras over my head, shoulders, and
everyplace. Then finally General Ferris trotted down
the carpet and wa\ed to me at the stairs so I could
get his picture. Then they flew away "like the down
of a thistle."
I ilon't want lo gi\e you the idea I'm pro or against
Senator Goldwater but that 1 have enjoyed playing
with these ideas and meeting these peojjle. You know,
it is very tlifticuit sometimes to set goals anil achieve
them it you don't really know wliat those goals are
like or what the people are like who have themselves
reached these goals. I find a great deal of inspiration
in meeting people \vho possess some of the qualities
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r ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS - PHYSICISTS-
FIND OUT NOW
WHAT NORDEN
CAN DO FOR YOUR CAREER
LOOK OVER THESE 3 PRIME PROFESSIONAL ASSETS
CHOICE— what ever your interest in
electronics may be, it is almost certain
that you can satisfy it at NORDEN:
computer techniques, display integra-
tion, radar systems, TV, IR, microelec-
tronic or more conventional circuitry,
stabilization and navigation systems.
Applications run the gamut of ad-
vanced underwater, shipboard, aircraft
and space vehicle systems and ground
support complexes.
CLIMATE FOR ACHIEVEMENT-
the working atmosphere at NORDEN
is designed to encourage continual
learning and growth. You gain broad
exposure to all technical aspects of a
problem through our method of assign-
ing projects to problem-solving teams.
You will be backed by a strong sup-
port group of engineering assistants
and technicians. Opportunities for ad-
vanced study at nearby academic
institutions are open to qualified engi-
neers under our corporate-financed
Graduate Education Program.
AN ENVIRONMENT FOR LIVING
that's second to none. NORDEN'S lo-
cation in famous Fairfield County,
Connecticut, offers a rare combina-
tion of cultural and sports activities
the year 'round. Close by is Long Island
Sound, Hunting country and ski cen-
ters are within easy driving distance,
as are a number of nationally-known
cultural events. And New York City is
a short 41 miles away.
A few typical project areas are de-
scribed at the right.
Electrical Engineers and Physicists
graduating in 1965 are invited to con-
tact your College Placement Officer to
arrange an on-campus interview. Or
you may forward your resume to: Mr.
James E. Fitzgerald, Technical Em-
ployment Manager.
Norden
Norwalk, Connecticut.
CONTACT ANALOG DISPLAY SYSTEMS —
project a roadway on a TV screen
to aid in the guidance and control
of submerged submarines. Appli-
cations also to manned space ve-
hicles and aircraft.
GOING OUR WAY?
At Phillips, the road to greater oppor-
tunity is always open to the talented
college graduate. We believe that suc-
cess is made up of brains, determina-
tion, hard work and a program of
continuing personal development. We
set no limit on a man's progress. If you
feel the same way about your future
we'd like to talk to you.
Phillips manufactures a diversity
of products which includes fine chem-
icals, plastics, fertilizers, automotive,
aviation and marine fuels and lubri-
cants. Our growth is insured by ade-
quate reserves, a background of
successful experience and a core of
technically oriented employees eager
to build even greater success.
In whatever phase of the petroleum
industry you may wish to specialize—
research, production, sales or one of
a myriad of others— you'll find room
to grow at Phillips. Ask your campus
placement office about arrangements
for an interview or write to us today.
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS DEPARTMENT {^^H;^,
BARTLESVILLE, OKLAHOMA 74004
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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ESSAYS/COMMENTS
I am striving to attain. This year I have enjoyed
thinking about many things and problems for which
there are many times no answers, but somehow just
the attempt and experience makes it worthwhile.
There are several things I know I want out of the
next few years. One of them is this exchange pro-
gram. With every occasion for discussion like this
weekend I become more convinced of the value of the
experience. I want to see the opportunity for foreign
study made available to engineers as well as graduate
students and liberal arts students. These men all
emphasized the value to themselves of their three
brief weeks in other lands. I want to see it for a
better informed and better educated America.
TEXT OF THE FRESHMAN ORIENTATION
LECTURE IN SCI. 100 — MARCH 16, 1992
The author of this unsolicited article requested that his
name be withheld.
Today it is difficult to trace the exact reason why
engineering has ceased to exist. All we know for
certain is that engineers, who were the practitioners
of engineering, caused it to happen; and that the last
attempt to prevent its demise was made by a man
named Percy Vanderkeller with contempt for the
role he played; but I believe it is time we forga\e
and forgot. Today, in his role as National Chaimian
of the Committee to Encotnage Student Apathy, he
has contributed a great deal to make up for his past
errors, which he has regretted for years. He has paid
his debt.
Engineers Became Scientists
Perhaps it started back in the 1950's. It was about
then that engineers seemed to begin to realize that
they were not proud of what they were doing and
started calling themselves scientists. Of course this
irritates you, but perhaps you should remember that
imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. By the
early 1960's the terms "engineer" and "engineering"
were not often found in newspapers and magazines;
even the crude rockets of the day were said to be built
and laimched by scientists! This misuse of terms is
directly traceable to the engineers themselves, who
perhaps saw that they were members of a rapidly
dying profession (it has been suggested that it was
the other way around, that it only died because of
the disrepute in which it was held by its own mem-
bers, but no one knows for sure.)
Then, in the mid-sixties, Vanderkeller appeared
on the scene. We know little about his early years
except that he wanted to be an engineer from the
time he was a little boy. We know quite a lot about
his college career in spite of the fact that he has
always been ashamed to discuss it in detail.
He entered his freshman year in College of Engi-
neering of a large Midwestern university in 1965.
I might explain here that the name of this one was
not changed to College of Science until 1968. Van-
derkeller was a short, chubby, inquisitive boy that
had a trait that was rare back then, and, fortunately,
that is unknown now: he was a reformer. You must
at least give him one thing: in those days, unlike
now, there were things that needed reforming.
It seems that Vanderkeller realized that engineering
was dying and somehow arrived at the conclusion,
which is a bit hard to understand today, that it
should be saved. He was annoyed by the fact that it
had become inflexible, both in the way it was taught
and the way in which it was practiced; by the fact
that members of the "profession" obviously had no
respect for it, showing their disdain by calling them-
selves scientists; by the fact that its practitioners had
pretty well lost sight of the fact that they had to
communicate their findings to others, having in the
j)rocess nearly lost their abilities, if they ever had
any, to write at all; and lastly by the fact that it has
paralleled the earlier history of Christianity, having
established dogmas, belief in faith rather than reason,
and many varied sects which preached, and occasion-
ally practiced, their own ideals while professing dis-
agreement with the ideals of the other disciplines, as
these sects were called.
Rebel Took Action
As you can see, Vanderkeller was no dummy. He
saw the problems that had eaten into his chosen
profession, and he saw them clearly and correctly.
Why he felt compelled to interfere, and why he
couldn't realize that what he saw happening was for
the best, is hard to understand now. But as I said
earlier, we should be forgiving; Mr. Vanderkeller has
not been in good health for a number of years. Back
to his story . .
.
The first thing he did was to locate a few other
troublemakers, both students and faculty members,
and began to hold secret meetings with them. He
took a position on the student engineering magazine,
hoping he could express some of his nefarious views
there. He joined several student societies, and in
fact got some of his wrongheaded friends to infiltrate
these organizations wherever they coidd.
His first actual recorded act was to get his fellow
saboteurs to help him plaster the walls of the college
one night with banners that carried a slogan that
none of us would disagree with: ENGINEERING IS
NOT SCIENCE! History tells us he was caught and
taken before a board of inquiry. In spite of his
insolent manner and his many arguments, he was
finally let off with a warning. The board then cir-
culated a report to the faculty members of the college
that concluded: "Mr. Vanderkeller's naive attitudes
and his foolish prank were simply the result of stu-
dent immaturity, and he has been told explicitly that
it is not possible to question what engineering is
because to do so is to question natural law." Don't
laugh—that is what it says—there is a copy in our
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library if you want to look at it yourselves.
This was not the end of Mr. Vanderkeller's activ-
ities. He continued to raise questions and to make
trouble. He managed to place cunningly worded
articles in the students magazine that referred back
to the days of glory of engineering, presumably hop-
ing that some of his readers would be made to think
about what they were doing. Like so many revolu-
tionists, he was courageous and he was tireless. Be-
cause he got some support from the physicists (who
evidently, as real scientists, didn't like to see engineers
calling themselves by that term any more than Van-
derkeller did), he was given a chance to speak in the
Physics Building in mid-October of 1968. In this
speech, which you can find in our Library, he openly
expressed a view hostile to the thinking of the College
administration and of the engineering "profession."
One of his remarks was that "Engineering is not
science, it is not a religion, and it is not worth a
damn if every engineer pretends to be something that
he's not!" The physicists probably loved it, but the
engineers doubtlessly didn't. Vanderkeller was again
taken before a board of inquiry, and this time it was
popular sentiment among the faculty members "that
hanging is too good for the
_
!"
There is no record of what the students thought, if
anything.
The trial lasted for several weeks. We have the
complete record of the proceedings in our Library
if any of you care to look at it. When it was over,
a report to the faculty was circulated that concluded:
"Mr. Vanderkeller has been critical of all of the
established values of this College and of our profes-
sion. He has questioned grading procedures; the
advisory system; our educational programs; various
curricula; the law-abiding conduct of his fellow stu-
dents; the traditionally established relationships be-
tween the faculty and the students; and he has again
committed the heresy of asking what engineering is
all about. We have had him examined by a me-
chanical scientist, a civil scientist, and an electrical
scientist, who expressed the unanimous verdict that
he is mentally unstable, and more specifically, that
he is a rebel. We have been merciful; rather than
punish him for his transgressions against us and
against science, we have given him over to the Elec-
trical Science Department with orders that select por-
tions of his brain be destroyed electrically. We recom-
mend that kindness be shown to him, especially over
the next few weeks, as he may not be in the best of
health and because it may take him some time to
recognize what a kindness we have done him."
Engineering Decayed
Vanderkeller was the last rebel. From his time on,
engineering gradually destroyed itself as a profession
in accord with the wishes of its practitioners-and for
this I think we can all be thankful. Today we can
agree with all of Vanderkeller's ideas except for one:
that engineering was worth saving as it was. It had
become dogmatic, and it was raising people who didn't
deserve elevation to high stations because they lacked
social consciousness. Our modern term, "technician-
ing" is far more descriptive, especially now that
scientists do all the real thinking, planning, writing,
and so on. We can all be justly proud that just as
science long ago put philosophy out of business, it
has now clone the same for engineering.
You students are now starting on a great adventure.
If you can show a real ability to think, to create, to
express yourselves, and to stay in line, you will be
graduate scientists in five years. If you do not show
up well in any of these areas, you will be technicians
in three years. If this happens to you, it is nothing
to be ashamed of—our technicians today are certainly
not like the engineers of yesterday, wishing they were
someone or something else.
As you enter your first year you have the faculty's
best wishes—and I would like to leave you w'ith this
piece of advice: If you have any questions, keep them
to yourself!
ENGINEERING COUNCIL PRESENTS . . .
St. Pat's Ball
9 p. M. March 13, 1965 lllini Room, lllini Union
Featuring music and entertainment by the Bobby Christian Orchestra
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1Providing power
for every
environment . .
.
fit-,
\
provides
challenge
for
virtually
every
technical
talent
at
Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft
Being a technically trained man... we assume you
are looking ahead to a career of exciting growth and
accomplishment and that you are looking for a com-
pany possessing these same qualities.
If our assumption is correct, we would like you to take
a close look at us. For this Company, while solving the
problems of the day, thrives on a sort of creative rest-
lessness which anticipates the challenges of tomorrow.
And more important to you, it recognizes its engineers
and scientists as the master key to its present success
and future progress.
From a solid foundation of basic and applied research,
our Company has gained a firm foothold in the land,
sea, air, and space programs that are helping to shape
our nation's future. Our engineers and scientists are
exploring ever-broadening avenues of energy conversion
for every environment. Should you join them, you'll be
assigned early responsibility ... to apply your engineer-
ing talents to such areas as advanced gas turbines
. .
.
rocket engines . . . fuel cells and nuclear power.
Such trail-blazing projects command the best of varied
talent. That's why you'll find at Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft men with college training as diverse as their
responsibilities. You will also find that opportunities
for professional growth are further enhanced by our
corporation-financed Graduate Education Program.
Your degree? It can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL . AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL
and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING • PHYSICS . CHEMISTRY
. METALLURGY . CERAMICS . MATHEMATICS • ENGINEER-
ING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS.
For further information concerning a career with Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement of-
ficer—or—write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8,
Connecticut.
SPECIALISTS IN POWER ... POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND IN-
DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
Pratt &Whitney fiircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
u
CF
P
An Equal Opportunity Employer
ESSAYS/COMMENTS
HIGH DEATH RATE IN THE
ENGINEERING COLLEGE
by Don Bisscll
The question has been asked many times within
the high ranks of the engineering facuky why so
many freshmen last only one semester or one year in
engineering. For most, engineering schooling is a
tough grind. Is this the reason for the high drop-out
rate? Perhaps. It is inevitable in any college that
some students will be dropped because of poor grades.
But I am speaking of the ones who have good grades,
those \vho transfer to other colleges of the University.
Let's talk about the ones who shouldn't be enrolled
in engineering in the first place. First, why does a
person choose engineering? Maybe he knows just
what he's headed for and decides that engineering
is his proper field. But it is my impression that most
of the freshmen that come here know very little—
if anything—about what a real engineer does. I think
that most of them have a rather stereotyped impres-
sion of an engineer. The new student seeks prestige,
a stable job, perhaps money. But whether engineer-
ing does or does not hold these in store, I think that
the best way to solve the high engineering death rate
is to show prospective students what engineering
really is, not to discourage them, but to let them
choose, and to provide them with a better foundation
on which to base their choices.
At the present time, freshmen in their first semester
of engineering attend a one hour a week program
listed in the timetable as GE 100. This is a general
orientation program which is supposed to introduce
a new student to the truths of engineering. I believe
that the University is on the right track.
The GE 100 program has speakers who present
some of the possible areas of study open to engineers.
They discuss topics pertinent to the engineer, such
as state registration. They show movies about engi-
neers going through a typical day. But there are two
things wrong. There isn't enough and it comes too
late.
If we are going to lower the transfer rate, this
orientation program should take place in the high
school, or at least before the student marks his IBM
card for the engineering cinriculum. The program is
a good attempt—but only a half attempt. How many
more benefits coidd be derived from a typical field
trip!
Untold amounts of money and time could be saved
by routing the potential drop-out or transferee to the
proper place before he becomes entangled in the
north campus machine. And the way to do this is
to show him what engineering is really like. I am
sure that no two engineers have the same kind of
job, but the thing we must do is to replace the
stereotyped image with a more general and a more
accurate one.
There seems to be a standard joke between new
engineering students and the more experienced ones.
Joe, a junior, asks Fred what curriculum he is in.
When Fred replies that he is in engineering, Joe says
"Oh, yes, I know. Another pre-commerce major."
This, unfortunately, typifies the present situation.
So I think that exploration of the engineering "crisis"
is in order.
Institutions change, but people don't. As the 1967-68 Cenlenniol Year of the University opprooches, there is a quickening of interest in the
inslctulions history. This old photo of a civil engineering doss outside the first U of I building is one of o collection given the University
Alumni Association by Mrs. George H. Zenner of Kenmore, N. Y., from the keepsakes of her father, Charles J. Merritt '91, who died in
1937. The year in which the photograph wos token is not known.
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Find a career
expanding
and improving
tlie Bell System
Microwave relay towers assure reliable land transmission of tele-
phone, radio, television and data traffic-with complete flexibility.
To serve a growing America, we are steadily en-
larging our communications system
. . . opening new
route-miles of cable and microwave
. . . bringing more
customers into the network
. . . adding new services.
As a result, the Bell System offers unique career op-
portunities to ambitious young engineers who want to
work on projects commensurate with their talents.
In the Bell System there are literally hundreds of in-
triguing engineering assignments ranging from the plan-
ning of telephone service for large communities to the
development of miniaturized components for equip-
ment. A Bell System career can bring an engineer an
exciting variety of tasks, every one important, with every-
thing needed to carry them out.
The Bell System companies are equal opportunity
employers that match the benefits, salaries and working
conditions of other companies. Few can match them,
however, for work that is interesting and important.
You owe it to yourself to investigate your career pos-
sibilities in the Bell System. Have your Placement
Office arrange a date with our interviewing team, or get
in touch with a local Bell operating company. Either
way, we'll welcome a chance to talk with you.
Ma bell system
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
and Associated Companies
C. S. LONG LINES lays and maintains Bell System undersea tele-
phone cables that provide dependable overseas transmission.
Whafs iomi on
up there?
Ask us. Our space boosters have
launched every successful non-
military communications or weather
satellite. Our Saturn S-IVB will power
3 Apollo astronauts from earth orbit
to moon orbit. DC-8s have flown more
than a billion miles. DC-9s will double
the places you can go by jet. Which
all adds up to the fact that Douglas
can just about double your chances
for rapid career advancement, because
projects coming up are even bigger
than those mentioned. Also, univer-
sities offering evening courses
toward advanced degrees are close
by. And Douglas has a fine scholar-
ship program. Let's get together. We
are an equal opportunity employer.
Douglas
Send your resume to
S. A. Amestoy, Box 694-A
Corporate Offices
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Santa Monica, California
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NEW DEPARTMENT OF
COMPUTER SCIENCE
by Don Summers
At the November meeting of the Board of Trustees
Professor John R. Pasta, head of the Digital Com-
puter Laboratory, requested that the title of that
department be changed to "Department of Computer
Science." It is Professor Pasta's contention that "the
word laboratory is inappropriate for a group includ-
ing persons making contributions to such fields as
numerical analysis, artificial language theory, switch-
ing theory, and programming theory. The proposed
change will imderscore the fact that the activities of
the department are not restricted to, or even pre-
dominantly concerned with, the engineering asjjects
of digital computers." The recommendation was ac-
cepted as effective immediately.
The Digital Computer Laboratory was established
in 1949 for the purpose of the design and construction
of a computing system and the carrying out of the
research ancillary to that goal. In 1957 the laboratory
was given the status of a department by the Univer-
sity's Board of Trustees. This action designated that
the department be governed in its organization and
administration by the provisions in the University
statutes relating to a department. Since that time
the laboratory has expanded its operations to include
an emphasis toward the education and service aspects
of the department. This change in departmental
policy was brought about jjrincipally by the com-
pletion of Illiac n, the acquisition of the IBM 7094,
Dr. John P. Pasta, head of Deparlment of Computer Science.
and the establislniient of Maihemaiics 195 as a re-
quired course in tlie engineering curriculum.
The change in title will in no way affect the ])rcsent
balance between engineering research and other
phases of researcii. Tiie policy of recommending
joint appointments in the Department of Computer
Science and the Departments of Mathematics, Elec-
trical Engineering, Piiysics, ami Chemistry will be
continued in lieu of the success of this operation in
the past.
COUNCIL ALTERS
STRUCTURE, POLICY
by Bob Scliollman
During the fall semester Engineering Council
earnestly atienqjted to inform itself of ihe problems
confronting engineering students on this cam])iis anil
altered its structure and procedures when it felt nec-
essary to achieve a more workable organization.
Committee Reorganization
Probably the most important ciiangc was tiie aUera-
tion of the Council's committee structure. At the
beginning of the year Engineering Council had seven
committees which could have been divitled into two
groups. The three more active committees. Engineer-
ing Open House, St. Pat's Bali, and Knigiits of St. Pat,
conducted most of their business outside of (loiuicil
meetings but gave reports at the ])arent body's meet-
ings to keep the student society representatives in-
formed of their actions.
The four less active committees. Luncheons and
Conferences, Public Relations, Intermurals, and Sug-
gestion Box, had less demanding duties.
Under the new committee structure, tiie first tinee
committees remain as before. The second group of
four committees has been replaced by a group of
three—Educational Affairs, Society Affairs, and In-
ternal Affairs.
The Educational Affairs Committee will review or
submit reports containing suggestions on revision or
alteration of present College jiolicy on such matters
as foreign study opportunities for engineering stu-
dents, the College aclvisory system, freshman orienta-
tion, and undergraduate participation in research
projects.
By exchanging ideas for successful programs, the
Society Affairs Connnittee will seek to improve the
overall effectiveness of the society system. This com-
mittee will also arrange intersociety bowling, basket-
ball, and baseball tournaments when so directed by a
vote of the Council.
Any college or campus wide speakers, programs, or
seminars, which Engineering Council votes to spon-
sor, will be arranged by the Internal Affairs Com-
mittee.
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WHAT DOES NATKIN & COMPANY OFFERYOU?
A CAREER . . .
with a remunerative, long-range future! Graduates in mechanical,
civil, electrical, industrial, and architectural engineering will find
unlimited career opportunities ond new horizons with Natkin &
Company!
JOB DIVERSIFICATION . . .
that odds interest and challenge! Notkin & Company are Mechanical
Contractors specializing in industrial and commercial heating, piping,
plumbing, air conditioning, power plants and a wide range of
mechanical installations in all regions of the notionl
TRAINING PROGRAMS . . .
carefully planned and operated to provide moximum, realistic em-
ployee growth! Natkin management takes a highly personal interest
in your career and development, and offers a personalized and
specialized training that is very personal in nature, and covers all
phases of our business.
RAPID ADVANCEMENT . . .
for qualified, ambitious personnel who wish to go places in a hurryt
Natkin management believes in fast promotion—from within—and
you can travel just as far and as quickly as your interest and
abilities permit.
ADVANTAGES . . .
of a medium-sized oggressive company. We are large enough to
offer plenty of security . . . small enough to provide executive re-
sponsibility quickly. Our twelve plants are constantly expanding, new
facilities ore being built
. . .
and we have solid plans for our
future—and yours!
If you are looking for a career with security and opportunity, then
look to Natkin & Compony!
For more informotion on career opportunities with Natkin & Com-
pany, please contact;
Archie Hantia, Vice President
10330 Page Industrial Boulevard, St. Louis 32, Missouri
& COMPANY
1924 Oak Street Kansas City 8, Missouri
COMPLETE SALES, ENGINEERING. CONSTRUCTION,
AND SERVICE FACILITIES LOCATED AT:
Beaumont, Texas
Columbia, Missouri
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colorado
Houston, Texas
Lincoln, Nebraska
Omatia, Nebraska
Santa Clara, California
St Louis. Missouri
Titusville (Cape
Kennedy) Florida
Tulsa, Oklahoma
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Uncertain about these career decisions?
a. Join a large company? ( ) or medium? ( ) or small company? ( )
b. Prefer to work in systems analysis and techniques? ( ) or on
equipment design? ( ) or multi-unit large systems? ( )
C. Aim to be a Technical Specialist? ( ) or Administrative
Manager? ( ) or Program/ Project Manager? ( )
d. Have an advanced degree in your sights? ( ) or feel BS is sufficient
for satisfying career growth? ( )
I
Don't worry!
For those graduates who are uncertain regarding their career
plans, we welcome the opportunity to discuss the wide variety
of interesting and challenging assignments available with
Sylvania Electronic Systems. SES is equipped to foster the
professional growth of graduates with widely differing goals.
This is possible primarily because SES is actually a highly
diversified complex which encompasses 19 R&D laboratories,
4 manufacturing plants and a world-wide field engineering
operation. The Division's mission is to manage government
systems programs for General Telephone & Electronics, the
parent corporation.
The small group form of organization — a traditional small
company advantage — is practiced at SES to encourage indi-
vidual progress and development. SES offers its personnel
absorbing assignments to perform, yet also affords a bird's-
eye view of the total picture in advanced electronics.
A wide variety of current in-house projects enables you to
move right into the heart of today's most advanced develop-
ments in electronic systems. You may start here in a tech-
nical or administrative capacity in any one of these broad
areas: space/earth communications electronic reconnais-
sance • detection countermeasures information handling
arms disarmament and control • sophisticated electronic
networks such as the ground electronics system supporting
Minuteman command and control functions.
Finally, opportunities are numerous for ambitious individuals
to accelerate their advancement through participation in
division-wide conferences, in-plant courses and seminars,
and post graduate study plans conducted on an unusually
generous scale.
GEE
6EMEIULTEUPH0NE & ELECTRONICS
Totil Cofflfnunlcitioni from a lingla loutce through
SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
SES LABORATORIES ARE LOCATED SUBURBAN TO SAN FRANCISCO, BUFFALO AND BOSTON
For further information about any of these locations, see your college placement officer or write to Mr. Robert T. Morton
40 Sylvan Road— Waltham, Massachusetts 02154. An Equal Opportunity Employer
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"The development
of management
is essential
to our goal of
great growth"
M
NORTH CAMPUS
This committee will also handle public relations
for the Council and will consider any Constitutional
amendments which are introduced.
Who can be a Knight?
This year in selecting its nominees for the honor of
Knight of St. Pat, the Engineering Council has forced
a test case of a cjuestion which has been discussed
for at least two years. The question has been raised
by some members that the Honor of Knight of St.
Pat should be awarded to any undergraduate engi-
neer who has participated with merit in any student
activity, whether in the College of Engineering or
the University as a whole.
The present policy has been to restrict the award
to students who have contributed to engineering
activities, whether or not they are enrolled in the
College of Engineering. The rationale for the present
policy is that students active in other student organi-
zations outside the College of Engineering have other
awards which they can receive for meritorious service.
The rationale for the proposed new or expanded
policy is that a student serving in a University activity
is for all the students, including engineers. The final
decision on who can be a Knight will be made by
the student-faculty Knights Selection Committee.
This year's Knights will be presented in a ceremony
at St. Pat's Ball, March 13.
FETT EXPLAINS TECHNICAL
EDUCATION PROBLEMS IN INDIA
by Steve Biyant
The strong influence of the central government is
the major problem facing education in India accord-
ing to Gilbert H. Fett, professor of Electrical Engi-
neering.
Professor Fett has recently returned from an ex-
tended stay in India w'here he was active in the work
of the Indian Institute of Technology of Kharagpur,
which is partly supported by the University of Illinois.
At a graduate seminar entitled "Technical Educa-
tion Program in India" held Thursday, December 3,
Professor Fett emphasized the strong influence that
the central government has on curriculum, course
content, laboratory equipment, background of stu-
dents and selection and control of the students and
faculty.
The University of Illinois has been active in engi-
neering education in India since 1954. In addition
to its support of IIT Kharagpur, one of five such
institutes in India, the University of Illinois has also
supported a Summer Institute for Teachers, an agri-
cultural college with a joint engineering college, and
the Nehru Agricultural College which is soon to have
an Agricultural Engineering branch.
NEW MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY DISPLAY
Students passing through Civil Engineering Hall
have another exhibit to look at. Professor John Baer-
wald, director of the University's Highway Traffic
Center, has announced the donation of a set of six
educational displays, called the "Safety Showcase," to
the University by the Automobile Manufacturers
Association.
These exhibits, worth about $70,000, have been
shown to thousands of people in 100 cities in 40
states. The displays depict some of the efforts taken
to build greater safety into motor vehicles. The
areas covered by these displays include tests on motor
performance, research on visibility, passenger safety,
steering and suspension, structural safety and stop-
ping power.
ST. PAT'S BALL
This year the Engineering Council will again
climax Open House weekend with the annual St.
Pat's Ball. Engineering Open House will be held
March 12-14 and is expected to attract an estimated
15,000 persons.
The Bobby Christian Orchestra will provide the
music and entertainment which starts at 9 p.m.
March 13 and will be held in the Illini Room, Illini
Union.
The St. Pat's Ball Queen and her court will reign
over the ball. The queen is chosen the night of
the ball by those students in attendance. Another
event which will highlight the evening is the honor-
ing of those students who have shown superior con-
tributions to the engineering college and its societies,
a high grade point average and participation in
activities. These people will be honored by receiving
the title of the Knight of St. Pat.
This year's St. Pat's Ball is expected to be one of
the finest. We hope to see all of the engineering
students there. Tickets are available through the
Illini Union Box office and the engineering societies.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING
CREATED
by Steve B)yant
The formation of a National Academy of Engineer-
ing under the charter of the National Academy of
Sciences was announced Friday, December 11, by Dr.
Frederick Seitz and Dr. August B. Kinzel, respective
presidents of the National Academy of Sciences and
the National Academy of Engineering.
Dean William L. Everitt of the College of Engineer-
ing and Professor Nathan M. Newmark, head of the
Department of Civil Engineering, have been named
founding members of the new Academy. The found-
ing membership of the NAE has been formed from a
Committee of Twenty-five appointed by Dr. Seitz,
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YOU CAN SHARE IN A GROWTH LIKE THIS
Whose growth? Fisher Governor Company, manufac-
turer of automatic controls for any and ail fluids, gases
or air that flow through pipe. We are the leader in our
growing industry. Our sales have shown a relatively
steady rise during the past decade (from 18-million
to 41.5-million—a 130% increase in just ten years).
See chart above. Our products—control valves, pres-
sure regulators, liquid level controls and instruments-
are key elements in industrial automation.
Location: Fisher is basically an "Engineering" com-
pany with 1,500 employees located in a pleasant Iowa
community of 22,000. It's less than 10 minutes to the
modern Fisher plant and engineering facilities from
any home in Marshalltown. The community has an
outstanding cultural and educational environment.
Type of worlc: Fisher offers a rewarding challenge to
the graduate engineer (BS and MS) who is interested
in design and development, research and test, sales
or manufacturing.
Advancement: Coupled with Fisher's policy to promote
from within, advancement opportunities reflect a grow-
ing company within a growing industry.
If a growing company like ours appeals to you, consult
your placement office or write directly to Mr. John
Mullen, Employee Relations Manager, FISHER GOV-
ERNOR COMPANY, Marshalltown, Iowa.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
//// flows through pipe, chances are it's controlled by
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fISHEft
IN
YOUR
FIRST JOB
WILL YOU BE
HEADING
HELLBENT
FOR
nniiiiinH9
The accelerated pace at
which technology is advanc-
ing may mean that the
wrong decision for your first
job may cause you to slip
into the abyss of obsoles-
cence. Engineers and engi-
neering management at
Hamilton Standard have al-
ready confronted and suc-
cessfully overcome this
bleak problem. D In the
early 1950's, while con-
tinuing an undisputed posi-
tion in the propeller busi-
ness, management initiated
a swift, sound product
diversification program.
By judiciously applying the
valued skills and capabili-
ties that HSD engineers
acquired as the world's
foremost developers and
manufacturers of propel-
lers, the switch to new prod-
uct opportunities in the
then-new jet market was
orderly and highly success-
ful. Hamilton Standard rode
the wave of aviation prog-
ress to leadership in the
jet aircraft and aerospace
equipment field as they al-
ready held in the field of
propellers. Engineers with
heavy experience in hydro-
mechanical control devices
for propellers turned their
skills to metering fuel flows
in engine controls; the aero-
dynamics of air condition-
ing systems proved a natu-
ral field for engineers who
had moved masses of air
with propellers
.
From air
conditioning the field was
broadened to include jet
engine controls and pneu-
matic valves, beginning
with analytical feasibility
studies through preliminary
design and prototype devel-
opment. D Since early 1960
this same determination
and mobility has been ap-
plied to adapting engineers'
skills to obtaining a share
of the new missile, rocket
and space vehicle oppor-
tunities. Company state-of-
the-art advances have led
to receipt of contracts to
provide the environmental
control for the lunar excur-
sion module, and space
suits. Studies have been
completed on one-man pro-
pulsion units to be used by
astronauts during orbital
rendezvous and on the
moon's surface.n The com-
pany's continued expanding
probe into the fields of
electronics, ground sup-
port, electron beam tech-
nology and industrial
valves, among others, is
sustained by an organiza-
tion of almost one thousand
graduate engineers and
technicians with a wide
variety of complementary
engineering and manufac-
turing skills. Supporting
these technical/production
teams, in turn, are some of
the most extensive pri-
vately-owned experimental
and manufacturing facili-
ties in the United States.
Without such support,
theory holds sway, new
products rarely mature, and
obsolescence of both com-
pany and personnel set in.
Hamilton recognizes that
its ability to produce a
workable article is meas-
ured by two basic criteria:
its people, and the tools at
their immediate disposal.
D
Such diversification has
brought Hamilton into the
areas of engineering and
scientific disciplines includ
ing aerodynamics, com
pressible flow, control dy
namics, digital computa
tion, analog computation
electronics, electron optics
fluid dynamics, heat trans
fer, hydraulics, instrumen
tation, internal aerodynam
ics, kinematics, magnetic
circuitry, mechanical met
allurgy mechanics, metal
lurgy, physical chemistry
physics, quality control, re
liability, servo-mechanisms
statistical analysis, struc
tures, systems analysis
thermodynamics, thermo
electricity, tool engineer
ing, transistor circuitry
vehicular dynamics and vi
brations.D Hamilton Stand
ard's successful diversifi
cation also hinged on an
other hedge against engi
neering obsolescence . .
Hamilton
Standard
the obsolescence associ-
ated with the inability of
the individual to keep up
with new developments in
his field. Management re-
cognized and met this prob-
lem early, by setting up
programs of continuing
education. United Aircraft
Corporation sponsors a
Graduate Education Pro-
gram offering part-time,
tuition-paid advanced study
at Trinity College, Univer-
sity of Connecticut, and
Rensselaer Polytechnic In-
stitute of Connecticut.
There is also a regular
schedule of technical and
non-technical courses at
company facilities, plus
seminars and short courses
at colleges and universities.
n Are you faced with the
task of selecting a com-
pany that will keep you up-
to-date in your profession?
Explore career opportuni-
ties with Hamilton Stand-
ard — an equal opportunity
employer— write to Mr.
Timothy K. Bye, Supervisor
of College Relations, Wind-
sor Locks, Connecticut or
see you Placement Office
for an appointment with
our representative when he
visits your campus, i i
United
fi ireraft
DIVISION OF
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Why become an engineer at
Garrett-AiResearch? You'll have to
work harder and use more of
your knowledge than engineers
at most other companies.
Xf you're our kind of engineer,
you have some very definite ideas
about your career.
For example:
You've worked hard to get a
good education. Now you want to
put it to work in the best way
possible.
You will never be satisfied with
run-of-the-mill assignments. You
demand exciting,
challenging projects.
You not only accept
individual responsibil-
ity — you insist upon it.
Does that sound like
you? Then AiResearch
is your cup of tea.
Our business is
mainly in sophisticated aerospace
systems and subsystems.
Here, research, design, and de-
velopment lead to production of
actual hardware
That means you
have the oppor-
tunity to start with
a customer's problem
and see it through to a
system that will get the job done.
The product lines at AiResearch,
Los Angeles Division, are environ-
mental systems, flight information
and controls sys-
tems, heat transfer
systems, secondary
power generator
systems for missiles
and space, electri-
cal systems, and
specialized indus-
trial systems.
In the Phoenix Division there are
gas turbines for propulsion and
secondary power, valves and con-
trol systems, air turbine starters
and motors, solar and nuclear
power systems.
In each category AiResearch
employs three kinds of engineers.
Preliminary design engineers do
the analytical and theoretical
work, then write proposals.
Design engineers do the lay-
outs; turn an idea into a product.
Developmental engineers are
responsible for making hardware
out of concepts.
Whichever field fits you best, we
can guarantee you this: you can
go as far and fast as your talents
can carry you. You can make as
much money as any engineer in a
comparable spot — anywhere. And
of course, at AiResearch, you'll
get all the plus benefits a top com-
pany offers.
Our engineering staff is smaller
than comparable companies. This
spells opportunity. It gives a man
who wants to make a mark plenty
of elbow room to expand. And
while he's doing it he's working
with, and learning from, some of
the real pros in the field.
If the AiResearch story sounds
like opportunity speaking to you—
don't fail to contact AiResearch,
Los Angeles, or Phoenix, or see our
representative when he comes to
your campus.
An equal opportunity employer
AiResearch
is challenge
Los Angeles • Phoenix
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former head of the U of I Physics Department, and
on nomination by the Engineering Joint Council to
deal with primary organizational tasks of the new
Academy. Newmark has also been named to the
twelve-member council of the NAE.
The objects and pinposes of the National Academy
of Engineering are to provide a means of assessing
the constantly changing needs of the nation and the
technical resources that can and should be applied
to them; to sponsor programs to meet these needs
and to encourage such research as may be advisable
in the national interest; to explore means for pro-
moting cooperation in engineering in the United
States and abroad; to advise Congress and the exec-
utive branch of the go\ernment, whenever called upon,
on matters pertinent to engineering; to cooperate with
the NAS on matters involving both science and en-
gineering; to serve the nation in other respects on
matters involving engineering and technology; and
to recognize outstanding contributions to the nation
by leading engineers.
NASA GRANTS FOR ELECTRONICS
RESEARCH
The National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion has awarded the University of Illinois $40,000
for investigation of the basic processes occurring in
gaseous plasma in various charge density and energy
states, $48,618 for basic studies related to electric
vacuum gyroscope technology, and $34,015 for theo-
retical studies of contact resistance in a vacuum
environment.
ASCE DISCUSSES STATE HIGHWAYS
The first public statement on plans of the Illinois
Highway Study Commission, recently created by the
Illinois General Assemble, was presented at the first
all-day meeting of the Central Illinois Section of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, Tuesday, De-
cember 15.
Professor Joseph P. Murtha, director of the U of I
Water Resources Center moderated a panel discussion
on water resources in Illinois. Another discussion, on
professional growth and continuing education, was
moderated by Professor James E. Stallmeyer of the
Department of Civil Engineering.
Speakers were J. G. Abegg, dean of the College of
Engineering, Bradley University; Walter E. Hansen,
consulting engineer, Springfield; and Professor John
W. Briscoe, associate head, U of I Department of
Civil Engineering.
Professor Mett A. Sozen, Department of Civil En-
gineering, was presented the ASCE Research Prize.
Sozen spoke during the meeting, comparing the struc-
tural damage caused by the 1963 earthquake in
Skopje, Yugoslavia to the damage caused by the 1964
earthquake in Alaska.
PODLASEK ELECTED
COUNCIL PRESIDENT
by Don Bissell
At its last meeting of the fall semester, Engineering
Council elected a new president. Bob Podlasek, senior
in Mechanical Engineering, to fill the vacancy left
by the resignation of Stuart Umpleby, junior in
Mechanical Engineering.
Unlike the other one-semester offices of the student
government body, the temi of the president does not
normally expire until May. Umpleby chose to serve
only one semester because of what he called conflict-
ing interests between the Engineering Council and
his other position as editor of Technograph. Umpleby
also said he felt that the two positions required more
time than he could afford.
Podlasek said that he had always had ideas about
how he thought the council should be run and that
he would do his best to make it into an organization
that would benefit engineering students. "I think the
main job is to get the St. Pat's Ball and Engineering
Open House in shape," he said. Engineering Open
Bob Podlasek
New EC President
House and St. Pat's Ball are sponsored by the Engi-
neering Council each spring.
The other officers serving this semester are: vice
president, Richard Langrehr, junior in Aeronautical
Engineering; recording secretary, Bob Schottman,
junior in Agricultural Engineering; correspondence
secretary, Jim Watters, senior in Metallurgical Engi-
neering; treasurer, Terry Harris, senior in Industrial
Engineering.
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Men on the move
at Bethlehem Steel
BRUCE SHAFEBOOK, MET.E., LE-
HIGH '60—Bruce supervises the met-
allurgical lab that watchdogs the
quality of alloy, tool, and bearing
steels made at our Bethlehem, Pa.,
Plant.
JACK LAMBERT, E.E., KENTUCKY '60
—Jack works on design, installation,
and maintenance of power stations,
distribution networks, motors, and
drive systems at our Steeiton, Pa.,
Plant.
DON McCANN, M.E., PRATT '60-
After experience as a maintenance,
design, and construction engineer,
Don became a cost-control specialist
at our Lackawanna Plant, near Buf-
falo, N.Y.
rt^mi
BERNIE BAST, CH.E., PENN STATE
'61—An engineer in our research
laboratories in Bethlehem, Pa., Bernie
is shown making distillation studies for
a research project on coal chemicals.
ALVIN TYLER, MET.E., CASE INSTI-
TUTE '60—"Tim" is a salesman as-
signed to our Buffalo District. His
technical training is a valuable asset
in selling steel products.
DON DIXON, C.E., MASSACHUSETTS
'60—A field engineer in our Fabri-
cated Steel Construction Division, Don
supervises steel erection for major
buildings and bridges.
These alert young men are a few of the many recent graduates who joined the
Bethlehem Loop Course, one of industry's best-known management development
programs. Want more information? We suggest you read our booklet, "Careers
with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course." Pick up a copy at your Placement
Office, or write to our Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem, Pa.
An equal opportunity employer
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SATELLITE ORBITS FOR BEGINNERS
by Wayne Cioiicli
from Engineering Outlook
How do )ou know where a satellite is going? Most
scientists anil engineers at the University of Illinois
could answer this question, but whether or not you
could understand the answer would depend upon
your math background. The path of a body in a force
field such as the earth's gravitational field is described
by a differential equation, which requires calculus to
understand. High school students and college fresh-
men are the ones who most often ask questions like
the one above, and they are usually disappointed be-
cause they are unable to understand the explanations.
In the case of the timely question of how to predict
the orbit of a satellite, Professor L. S. Lavatelli of the
U of I Physics Department has combined two well-
known mathematical techniques (integration by cen-
tral differences and graphical expression of vector
equations) to make it possible for high school and
freshmen college students to plot the path of a body
in any force field. Only a good high school back-
ground in physics is required to perform the exercise.
According to Professor Lavatelli, so much of the
teaching of physics is influenced by the mathematical
background of the student, or the lack of it, that
beautiful, simple, and elegant phenomena are fre-
quently skipjied over, and teachers dodge behind the
phrase "beyond the scope of the course." Many stu-
dents, for whom the introductory physics course is
their last, perhaps never realize that they know
enough jshysics to comprehend satellite motion and go
away feeling that there is some other mysterious phys-
ical principle at work, known only by a select few.
The necessary understanding has been in the public
domain since Newton put forth his principles three
hundred years ago; that beginning students can now
put it to use is a forward step in education.
The exercise consists of the iterative vector addition
of position and displacements due to velocity and ac-
celeration vectors by using nothing more than a ruler,
parallel rules, a pencil, and a 22-inch by 35-inch sheet
of paper. The student starts with a velocity vector
representing the speed and direction of the satellite at
the initial position. He then adds an acceleration
vector that tells him which way it will turn, and the
sum gives him a new velocity and the next position.
To this velocity and position he again adds the accel-
eration, which takes him to the next step and so on
jumping across the sheet. The system would be per-
fectly accurate if the steps were infinitely small. Since
the jjarticle doesn't move in steps, however, but in a
smooth curve, the steps introduce error. But the
smaller the steps the longer it takes to graph the orbit,
so a compromise has to be made between accuracy and
the length of the experiment. As it is set up the exer-
cise takes less than two hours to develop an orbii with
only a 6 per cent error.
For the first time students can see the interaction of
acceleration and velocity determine the i)ath of a
body. As Professor Lavatelli says, it takes very little
imagination to project the lines being drawn on the
paper to the real motion of a planet or satellite, and
the student can easily become involved with the visual
thama of the interplay of force, velocity, and position.
The plot of a sotellite orbit in ttie exercise ttiot Professor tovotelli de-
veloped is o combination of displacements derived from velocity and
occeleration vectors. The orbit shown is about the same shape as that
of Telslor II.
This interesting and simplified approach to a very
complicated problem shows that science can be made
more interesting for the beginner. And for this kind of
problem anyone with less math than calculus is a
beginner.
THE IDEAL ENGINEER
\Vhen speaking of other engineers, the character-
istic most often mentioned as desirable in a recent
survey of non-supervisory engineers conducted by
Machine Design magazine might be described as
"problem-solving ability."
Fifty-four per cent of non-supervisory engineers
surveyed described the ideal engineer in these terms:
"Ability to get to the meat of the problem . . . keen
analytical approach without frills . . . tremendous
ability to reach simple, logical conclusions to complex
problems . . . immediate comprehension—quick to
detect important points, good or bad."
A close second, mentioned by 44 per cent, was tech-
nical capability: "Excellent technical capabilities-
general over-all knowledge of job . . . technical under-
standing of engineering and scientific fundamentals
. . . vast technical knowledge tempered by expe-
rience . . ."
Interestingly, supervisory engineers surveyed re-
versed the order of importance of these two charac-
teristics, with 61 per cent mentioning technical capa-
bility and about one third mentioning problem-
solving ability.
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We need
AERO ENGINEERS
To design high-performance
re-entry systems and solve
basic problems in theoretical &
experimental hydroballistics . .
.
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS
To design missile components
for nuclear armmg and sating;
pressure, temperature and
spin sensors; timers &
programmers; and to evaluate
weapons environments and
structures .
.
.
'>,*i':
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
To design instrumentation for
aeroballistic research; to
develop portions of a new
underwater communications
or advanced submarine
detection system; to solve
fire control & guidance
problems; and to perform
circuit analyses ... and
y= l^SMtyQ
MATHEMATICIANS
To conduct numerical analyses,
programming, and trajectory
plotting.
but we want Tau Beta Pi types or equivalent!
Of course, every employer WANTS the cream of
the crop, but the point is: we can get them! Not
because of money or blue sky promises or "Extra"
benefits, but because the Naval Ordnance Laboratory
offers the best opportunity for vital research work
in a near academic environment. (Some graduate
degree courses are actually held here at NOL, and
this is prime ground for PhD theses, as you may
know.) Fact is, .some 40% of those graduates ue hired
last year were Tau Beta Pi members, so you can under-
stand our obvious pride.
The Naval Ordnance Laboratory takes the lead in
the research, design, development, and test of all
kinds of weapons systems and devices . . . ranging
from the smallest arming circuit to a complete
underwater-to-air-to-underwater nuclear missile sys-
tem. (Not only was the SUBROC missile itself con-
ceived and developed at NOL, but also its long-range
sonar detection system and its digital computer
fire control system.)
The NOL campus includes over 100 buildings on 900
acres of suburban countryside just outside Wash-
ington. The annual budget for in-house research aver-
ages some $30 MILLION, and our facilities are the
finest in the world. But hypersonic wind tunnels,
pressurized ballistic ranges, 2,000,000 gallon hydro-
dynamics tanks, Mach 20 shock tunnels, 10-million
volt x-ray equipment, IBM-lOW s and all the other
material benefits dont make a research laboratory.
It's the pervading intellectual atmosphere . . . the
freedom to think and create . . . the encouragement
to better oneself that sets NOL apart. For instance,
we want engineers (and engineering-oriented physi-
cists) who are willing to push an idea from original
design straight through to prototype testing out at
—
or beneath— the sea. We want people who are inter-
ested in our excellent advance-degree program, and
in associating with recognized authorities on a
day-to-day basis. We want people who will take
advantage of what the Washington area has to
offer
—
people who live the full life.
If this appeals to you—whether you are Tau Beta Pi
material, or even a guy with unfulfilled genius—drop
by your College Placement Office to arrange an
interview with an NOL representative. Or, write
direct to Mr. L.
E. Probst, Pro-
fessional Recruit-
ment Division,
with your speci-
fic questions.
NOL
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland
NOL is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Other desirable characteristics mentioned inchided
the following:
Communications skills, mentioned by 19 per cent
of supervisory and 7 per cent of non-supervisory
engineers.
Creativity and inventiveness, mentioned by 15 per
cent of supervisory engineers.
"Consistent adherence to goals . . . ability to get
things done," mentioned by 12 per cent of super-
visory engineers.
Leadership, mentioned as desirable by 22 per cent
of non-supervisory engineers.
NSF PROVIDES GRANTS
FOR SUMMER SESSIONS
The National Science Foundation has awarded
grants to the University of Illinois for the purpose of
continuing two summer programs that attempt to
supplement teachers and scientists with knowledge
not in these fields.
A grant of §58,130 was made to support the fifth
University of Illinois Summer Institute in Electronics
and Machine Design for College teachers. The direc-
tor of the institute is Professor Jerry S. Dolbrovolny,
head of the department of general engineering. Fees
and stipends for living costs and transportation will
be paid by NSF in its nationwide program of helping
meet the acute shortage of well-prepared teachers in
the -fields of electronics and machine design.
The program is limited to teachers in technical
institiues and high schools and will accept twenty
applicants in each of the above fields.
The tentative schedule for this summer program
is as follows:
1. Participants will have semi-weekly seminars
under Professor Dolbrovolny to discuss the his-
tory and philosophy of technical institute train-
ing, cmricula, testing, the place of the technician
in the engineering manpower team, and job
opportunities.
2. They will study apijlied mathematics in courses
under Prof. Ronald J. Placek, U. of I. depart-
ment of general engineering.
3. The machine design group will study statics and
dynamics under Prof. Edward L. Broghamer,
department of mechanical engineering.
4. The electronics group will study modern tecli-
niques in circuit analysis under Prof. Daniel S.
Babb, department of electrical engineering.
NSF has also announced a grant of 530,270 to pay
living costs, travel, fees, and expenses for 42 people
coming from educational fields to attend a course
in electronics for scientists which is to be offered for
the sixth consecutive year. There will be 21 addi-
"Never fails. Just when I gel a good game going a drunk engineer has to explain the principles involved."
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CONTROLLED
POWER
With a 12-month output of well over 8 billion
kilowatts, power dispatching on our system
must be done with top accuracy and economy.
Last year our power supply control center
attained a new level of efficiency by adding
computer control. The chart at right shows
how the area generation requirement straight-
ened out as the computer took over (see ar-
row). When the pen stays close to zero we
are supplying our customers without borrow-
ing from neighboring utihties or "spilling
over" onto their interconnected systems. The
computer also helps regulate exchange of
power between these systems and provides
cost accounting data as well.
This is just one of many challenging engi-
neering applications by our power engineers.
We cannot place a computer control on engi-
neering careers, but we can and do offer realis-
tic engineering opportunities for graduates
who demonstrate ability and initiative as well
as potential for higher responsibilities.
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER
COMPANY SYSTEM
WISCONSIN WISCONSIN
ELECTRIC POWER CO. MICHIGAN POWER CO.
Milwaukee, Wis. Appleton, Wis.
WISCONSIN NATURAL GAS CO.
Racine, Wis.
Electronic Engineers & Scientists
room sized world!
10,000 MILE NETWORK OF COMMAND/CONTROL AND GLOBAL REPORTING IN A 3600 SQ. FT. ROOM.
This is precisely what Pan Am engineers are doing now for the Air Force Eastern Test Range, directing range support from the
new Central Control at Cape Kennedy. In this one station, 64 men at 137 consoles will control simultaneously 800 range instru-
mentation status displays... 3 separate countdown and timing systems... 4 missile trajectory plots... 3 impact prediction
plotters ... and link with a world-wide network of communications to ships, planes and range instrumentation stations of the
Eastern Test Range and other integrated ranges.
An important adjunct to this facility is the Real-Time Computer Center having a failsafe dual computer system capability,
including 2 CDC 3600's. It will compute instantaneously the impact point of ballistic missiles, the predicted orbit, apogee and
perigee of orbiting vehicles, and provide acquisition data for down-range stations.
For the first time independent control of range support for simultaneous countdowns of two missile launchings and ETR support
for an orbiting space vehicle will be possible.
On this and other programs providing range support for the nation's space and missile programs. . .over 40 scheduled in the
next five years . . . assignments are now open in Range Planning, Systems Engineering, Systems Management, and Range Opera-
tions for graduate engineers experienced in: Pulse & CW radar / telemetry / infrared / data handling / communications / closed
circuit TV / frequency analysis / command control / underwater sound / timing / shipboard instrumentation / meteorology.
For further information, contact your Placement Director. Or write to Manager of College Relations, Dept. 300-A.
^ GUIDED MISSILES
^W RANGE DIVISION
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS. INC.
750 S. ORLANDO AVENUE, COCOA BEACH. FLORIDA
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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FROM CAMPUS TO CAREER WITH DELCO RADIO
Just 10 years ago. Max Stanton
received his BA in Physics from
Indiana University.
Today, Max is a senior project
engineer at Deico Radio Division
of General Motors Corporation in
Kokomo, Indiana.
Max is shown above analyzing
gas ambients found in sealed tran-
sistor enclosures. The system—
a
residual gas analyzer— is pumped
down to a low vacuum with an
absorption tank and vacion pump.
Then a transistor is punctured and
the gas introduced into the analy-
zer. Using mass spectrographic
techniques, an analysis of the con-
stituents through mass number 80
can be made. Such analyses are
helpful in the study of surface ef-
fects in solid state devices.
Max Stanton has established a
challenging and satisfying career
with DeIco—the electronics divi-
sion of General Motors. As a young
graduate engineer, you, too, could
An equal opportunity employer
solid state electronics •
Delco Radio Division
OF General Motors
Kokomo, Indiana
soon be on your way to a long-
time, rewarding career at Delco.
Opportunities exist now in sili-
con and germanium device de-
velopment, ferrites, solid state dif-
fusion, creative packaging of semi-
conductor products, development
of laboratory equipment, reliability
techniques, and applications and
manufacturing engineering.
Our brochure detailing the op-
portunities to share in forging the
future of electronics with this out-
standing Delco-GM team is yours
for the asking. Watch for Delco
Radio interview dates on your
campus, or write to Mr. C. D. Long-
shore, Dept. CR, Delco Radio Divi-
sion, General Motors Corporation,
Kokomo, Indiana.
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tional people coming from industry wlio will pay
their own expenses and $350 in fees. The purpose
of the course is to help enable scientists who work
with electronic devices to understand, service, and
modify them. Participants in the intensive summer
course will give 12 to 1(5 hours a day to lectures, dis-
cussions and individual study. Laboratory sessions
Professor J.S. Oolbrovolny, Director of Summer Institute in Electronics
and Moctiine Design
will take up to five hours a day with each person
working individually on specially planned equipment.
More than 100 universities and colleges are teach-
ing electronics for scientists during the regular school
VON'T FORGET. .
.
ENGINEERING
OPEN
HOUSE
MARCH 12-14
MARK VOUR CALENDAR
NOW!
year, utilizing procedures, special equi|)ment and
texts developed at Illinois.
ALUMNI HONOR
AWARD ESTABLISHED
Establishment of the University of Illinois Alumni
Honor Award for Distinguished Service in Engineer-
ing has been announced by Dean William L. Everitt,
U. of I. College of Engineering.
First presentations will be in May at a joint con-
vocation of students, faculty and alumni at which
honors are to be presented to outstanding alumni.
A inaximum of five alumni will be honored annually.
They will receive a bronze medal w-hich has been
designed by Frank Gallo, Urbana, former member
of the university's department of art staff.
Eligible for the awards are persons who have re-
ceived a bachelor's, master's, or doctor's degree from
any department of the U. of I. College of Engineer-
ing, including chemical and agricultural engineering,
and former members of the college staff who served
a minimum of four years.
Honorees will be selected for leadership in plan-
ning and direction of engineering work, record in
fostering the professional development of young engi-
neers, or achievements in contributing to knowledge
in engineering.
The college's committee on professional awards
will select the honorees. Anyone familiar with quali-
fications of an eligible person may sponsor a nominee.
Nomination deadline is February 20, and in future
years will be January 1.
PIT STOP
Import Motors, Inc.
AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR
• ALFA ROMEO
• BMC
•JAGUAR
• TRIUMPH
508 S. First
Champaign, III.
NEW PHONE 352-7878
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Construction in Blue and Black, Aluminum. Jose de Rivera. Collection of Whitney Museum of American Art, New York. Motion-study photograph by Herbert Matter
The art of sculpting a career
The man who created the sculpture shown above
started his career as a tool and die-maker. The
disciplines he learned in that exacting profession,
coupled with his creative imagination, give his
work the technical perfection and design vigor
that have made him one of the world's most
sought-after architectural sculptors.
Imagination and scientific discipline, when
simultaneously applied, can yield spectacular
results. In art. In science. In careers.
At Celanese, you will be encouraged to inquire,
to challenge, to innovate
—
within the framework
of the disciplines of polymer and organic chemis-
try. This coupling of freedom and discipline pro-
vides, we believe, the sound basis for your growth
and ours.
If you are trained in chemical, electrical or
mechanical engineering, chemistry or physics, we
hope you will discuss Celanese with your faculty
or College Placement Officer, and see our repre-
sentative when he visits your campus.
Or write to: Mr. Edmond J. Corry, Supervisor
of College Relations, Celanese Corporation of
America, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER Celanese®
CHEMICALS FIBERS PLASTICS FOREST PRODUCTS
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A "Well Done" to Technograph
To the Editor:
1 would like to commend the editorial staff of the
Technograph for expressing and adhering to an ed-
itorial policy and format that is particularly condu-
cive to the free exchange of ideas between the
students and faculty in the College of Engineering.
As I am a junior in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, I envy engineering students who can
participate in this journalistic forum of ideas and
criticism. To my knowledge, the College of Engineer-
ing is the only college at the University that has a
college magazine. I deem it unfortunate that other
colleges do not have college magazines to permit and
facilitate the exchange of ideas between students and
instructors.
I congratulate the College of Engineering for its
insight into the problem of communication. I con-
gratulate the Technograph for adhering to this pol-
icy. Finally, I congratulate the first college that
follows the example of the College of Engineering
and the Technograph.
Thomas L. Beale
Liberal .\rts and Sciences, Junior
TECHNOGRAPH— Engineering Newsletter?
To tile Editor:
A couple years ago there was a fairly strong student
protest (as vociferous as student protests ever get at
Illinois) for more communication between the Uni-
versity and the students. Well, wonder of wonders,
the University responded; but the result has left much
to be desired. It was obvious, after the first few
issues, that the Student Newsletter was only a propa-
ganda device of the University, not responding to
any vital questions students might ask, but filling its
dry little pages with various trivia and officialdom.
We were told that the Student Newsletter was fash-
ioned after the Faculty Newsletter, and I would think
that if it is, neither gets more than two steps from
the mailbox before it is appropriately filed.
The same lack of communication to the students
that plagues the University as a whole exists in the
College of Engineering as well. There is little chance
for the majority of students to know what has hap-
pened or what is being planned, or even what is going
on right now under their noses. For instance, certain
work-scholarship plans and study abroad programs
until this year were unknown entities to most engi-
neers. About the functions and activities of engineer-
ing professional societies and honoraries, most stu-
dents are still in the dark.
This information is not in any way being covered
up, I know. All one has to do is walk into the Engi-
neering Office and talk to one of the deans. They're
always glad to give you whatever information you
need. But woe be the Engineering Office if all their
charges came trudging in merely to get information.
There's an easier way. And that easier way is being
jjublished every month. The College of Engineering
already has a newsletter of sorts if it would only use
it. I'm speaking of the Technograph, of course. Here
is a magazine, far better in quality than the Student
Newsletter, that reaches every engineer free of charge.
Most Tcchnographs get more than two steps away
from the mailbox. And they'd get even farther if they
contained more important and useful information
from the reader's own college.
The Technograph is a propaganda device of no
one, nor does it ever intend to be. But they should
not preclude "official" notices from the College as
well as "non-official
" but certainly useful and interest-
ing material.
Let us hope that the College realizes it has a good
thing going for it and uses Technograph to a greater
degree. And perhaps the success of administration to
student communication in Engineering would spread
to the rest of the University as well.
Bill Lueck
Electrical Engineering, Junior
Pertinent Articles Please
To the Editor:
It seems to me that the contents of the November
issue of the Technograph were rather thin. True, it
did contain several interesting research articles, but
yet, after reading the entire issue, I had the feeling
that I had only finished the appetizer and the main
course was yet to come. It is my opinion that the
Technograph should contain more items of pertinent
interest to the students.
On page 7, there is an Engineering Activities Cal-
endar, but only one half of the page is devoted to it.
The technical societies represented in that calendar
are the only organized means by which students can
meet informally with representatives of industry and
professors in their respective fields of study. I believe
that a larger portion of the magazine should be
devoted to these societies. If more students were
made aware of the purposes and goals of these organ-
izations, both interest and membership would in-
crease, which is a situation welcome in all circles. If
the Technograph can promote student activity in at
least some of these societies, then I feel it has accom-
plished a major task.
Phillip H. Fisher
Mechanical Engineering, Junior
Missing Faculty
To the Editor:
A few weeks ago I was asked to visit two of the
professors in the EE department to obtain some
needed information. No particular trouble, or so
I thought.
After trying unsuccessfully to reach the professors
at their offices in the EE building, I was directed to
their "other offices." There I found that Prof. V. was
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out of town, and it was not known for sure when he
was due back. On the third trip I found him in and
extracted a somewhat feeble promise to get me the
information. Prof. F. wasn't so hard to find, it was
just that he didn't have time to see me. After several
trips to see his secretary, I learned that if and when
he had time he would send me the information I
needed. I haven't heard from him.
Several friends of mine who tried to visit other
professors encountered similar difficulties.
Why must the faculty be so involved in research
and administration that they become unavailable to
the undergraduate? I realize that these functions are
important, but should these men remain completely
aloof from the student and his needs? What good
does it do us to attend a school such as Illinois, which
we are told has an outstanding faculty, if all we ever
see of them is a name on an office door?
Gordon Day
Electrical Engineering, Junior
Society Attendance
To the Editor:
A student engineering organization offers its mem-
bers a chance to listen to and speak with authorities
in their field. The organization enables the members
to get together for social and technical events with
the purpose of fostering new friendships. The organ-
ization is the voice of its members speaking out for
their betterment whenever possible. But what does
the student offer his organization—hardly even attend-
ance at its meetings.
John F. Kowalczyk
President, ASME Student Chapter
Why So Few?
Letter to the Editor:
Often it requires a strong disagreement on some-
thing before most of us will sit down and make known
our thoughts about a particular topic, or even on
some not so recent policy changes which aff^ect our
environment. Such is my case, and here it goes.
I readily applauded Technograph's announcement
last year of a new editorial policy which recognized
the role of a student newspaper as that of providing
a forum for opinion within the College of Engineer-
ing. Fulfillment of such a program not only requires
the participation of the faculty, but in a much larger
sense, of the student body as a whole. In most in-
stances, however, the student responsibility in this
forum has been shouldered by a very few—usually
those who are also responsible for the publication of
the Technograph. Perhaps this is as it should be,
as it is indicative of a democratic system that one
represents many. But often the philosophy of "let
George represent me" degenerates to "let George do
it." Such, I feel, is the present relationship between
the student body and the Technograph staff. And so
it is with a latent sense of responsibility that I now
submit my portion of the student opinion.
The article immediately brought to my attention is
"The Synthetic Profession" as it appeared in the
October issue of the Technograph. In this article,
the author defines profession as "a calling," and a
professional as "opposed to amateur." Using these
words as reference points, the author assails upon the
National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE),
and their attempt to create a profession by professing
professionalism. In context his conclusions are cor-
rect, but it is in his rather strong attack on NSPE
that I feel he is in error. Certainly NSPE does appear
to be an offender, but to attach all the responsibility
of an environmental trend on one member is as un-
fair as failing a student caught using the class file.
The responsibility of curbing the increase of "termi-
nology inflation" (the over-use of a word until it has
little meaning, and consequently, little value), does
not fall on one individual, but on the entire group.
I believe that we all have witnessed the increased
use of the word "engineer." Today, for example,
it is possible for a sanitation engineer to be anything
from an experienced, practicing professional engineer
to a garbage collector. Such examples may seem to
carry a point to extremes, but imhappily these cases
are on the increase. As we become more and more
an affluent society (as defined by Galbraith) and be-
come less concerned aboiu providing the basic neces-
sities, perhaps it is human that we seek increased
benefits and prestige.
What is needed is a revaluation and redefinition
of terms which have lost their meaning and clarity
with advancing technology and the quest for prestige.
Certainly the goal of such a program would be to
stabilize the meaning of terms such as engineer and
profession so that more effort can be spent on ad-
vancing technology rather than on promoting a type
of "terminology inflation."
Gary Cogswell
Mechanical Engineering, Senior
E.E.: "What will you have to drink?"
Date: "I guess I'll have champagne."
E.E.: "Well, Guess again."
» * *
Chem E: "Could you help me with this problem?"
Professor: "I could, but I don't think it would be
quite right."
Chem E: "Well, go ahead and take a shot at it
anyway."
* * •
Prof: "Well, is the theory clear to you now?"
Student: "Yeah, just as though it had been trans-
lated into Hindustani by Gertrude Stein and read to
me by a tobacco auctioneer."
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We need
AERO ENGINEERS
To design high-performance
re-entry systems and solve
basic problems in theoretical &
experimental hydrobajlistics
. .
.
Conslruclion in Blue and Black, Aluminum. Jose de Rivera. Collection of Whilney Museum of American Art, New York. Molion-studj pholograph by Herbert Matter
The art of sculpting a career
The man who created the sculpture sliown above
started his career as a tool and die-maker. The
disciplines he learned in that exacting profession,
coupled with his creative imagination, give his
work the technical perfection and design vigor
that have made him one of the world's most
sought-after architectural sculptors.
Imagination and scientific discipline, when
simultaneously applied, can yield spectacular
results. In art. In science. In careers.
At Celanese, you will be encouraged to inquire,
to challenge, to innovate
—
icithin the framework
of the disciplines of polymer and organic chemis-
try. This coupling of freedom and discipline pro-
vides, we believe, the sound basis for your growth
and ours.
If you are trained in chemical, electrical or
mechanical engineering, chemistry or physics, we
hope you will discuss Celanese with your faculty
or College Placement Officer, and see our repre-
sentative when he visits your campus.
Or write to: Mr. Edmond J. Corry, Supervisor
of College Relations, Celanese Corporation of
America. 522 Fifth Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10U36.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER Celanese®
CHEMICALS FIBERS PLASTICS FOREST PRODUCTS
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On top of Kitt Peak, The worlds largest solar telescope
gives scientists the largest image of the sun man has ever had
At the top of the gleaming white tower in
the upper picture is a 60-inch quartz mirror
which precisely tracks the sun all day in
the clear, dry air above the Arizona desert.
It is cradled in a carriage called a helio-
stat, built by Westinghouse.
the flank of the mountain. Sunlight is re-
flected 480 feet down this tunnel and back
up 280 feet into a dark viewing room by
means of two other mirrors, also on
Westinghouse mountings.
By studying the sun's image here, scien-
magnetic field and how sunspots affect
our weather and communications.
The 60-ton heliostat at the Kitt Peak
National Observatory is designed to track
the daily motion of the sun to an accuracy
of 1/1000 of an inch.
Part of this telescope is tunneled out of tists hope to learn more about the sun's
You can be sure if it's Westinghouse
W
For inlormation on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer,
write L. H. Noggle, Westingtiouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh. Pa. 15221.
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COVER
This month's cover is a portrait of Professor Joseph
Tykociner. It was dra\vn by Jerry Welton, architecture
student. Part One of the story of the man who invented
sound on film is presented on page 9. Due to an over-
sight the November cover, 'Thotogrammetry," was not
credited to the artist, Frank Gorman, freshman in archi-
tecture.
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Why become an engineer at
Garrett-AiResearch? You'll have to
work harder and use more of
your knowledge than engineers
at most other companies.
If you're our kind of engineer,
you have some very definite ideas
about your career.
For example:
You've worked hard to get a
good education. Now you want to
put it to work in the best way
possible.
You will never be satisfied with
run-of-the-mill assignments. You
demand exciting,
challenging projects.
You not only accept
individual responsibil-
ity — you insist upon it.
Does that sound like
you? Then AiResearch
is your cup of tea.
Our business is
mainly in sophisticated aerospace
systems and subsystems.
Here, research, design, and de-
velopment lead to production of
actual hardware
That means you
have the oppor-
tunity to start with
a customer's problem
and see it through to a
system that will get the job done.
The product lines atAiResearch,
Los Angeles Division, are environ-
mental systems, flight information
and controls sys-
tems, heat transfer
systems, secondary
power generator
systems for missiles
and space, electri-
cal systems, and
specialized indus-
trial systems.
In the Phoenix Division there are
gas turbines for propulsion and
secondary power, valves and con-
trol systems, air turbine starters
and motors, solar and nuclear
power systems.
In each category AiResearch
employs three kinds of engineers.
Preliminary design engineers do
the analytical and theoretical
work, then write proposals.
Design engineers do the lay-
outs; turn an idea into a product.
Developmental engineers are
responsible for making hardware
out of concepts.
Whichever field fits you best, we
can guarantee you this: you can
go as far and fast as your talents Los Angeles • Phoenix
can carry you. You can make as
much money as any engineer in a
comparable spot — anywhere. And
of course, at AiResearch, you'll
get all the plus benefits a top com-
pany offers.
Our engineering staff is smaller
than comparable companies. This
spells opportunity. It gives a man
who wants to make a mark plenty
of elbow room to expand. And
while he's doing it he's working
with, and learning from, some of
the real pros in the field.
If the AiResearch story sounds
like opportunity speaking to you—
don't fail to contact AiResearch,
Los Angeles, or Phoenix, or see our
representative when he comes to
your campus.
An equal opportunity employer
AiResearch
is challenge
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EDITORIALS
Editorials are the opinion of a majority of Techno-
graph's editorial board
SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES US
For a )ear and a halt now the Tcchnograph staff has
dedicated itself to the philosophy that vocal student
opinion is a vital ingredient lor an effective university.
It seems that at least some people in high places agree
with us. One ol the best statements of the concerns of
top educators for undergraduates in American univer-
sities has been the widely quoted speech made last fall
at Franklin and Marshall College by Dr. Loga i
Wilson, President of the American Council on
Education.
AVilson referred to the college student as the "for-
gotten man" of education and said, "There is a recur-
rent need to recall that colleges were created primarily
for students. Because others are standing in line to
take the places of dropouts, there is a danger of our
becoming indifferent, if not callous, to the sources of
discontent and the causes of failiue."
"The continuing high rate of student attrition in
higher education, which finds only one out of every
ten entering freshmen graduating from college four
years later, presents a picture of waste, inefficiency,
and probably considerable personal imhappiness,"
Wilson declared. "Some of these students," he con-
ceded, "are outright academic failures, but others find
that they do not fit in a preconceived inold or are
re]3elled by the pressures and irrelevancies put upon
them."
"Among issues deserving attention are the intel-
lectual climate of the camjius, including the students
body's view of extra-curricidar life and the faculty's
attitude toward teaching, the personal conduct of stu-
dents, and the high rate of college drop-outs. A re-
examination of the extra-curricular life of our colleges
is needed," he stated, adding, "It may well be that
certain of the adolescent preoccupations of nineteenth-
century college life are no longer fitting."
"With the rising expectations and standards de-
manded of students and, I hope, the increasing level
of student maturity, we can afford to drop the enervat-
ing and time-consuming activities that (on some cam-
puses) preoccupy the energies of students and obstruct
realization of the real goals of education."
Wilson also decried "the low value attributed by
faculty and administration to the effective and com-
mitted teaching of students with the resulting infer-
ence by the student body that such activity is not
considered terribly important."
These remarks by Dr. Wilson closely parallel the
statements made by students in the College of Engi-
neering in the last year or so. In the December, 1963,
Technograph there appeared an article entitled "The
Forgotten Man." Author Gary Daymen, then a senior
in Electrical Engineering, pointed out that the Col-
lege of Engineering is spending three times more
money on research than it is on education. He then
asked the question, "So are we or is research really the
major product of the College?" The article expressed
regret that many senior faculty members do not teach
undergraduate courses and expressed the hope that
undergraduate students could more directly benefit
from the many research projects being conducted by
the College of Engineering.
In November, 1964, Stuart Umpleby, then Engi-
neering Council President, addressed the Illinois engi-
neering alumni on the topic "The Quiet Revolution:
A Student's View." In this speech he explained stu-
dent concern for the lack of meaningful discussion
between students and faculty outside the classroom,
the apparent ineffectiveness of the advisory system,
and the not-so-smooth functioning of the honors pro-
gram. Umpleby stated that many students are vitally
interested in the long range goals of higher education
and summarized their point of view by saying, "The
College of Engineering as a part of the University
community inust relate itself to the total society, not
in terms of the number of PhD's who take employ-
ment with IBM, CM, or AT&T, but in terms of the
quality of the students' aspirations for themselves and
the society in which they live."
The article "The Forgotten Man" and "The Quiet
Revolution" speech are only two examples of recent
student efforts to contribute to the academic climate
of the College. But the fact that a man of Dr. Wilson's
stature sees many of the same problems as do students
on this campus indicates to us that our complaints
have not been trivial and that solutions can be found.
"Alms, please Mister, Our Father is a poor struggling grad student
with forty hours in Engineering."
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"Company capability is measured by the genius of its people . . . and the tools at their disposal'
meers
can
nuls I
without the
I
Blue-sky theorizing is essential to engineering. In
fact, it is the ignition point for all technological
achievement. But the best ideas in and out of this
world can fail if the proving ground, the testing
lab, or the constructive cynicism of mature co-
professionals aren't available to question an idea
or a product's ultimate function. D Engineers
working without these facilities wind up talking
only to themselves— and there's a word for that
condition. Hamilton Standard management long
ago recognized that in the marketplaces of the
aerospace industry, a company's ability to pro-
duce a workable article is largely measured by
two basic criteria: the genius of its people . . . and
the physical resources at their immediate dis-
posal. Hamilton Standard is the "compleat" en-
gineering organization. The company is a unique
blend of many advanced projects, specialized
engineering skills . . . plus exceptional research,
laboratory and manufacturing facilities. D Pres-
ent projects involve environmental control sys-
tems, engine controls, starters and turbomachin-
ery, air induction controls, propellers, electron
beam technology, ground support equipment,
electronics, thrust vector controls, bioscience
research and spacecraft life support systems.
This broad product range requires, obviously, an
engineering team with a wide variety of engineer-
ing skills, n The group of over one thousand
graduate engineers and technicians are skilled in
such disciplines as Aerodynamics, Cryogenics,
Control Dynamics, Electronics (including Micro-
electronics), Electron Optics, Engineering Phys-
ics, Fluid Dynamics, Heat Transfer, Hydraulics,
Instrumentation, Mechanics, Metallurgy, Physical
Chemistry, Servomechanisms, Structures, Stress
Analysis, Thermodynamics. Working in Project
Task Forces, the men involved multiply their
knowledge by mixing intelligence and constantly
communicating problems . . . and solutions. D
Available as tools to our engineers are Divisional
facilities of over 1.5 million square feet. These
facilities have established Hamilton Standard as
a world leader in contributing to state-of-the-art
advances in vibrations, aerodynamics, hydraulics,
and control dynamics, among others. A recently
completed space simulator for manned missions
will further advance the state-of-the-art in life sup-
port systems, when Division engineers outfitted
in our space suits conduct tests at a simulated
altitude of approximately 1,500,000 feet. If you
would like to know more about our equal opportun-
ity company, including graduate study programs
. . . and the kind of countryside Connecticut living
enjoyed by Hamilton families . . . write to Mr.
Timothy K. Bye, Supervisor of College Relations,
Windsor Locks, Connecticut, or see your Place-
ment Office for an appointment with our repre-
sentative when he visits your campus, i i
Hamilton
Standard
DIViStONJ OF
United
fiircraft
j
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Engineering and Science at RCA
Ground Detection of
Space Objects in the Night Sky
RCA has designed and installed for the
Air Force a new optical satellite surveillance
system that utilizes advanced techniques in
several fields including physics, electronics,
mathematics and astronomy. Starting in the
laboratory with a bread-board experiment to
prove the feasibility of using image orthicon
tubes as detectors of moving targets among the
millions of stars in the night skies, a team of
scientists and engineers carried the project
through systems and design analysis, and
produced the requisite equipment even to
building an observatory on a mountain top in
New Mexico. The system is now being evalu-
ated under actual operating conditions. While
performance data are security classified it can
be said that the system is designed to detect,
without a priori information, very dim satellites
in real time, far beyond normal radar ranges.
Op( ical physics and engineering of the highest
order were required to produce an eleven-ton,
27 inch f/1 telescope that uses 6 million optical
fibers lo present images to 12 orthicon
cameras. Image motion processing necessary
to find a liny satellite moving slowly through a
star field as dense as the Milky Way is accom-
plished by entirely automatic electronic signal
integration, star cancellation and data associ-
ation and reporting. The very latest techniques
of electronic engineering have produced highly
sophisticated equipment for control, data
gathering and analysis of results.
System design, performance evaluation and
computer programming have involved rigorous
mathematical analyses applied to new com-
binations of scientific disciplines. Proof of the
deductions are just beginning to emerge from
the observatory, and much will be learned
about applied astronomy as the system
is used.
Rejcrcfice—J. A. Hynek and J. /?. Dunlap, ^^Image
Orthicon Astronomy " Skv and Telescope, Vol 23
No. 3, p. 130, Sept., 1964.
Color TV Receiver
Automatic Degaussing
Even the comparatively small magnetic fields
exhibited by the earth can cause visible errors
in color television reception. To give picture tube
output proper color alignment, while the TV
receiver is in any desired location, an effective
magnetic shield is required. But before a
practical magnetic shield can perform its
function, the shield must be degaussed in the
specific magnetic field to be shielded.
Degaussing enables the metal in the shield to
"forget" its previous magnetic orientation and
to magnetically realign to counteract any new
position. Degaussing affects the metal in the
picture tube's shadow mask in the same manner.
Usually, a color television receiver is de-
gaussed by driving a solenoid wound coil with
120 volt AC line voltage and moving the coil
around the front of the tube . . . then slowly
drawing the coil away. This operation usually
is required every time the position of the color
receiver, with respect to the earth's magnetic
field, is changed.
Recently, RCA introducedaH/oHinr/crfe^awM-
iiig. This gives the color instrument freedom of
movement, regardless of the earth's magnetic
field. Automatic degaussing also protects the
receiver from magnetic fields generated by
nearby vacuum cleaners and other electrical
appliances.
An RCA innovation, automatic degaussing
is accomplished during initial warm-up—each
time the color receiver is turned on from a
cold start. The surge currents charging the
electrolytic capacitors of the B-|- supply start
from a high value and decrease exponentially
during the charging time. A thermistor in
series with this charging current starts at
approximately 110 ohms and decreases to 4
ohms as the current's heating effect changes
the resistance.
Resultint H
And a lot of imagination! Think working with a "one
material" company would be pretty dull? Consider this . .
.
starting with sand, Coming's scientists and engineers have
created more than 100,000 different gloss formulas . . .
more than 43,000 specialty glass products.
They've developed micro-miniature electronic com-
ponents, glass-ceramics for missile nose cones, glass so
strong it can be bent and twisted, glass that darkens on
exposure to light, glass so rare it costs $500,000 a pound.
Innovation is Coming's hallmark. 65% of our business
is in products not available 15 years ago. Innovation, too,
is the reason we've grown 81% in the past five years
('63 sales—more than $289 million). And the reason we'll
continue to grow. Almost six cents of every sales dollar
goes to research. Check other leading companies.
Emphasis on R&D presents a constantly changing chal-
lenge for our engineers. For you, it could also mean early
responsibility, rapid advancement, the satisfaction that
comes with discovering unique answers to unusual problems.
Find out more about a career with Corning. We have
challenging opportunities available for every type of
technical graduate. Mark and mail our coupon today.
Mr. Frederic C. Hood
Corning Glass Works
Corning, New York 14832
Please send me more information about career
opportunities with Corning.
Class. _Maior_ _Degree Expected^
College.
My Address.
City. .Slate Zip Code.
CORNING
CORNING GLASS WORKS
An equal opportunity employer
I
I
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Work for a bearing and steel company?
What's exciting about that?
Nothing—if you're bored by Project
Mohole, turbine engines, the world's
tallest crane, and biggest strip-min-
ing shovel, a telephone cable-laying
ship now crossing the Pacific, space
exploration, the Spirit of America
race car, the Alweg Monorail, a
moveable grandstand for the new
District of Columbia Stadium, Atlas
missUes and defense work
—
They're all recent projects involv-
ing The Timken Roller Bearing
Company, world's largest manu-
facturer of tapered roller bearings
and a leading producer of fine alloy
steel.
The Timken Company is the
world's largest because our engi-
neers developed tapered roller bear-
ings that revolutionized our "meat
and potatoes" markets in the Auto-
motive, Railroad, Farm and Con-
struction machinery industries.
At the Timken Company you
receive up to four years' training in
one or more of 22 training programs
— 809c of which are for young
engineers.
Instruction takes place on the job
and in the classroom. With pay. And
we participate in executive develop-
ment programs at well-known uni-
versities.
If you come with us, you can be
an indoor-type working in straight
research, testing and production. Or
you can be an indoor-outdoor-type
and become a sales engineer, helping
customers solve their design prob-
lems, which are also ours.
You'll work with one of three
products: Bearings, Steel or Rock
Bits. Uses for these products number
in the growing thousands.
There are 31 Timken Company
domestic sales offices in the United
States and Canada. Practically every
major city has one.
We serve markets in 170 countries
from 14 manufacturing plants in
England, France, Australia, South
Africa, Canada, and the U.S.
And we're still growing.
So if you're interested in our kind
of work, why not get in touch with
us? Write Dept. MC for our 12-page
career booklet.
The Timken Roller Bearing
Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. An
equal opportunity employer.
-"*^
•JTIMKEM 'tKiu Mua luiaK
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AGAIN HE HAS SOMETHING TO SAY
PART I
Every Tuesday and Thursday evening a small white-
haired man takes his place at the head of a class of
graduate and luidergraduate students. They meet in
Room 257 of the Electrical Engineering Building.
He arrives early and takes the elevator to the second
floor, for he finds the stairs very tiring. He is 87 years
old. In the classroom the lectern goes unused since
he prefers to sit with the students as he talks.
For 50 minutes and for as long after as students
will stay to ask questions, he poms forth philosoph-
ical but practical ideas on the role that those students
will have an opportunity to play in our advancing
society. He tells them how he feels one must approach
research—in all fields, not just engineering. He talks
about the role of the researcher and tries to explain
how man must be encouraged to develop and use his
creative abilities. He draws from his experience as a
renowned researcher and inventor to illustrate the
dangers that he feels the scientific community must
avoid if society is to survive. Those hours are inspir-
ing for anyone who will listen. But only ^vhen one
understands a little about Tykociner and his expe-
riences can he get the full benefit of hearing this
87-year-old genius.
Little Interest in Everyday Things
Born in Poland in 1877, Joseph Tykocinski
Tykociner had little interest in following in the foot-
steps of his father, a grain broker. He bothered his
parents with the usual children's questions of how
and why. But unlike most youngsters, he was not
satisfied with superficial answers or discouraged by
lack of interest. He remembers that even during his
first years in grade school he felt a disdain for the
everyday happenings that occupied people's minds.
He was interested in new things then and throughout
the rest of his life. Where did things come from and
how did they work?
An early experience in childhood stands out in his
memory. In the attic of the house where his family
lived he found a heap of old books. One especially
attracted his attention. A picture on the cover told
him that it described some sort of an apparatus. He
took it to his older sister who recognized it as a French
Wayne Crouch was the editor of Tecbnograph last yeor and is nov/ on
editorial assistant in the College of Engineering.
by Wayne W. Crouch
book describing telegraphy. Since she studied French
in school, she was able to translate part of it for him.
For days he pored over the pictures and words. What
especially impressed him was the author's hope that
telegraphy "would be introduced for longer and
longer distances and seemed destined to unite nations
in peace." This fired him with interest. Later when
he saw for the first time arc lights and telephones in
^\'arsaw, they too intrigued him.
Always Questioning
This inquisitiveness remained with him all his life.
When his peers were engrossed in their games, he was
thinking of the latest device he had heard about and
Tykociner does most of his work in the study of his home on lowo
Street in Urbane. From his front roonrt he con took ocross a small city
pork, and his back yard reminds one of a sunken garden with flower
beds and bushes flowing into a bock fence with a small wooden lot-
ticework orchwoy. His study is small and quiet. The wolls ore lined
with books, shelved according to the twelve areas of knowledge
specified by retetics. He often works by a small window in the com-
fortable old choir shown above or at his desk which is scoltered with
correspondence and current projects.
was wondering how it worked. For instance, he was
fascinated by a sundial built under the supervision of
the famous astronomer Copernicus on the outside of
a small chapel attached to the Vloclavek Cathedral in
Vloclavek, Poland. On his way to school at about
twelve or thirteen years of age, he could walk along
February 1965 TECHNOGRAPH
Your plans
should
include John Deere
Our plans include engineers. In order to ex-
pand our worldwide network of 22 manufac-
turing operations, we need good people . . .
curious people . . . people with initiative . . .
people who can use today's and tomorrow's
technology to build better farm, industrial,
lawn and garden tractors and equipment.
Organized in 1837, John Deere is the leader
in the United States and Canada in farm equip-
ment sales. Total net sales have more than
doubled in the past ten years.
Unusual opportimities are offered in tech-
nical fields— research, product design and de-
velopment, industrial engineering, materials
analysis, methods, or plant engineering.
Check your placement office for more infor-
mation. Or, write to Director, College and
University Relations, Deere & Company,
Moline, 111. An equal opportunity employer.
JOHN DEERE
Moline, Illinois
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the quay of the \'istula River or thiougli the square
where the cathedral stood. He usually chose the route
past the cathedral so that he could study the siuulial.
Joseph was used to telling time from his pocket watch,
which he had to Avind each day. It seemed strange to
him that he coidd just walk up and read the time.
Nothing he had had in school seemed to explain it.
Later the answer dawned on him. He remembers
the tremendous thrill when he realized that the
earth's motion relati\e to the sim changes the position
of the pointer's shadow and thus provides a clock that
doesn't have to be wound. He now comments that his
joy was probably e\en greater then than at the time
of some of his later and more significant discoveries
in electronics during the next half a century.
Entrance Requirements Frustrating
After completing school work comparable to a sec-
ondary education in the United States, Joseph
planned to enter a Gennan engineering school but
was frustrated by the requirement that before enter-
ing the student had to have a year of practical expe-
rience in a factory. The only way to get such expe-
rience was to take a job as an apprentice. Joseph
wanted very badly to continue in school, but this type
of work would definitely exclude studies.
He heard that in the United States there were
plenty of factory jobs where people worked during
the day and could study in the evening. That did it.
He packed his bags and sailed for .\merica.
He arrived in New York without any definite plans.
After writing a letter to his parents, telling them for
the first time where he was, he went job lumting. He
found a job as a common laborer in an electric car
lighting development factory. He also found time to
attend night school in New York where he studied
engineering. Soon after he had mastered the difficul-
ties of the factory job, he asked to be moved to an-
other area of work. The foreman, however, not recog-
nizing Tykociner's unique reason for such a change,
refused. Tykociner quit to look for another job. He
always wanted to know how things worked and to
learn new skills. Since most companies did not con-
sider it profitable to give their workmen a variety of
experiences he had to change jobs frecjuently.
Worked to Put Sound on Film
During spells of unemployment and in his spare
time, he worked on an idea to put sound on film.
As a teenager in Poland, he had run across a descrip-
tion of the first phonograph invented by Edison. The
article described how it was made with grooved
wooden cylinders covered with a metal foil. Joseph
had tried to make a similar apparatus, but soon dis-
covered he couldn't make it work. Later he decided
that this could never be a very efficient way of record-
ing sound because the friction of the recording device
in the grooves woidd cause inaccuracies. It occurred
to him that a photographic process would be better.
However, photographs at tliat time were made on
sensitized glass plates, and he had no success with
the idea.
The real ins])iration for his work at that time came
one day as he was walking on Broadway Avenue in
New York. In a store window large signs invited the
public to see the first motion pictures. For 25 cents
T)kociner watched a boat float down a river and saw
steam gush forth from its whistle—but no sound. He
saw a band marching, but heard no music. Of all
those that ])aid a quarter to see those short movies
only one man woidd want to or would succeed in
adding sound to the film.
The impressions he obtained that day led to the
first major breakthrough in his effort to photograph
sound modulated light. The movie he saw used a
flexible film and offered a very practical application
®1
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Tykociner's invention made news across the nation.
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Leonardo
da Vinci
blazed
many new
trails...^
^tf^".
Blaze
a few of
your own
at IBM
Painting. Archifecture. Engineering. Re-
search. Leonardo da Vinci's genius was
apparent in all these fields-and nnore. But
variety of career interests and the tough,
problenns that go with each are not restrict-
ed to the 15th century.
Today IBM seeks individuals with widely
diverse interests to solve the nnany- prob-
lems of designing, building and markpting
connputers. Our literature describes in'de-
tail the challenging careers open atlB-M
— and the various advanced education
progranns designed particularly for you.
Seeyourcollege placement officer for infor-
mation and an appointment with the IBM
interviewers. Orwrite directly to Managerof
College Relations, Dept. 915, IBM. Cor-
porate Headquarters, Armonk, N.Y 10504.
IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer,
Applied Mathematics, Applied Mechanics,
Data-Communications, Digital Computers,
Guidance Systems, Human Factors,
Industrial Engineering, Information Retrieval,
Marketing, Manufacturing Research,
Microwaves, Optics, Programming,
,
Reliability Engineering,
,
Servomechanisms, Solid State Devices,
Systems Simulation and related areas.
!
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for such an invention. For months he worked photo-
graphing the flame of a manometer, a device still
found in many physics laboratories to demonstrate
characteristics of sound waves. The manometer is a
box with a diaphragm on one side. Illuminating gas
is admitted to the box and burns at a jet on top.
\Vhen sound waves strike the diaphragm, varying pres-
sures on the gas inside make the flame Hicker.
Tykociner planned to j)hotograph the flickering llame,
then return the image to soimd by passing light
through the film to strike a light-sensitive selenium
cell. This in turn would control a telephone or loud
speaker. But the selenium cell was not dependable
or sensitive enough to be used to convert light into
electricity, and amplifiers, speakers, microphones—all
the things of today's sound systems—were yet to come.
His lack of success did not discourage him for long,
however, and he returned to Emope to enroll in for-
mal engineering training, still hoping to solve the
problem of putting sound on film. He attended the
Higher Technical Institute at Coethen, Germany, and
studied in Berlin and Goettingen.
Tykociner worked 10 months in his U of I laborotory to moke the first
photographic recording of sound.
Spent Little Time on Homewori<
Unlike most students then and now, he did not
spend most of his time reading text books and doing
homework. He spent every minute he could spare
reading the current literature of science and engineer-
ing—mostly electrical engineering trade journals.
Again he was more interested in new things than
those already established. The field of radio (referred
to at that time exclusively as wireless) was just emerg-
ing, and Tykociner gave priority to information on
communications and basic research in his studies.
His interest in the latter probably stemmed from his
desire to be an inventor. The basic researchers who
preceded him were his idols, and the recent inventions
of the day were what interested him.
His fomial education ended in 1902. As a young
man of 25, he had such an extensive knowledge of the
communications field that he was offered a job with
Marconi Wireless Company, the leading radio com-
pany of that time. He worked for them for two years,
but their main interest at that time was in extending
the range of radio and in improving the quality of
transmission. In Tykociner's view the company was
not interested enough in new scientific ideas. He took
his next job with Telefunken in Germany, a company
more interested in basic research. The work was inter-
esting there, but he could not forget the problem of
sound-on-film. Even such notable accomplishments as
providing Russia with the first entirely radio-equipped
naval fleet did not satisfy him.
In 1920 he left Europe. World "War I had just
ended, and Russia was convulsed by revolution. After
his arrival in America he worked for the Westing-
house research laboratories imtil he was offered an
appointment with the University of Illinois Engineer-
ing Experiment Station as one of the first research
professors. When the head of the Electrical Engineer-
ing Department, E. B. Paine, asked him if he had a
special area that he would like to work in, he of course
asked for funds to develop sound-on-film.
Given $1000 to Photograph Sound
He was granted the enormous budget of $1,000, and
within ten months he had made the first "talkie" with
the sound record on the same film as the picture. The
first demonstration was given on June 9, 1922, in
Room 100 of the old Physics Laboratory (now the
Mining and Metallurgy Building) where many stu-
dents still attend lectmes.
He says, "It wasn't hard to do. All the ideas were
already in my head. I just had to apply them." Since
Tykociner's last work on the project. Professor Jacob
Kimz. who had been at the U of I several years before
him, had perfected the modern, stable, sensitive photo-
electric cell. With this new development, Tykociner
succeeded in fulfilling a dream which had originated
25 years earlier.
The first demonstration was crude by our standards,
but new and exciting then. On the film, his wife
counted from one to ten and said, "I will ring the
bell." Her movements and the words were synchron-
ized, and just as the audience saw her strike the bell,
they heard the ring.
Sound-on-film was born, but the world was not
interested. What interest there was was more academic
and technical than practical. The New York World
newspaper quoted Tykociner as saying, "Many noted
plays, comedies, and farces that are not now adapted
to the screen because of the wit and humor of the
dialogue and the personality of the actors may be
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Another ofyour future's many facets at Monsanto
If you like the idea of proving your ability rapidly, consider marketing for Monsanto
as a career. This worldwide company (represented in 70 nations), has quadrupled
sales in the last twelve years, is expanding rapidly.
Monsanto needs men with sales talent who also have the creative ability to antici-
pate and generate demand for future products. You'll have the stimulation of pio-
neering with new, exciting products that demand full use of your professional skills.
See your Placement Director to arrange for an interview when we visit your campus
soon. Or write for our brochure, "Your Future and Monsanto," to Manager, Profes-
sional Recruiting, Department 960, Monsanto, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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What is a chemical engineer doing at NCR?
> .
Lots of things. With a BS, MS or
Ph.D. in chemical engineering, he
may be working with plastics, poly-
mers, inks, paper, metals, foods or
pharmaceuticals.
In NCR's Finishes Control Labora-
tory, his assignment might deal with
new process design for electro or
electroless plating. Or with new
etching techniques for printed-thru-
hole circuit boards.
In Chemical Development, he
might be working with special paper
products for business systems
(such as carbonless transfer and
thermocopy paper, punched cards,
and tape). He might be developing
new media storage by changing
materials and coating techniques.
In the Plastics Laboratory, you
may find him evaluating new mate-
rials, determining new methods of
production, developing new proc-
esses or improving old ones.
Capsular Research and Product
Development would involve him in
NCR's unique microencapsulation
process which locks up a material
in a microscopic capsule for subse-
quent release. This has applications
in such fields as pharmaceuticals,
foods and adhesives.
In NCR's Materials Analysis
group, he might assist our research
organizations — qualifying produc-
tion materials or developing new
wet and dry test techniques.
If your interests fit into this
broad picture of process develop-
ment, product development and pro-
duct application, we'd like to hear
from you. Write to Thomas F. Wade,
Technical Placement, NCR, Dayton,
Ohio 45409. An equal opportunity
employer.
BE. SURE. TO VISIT THE NCR PAVILION AT THE N. Y. WORLDS FAIR.
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THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY
MEn Qf iuMiietite
In the fields of Aeronautics, Astronautics and Automation,
engineers and scientists at McDonnell have the experience
which can give impetus to your professional goals.
For two decades, McDonnell cngineered-and-built jet fighter
aircraft have held prominent roles in America's Armed Forces.
Today, four versions of the McDonnell Phantom, with 15 world
speed and climb records, have been selected and are being built in
great quantity for three air arms of our Nation.
In manned spaceflight, America's experience and McDonnell's
are the same. The engineers who built the successful Mercury
Spacecraft are now devoting their energy and experience to the
prime contract for the Gemini two-man rendezvous spacecraft.
ASSET, a winged glide vehicle built of exotic metals for research
in the reentry regime is now returning vital aerothermodynamic
information.
Additional McDonnell Automation Centers are being opened to
bring full-service data handling and computing to all of mid-
America. Electronic developments are charting the state of the
art in numerous areas.
If you would work with Men of Experience; if you would find
stimulation in projects of great national importance; if you have a
background of top scholastic achievement; and if you have the
energy and drive to work your way to the top, investigate your
opportunities with McDonnell.
For additional information about
McDonnell Opportunities, send
your educational resume to:
An Equal Opportunity Employer
\
Mr. W. R. Wardle
McDonnell Employment
Dept. 62 CEM, Box 516
St. Louis, Missouri 63166
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS. March 2 & 3, 1965
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PEOPLE
revived and find new favor." Technograph ran an
article in November of 1922 describing his invention.
But many people including leaders of the film indus-
try were very discouraging. George Eastman said
simply, "The public won't accept it."
The University, finding general apathy, dropped
the idea. With little encouragement and support after
publishing his results, Tykociner went on to other
research.
Unfortunately, he found
that sound-on-film was not
the last idea that he would
have to give up against his
wishes. As his accomplish-
ments as an electrical engi-
neer and inventor grew, he
became more and more dis-
turbed by his seemingly
haphazard choice of re-
search projects and the lack
of encouragement he fre-
quently encountered in de-
veloping his ideas and in-
ventions. The students'
attitudes and their under-
standing of research did
not please him, either.
Tykociner's original film shows
his wife counting from one to
ten and ringing the bell beside
her. The audience saw her
mouth move exactly as it should
to pronounce the words they
heard, and just as she hit the
bell, they heard it ring.
Tykociner first demonstrated sound-on-film publicly in Room 100 of the
Physics toborotory, now the Mining and Metallurgy Building, where
many students still ottend classes.
Continues Working After Retirement
Though somewhat disturbed by the whole approach
to research, he went on working for improvement in
the future. He continued working after his retirement,
but not in electronics. He started to lay the ground-
work for a science of research—which he calls zetetics.
He is still working hard on this new science, the topic
of his lectures every Tuesday and Thursday evening.
After his students leave, he rides the elevator back
to the first floor and leaves for home. There, in his
study crowded with paintings, statuettes, books, and
all the zetetic charts and tables, he continues his soli-
tary research.
Although the first movie projector doesn't look onylhing like the large,
powerful models used today, the principles involved now are the same
OS those developed by Tykociner in 1922 when this projector was
built.
PIT STOP
IMPORT MOTORS, INC.
AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR
• ALFA ROMEO
• BMC
•JAGUAR
• TRIUMPH
508 S. First
Champaign, III.
NEW PHONE 352-7878
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John Lauritzen wanted further knowledge
He's finding it at Western Electric
When the University of Nevada awarded John Lauritzen
his B.S.E.E. in 1951, it was only the first big step in the
learning program he envisions for himself. This led him
to Western Electric. For WE agrees that ever-increasing
knowledge is essential to the development of its engi-
neers—and is helping John in furthering his education.
John attended one of Western Electric's three Grad-
uate Engineering Training Centers and graduated with
honors. Now, through the Company-paid Tuition Refund
Plan, John is working toward his Master's in Industrial
Management at Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. He is
currently a planning engineer developing test equip-
ment for the Bell System's revolutionary electronic
telephone switching system.
If you set high standards for yourself, educationally
and professionally, let's talk. Western Electric's vast
communications job as manufacturing unit of the Bell
System provides many opportunities for fast-moving
careers for electrical, mechanical and industrial engi-
neers, as well as for physical science, liberal arts and
business majors. Get your copy of the Western Electric
Career Opportunities booklet from your Placement
Officer. And be sure to arrange for an interview when
the Bell System recruiting team visits your campus.
^Aj Western Electric Manufacturing and Supply Unit of the Bell System / An Equal Opportunity Employer
Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities D Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S.
Engineering Research Center. Princeton. N. J. D Teletype Corp.. Skokie. III.. Little Rock. Ark. D General HeadQuarters. New York City
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Providing power
for every
environment . .
.
provides
challenge
for
virtually
every
technical
talent
at
Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft
Being a technically trained man... we assume you
are looking ahead to a career of exciting growth and
accomplishment and that you are looking for a com-
pany possessing these same qualities.
If our assumption is correct, we would like you to take
a close look at us. For this Company, while solving the
problems of the day, thrives on a sort of creative rest-
lessness which anticipates the challenges of tomorrow.
And more important to you, it recognizes its engineers
and scientists as the master key to its present success
and future progress.
From a solid foundation of basic and applied research,
our Company has gained a firm foothold in the land,
sea, air, and space programs that are helping to shape
our nation's future. Our engineers and scientists are
exploring ever-broadening avenues of energy conversion
for every environment. Should you join them, you'll be
assigned early responsibility ... to apply your engineer-
ing talents to such areas as advanced gas turbines
. .
.
rocket engines
. . . fuel cells and nuclear power.
Such trail-blazing projects command the best of varied
talent. That's why you'll find at Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft men with college training as diverse as their
responsibilities. You will also find that opportunities
for professional growth are further enhanced by our
corporation-financed Graduate Education Program.
Your degree? It can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL . AERONAUTICAL . ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL
and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY
. METALLURGY . CERAMICS . MATHEMATICS • ENGINEER-
ING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS.
For further information concerning a career with Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement of-
ficer—or—write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8,
Connecticut.
SPECIALISTS IN POWER ... POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND IN-
DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
Pratt &Whitney filrcraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
u
CF
P
An Equal Opportunity Employer
RESEARCH
A properly designed antenna system is a pre-
requisite for efficient radiation of electromagnetic
energy according to a prescribed set of specifications.
The U of I Antenna Laboratory has been a leader in
antenna research since 1947. Antenna systems de-
veloped at Illinois are presently used throughout the
world in satellite control stations, radio telescopes
and even commercial TV antennas for consumer use.
ANTENNA RESEARCH AT THE U OF I
by Larry Nixon
Since Marconi's first transmission of radio signals
\\ith a simple dipole, the understanding of antenna
systems has necessarily increased. Modern Satellite
Control Stations, Radio Telescopes and even commer-
cial consumer television antennas require a sophistica-
tion that early antennas could never hope to achieve.
For seventeen years, the University of Illinois An-
tenna Laboratory has provided one of the nation's
leading research centers on this vital link in any com-
munication system.
Founding of the Laboratory
Communications problems encountered during
\\'orld War II provided the impetus for founding the
Antenna Laboratory at the University of Illinois in
19^7. At this time the Antenna Laboratory staff con-
sisted of Professor Cleve Nash and two or three grad-
uate Electrical Engineering students. Their research
was financed solely by the Aeronautical Systems Divi-
sion at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and was
primarily concerned with the location of antennas on
airplane structures. Professor E. C. Jordan directed
laboratory research from 1950 to 1954 when he was
made Head of the Electrical Engineering Department.
In order to give a more detailed account of some of
the laboratory's research, it will be necessary to define
some technical terms. Antenna impedance is a meas-
ure of the electrical load presented to a radio by the
antenna. Since radio circuits are usually designed to
operate best at one load, it is essential that the An-
tenna impedance be the same regardless of operating
frequency. The radiation pattern of an antenna is
a measure of the relative signal strength radiated from
the antenna. The radiation pattern is normally meas-
ured at a constant radius from the antenna along the
earth's surface. Antennas are designed to radiate most
tarry Nixon, o senior in Electrical Engineering, has worked in the
Antenna tab since September of 1963 as a part-time technician. He
is from Clinton, Illinois and is Chairman of the student I.E.E E.
of the available energy in a given direction and it is
desirable to keep these directional properties constant
regardless of the operating frequency. Antenna band-
width refers to the range of frequencies over which an
antenna can be said to operate satisfactorily. With
these definitions in mind, a general description of the
antenna laboratory research will be more meaningful.
Bandwidth Investigations
Professor V. H. Rimisey, who became director of
the laboratory in 1954, was interested in the classical
antenna problem of extending antenna bandwidth.
Existing broadband antennas were largely the result
of cut and try techniques and boasted bandwidths of
John Kimball, o junior in engineering physics and a student technician
in the antenna laboratory, operates the polar pattern-recorder in the
low-frequency antenna testing range.
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iiFrom the hayloft a horse looks like a violin"
Tlie ability to view the familiar diflerently is a highly
marketable commodity. Like Newton's apple or Archi-
medes on Saturday night.
Imagination and scientific discipline, when finiultane-
ously applied, can vield spectacular results. In engineer-
ing. In science. In careers.
At Celanese, scientists and engineers are encouraged to
inquire, to challenge, and to innovate within the frame-
work of the disciplines of organic and polymer chemistry.
It is this coupling of freedom and discipline that under-
lies our dramatic rise to chemical industry prominence.
In this exciting environment individual excellence is
demanded. In return, you will receive professional recog-
nition, ever increasing responsibility and material gain.
If vou are trained in chemical engineering, electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering, chemistry or phys-
ics, we hope you will discuss Celanese with your faculty
or College Placement Officer and see our representative
when he visits your campus.
Or write to: Mr. Edmond J. Corry, Supervisor of
College Relations, Celanese Corporation of America, 522
Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10036. Ceiancse«
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
CHEMICALS, PLASTICS, FIBERS, FOREST PRODUCTS
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TOPPED
OUT
A Uttle of this kind of "devil may care" goes
a long way with most of us. Not to mention
that the work is quite specialized and tends
to be repetitive.
These workmen are perched atop a new 550
foot stack at our Oak Creek power plant site.
However, many challenging engineering ap-
pHcations are incorporated into the 310 mw
generating unit which this stack will serve.
These include direct firing of pulverized coal
instead of a bin storage system, solid state
electronic combustion control instead of pneu-
matic control, and the use of a digital com-
puter for start-up and shut-down as well as
for other functions.
To prevent our power engineers from be-
coming "topped out" in one specialized field,
we offer varied assignments and lateral trans-
fers to provide experience vital to the success-
ful handling of higher responsibilities.
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER
COMPANY SYSTEM
WISCONSIN
ELECTRIC POWER CO.
Milwaukee, Wis.
WISCONSIN NATURAL GAS CO
Racine, Wis.
WISCONSIN
MICHIGAN POWER CO.
Appieton, Wis.
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One of the many rewarding advantages of an engi-
neering career at Allison is the association—in a creative
environment—with outstanding scientists and engineers
in their respective fields.
Dr. Y. S. Tang, Group Project Engineer in the Heat
Transfer and Fluid Dynamics Section, is the calibre of
man we beheve you'd hke to be associated with when
you embark on your professional career.
Dr. Tang was graduated from Chinese National Cen-
tral University in 1944. He received his M.S.M.E. from
the University' of Wisconsin four years later, and in
1952, received his Ph.D.C.E. from the University of
Florida.
Joining AUison in 1959, he is currently responsible
for research in fluid dynamics and heat transfer devices
for au-xiUary power generation for space, imder sea and
terrestrial power plants. In the course of this work,
he also carries out studies in boiling and condensing
liquid metals, radiant heat transfer and phase separa-
tion in aerosols.
Let us tell you about your career opportimity at
Allison, where "Energy Conversion Is Our Business:"
Talk to our representative when he visits your campus.
Or, write now for a copy of our brochure which tells
how the young graduate engineer can advance his pro-
fessional career at Allison.
Send your request to : AUison
Division, General Motors
Corporation, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46206, Att: Profes-
sional and Scientific Place-
ment.
An equal opportunity employer
^^lison GM
THE ENERGY CONVERSION DIVISION OF I^^^^H
CENUtAL MOTORS. INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA UnQ^ UctDTS
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RESEARCH
(continued from page 22)
approximately four to one over which only the an-
tenna impedance, but not the radiation, was fairly
constant. As a result of his studies, Rumsey published
a report stating that an antenna structure completely
defined by angles without any characteristic length
dimension should exhibit frequency independent
operation, (i.e., antenna impedance and radiation
pattern is not a function of frequency.) By definition
such structures extend to infinity, whereas any prac-
tical antenna must be a finite structure. For example,
a "bow-tie" antenna made of two equal isosceles tri-
angles placed opposite one another is defined by
angles. But because the structure does not extend to
infinity, reflections from the truncated end cause the
antenna characteristics to change with frecjuency.
Professor Rumsey proposed that a spiral structure
would exhibit a limited amount of frequency inde-
pendent operation in spite of its truncation. Another
laboratory researcher. Dr. J. D. Dyron, made extensive
experimental studies which disclosed that almost all
the measured antenna power was being radiated from
a small "active" section along the spiral's arms. This
active region was found to move out along the spiral
arms as the frequency was decreased, thus making the
active structure's dimensions in electrical wave lengths
essentially constant. Beyond the active region on the
antenna arms, the current was attenuated severely,
making reflections from the truncated end of little
consequence.
The Log-Periodic Antenna
Dr. DuHamel, an Illinois alumnus, came to the
laboratory in 1953 and was in\olved with Rumsey in
broadband antenna development. DuHamel proposed
to make other truncated angular structures exhibit
frequency independent operation by introducing ap-
propriate discontinuities along the antenna structures.
Essentially, his objective was to create an acti\e radiat-
ing region on these structures, much as was found on
the spiral arms and thus avoid the end effect of the
truncated structure. Experiments in the laboratory
proved DuHamel correct and soon the Antenna Lab-
oratory was involved in the development of many
new looking "Jog-periodic" antenna, so named be-
cause the discontinuities along the structure were
equally spaced on a logarithmic scale.
Log-periodic antennas have been the most cele-
brated Antenna Laboratory achievement to date, but
they are only a part of the research activity going on
in the laboratory. Studies already completed and
those under way encompass the problems associated
with antenna systems of all descriptions.
Current Projects
The Antenna Array used in the University of Illi-
nois Radio Telescope was designed by Dr. J. D. Dyson
and Dr. Y. T. Lo and gives evidence of successful
laboratory research on antenna arrays. An antenna
array is essentially a combination of two or more indi-
vidual antennas to produce a highly directional radia-
tion pattern. Professor Lo is presently studying large
randomly spaced antenna arrays for possible radio
astronomy application. Some arrays under study con-
sist of over one million individual antennas and
achieve beamwidths of less than two ten-thousandths
of a degree. Large arrays for radio direction finding
applications are also imder research in the laboratory.
Still another area of Laboratory research is a study
of antennas and propagation in plasmas. A recently
completed study in this area involved launching a
rocket to alter certain properties of the ionosphere
and then recording signals sent from earth through
the altered medium with instruments contained in the
rocket.
Other projects presently being investigated by staff
members include surface wave antennas; integrated
antenna amplifiers; millimeter wave-lens and wave-
guide design; VLF transmission and reception; and
diffraction grating problems. It is important to
remember that any one of these areas of study holds
as many potentialities as the study of broadband an-
tennas held some years ago.
Recently the Antenna Laboratory moved into its
present home on the fourth floor of the Electrical
Engineering Building. This excellent facility was
financed equally by the University of Illinois and the
National Science Foundation, and it is continuing to
P3 = ke
=ke3*
The log spiral antenna theoretically extends to both tnfinitestimal and
infinite radii. Both extremes of the structure ore necessarily truncated
in a practical antenna thus limiting the bandwidth of operation. The
electrical energy is "fed" to the antenna at the center along the two
spiral "arms."
provide leadership in antenna researches. The pres-
ent laboratory staff consists of Professors Deschamps,
Dyson, Klock, Lo, Mast, Mayes, and Mittra, with Pro-
fessor Deschamps as Head of the Laboratory. In addi-
tion, there are two full time technicians, one full time
engineer, over twenty graduate students and twenty
undergraduate students associated with the Labora-
tory. The Research is now sponsored by all branches
of the Defense Department and the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration. People interested
in antennas look to the University of Illinois Antenna
Laboratory awaiting developments concerning many
of their problems.
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'pportunities at Hughes for Electronics Engineers:
rom the ocean floor to the moon. ..and beyond
iughes sphere of activity extends from the far reaches of outer space to the bottom
f the sea . . . includes advanced studies, research, design, developnnent and produc-
on on projects such as: © SURVEYOR— unmanned, soft-landing lunar spacecraft
)r chemical and visual analysis of the moon's surface; ® SYNCOM (Synchronous-
rbit Communications Satellite)
—
provides world-wide communications with only three
atellites; (D F-111B PHOENIX Missile System— an advanced weapon system designed
3 radically extend the defensive strike capability of supersonic aircraft; ® Anti-
2BM Defense Systems— designed to locate, intercept and destroy attacking enemy
allistic missiles in flight; ©Air Defense Control Systems— border- to- border con-
"ol of air defenses from a single command center — combines 3D radar, real-time
omputer technology and display systems within a flexible communications network;
D 3D Radar— ground and ship-based systems give simultaneous height, range and
earing data— now in service on the nuclear-powered U.S.S. Enterprise; ©POLARIS
'Uidance System — guidance components for the long-range POLARIS missile;
5) Hydrospace — advanced sonar and other anti-submarine warfare systems.
)ther responsible assignments include:
Jefense systems
.
.
. advanced infrared systems, associative computers, advanced communications sys-
tems, space materials and devices, parametric amp////e/'S
TAWCS (Tactical Air Weapons Control Systems), Hard Point
2 r
.and many others.
B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. Candidates
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
March 8 & 9, 1965
Learn more about opportunities at Hughes,
our educational programs, and the extra
benefits Southern California living offers.
For additional Information and literature,
consult your College Placement Director.
Or write:
Mr. J. E. Tenney
Hughes -Fulleitort R iD
P.O. Box 3310
Fullerton, Calif. 92634
Cresting a new world with electronics
I
HUGHES
I
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
U. S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
An equal opportunity employer.
1JVIen on the move
at Bethlehem Steel
^^^^^^^
N U ION
THE ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
offers you a challenging civilian career with:
The world's foremost and largest engineering
organization in the construction field, pioneering new
and advanced engineering practices and concepts.
An organization whose work embraces vir-
tually the entire range of modern engineering in the
construction field. Projects include research into
basic science, engineering investigations and regional
planning; design, construction, operations, mainten-
ance, and management of hydro-electric power
dams, flood control facilities, harbors and navigable
streams; design, construction and maintenance of
family housing, runways, hangars, roadways, hospi-
tals, and nuclear power installations; and construc-
tion of intercontinental ballistic missile and space
launching sites. In addition are the allied fields of
cartography, geodesy, mathematics, and engineer
intelligence.
An organization that recognizes each engineer as
an individual, providing well-rounded career development
programs with on-the-job training; courses at government
expense in colleges, universities, and seminars as neces-
sary to assure steady progression to top professional and
managerial levels; encouragement and assistance in at-
taining professional registration and recognition; and an
opportunity to win national and international awards.
An organization with offices and projects in nearly
every one of the 50 States and in many foreign countries
that encourages employees to further their development
by accepting new and challenging assignments.
An organization which provides excellent rates of
pay with liberal fringe benefits, including generous retire-
ment annuity, complete health and life insurance cover-
age, paid vacation leave, military training leave with pay,
generous sick leave; and special pay awards for outstand-
ing performance and suggestions that improve operating
efficiency.
If you're thinking this is all too good to be true,
you're wrong! All of the above is available to you in a
civilian engineer career with the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers. If you are interested, you can get further infor-
mation from the Chief of Engineers, Department of the
Army, Washington, D.C. 20315.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
\A/RITE FOR AM ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE "YOUR CAREER.»»
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ESSAYS/COMIVIENTS
THE GREAT SOCIETIES AND
THE I.E.E.E.
by Hank Magmiski
The undergraduate College of Engineering at the
University of Illinois is not a community of scholars,
and I doubt if it ever will be. The December Techno-
grajsh's editorial assumes that the University of Illinois
is, or at least could be, a scholarly community, and
uses this assumption to derive a set of goals and activ-
ities that a student technical society should have. For
example, one of these activities as envisaged by the
majority of the Technograph staff, "woidd involve
several groups each including a faculty member and
each discussing a particular part of a more general
subject. Students could sit in on whichever group
they found most interesting. Minutes could be taken
in each group and the results edited and stenciled for
free distribution . . ." My experience as an officer of
the student branch of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (I.E.E.E.) tells me that such a
meeting, if not extremely well planned and publicized,
would have a near zero tinnout, and zero results.
What, then, is a realistic picture of the average engi-
neering student, and how can a student society benefit
him and best serve his interests?
The typical engineering student at the U of I is a
combination of country and city slicker, Air Force
officer and ex-G.L, bachelor and happily married
father, and some valedictorian mixed in with red-
blooded American boy. His interests are as varied as
can be, are usually not well defined, and subject to
incredible change. He has one thing in common with
his fellow students though—he must go out and earn
a living when he finishes his schooling.
Hank, a senior in Electrical En-
gineering, was chosen by Tau
Beta Pi as the outstanding en-
gineering freshman of the 1962-
1963 school year. He is cur-
rently the Vice Chairman of the
IEEE and plans to graduate in
August.
An engineering society must try to cater to this stu-
dent, and doing this is a very difficult job. The
I.E.E.E. has found a solution to this problem, and
has used this solution to produce what I consider a
very successful first half year. We have presented a
series of industrial speakers who talked about subjects
ranging from electronics in the steel making industry
to marketing a product and making a profit. The idea
of presenting industrial speakers is not new. However,
we have taken this program of speakers and combined
it with some hard work and a variety of other activ-
ities to produce a turnout at our meetings which aver-
ages around 100 and to increase our paid membership
to a total of 250. The hard work was done mainly by
our publicity men, who made sure that the posters
and blackboards in the E.E. building had information
about our meetings, and the other activities included
a bus trip to a convention is Chicago and tours of the
Biological and Digital Computer Laboratories.
The main core of our program is the series of
speakers, and we present these speakers for the fol-
lowing reasons:
1. Industrial, or non-university speakers present
the students with many applications of electrical
engineering, a thing which the classroom cannot
and perhaps should not do.
2. Students who have no idea of the type of work
they wish to do can come to our meetings and
start getting acquainted with many of the var-
ious fields of electrical engineering.
3. The speakers present their subjects in almost a
non-technical manner, and coming to the meet-
ings is a pleasant and worthwhile break from
studying.
4. After meetings there are always coffee and do-
nuts, and the students and faculty have a chance
to meet the speaker and each other in an in-
formal manner. The coffee and donuts portion
of our meetings lasts from one-half to three
quarters of an hour.
We have foimd, and I think that this is true in any
organization, that the students will come to our meet-
ings if they will benefit from them. Otherwise, the
{pressure of exams and homework will take the stu-
dent's time, and he won't find an opportunity to coine
to the meetings. Our meetings may not be as intel-
lectually exciting as those where we "could investigate
the comparative expense of heating new buildings
with electricity rather than steam," as the editorial
suggests, but we do provide a service to the students
in Electrical Engineering, a service which not only
helps their understanding of electronics, but also gives
them an ajjpreciation for the field in which they'll
spend most of their lives.
WHO CARES ABOUT N. BOURBAKI
by Bob Miller
The most common thing members will tell you
about a large organization is that there is something
wrong with it. These complaints are often taken as
a condemnation of the entire system, top to bottoin,
right to left, front to back. This could not be; an
organization has to have more right with it than
wrong with or it won't last. People just don't like to
point out the good things about something for these
reasons: There is not much you can do about some-
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GOING OUR \A/AY?
If you're mapping out your career destination, Ling-
Temco-Vought offers a wide choice of exciting and
challenging routes to your personalized goal.
Here at LTV, young, alert engineers are "going places"
in the fields of aircraft, missiles, space, mobile surface
vehicles, weapons systems, ground and airborne com-
munications, electronics, and range services. Support-
ing these activities is an excellent engineering climate
providing the opportunity to contribute and profes-
sional advancement which is a direct function of the
contribution. Assignments are diversified and stimu-
lating in such areas as: aerodynamics • avionics and
instrumentation • dynamics • systems design • propul-
sion • stress analysis • communications design •
telemetry and tracking • reconnaissance systems
• amplifier and computer design • electromagnetic
interference control • technical administration . .
.
among others.
In addition to a rewarding professional environment,
LTV offers engineers the opportunity to earn advanced
degrees through company-financed graduate education
programs.
Before selecting your industrial home, investigate the
career avenues available with Ling-Temco-Vought. Get
complete details from -your Placement Office or write
College Relations Office, Ling-Temco-Vought, P. 0. Box
5907, Dallas, Texas 75222. LTV is an equal oppor-
tunity employer.
i- I rsi <s TEl^CC^-Vt^Ut^MT. t ISi CS.
DIVISIONS AND SUBSIDIARIES: LTV ALTEC • LTV ASTRONAUTICS • LTV CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS • LTV LING ELECTRONICS • LTV MICHIGAN • LTV MILITARY
ELECTRONICS • LTV RANGE SYSTEMS • LTV RESEARCH CENTER • LTV TEMCO AEROSYSTEMS • LTV UNIVERSITY • LTV VOUGHT AERONAUTICS • KENTRON HAWAII, LTD.
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Will your
next step be
sideways
or forward?
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To move ahead in these highly technological days,
professional growth after graduation is a prime
requisite. At Douglas, you'll work at the most
advanced state of the art in your and related disci-
plines. ..on aircraft, space and defense programs
going far beyond present technology. And we
encourage your participation in evening courses
leading to advanced degrees in fine nearby uni-
versities. Scholarships are also available. If you're
a young engineer on the move, you'll find that at
Douglas, every step is forward. We are an equal
opportunity employer.
Douglas
Send your resume
to S. A. Amestoy
Box 695-G, Corporate Offices
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Santa Monica California
thing that is right, so there isn't much reason to point
it out. It takes skill to give praise so that it doesn't
sound trite. Lacking skill, it takes guts. For these
reasons, I will just indicate that I think there is a lot
right with the University and the rest of the world
and go on to my gripe.
I don't like library fines, unicops, bicyclists, pedes-
trians, motorists, 8 o'clock finals, Saturday classes,
pizzaburgers, noise, and the flu; but what has caused
me the most persistent displeasure is the seeming con-
spiracy against exploration. Which sounds impressive,
but let rae try to explain just what I mean by explora-
tion and what it implies. Daydreaming can be ex-
ploration: "wouldn't it be fun if 1 could work real
magic," "Atlantis?" "interstellar travel could be inter-
esting," "when am I going to be through with lab
courses?" Looking out the window can be exploration
—did you ever notice how fast thunderheads build?
Taking a course obviously can be exploration (but it
can have a negative effect—more about this later)
.
Exploration is commonly thought of as geographical.
I would like to include in the geographical category
not onh the type of exploration that invohes crashing
through jungles, but the type that teaches that the
Physics Building has silverfish, that the original Uni-
versity of Illinois was north of MOG. And for a laugh
sometime take the Altgeld elevator to N. Bourbaki's
office.
The library is a marvelous place for exploration.
Just the physical topography of the library is interest-
ing—ha\e you seen the Modern Languages library, the
Rare Book Room, the periodical Archives, the Under-
graduate Library? Then there is the information it-
self; the kinds of information you can get from that
place are almost unbelievable. They have volumes on
British nobility, a collection of books on witches, self-
teach books on Arabic, Chinese, and Sanskrit, and a
million or so books that are even more interesting.
Robert Miller is o February
1965 graduate in Electrical En-
gineering and was valedictorian
of his class. He is a member
of Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi,
Sigma Tau, and Phi Kappa Phi.
The only sure reward for exploration, and the one
that really matters, is that it is fun. If you don't think
so, it is because the "conspiracy" hasn't given you a
chance. Make no mistake; exploration always has the
effect of increasing your information, and bits of infor-
mation have a way of becoming useful when mixed
with other bits of information. As an engineer you
will design things, and often the best design has a
gimmick that simplifies and improves it. You can't
take a course in gimmicks; you have to stumble on
them. Nevertheless, this "practical type of reward is
usually uncertain so that the joy of discovery is the
only real justification for exploration. Look up N.
Bourbaki sometime. See if you don't find the trip
enjoNable.
While the nip itself may be enjoyable, the fact that
you have homework to do, tests to study for, papers to
write, meetings to attend, and a hundred other wor-
ries is probably enough to kill any enthusiasm. This
is the conspiracy. I use the word conspiracy because
it is dramatic, you will have to read on to see what
I mean by it.
Human beings are born curious. Babies will crawl
under, over, and through anything they can. They
will put anything they can pick up in their mouths.
Left unrestrained, most would die. Obviously a baby's
curiosity must be restrained. Unfortunately, I think
we go further than we have to. One example of an
unnecessary measure is the annoying expression:
"Curiosity killed the cat," which is probably not true
and is not applicable to humans in any case. The
intentional attacks on curiosity have not been strong
enough since the dark ages to be fatal to curiosity
(and exploration, which is its result) without help.
"Help" came from the educational system. The
amount of material people are learning in school is
increasing. Rather than extend proportionately the
time in school, which is already too long, the tempo
has been accelerated all along the line, right down to
kindergarten. It now seems almost as if one no longer
studies a subject, but has the data "read in." No
longer can Johnnie spend his time eating dirt; he's
got to learn to read, and he has to be able to read by
the time he is 5 so he can be through with number
theory by the time he is 9.
So what's to do? No votes for extending the time
in school. We cannot reduce the amount of material
taught. We can't reduce the pressure during the
early years at the expense of the later years; the pres-
sure in college is already near maximum. I see only
two possibilities, ^^'e could do nothing at all. The
density and length of education would increase until
the exploratory instinct died out. Technical progress
would stop, and probably so would other progress.
This would stabilize the required amount of educa-
tion. -All that would be needed is a strong govern-
ment to stabilize the population at a le\el that could
be supported by the technical level. For a better ex-
planation see Brave New World.
The other possibility seems brighter, although a
"Brave New World" is not such a grim place. It
might be that information stored in computers would
be so readily available that it would not have to be
learned at all. .\11 that a person would have to learn
would be to think. The rudiments could probably
be taught in a short time and the refinement left
to use.
There must be other possibilities. There may not
even be a problem, but if you come to that conclusion,
I would like to hear your reasoning.
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FROM CAMPUS TO CAREER WITH DELCO RADIO
Dewey Nelson came to Deico
Radio Division of General Motors
in 1958 with a BSEE from Iowa
State University. Today, as a proj-
ect engineer at DeIco, Dewey helps
design the building blocks for digi-
tal control systems—such as the
logic cards and modules pictured
above. He also assists in designing
complete digital systems using
these parts.
Like other talented young engi-
neers at DeIco, Dewey can enjoy
the prospects of a longtime, satis-
fying career with this stable elec-
tronics division of General Motors.
He can look forward to a happy
future for his family in the friendly,
growing environment of Kokomo,
Indiana where schooling is tops
. . . desirable new homes and apart-
ments plentiful . . . cultural and
recreational attractions nearly end-
less. And both Purdue and Indiana
Universities offer undergraduate
and graduate work locally.
As a young graduate engineer
An equal opportunity employer
solid state ele(traiii(stt'7
Delco Radio Division
OF General Motors
Kokomo, Indiana
you, too, might soon be on your
way to a challenging and reward-
ing career with Delco Radio. You'll
find abundant opportunities in
such areas as silicon and germa-
nium device development, ferrites,
solid state diffusion, creative pack-
aging of semiconductor products,
development of laboratory equip-
ment, reliability techniques, and
applications and manufacturing
engineering.
Our brochure detailing the op-
portunities to share in forging the
future of electronics with this out-
standing Delco-GM team is yours
for the asking. Watch for Delco
Radio interview dates on your cam-
pus, or write to Mr. C. D. Long-
shore, Dept. CR, Delco Radio Di-
vision, General Motors Corpora-
tion, Kokomo, Indiana
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They're on the job for Olin.
Want to join them?
Take the masked man on the left, for instance.
He's actually a pharmacologist on the job in one
of our Squibb Division labs, testing out some pun-
gent material behind a sniff-proof mask. Take a
job with us doing biochemical research and you'll
join him. You might even be him; behind those
masks, who can tell?
The man in the middle? He's Nai Charden, a
loyal, worthy and trusty fertilizer tester for our
International Division. He works in the rice pad-
dies around Nongkam (Thailand), helping Olin
men check out the effectiveness of various grades
of Ammo-Phos® fertilizer.
And then there's Casper. ( One of our Winches-
ter boys gave him the name during the last 20
seconds of his [Casper's] life.) Casper is (was)
on the job for Olin, too, although he wasn't actually
on the payroll. Unwittingly, he helped an Olin team
in darkest Africa to test out the new line of sporting
arms from our Winchester-Western Division.
Sounds interesting?
Well, there's a hedge, of course.
We can't promise, for example, that the minute
you're off campus you'll be on safari. And we're not
saying you'll walk out of your dorms and into
the jungle.
What we are offering is a unique chance to pick
your career out of an incredibly wide spectrum
of opportunities in specialized fields : engineering,
science, liberal arts, business administration—you
name it.
And we are definitely offering you a chance to
train and work with some of the sharpest people in
your field ( native scouts and target lions notwith-
standing). You will pick up right where you leave
off at graduation and, with crack specialists, start
probing the intricacies of your special area. Most
important, you will learn by doing. (At Olin, a guy
is always learning because he is always doing,
always looking for new ways to do new things.
Which is one way of saying there's no end of op-
portunity at Olin.)
Interesting people are on the job for Olin, all over
the world. And they're doing interesting things.
Want to join them?
There's no hedge on this score; no gimmick,
either.
In fact, all you have to do is get in touch with
Mr. M. H. Jacoby (he's our College Relations
Officer ) at Olin, 460 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10022. He'll answer any questions you might have,
and if he can't answer them he'll send you to the
fellow who can. And if you've got a healthy curi-
osity ( and what graduate worth his salt hasn't? )
you'll find that's just the beginning.
Start out talking to Mr. Jacoby and there's no
telling where you'll wind up. ( You may have shoul-
dered a .22, but we'll give odds ^^•_^_^
you've never wielded a machete.) m^J.UJ.
(An equal opportunity employer)
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If They Ask About Your Sex Life . . .
by Steve Bi-yant
Scene: We are in the placement office on a major
engineering college. Nathan Frye, a representative of
Happy Electronics, is meeting with William Senior,
an engineering student contemplating a position with
Happy E. W^e listen in on a bit of the conversation . .
.
Mr. Fiye: ^\'hich courses did you like most in
college?
Mr. Senior: I liked my technical courses about the
same. I really liked Economics, in my sophomore year.
I suppose it was about my favorite elective.
Mr. Fryc: How do you like your father?
Mr. Se?iior: We get along O.K. Had a lot of fun
together, especially when I was younger.
Mr. Frye: Pardon me, but why does your lip quiver
like that before you're about to speak?
Mr. Senior: Sorry, I didn't realize it was. Must be
a nerve.
Mr. Fiye: Fine. How often do you have sexual
relations with a girl?
Mr. Senior: Well, last week I . . .
Fadeout. We have been listening to a few random
questions that are often asked during placement inter-
views. As meaningless as some of them may seem, they
are an extremely important part of the interview. Mr.
Senior, in trying to obtain a job at Happy Electronics,
is playing one of the most important roles of his life.
His future rests heavily on his performance. Since
playlets such as these will take place quite often in
the near future, we have decided that a few tips to
the actors are in order.
What to Expect
To try to ]jredict exactly what a company represen-
tative will be like is futile. He may have a disarming
casualness about him, or he may assume a crisp, busi-
nesslike attitude. Regardless of his appearance, how-
ever, keep in mind that he is a professional. His job
is to explain what you don't know about his company,
and, more important, to judge you. He judges you
by your appearance and your answers, and his meth-
ods are coldly precise.
Let's refer to the fictitious interview at the begin-
ning of the article and examine some of the questions.
Most questions you will encounter will be of the
"What were your favorite courses?" type. These are
straightforward questions to determine your likes and
dislikes about engineering. Answer them honestly,
and you'll j^robably score well with your interviewer.
Other questions, however, are more tricky. Often you
will, in answering one question, be answering a dif-
ferent question in the interviewer's mind. For exam-
ple, if you answer such a question as, "How do you
like your father?" you may be answering a secret ques-
tion such as "How do you respond to authority?" The
best way to answer this type of question is to avoid
extremes. Perhaps you actually fight constantly with
your father, but the reason is not because you don't
respond well to authority. Although you may be giv-
ing a somewhat altered answer by saying that you
"get along O.K." with your father, you will be hurting
neither you nor your employer by doing so.
In the mid-1950's, William H. Whyte, Jr., in his
book. The Organization Man, stated that many com-
panies will ask questions about sex life, and other
such matters, to determine to what degree the student
is an extro\ert. The companies feel that if a person
is outgoing and gregarious, he will engage in outside
activities sponsored by the organization. The em-
ployee's participation in such activities will, of course,
insure the company of increased loyalty and company
interest. It may be difficult to answer questions on
such personal matters. Questions on your sex life, for
example, often deserve a straightforward, "It's none
of your business." Regardless of how you decide to
answer these questions (if you wish to answer them
at all) , it is important to convey an honest image of
yourself. If you don't, you may wind up i:i a firm
where life is quite out of character for you.
Occasionally, a representative will throw in a ques-
tion like, "Why does your lip quiver?" These ques-
tions are designed to embarrass you and to test your
poise under certain situations. Although they prob-
ably don't bear too much weight on the employer's
decision, it might be helpful to expect such things.
Another thing to beware of in an interview is the
representative's selling job. A.n unusually high salary
is often an indication that promotion, or at least
significant salary increases, will be few. Similarly,
beware of glossy brochures, ideal locations, and so
forth. All these things are fine, of course, but look
into them before making a decision. An assignment
at Miami Beach sounds inviting until you learn that
that particular plant is closing down in a few months
and moving to the Mohave Desert.
What is Expected
In addition to all the right answers, the company
representative is going to expect a certain minimum
in dress and manners. White socks with a suit and a
handlebar mustache (or any mustache, for that mat-
ter)
,
and arriving twenty minutes late will certainly
not start you off on the right foot. He will also expect
you to have read up on his company. He will be glad
to answer your questions (by the way: have some)
,
but it is not his job to explain everything about his
company to someone who has barely heard of it.
The most important single thing you can take with
you to the interview is a knowledge of what you want
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YOU CAN SHARE IN A GROWTH LIKE THIS
Whose growth? Fisher Governor Company, manufac-
turer of automatic controls for any and all fluids, gases
or air that flow through pipe. We are the leader in our
growing industry. Our sales have shown a relatively
steady rise during the past decade (from 18-million
to 41.5-million—a 130% increase in just ten years).
See chart above. Our products— control valves, pres-
sure regulators, liquid level controls and instruments-
are key elements in industrial automation.
Location: Fisher is basically an "Engineering" com-
pany with 1,500 employees located in a pleasant Iowa
community of 22,000. It's less than 10 minutes to the
modern Fisher plant and engineering facilities from
any home in Marshalltown. The community has an
outstanding cultural and educational environment.
Type of work: Fisher offers a rewarding challenge to
the graduate engineer (BS and MS) who is interested
in design and development, research and test, sales
or manufacturing.
Advancement: Coupled with Fisher's policy to promote
from within, advancement opportunities reflect a grow-
ing company within a growing industry.
If a growing company like ours appeals to you, consult
your placement office or write directly to Mr. John
Mullen, Employee Relations Manager, FISHER GOV-
ERNOR COMPANY, Marshalltown, Iowa.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
If it flows through pipe, chances are it's controlled by flSHEl}
NORTH CAMPUS
and wliat you are. A surprising number of students
go into interviews with no goals in mind, with no
questions to ask.
A knowledge of what you want is crucial. In his
novel, Ulysses, James Joyce said, in effect, to beware
of what you want at twenty, because you'll get it at
forty. Before you take your interview is a good time
to realize this. You should have definite ideas on sal-
ary, promotion, where you want to work, the size of
the company and what it has to offer, what type of
work you want to do, and where you want to live.
The average starting salary of the June 1964 graduates
of the University of Illinois (B. S. Degrees) was
§617.39. The chief reasons for accepting positions
were, in descending order, type of work, location,
opportunity for advancement, and salary. Of course,
you probably aren't going to get everything you want,
and choosing which factors are most important to you
may be a delicate decision. (The important point for
the interview, though, is merely to want something
and let the representative know about your desires.)
A knowledge of ivhat you are is likewise important.
"Be yourself" is a rather stale maxim, but a vitally
important one. Analyze yourself before the interview.
If you don't get along with people, it would be foolish
of you to try to work in sales. Similarly, if you get
along extremely well with people, you probably don't
want a desk job where you never talk to anyone.
(\Vhat you want is going to depend on what you are.)
Being yourself in an interview may not be quite as
easy as it sounds. As was mentioned before, some em-
ployers will try to lead you up to saying that you are
gregarious, or the life of the party, or something else
that you might not happen to be. If you want a job
very badly, you may have a tendency to go along with
them in creating this false image of yomself. If you
do so, remember that you might ha\e to live up to
this image, perhaps for a lifetime.
How to Flunk
There are a large niunber of reasons why a com-
pany may not hire a student. Many of these depend
on the years before the interview—his scholastic rec-
ord, the fact that he never participated in any extra-
curricular activities, or, in extreme cases, simply be-
cause of his race, creed, or sex. By the time a student
is ready for an interview, it is too late to do anything
about these deficiencies. Whatever you do, don't try
to dream up phony excuses for bad grades or other
such faults. It will make matters worse. Also, if you
are asked directly about something in which you are
deficient, don't be evasive. The simple triuh (the
employer will probably find out anyway) is far better
than hemming and hawing.
Of the reasons a student flunks an interview itself,
the most common is that the student shows up with
no goals, no questions, and expects the representative
to do all the talking. Another cause is that the student
hasn't read anything about the company; he shows no
real interest. Other reasons include lack of confidence,
sloppy dress, filling out application blanks sloppily,
not looking the interviewer in the eye, and having a
limp, fishy handshake. If you follow the advice given
in the rest of this article, you probably won't be guilty
of any of these blunders.
Beyond the Interview
If you are accepted by a company, or if they show
a strong interest in you, you will probably be exposed
to much more interviewing, personality testing, and
so forth. In fact, it is a current practice in industry to
continue testing and probing throughout a person's
career. Hopefully, the ideas embodied here will help
you in these later, more advanced probes into your
personality. Keep your goals clearly defined, be your-
self, and you will probably come out all right.
In your placement interview and beyond, good
luck!
'
TOUR RESEARCH LABS
AT OPEN HOUSE
The following research labs will be open to
visitors' tours during Engineering Open House Week-
end. All undergraduate students who wish to tour
several of these labs may do so by filling out the
questionnaire below and mailing it to:
Tours
c/o Engineering Open House
117 Transportation Bldg.
Urbana, Illinois
Be sure to send your requests before March 3, 1965.
Due to the uncertainty of response, the time for each
tour will be arranged by the Tours Committee. Please
indicate whether the tour is intended for Friday,
March 12, or Saturday, March 13. .Address inquiries to
Don Klug, Tours Chairman, 367-0785.
Nnme
r'Are there any
East Coast labs doing "What's
Organic Research?" available
in R&D
How around
"DO YOU
••-.w»»-m»»
about HAVE ANY New York?"
MANUFACTURING
a cqIoc facilitiesd. tDdlUb
IN THE
SOUTH?"
,,
assignment
jn the ^^^ location with
Chicago '^'*^S'±^^,9-
area?"
"Any chance of
moving around the country?"
ASK
Hied
hemical
IF LOCATION is important to you in choosing your first job, winy not tall< to the company that has
130 plants and research centers throughout the U.S.A., as well as scores of sales offices from
coast to coast? Your placement office can tell you when our interviewer will be on campus.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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LETTERS
Education Solution for Technological Unemployment
To the Editor:
After reading Tom Grantham's article outlining the
Triple Revolution committee report, I picked up a
copy of the report in the Technograph office. I found
the report interesting although I do not agiee with
several of the committee's conclusions.
The basic problem posed in the "Triple Revolu-
tion" is technological unemployment which is not a
new phenomenon in the American society or else-
where. It seems to me the basic solution is education,
better and more education for the young members of
the labor force and re-education and guidance for the
older and displaced. Technology is not going to go
racing ahead of mankind. Human- effort is inseparable
with technology.
Through education, technology and its benefits can
be more uniformly distributed. This distribution will
undoubtedly involve more government social respon-
sibility but that this responsibility involves such
sweeping changes of structure as well as human moti-
vation in our society is highly questionable. \Vhether
people will use these benefits for human betterment is
not only a function of fruitfid activity but also of the
moral atmosphere of the society.
Roger Stevens
Senior, Eleclrical Engineering
Baerwald Disappointed
To the Editor:
I have just received my copy of the October, 1964
issue of your publication and generally have found
it to be very informative and interesting.
I was pleased to note on page 38 that you found
some of my statements worthy of passing on to your
readers. These statements were related to establish-
ment of speed zones.
However, I ain very disappointed in the last para-
graph of the article in that it is completely erroneous
and irrelevant when considered with the remainder
of the text. Because the paragraph related to some-
thing not contained in the original article or discus-
sion, I believe that professional courtesy and editorial
honesty would have caused the writer to ascertain the
facts concerning the construction of Green Street
rather than quote aia unidentified, and as far as I
know, non-existent "U. of I. professor." Had your
reporter taken the trouble to discuss this matter with
me, he would have been informed that the Highway
Traffic Safety Center as such had nothing to do with
the design of Green Street, and secondly, that the
design was done by the then Urbana engineering firm
of Clark, Daily, Dietz & Associates, under a contract
with the City of Urbana.
Your reporter would also have learned that in the
original negotiations the University was given the im-
pression by the City of Urbana that at some future
date the widening woidd extend also east through the
City of Urbana.
Your reporter woidd also have been shown that it
is physically impossible, within the realm of available
funds, to extend the widening program westward
beyond AVright Street. He would have also been
shown evidence to the fact that Parking and Traffic
Commission of the City of Champaign has been very
cognizant of the need for extending the four lanes
west of Wright Street through parking prohibition
(during peak hoins in some areas and at all times in
others.) After three years of effort this last fall saw the
adoption of something which was proposed three
years ago.
Concerning the problem of signal timing, even the
most so]jhisticated equipment is not 100% foolproof.
We have had trouble with the leased telephone lines
which connect the local controllers at the signalized
intersections with the master controller in our Traffic
Engineering Laboratory. Another problem is the
physical one of the close proximity of Wright Street
to Sixth Street. Had your reporter made any effort
at all to obtain the facts concerning the signal timing
program it would have been explained to him that
the University Traffic Engineer, Mr. Robert H. Wort-
man, has developed a \ery efficient signal timing pro-
gram which favors traffic in the direction of predom-
inant flow at different times of the day. Obviously
traffic traveling in the opposite direction can expect
to have less preferential treatment during these
periods.
Should you or any member of your staff care to
follow up further concerning any aspect of the cam-
pus traffic program, I am sure Mr. Wortman and I
would both be happy to work with you.
JoJm E. Baerwald
Professor of Traffic Engineering
The statement which Professor Baerwald refers to was
made by a professor in an informal conversation and was
intended more in jest than in criticism. Another professor
who was present during the conversation commented that
the widening of Green Street had considerably relieved the
obstruction of traffic by cars slowing down to turn into park-
ing lots and side streets within the campus.
The first professor explained that his concern was that
the project had also made Green Street one of the niajor
trafhc arteries between Champaign and Urbana and that this
result was unfortunate for the University.
Perhaps the widening of University Avenue, north of the
campus, will relieve some of the traffic on Green Street.
We appreciate Professor Baerwald's comments and regret
that the information of the other professor whom we re-
ferred to was not entirely correct.
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Design a
Detier one
and call it
hemical
engineering
.Ve understand as well as the next company the
lifference between, let us say, a chemical equipment
lesign engineer and an electro-mechanical dev-elop-
nent engineer. To turn out the volume we intend
)f such a fantastically demanding cross-product of
;hemical and mechanical engineering as a Kod.ap.^k
I'artridge of Kod.achrome-X Film, we ha\'e to
nterest fresh graduates answering to both these job
lescriptions and many, many others.
In talking to shoppers from the campus, we find
t wise to be very specific about job descriptions.
iVe would create the wrong impression at the inter-
view by referring to the job available as "profes-
ional engineer."
The vouns man is winding up four or five vears
of building himself into a good all-around engineer.
Now comes the time to get specific. He is smart
enough to know that the demand by strong
organizations for all-around engineers under 25 can
be expected to remain slack. He is right. The proj-
ects awaiting engineers are terribly specific. But if
he has picked the right employer, he will find that
with each project brought off' well the walls between
the compartments of engineering get a little softer.
By the time he discovers he has been transformed
into that vague "professional engineer." he is hav-
ing too much fun fighting our competitors by the
boldness of his concepts to care what specialty he
promised to devote his career to.
On the chance that we might be the right
employer, drop us a line.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Business and Technical Personnel Department. Rochestei'. N.\. 14650
\n equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities:
Rochester, N.Y.. Kingsport, Tenn., and Long\iew. Tex. Kodak
Should You NA/ork for a Big Company?
An interview with General Electric's S. W. Corbin, Vice President and General
Manager, Industrial Sales Division.
S. W. CORBIN
Wells Corbin heads what is probably
the world's largest industrial sales organi-
zation, employing more than 8000 persons
and selling hundreds of thousands of di-
verse products. He joined General Electric
in 1930 as a student engineer after gradu-
ation from Union College with a BSEE. After
moving through several assignments in in-
dustrial engineering and sales management,
he assumed his present position in 1960.
He was elected a General Electric vice
president in 1963.
Q. Mr. Corbin, why should I work for
a big company? Are there some
special advantages?
A. Just for a minute, consider what
the scope of product mix often found
in a big company means to you. A
broad range of products and services
gives you a variety of starting places
now. It widens tremendously your op-
portunity for growth. Engineers and
scientists at General Electric re-
search, design, manufacture and sell
thousands of products from micro-
miniature electronic components and
computer-controlled steel-mill sys-
tems for industry; to the world's
largest turbine-generators for utili-
ties; to radios, TV sets and appli-
ances for consumers; to satellites
and other complex systems for aero-
space and defense.
Q. How about attaining positions of
responsibility?
A. How much responsibility do you
want? If you'd like to contribute to
the design of tomorrow's atomic re-
actors—or work on the installation
of complex industrial systems—or
take part in supervising the manu-
facture of exotic machine-tool con-
trols—or design new hardware or
software for G-E computers—or direct
a million dollars in annual sales
through distributors—you can do it,
in a big company like General Elec-
tric, if you show you have the ability.
There's no limit to responsibility . . .
except your own talent and desire.
Q. Can big companies offer advan-
tages in training and career develop-
ment programs?
A. Yes. We employ large numbers of
people each year so we can often set
up specialized training programs
that are hard to duplicate elsewhere.
Our Technical Marketing Program,
for example, has specialized assign-
ments both for initial training and
career development that vary de-
pending on whether you want a
future in sales, application engineer-
ing or installation and service engi-
neering. In the Manufacturing Pro-
gram, assignments are given in manu-
facturing engineering, factory super-
vision, quality control, materials man-
agement or plant engineering. Other
specialized programs exist, like the
Product Engineering Program for you
prospective creative design engineers,
and the highly selective Research
Training Program.
Q. Doesn't that mean there will be
more competition for the top jobs?
A. You'll always find competition
for a good job, no matter where
you go! But in a company like G.E.
where there are 150 product opera-
tions, with broad research and sales
organizations to back them up, you'll
have less chance for your ambition to
be stalemated. Why? Simply because
there are more top jobs to compete
for.
Q. How can a big company help me
fight technological obsolescence?
A. Wherever you are in General Elec-
tric, you'll be helping create a rapid
pace of product development to
serve highly competitive markets. As
a member of the G-E team, you'll
be on the leading edge of the wave
of advancement—by adapting new re-
search findings to product designs,
by keeping your customers informed
of new product developments that
can improve or even revolutionize
their operations, and by developing
new machines, processes and
methods to manufacture these new
products. And there will be class-
work too. There's too much to be
done to let you get out of date!
FOR MORE INFORMATION on careers for engineers and scientists at General Electric, write
Personalized Career Planning, General Electric, Section 699-12. Schenectady, N. Y. 12305
GENERAL ELECTRIC
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Explosions
Atomic rocket reactor successfully test fired by Westinghouse
Atomic rocket power will permit round trips to Mars, Venus and beyond
With atomic power, it is possible for rockets
to carry bigger loads farther than with con-
ventional fuels. The first full power test
of the reactor for NERVA (Nuclear Engine
for Rocket Vehicle Application) promises a
new United States capability for voyages
into deep space and to the planets.
Westinghouse designed and built the
NERVA reactor. NERVA is part of the
Rover Program under the management
of the AEC-NASA Space Nuclear Propul-
sion Office. Westinghouse is the world
leader in developing atomic reactors for
many applications, including atomic elec-
tric generating stations.
You can be sure if It's Westinghouse
w
For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer,
write L. H. Noggle, Wcstingtiouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221.
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This month's cover by Frank Gorman, freshman in archi-
tecture, represents a detonation wave and the transverse
shock waves which move across its surface. The article
by Rudy Berg appears on page 14.
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FROM CAMPUS TO CAREER WITH DELCO RADIO
Dewey Nelson came to Deico
Radio Division of General Motors
in 1958 with a BSEE from Iowa
State University. Today, as a proj-
ect engineer at Delco, Dewey helps
design the building blocks for digi-
tal control systems—such as the
logic cards and modules pictured
above. He also assists in designing
complete digital systems using
these parts.
Like other talented young engi-
neers at Delco, Dewey can enjoy
the prospects of a longtime, satis-
fying career with this stable elec-
tronics division of General Motors.
He can look forward to a happy
future for his family in the friendly,
growing environment of Kokomo,
Indiana where schooling is tops
. . . desirable new homes and apart-
ments plentiful . . . cultural and
recreational attractions nearly end-
less. And both Purdue and Indiana
Universities offer undergraduate
and graduate work locally.
As a young graduate engineer
An equal opportunity employer
solid stole eledronitsc'V
m
Delco Radio Division
OF General Motors
Kokomo, Indiana
you, too, might soon be on your
way to a challenging and reward-
ing career with Delco Radio. You'll
find abundant opportunities in
such areas as silicon and germa-
nium device development, ferrites,
solid state diffusion, creative pack-
aging of semiconductor products,
development of laboratory equip-
ment, reliability techniques, and
applications and manufacturing
engineering.
Our brochure detailing the op-
portunities to share in forging the
future of electronics with this out-
standing Delco-GM team is yours
for the asking. Watch for Delco
Radio interview dates on your cam-
pus, or write to Mr. C. D. Long-
shore, Dept. CR, Delco Radio Di-
vision, General Motors Corpora-
tion, Kokomo, Indiana
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Laminated wood arches Foam plastic packaging Reinforced plastic underwater buoy
Koppers is one of the most diversified companies in the country, supplying more than 270
products and services to some forty industries. Koppers employees are working on new
adhesives for the aircraft and automotive markets, new wood treatments and protective
coatings for the construction industry, pioneering in sound control, developing new plastics
for packaging and insulation, designing new and improved techniques for the steel industry.
T
Product expansion. Koppers
has just completed a transaction that
will strengthen its role in the plastics
industry. An equal partnership-
called Sinclair-Koppers Company-
has been formed that brings together
Sinclair Oil Company's basic sources
of ethylene with Koppers facilities
and experience in producing and
marketing many thermoplastic prod-
ucts. By the end of 1967, the total
plastics capacity of Sinclair-Koppers
is projected at nearly twice the ca-
pacity of these facilities today.
Koppers also recently acquired
the assets of Hardinge Company,
Inc., York, Pa., manufacturer of
grinding equipment for mineral
processing, to increase its services
to the iron and steel industry.
How we operate. Koppers has
five divisions in addition to Sinclair-
Koppers Company: Tar and Chemi-
cal, Engineering and Construction,
Metal Products, Forest Products,
and International Division. Each di-
vision maintains its own manage-
ment, sales and marketing, and ap-
plied research and development
staffs. The company also operates a
central research department with
laboratories at its new $8,000,000
Research Center in Monroeville, Pa.
Whatwe expect from Koppers
people. Koppers looks for: Pro-
ficiency in one's own field; under-
standing of related fields; ability and
desire to advance in responsibility;
understanding of our economic sys-
tem and the importance of profits for
individual and corporate success.
What we offer in return. Oppor-
timities for individual development
in the many industries we serve;
opportunities for providing products
for most of the major markets in the
country. As your unique talents
develop in this climate of opportu-
nity, you can move within the com-
pany to areas best suited to your
interests and qualifications.
What we need. Chemists and
chemical engineers for work in
plastics and chemical synthesis for
basic research, product development,
process engineering, manufacturing
and sales. Mechanical engineers for
product development, manufactur-
ing engineering, sales and design.
Metallurgical engineers for basic re-
search and development. Electrical
engineers and civil engineers for
design and construction.
Interested? Wnte to the Person-
nel Manager, Koppers Company,
Inc., Room 200, Koppers Building,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219.
KOPPERS COMPANY, INC an equal opportunity employer
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Editorials are the opinion of a majority of Techno-
graph's editorial board
WE'RE HERE TOO
During the past year substantial progress has been
made in more directly involving students in the
determination of educational policy and programs in
the College of Engineering. At the beginning of the
fall semester twelve students were seated on six Col-
lege faculty committees which deal with educational
matters. In retrospect, it seems that this action was
agreed to not to solicit student opinion, but merely
to let the students see what functions these committees
perform. Perhaps one semester was needed as a tran-
sition period, but it must be recognized by all con-
cerned that any trend in student involvement which
stops short of seating students on the College Policy
and Development Committee could not be completely
sincerely motivated and would be less than optimally
effective.
CPS;D is a faculty committee, whose members are
elected from their respective departments for terms
of three years. It is the most important decision-making
committee in the College. Although it may be said
that students are represented in CP&D through their
departmental representatives, such a policy is based
upon an unrealistic interpretation of campus interest
groups. Students, faculty, and administration, not the
departments, are the most fundamental interest groups
in present-day "multiversities."
A close examination of the power structure of the
College of Engineering reveals that students are not
really a part of the decision-making machinery. En-
gineering Council, the College student governing
body, has no structured role in determining College
policy. .Any statement passed by Engineering Council
is only a recommendation or a request to the ad-
ministration. Some progress has been made in making
Engineering Council a more influential body—a re-
vised constitution and revised committee structure
will permit more and freer discussion of educational
affairs—but the Council still has no formal power.
The need to seat students on CP&D is urgent if
only to remind the members of the committee that
the primary commitment of the College is to educa-
tion, not to NASA, the Department of Defense, or
any other government agency. From time to time
some professors have said, in effect, that the College
of Engineering would be much better off if there were
no undergraduates, thus enabling the faculty to con-
centrate fulltime on their research activities. But the
faculty ?nust realize that the future success of the Col-
lege will depend not only upon its reputation as the
MIT of the Midwest, but also upon the quality of its
graduates. The faculty jniist realize that the success
of its educational program rests not only on the tech-
nical competence of its graduates, but also on their
understanding of the goals, directions, and conse-
quences of progressing technology\
If the U of I College of Engineering is to achieve
its total educational potential, a means must be found
to balance the current pressure toward increased re-
search activity and the overemphasis of engineering
science at the expense of engineering humanities.
The most effective way to accomplish this would be
to seat students on CP&D.
WHAT SHOULD GRADES
REALLY REPRESENT?
Grades are of special concern to every student, for
they give a reasonably accurate account of his per-
formance. Nevertheless, there are several questions
regarding grades in general, and the grading system
of the T&.AM Department in particular, that deserve
serious consideration.
In many courses, the grade a student receives con-
sists of his performance in the mechanics of the course
and his grasp of the course material. Included in
mechanics are such things as homework, quizzes, class
attendance and participation. The T&-\M Depart-
ment, for example, counts both hour exams and home-
work as one-sixth of the final grade, class participation
and quizzes one-third of the final grade, and the final
exam one-third. Thus, equal weight is given to both
the plug-and-chug aspects of a T&AM course and a
student's actual knowledge of the material as reflected
best in his hour exams and final.
In general, this grading system is fair, for it compels
most students to do the homework and attend class
and learn the material by forced assimiliation. But,
should a student be penalized for cutting class and
failing to turn in homework and then verifying his
learning of the material by good scores on the hour
exams and the final? W'e think not. The grade should
represent the extent of a student's grasp of the ma-
terial of the course. Class instruction and homework
serve only as a means of facilitating this learning
process. Nevertheless, many instructors still insist
upon lowering the grade of students who do not
actively participate in the mechanics of a course, re-
gardless of that student's ability to grasp the material
on his own or his performance on the exams.
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Today's engineering graduates
are looking for a recognized
company that is growing rapidly
within an industry that is growing
rapidly • a company that can offer promotion
from within as a matter of policy ; a company that
provides broad opportunity to become part of the
management team ; a company that is ideally lo-
cated in the heart of a beautiful vacationland, in
south-central Wisconsin. We are that company.
Talk ivith our
representative
about your future!
POWER
z
WISCONSIN POWER AND LIGHT CO-
an equal ofjporiunJty employer
WILLYOU BE ABLE TO
MEET THE CHALLENGE
OF THE HIGHWAYS
OF TOMORROW?
Prepare now for your future in highway engineering
by sending for The Asphalt Institute's free library
of Asphalt construction and technology.
Each year, more and more states are turning to modern Deep-
Strength* Asphalt pavement for their new heavy-duty high-
ways, county and local roads. Your contribution—and reward
—in future roadbuilding programs will depend in large part on
your knowledge of Asphalt construction and technology.
The latest information in this field, including The Asphalt
Institute's new computer-derived Thickness Design Method, is
contained in an extensive portfolio now offered by The Asphalt
Institute. To obtain this valuable free library, fill in and mail
the coupon below today. *.,.,. r a u . u
^gS *Asphalt surface on Asphalt base® THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE
^""Lsi^ College Park, Maryland
Free Offer to Civil Engineering Students and Professors!
THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, College Park, Maryland
Gentlemen: Please send me your free library on Asphalt Con-
struction and Technology.
NAME CLASS OR RANK
ADDRESS.
CITY
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What are chemists doing at NCR?
Plenty. Fundamental and Applied Re-
search—Process and Product Devel-
opment. All of which are of continuing
importance to the growth of NCR.
Our Research results have practi-
cal applications: the process of micro-
encapsulation permits the "lock-up"
of a substance in minute capsules for
subsequent release; a "Photochromic
Micro-Image" process permits a book
to be recorded on a two inch square
film; a solution-spraying technique
for the deposition of inorganic thin
films for solar cells and memory de-
vices; self-erecting polyurethane
foam structures for space programs.
And in Development? Improve-
ments in NCR paper products and
other supplies; determination of new
materials or processes for printed
circuit boards; improvement of tapes
and mylar cards used as magnetic re-
cording media; new processes and
applications for plastic materials
used in business equipment; in-
creased utilization of analytical tools
for research and production.
These examples indicate that the
talents of chemists at all levels in
every major chemistry field—physical,
organic, polymer, analytical, engi-
neering, electrochemistry, and paper
RESEARCH
AND
DEVELOPMENT
6
chemistry— are utilized in NCR's re-
search and development programs.
Many of these are related to business
systems which are normally asso-
ciated with NCR; there are also other
programs that have considerably
broader applications.
What would you do at NCR? Send
us an outline of your interests and
qualifications to determine if a career
position currently exists. All corres-
pondence will be given confidential
consideration. T. F. Wade, Technical
Placement, The National Cash
Register Company, Dayton 9, Ohio.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
BE SURE TO VISIT THE NCR PAVILION AT THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR
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THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY
FORGINGS
ELIMINATED
REJECTS ON
THIS
EARTHMOVER
HUB...
and cut cost 16%
Originally, this earthmover wheel hub was not a forging. Now it is
forged in steel. Here's why . . .
While reviewing costs of the original part, the earthmover manu-
facturer discovered that: (1) Cost of the hub was too high; (2)
rejection rates during machining were high because of voids and
inclusions; and (3) hidden flaws required costly salvage operation.
By converting to forged steel hubs, the manufacturer has saved
16%, has completely eliminated rejects and repairs of parts In
process, has achieved 100% reliability of the part.
Forgings have greater inherent reliability and strength because
they:
1. Are solid, void-free metal
2. Have higher resistance to fatigue
3. Are strongest in withstanding impact and sudden load
4. Have high modulus of elasticity
5. Have low mechanical hysteresis
6. Have unique stress-oriented fiber structure
Memo to future engineers:
"Make it lighter and make it stronger" is
the demand today. No other metalworking
process meets these two requirements so
well as the forging process. Be sure you
know all about forgings. their design and
production. Write for Case History No. 104,
with engineering data on the earthmover
hub forging shown above.
DROP FORGING
ASSOCIATION
55 Public Square • Cleveland 13, Ohio
When it's a vital part, design it to be
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This is the second part of an article about Professor
Joseph Tykociner—a fascir\ating inquiry into the life
of a man who has made considerable contributions
to the field of electrical engineering and is currently
pioneering a new "science of research" to organize
and give direction to the pursuit of knowledge.
Again He Has Something To Say
PART 2
Joseph Tykociner was one of the first research pro-
fessors in the University of Illinois Engineering Ex-
periment Station. He conducted research in areas
that have now mushroomed into important parts of
the field of electrical engineering. He had a great
deal to do with the branching off of electronics from
electrical engineering, and his name is now associated
with basic work in microwaves, radio antennas, piezo-
electric oscillations, sound-on-film, and other elec-
tronic phenomena.
One of his first projects at the U of I dealt with the
large, cumbersome antennas used in the early part of
this century. He had an idea for making scale models
of these monsters which would be much more con-
venient for experimental studies. Antenna models are
now the basis for antenna and transmission research.
He started his experimentation in a small labora-
tory room, but found the space too confining. In
order to use his models, he found that shorter wave-
lengths were necessary (the first work with micro-
waves), but they were reflected easily by the walls of
the room. He moved to another office that opened
onto a courtyard, but this space was not sufficient
either. The only open spaces suitable for his work
seemed to be the University fields south of campus.
By promising to move if the cows needed the pasture,
he secured permission from the College of Agriculture
to use one of their fields. The Assembly Hall now
sits on the ground where he had two small huts
erected to use as centers for his experiments.
He and his assistant worked several months setting
up the maze of wiring necessary for taking data. They
had all the equipment prepared when a herd of cows
came ambling into their field laboratory. This made
experimenting difficult. The assistant was kept busy
chasing the cows away, and the Agriculture Depart-
ment soon asked that Tykociner leave the area.
He had to curtail his plan, but his efforts had laid
the groundwork for the use of antenna models and
for microwave research. Also during experiments
with the cows as unwelcomed guests, he noticed phe-
nomena which indicated that the signal sometimes
bounced off an animal and returned to its source.
by Wayne Crouch
This observation would have led to the basic phe-
nomenon of radar, but the University had no other
suitable place for him to continue antenna research,
and the project was dropped. At this point he may
well have begun to wonder just why there were such
abrupt changes in the direction of his research efforts.
He later incorporated a solution to this problem in a
scientific approach to the selection of areas of research.
He continued applying his genius to electronics
problems, and did additional work with microwaves
as applied to the short wave radio. He did work in
piezoelectricity, the electrical polarization of crystal
substances due to applied pressure, but again his work
was terminated because funds were not available for
the precise optical and quartz-cutting equipment that
Professor Tykociner as he appears to the students In his evening class.
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Your life at Du Pont I one of a series for technical graduates
Hoiv to tell a career from a job
A job is a job. A career is a place to grow. A career has a future.
A job hves from day to day. In a job you get what you can, do
what you must. In a career, rewards parallel your contributions.
We're a career company. More than a third of our 90,000
employees have been with us at least 15 years; 10,000 for more
than 25 years. There are reasons for this. To assure growth we
invest over $90 million a year in research. Fifty percent of last
year's sales ($2.4 billion) came from products unheard of just
28 years ago. Because customers Mke these products, we've
grown 750% since 1937.
Our career men share in this growth because we fill virtually
all responsible positions from within. Our young men work in
several areas to develop their capabilities. This way they can
change positions without leaving the company.
There are job men and career men. If you seek a career, we'd
like to tell you about an interesting and rewarding one at
Du Pont. Write us a letter or clip and mail our coupon today.
MIE
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
An equal opportunity employer
TECHNICAL MEN WE'LL NEED FROM THE CLASS OF '65
Chemists Mechanical Engineers
Chemical Engineers Industrial Engineers
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
2519-A Nemours Building
Wilmington, Delaware 19838
When I'm graduated, I'll be a_
(List profession)
Please rush me more Information about how I might fit
in at Du Pont.
Name
Class
Colleee
Here's
a great
place
to evolve
The road to professional extinction is to stand still after
graduation. At Douglas, your talents will grow as the knowl-
edge of the technical community advances. For we not only
stay with the state of the art, we are often ahead of it. Our
many aircraft, defense and space programs are long range,
designed to keep our nation on top today and tomorrow.
You'll work with outstanding associates—use the finest
facilities. And we encourage your studying for advanced
degrees at nearby universities with special scholarship pro-
grams. So if you're an evolving type, get in touch with us.
We are an equal opportunity employer.
Douglas
Send your resume to
S. A. Amestoy, Box 696-G
Corporate Offices
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Santa Monica, California
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he needed. Again a line of research in which he saw-
great possibilities was interrupted.
From his contact with students, he developed a
concern for their seeming lack of real interest in
research. \Vhen they were given a research problem
to solve, they would spend weeks trying to find the
answer in books and from the work of otliers. They
did not seem to grasp the significance and thrill of
discovery. He could not luidersiand why they were
working so hard for an education in engineering
when they seemed to have so little interest in creating
and so little curiosity for the unknown.
He also pondered on the numerous changes in re-
search projects he had made and on the importance
of the state of science for a researcher's success. His
first efforts to put sound on film were ho|)eless because
the quality of the equipment (flexible film and a
good photo-electric cell) were not available. In many
cases he believes he was hindered from de\eloping
worthwhile and valuable contributions for very neb-
ulous reasons. He still saw many possibilities in
microwave and piezoelectric research projects that he
had started and had to abandon.
In his last few years with the University these ideas
gradually formed the basis for an organized approach
to research work in general and the selection of re-
search problems in particular. He now recalls, "I
worked on things that interested me, but due to the
lack of proper means it was bound to become hap-
hazard." It seemed to him there should be some sort
of scientific reasoning behind the choice of an area
of investigation. As was proven with sound-on-film
and antenna investigation, Tykociner did have the
right idea, but the right people weren't convinced of
its importance.
He recognized the value of intense interest and
a questioning nature, and he was concerned that
formal education was not developing searching minds.
At his retirement on December 1, 1948, he said,
"I still have the desire to work." Referring to the
problem of developing more creative ability in the
scientists of tomorrow, he said, "I should now like to
concentrate my work on the problem I started to
investigate in 1927—namely, what are the conditions
helpful in research activities." He has done just that.
To date he has published a book and two pam-
phlets that set down the ideas and data of zetetics—
the science of research. He is now writing, in addition
to teaching a course on research almost every semester,
a revision of his book that will give an up-to-date
account of his work.
Zetetics is based on the principle tiiai all parts of
human knowledge are interrelated. A part of Tyko-
ciner's work is to develop a picture of tiie frontier of
man's knowledge that will show how far we have
advanced on all fronts-engineering, sociology, art,
physics, anthropology, and all other areas of creative
endeavor. As he describes ii in his course, "The fion-
tier of knowledge is very jagged." At present, rearch-
ers are often hanqjered because of lack of knowledge in
related areas. For instance, Tykociner had tlie ideas
necessary to develop soundon-film many years before
the necessarily refined equipment was available to him.
He also feels very strongly liiat areas of rescaich sliould
be chosen with a great deal more knowledge than crea-
tive ])ers()ns have at |)resent. He cites his own caiecr
as an example. He feels liiat he was often lead to an
almost haphazard approach to chousing areas of re-
search, the sort of approach whidi only leads to a more
jagged frontier. Thus, creative efforts are not used
efficiently and researchers are frustrated because of
unforeseen lags in related areas.
The heort of zetetics ix ttie sector diogrom. Area I represents the un-
knowobtes, Areo II ttie knowobles whicti ore not yet linown. Area III
ttiQt port of man's knowledge not yet systematized, and Area tV all
ttie systematized knowledge of mon. Area V is reserved for the
synthesis of oil man's knowledge. Systematized knowledge. Area IV,
is divided into twelve funclionol areos—the arts (Ar), the symbolics of
information (Sy), sciences deoling with motter and energy (Hy for
hylenergetics), the biological sciences (Bi), the psychological sciences
(Ps), the sociologico! sciences (So), sciences concerned with the post
(Ex for exeligmology), sciences concerned with providing for the fu-
ture (Pr for pronoetics), the regulative sciences or social cybernetics
(Re), the disseminotive sciences (Di), the zeletic sciences (Ze), and the
integrative sciences (In). With the help of this diogrom the interrelation
and the interdependence of the sciences and the orts ore studied.
.As part of his solution, Tvkociner has developed a
zetetic system of knowledge divided into twelve func-
tional areas. Within each aica. iiuliviilual sciences are
assigned a |)lace. Kiom this ariangcment as yet ini-
known interrelationships between areas and between
sciences can be discovered. He is trying to finil spe-
cifically which inierrelaiionslii[)s now exist anil dis-
cover gaps that need to be filled.
He has compiled the only conqirehensivc list in the
world of arts and sciences or areas of hum.in inquiry.
His list now includes over NOO sciences and their
branches; it is siill growing, just as linguists have
dictionaries and plusicisis have sets of mathcmaiiuil
formulas, zeteticists have this inventory of arts and
sciences combined with a chart re|)reseniing the areas
of knowledge and their relation to one another. Faih
science is a specialty-even zetetics. But a zeieticist
specializes in the totality of research activity. His
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function is to look at the total picture of human
endeavor.
"At present," Tykociner says, "decisions are made
from too narro%v a viewpoint." Those making the
very important decisions of how research funds should
be distributed must take an overall view of the prob-
lem. For instance, should we put a man on the moon
in 1970? An article in the Februray 1964 issue of
Technograph ("How is Physics Related to Poetry?"
by R. Alan Kingery) presents Tykociner's position in
this way;
The zeteticist, from his "overview" posi-
tion, tends to look at the many hidden
ramifications in such a question. He sees
that it is a national, rather than an interna-
tional problem, and not yet a problem of
national survival. He looks at the tremen-
dous resources involved, not only in money
and equipment, but in brainpower. He con-
siders other current, human needs, and ex-
amines what effect the priority being given
this problem will have on the solution of
other problems. Because of this tendency to
think in this way, he appears to be a better
choice to serve as an advisor to the man who
must ultimately make such decisions than
the narrow specialist would. He considers it
one of the tasks of zetetics to indicate how
such priorities fit into the whole picture of
man's knowledge and endeavors.
Student's insufficient interest in research and their
creative abilities (or lack of them) disturbed Tyko-
ciner in his career as a researcher. He devotes one
section of zetetics to the study of creativity—the social
conditions that foster it and the action necessary to
utilize creative people.
The areas and scope of zetetics are of course more
extensive than can be explained here. His work has
been reviewed by the U of I Philosophy Department
and many knowledgeable people. No one is quite
sure just how zetetics fits into our present social
system. But a few voice their unqualified faith in
its value.
The best way, of course, to get some understanding
of zetetics is to take Tykociner's course. Each night
he pours forth knowledge gathered during a long and
often difficult life. His organization of that knowl-
edge is imique and the conclusions he draws are
revolutionary. As a University faculty member re-
cently said, "He is an example of what every research
man claims to be at his retirement—a man who is
retiring so that he can concentrate on research he
has wanted to do all his life. Few do that, but Pro-
fessor Tykociner has."
For a man who has already retired from a brilliant
career in another field, the development of an entirely
new and revolutionary science sounds like quite an
undertaking. But the brilliant little man who enters
a classroom twice a week to tell his students what
he believes gives all the impressions of being able
to conquer the task.
He still does most of his work with little assistance
in his home on Iowa Street in Urbana. ^^any people
look with great interest on zetetics, but few have
thrown their full support behind it. Again he sees
something for the future that others don't agree with.
A few students listen each semester and a few people
lend their support. Maybe in a few decades the
importance of this last project of Joseph Tykocinski
Tykociner will be fully recognized.
ALPERT NAMED DEAN
OF GRADUATE COLLEGE
Professor Daniel Alpert, 47, physicist and director
of the University Coordinated Science Laboratory,
will become dean of the Graduate College next fall.
His appointment was approved January 20th by the
Board of Trustees on recommendation of President
David D. Henry. Alpert will succeed Dean Frederick
Seitz who is resigning to accept full-time appointment
for a six-year term as president of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences, a post he
has held on a part-time
basis for the past two years.
Seitz will be on leave from
the Department of Physics,
which he formerly headed.
.Alpert came to the Uni-
versity of Illinois in 1957
as research professor of
physics. He has been di-
rector of the Coordinated
Doniei Alpert Science Laboratory since
July 1, 1959. For a number of years, he has been en-
gaged in research in the science and technology of
low pressures. This field, which he helped establish
over a decade ago, has grown from a limited research
area to one of great activity in hundreds of labora-
tories in this country and abroad.
Alpert has been granted sabbatical leave for the
second half of the current academic year to study new
problems of research interests in vacuum and surface
physics and to assemble material for a monograph
reviewing articles in these fields.
ENGINEER NAMED VALEDICTORIAN
Two engineers and a music student were named
top scholars of the midyear graduates.
Robert \. Miller, Arlington Heights, majoring in
Engineering Physics, was named valedictorian. Larry
M. Peterson, Minooka, Electrical Engineering student,
and Mrs. Judith F. Greenwell, Urbana, voice student,
were co-salutatorians.
On the basis of five for "A," Miller's scholastic
average was 4.918; Peterson's and Mrs. Greenwell's
were both 4.906. Both Miller and Mrs. Greenwell are
James Scholars in the university.
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is a stodgy old company
that makes a lot of baking dishes and stuff.,
not much chaJlenge for an engineer.
n_
Have we got news for you! Sure Corning makes baking
dishes. And hundreds of other products for the home.
But as the world leader in the development of specialty
glass, we also make more than 43,000 different products
for science and industry. Our engineering opportunities
are as diverse as our product line.
Corning is 114 years old. But doesn't act it. We've
grown 106% In the past six years. ('64 sales—$327.6
million.) And, because of research, we'll continue to grow.
65% of our business is in products we developed in the
last 15 years.
What could Coming's growth mean to you? It could
mean early responsibility, rapid personal growth, a con-
stantly changing and satisfying challenge. Your career
would be well under way while many of your classmates
are still waiting to get out of formal training programs.
Find out more about a career with Corning. We have
challenging opportunities available for every type of tech-
nical graduate. Mark and mail our coupon today.
Mr. Frederic C. Hood
Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York 14832
Please send me more information about career
opportunities with Corning.
Name-
Class- -Major- - Degree expected-
College-
My address-
City -State- _Zip Code-
CORNING
CORNINS GLASS WORKS
An equal opportunity employer
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Wrinkled Explosions
The birth and short, violent life of the detonation
wave—the fast-moving outside edge of an explosion-
is being studied by Professor R. A. Strehlow of the
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering Depart-
ment.
Explosion study may not sound like a sport for the
timid, but the danger in this case is slight. The
detonation waves are contained within long, heavy
metal tubes, and predetonation pressures within the
tubes are reduced to a near vacuum, so that even the
twentyfold pressure rise of the ordinary detonation
wave results in small maximum pressures.
But the reduced risk doesn't make detonation waves
easy to see. Moving at almost 7,000 mph, and only
1 millimeter thick, a detonation wave is a highly
transient phenomenon. It is also two-faced: in front
is a strong shock wave {like those created by super-
sonic jets) which heats and ignites the explosive
medium through which it travels, and behind is the
equally speedy combustion front of the explosion.
Special ultra-high-speed photographic techniques fol-
low either the density changes or limiinosity caused
by the detonation wave to produce an image of the
fleeting wave itself.
Of particular interest are the "wrinkles," the weaker
transverse shock waves which move across the detona-
tion wave's surface and which, according to Professor
Strehlow, are essential in sustaining it. After finger-
printing these waves by passing them over smoke-
blackened foil (see picture) , his group analyzes wave
size, shape, speed, and direction. From such data Dr.
Strehlow has suggested and is testing a new mechan-
ism for the propagation of detonation waves: using
established principles of reaction kinetics and gas
dynamics, he proved that smooth, one-dimensional
detonation waves are unstable (by themselves they
would fade and disappear) . And now he hopes to
show that the inherently stable transverse waves feed
by Rudy Berg
from Engineering Outlook
This pattern of cells is created when a detonation wove strikes a
smoke-blackened film at the end of a closed tube. Transverse waves
produce a "wrinkled" wave front, pictured here full size.
energy from the combustion region behind the wave
front to the shock front in a manner which stabilizes
the detonation wave.
Such a theory is of considerable interest to pro-
ponents of a promising new aircraft engine, the super-
sonic combustion ramjet ("scramjet") , which may
boost the limits of engine efficiency by allowing com-
bustion air to blast through the engine at supersonic
speeds, instead of slowing, burning, and accelerating
the air again as in existing jets. At high supersonic
speeds combustion will have to take the form of a
continuous explosion within the engine, and the suc-
cess of the engine will largely depend on accurate
knowledge of detonation waves.
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Sophisticated, worl(-saving aids
help Bell System engineers
provide important communications services
As an engineer your future could be important to us.
You might be able to contribute to our continuing
leadership in the communications field. Therefore, you
should know something about us and how we operate.
Bell System engineers deal with modern problems
in modern ways. They have at their command the
latest in technology and equipment.
An example is how computer programs aid in
providing telephone service for new communities.
Engineers at Bell Telephone Laboratories have
devised computer programs broad enough in scope
so that Bell System operating telephone companies
can use them to engineer the required wide variety
of telephone plant networks.
As part of a continuing effort, programs have been
designed to analyze communications needs of an
area for determining the best plant network layout
and switching office location.
In general, the necessary data are collected and the
engineer selects a number of alternative plans to be
analyzed in detail by a computer. His final decision is
based primarily on an analysis of the computer output.
The computer supplies more significant data, and
supplies it much faster, than laborious, manual cal-
culation methods. The engineer is thus relieved of
dull, time-consuming computation, and he plans facili-
ties with increased confidence—knowing that he is
providing efficient and economical communications,
tailored for a given area.
You may well find a rewarding career in the Bell
System, where people find solutions to exciting
problems. The Bell System companies are equal
opportunity employers. Arrange for an on-campus
interview through your Placement Office, or talk to
a local Bell System company.
^m) Bell System
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. and Associated Companies
This? In this hypothetical geographical
area, communications could be supplied with one large tele-
phone switching ofRce and a network of cables (left), or with three smaller offices and a different
network (right). Many other combinations of offices and cable networks might be possible.
This situation, although hypothetical, is typical of the complex telephone engineering prob-
lems that are being solved with the aid of computer programs designed at Bell Laboratories.
Or this?
Providing power
for every
environment . .
.
provides
challenge
for
virtually
every
technical
talent
at
Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft
Being a technically trained man... we assume you
are looking ahead to a career of exciting growth and
accomplishment and that you are looking for a com-
pany possessing these same qualities.
If our assumption is correct, we would like you to take
a close look at us. For this Company, while solving the
problems of the day, thrives on a sort of creative rest-
lessness which anticipates the challenges of tomorrow.
And more important to you, it recognizes its engineers
and scientists as the master key to its present success
and future progress.
From a solid foundation of basic and applied research,
our Company has gained a firm foothold in the land,
sea, air, and space programs that are helping to shape
our nation's future. Our engineers and scientists are
exploring ever-broadening avenues of energy conversion
for every environment. Should you join them, you'll be
assigned early responsibility ... to apply your engineer-
ing talents to such areas as advanced gas turbines
. .
.
rocket engines
. . . fuel cells and nuclear power.
Such trail-blazing projects command the best of varied
talent. That's why you'll find at Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft men with college training as diverse as their
responsibilities. You will also find that opportunities
for professional growth are further enhanced by our
corporation-financed Graduate Education Program.
Your degree? It can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL . AERONAUTICAL . ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL
and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING • PHYSICS » CHEMISTRY
. METALLURGY • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS . ENGINEER-
ING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS.
For further information concerning a career with Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement of-
ficer—or—write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8,
Connecticut.
SPECIALISTS IN POWER .
FOR AUXILIARY
• POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER
CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDESYSTEMS.
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND IN-
DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
Pratt &Whitney fiircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
u
CF
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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ESSAYS/COMMENTS
GERMAN HIGHER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS
by Roger Stevens
What are German universities really like? I hope
to answer that question in this issue by discussing the
organization of a German university, a typical lecture,
course work, the spirit of students, and atmosphere in
which they work.
It is especially difficult to describe any education
system accurately without misleading generalizations,
but from my experiences at the Technical University
and the Free University of Berlin, I hope you can
gain some insight into the German schools of higher
education.
Organization and Registration
German schools of higher education are organized
basically different from those in the United States.
If one wants to study engineering one attends a tech-
nical high school; music, a music school; art, an art
school; and classical studies in the liberal arts (law,
medicine, philosophy,) a university. This specializa-
The church behind Roger and the wait lies in the prohibited
zone in the east sector. The writing on the wall is not German.
tion is partly because of longer high school studies-
usual ly to the age of 20 or 21—which provide a good
background in a wide range of subjects.
Registration is a completely new procedure for
Americans. When entering a German university, a
student is issued a small paper backed "study book"
and a number which he keeps through his university
work. During the first week or so of lectures, which
are mostly introduction and orientation, the student
decides what lectures he wants to hear and enters
their titles and numbers in his book. He then takes
it to the professor to be signed and eventually to the
university office where he is informed how much
money he owes for the courses desired. He pays the
money, receives several final stamps and is miracu-
lously registered. There is no transcript except the
signatures of the professors and the stamp of the
university in the study book.
The study book must contain registration in the
lectures and problem courses required in the curric-
ulum before a student is eligible to take the two big
examinations given dining the full course of study.
Whether a student has actually learned the material
will be attested at the examinations.
In contrast to American practice, German schools
are government supported and it is not difficult for
students to get government scholarship aid.
Lectures
A typical lecture would approximate a lecture at
Illinois in size. The chairs are the non-padded theater
type but do not have a writing board which folds up
as do most American lecture hall seats. Instead a
large wooden writing surface hinged to the back of
the seat in front folds down. Some lecture halls have
a continuous, rigid half-table arrangement in front
of the seats.
I always looked upon German lectures as theatrical
performances—the students, at least in winter, dressed
in coat and tie and usually with a sweater under the
coat—many times dark suits—the professor always the
best dressed. The professor entered the hall, followed
by a small army of assistants, to the thunder of stu-
dents tapping on their desk tops. He then started his
lecture which lasted 90 to 105 minutes (lecture begins
at, say 2:15 and ends at 3:45 or 4:00.) During his
delivery, if he made an error in calculation, the stu-
dents pointed this out to him by making a hissing
soimd between their teeth. After the correction of
an error or a particularly brilliant phase of a lecture,
a professor received tapping from the students which
signified praise for a job well done. (I was rather
annoyed, and I think many professors, too, by the
hissing which can become quite bitter.) At the end
of the lecture, the professor immediately left the hall.
I enjoyed German lectures but sometimes after 90
minutes, I was completely exhausted from writing
notes.
The relationship of most German professors to the
students is very cold. I, as an American, usually foinid
no difficulty in getting to speak with a professor but
a German student would simply not try or if he did
he would have a very important mission. A professor
usually has his own institute and in this unit for
research and academic pursuits, he is king. His deci-
sions are absolute and final and no one from outside
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B-52. 8-engine jet bomber with range of over 9000
miles. Backbone of the Strategic Air Command.
r-Hl'
Are you ready lor a muiti-miiiion-doiiar responsibility?
If you are, there's a place for you on the Aerospace
Team—the U. S. Air Force.
No organization in the world gives young people a
greater opportunity to do vital, responsible work.
For example, just a short while ago a 23-year-old Air
Force lieutenant made a startling breakthrough in
metallurgy. And a recent All-America tackle is doing ad-
vanced research in nuclear weapons.
If you have talent, you'll have a chance U.S. Air Force
to show it in the Air Force. Your work can put you and
your country ahead.
You can earn your commission at Air Force Officer
Training School, a three-month course open to both
men and women. To apply, you must be within 210
days of your degree.
For more information, contact the Professor of
Air Science. If your campus has no
AFROTC, see your Air Force recruiter.
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Eliminate Waste
with Malleable Castings
Stop Wasting Metal
Why pay for 2.8 pounds of metal . . . then machine out
and scrap 1.2 pounds? Changing this snap coupler
to a Malleable iron casting with a cored center reduced
Initial cost 31 cents and cut the first interior machining
operation by 72 per cent (subsequent operations were
up to 25 per cent less expensive, too). Through expert
use of cores in parts that require interior design
details, your Malleable foundry puts metal only where
it is useful.
Stop Needless Hardening
Pearlitic Malleable provides both excellent wear re-
sistance and bearing properties. These camshaft and
idler gears wear as well without hardening as other
hardened ferrous metals previously used for these
parts, but tool life and machining time are greatly
improved. If still harder surfaces are needed, pearlitic
Malleable takes either flame or induction hardening
exceptionally well.
Stop Assembling
Making a bracket out of steel plate is very simple . . .
until it's time to weld nine individual pieces into a
finished product with the necessary dimensional ac-
curacy. It's slow and costly. Redesigned and made as
a single Malleable casting, this motor mount for an
industrial overhead door opener has the required
accuracy, strength and better appearance .
.
.
and
cuts costs 23%.
Stop Unnecessary Machining
Malleable producers cast parts so close to finished
shape that very often little or no machining is re-
quired. These Malleable iron gears, for example, are
used without any machining on the teeth.
There are many ways you can do a better job at less cost
with modern Malleable castings. Our new brochure,
"Design Criteria for Malleable Iron Castings", tells how.
Send for your free copy today.
MALLEABLE
N D E R S O c»
MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY • UNION COMMERCE BUILDING • CLEVELAND, OHIO 44114
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SEA-BORNE SPACE WINDOW
A Solution to the Problem of Accurate Vehicle Injection Into
Space Mission Trajectories.
Insertion into a parking orbit or transfer from a parking orbit
into a lunar/planetary ellipse can take place anywhere within a
6000 by 2000-nm launch corridor in the South Atlantic and South
African area bounded by latitudes IS'N and 30°S.
To achieve the required velocity measurement accuracy of 1 ft/sec
at 35,000 ft/sec in the injection firing window, increased range
tracking capability across the width of the launch corridor is re-
quired. One solution, now in the planning stage, is to slave two
advanced instrumentation ships to an island-based station in a
triangular configuration, maintaining minimum separation of
250-500 nm.
Complex problems in telemetry, navigation, tracking, communi-
cations, and data handling must be solved. Of paramount con-
sideration are:
systems to maintain precise time synchronization among sta-
tions and Central Control. systems to measure ship vertical
and heading within 30 seconds of arc. O systems to measure range
and range rate to the required accuracy. D systems to provide
near real-time data handling and transmission among ship/land
stations for rapid trajectory-correction information.
On this and other programs, assignments are immediately avail-
able to senior electronic engineers with systems and planning
background in: pulse and CW radar/telemetry/optics/infrared/
data handling/communications/closed circuit TV/frequency an-
alysis/command control/underwater sound/timing/shipboard in-
strumentation.
For further information see your Placement Director, or write to
Manager of College Relations, Dept. 300 C.
^SP
GUIDED MISSILES
RANGE DIVISION
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS. INC.
750 S. ORLANDO AVENUE. COCOA BEACH. FLORIDA
An Equal Opporiunity Employer
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Why become an engineer at
Garrett-AiResearch? You'll have to
work harder and use more of
your knowledge than engineers
at most other companies.
Xf you're our kind of engineer,
you have some very definite ideas
about your career.
For example:
You've worked hard to get a
good education. Now you want to
put it to work in the best way
possible.
You will never be satisfied with
run-of-the-mill assignments. You
demand exciting,
challenging projects.
You not only accept
individual responsibil-
ity — you insist upon it.
Does that sound like
you? Then AiResearch
is your cup of tea.
Our business is
mainly in sophisticated aerospace
systems and subsystems.
Here, research, design, and de-
velopment lead to production of
actual hardware.
That means you
have the oppor-
tunity to start with
a customer's problem
and see it through to a
system that will get the job done.
The product lines at AiResearch,
Los Angeles Division, are environ-
mental systems, flight information
and controls sys-
tems, heat transfer
systems, secondary
power generator
systems for missiles
and space, electri-
cal systems, and
specialized indus-
trial systems.
In the Phoenix Division there are
gas turbines for propulsion and
secondary power, valves and con-
trol systems, air turbine starters
and motors, solar and nuclear
power systems.
In each category AiResearch
employs three kinds of engineers.
Preliminary design engineers do
the analytical and theoretical
work, then write proposals.
Design engineers do the lay-
outs; turn an idea into a product.
Developmental engineers are
responsible for making hardware
out of concepts.
Whichever field fits you best, we
can guarantee you this: you can
go as far and fast as your talents
can carry you. You can make as
much money as any engineer in a
comparable spot — anywhere. And
of course, at AiResearch, you'll
get all the plus benefits a top com-
pany offers.
Our engineering staff is smaller
than comparable companies. This
spells opportunity. It gives a man
who wants to make a mark plenty
of elbow room to expand. And
while he's doing it he's working
with, and learning from, some of
the real pros in the field.
If the AiResearch story sounds
like opportunity speaking to you—
don't fail to contact AiResearch,
Los Angeles, or Phoenix, or see our
representative when he comes to
your campus.
An equal opportunity employer
AiResearch
is challenge
Los Angeles • Phoenix
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the institute can tell him what to do. Professors are
probabh the most admired people in German society.
Course Work
In general, I believe the course work at the Tech-
nical University is more theoretically oriented than
at Illinois. This is perhaps just the German approach
but the Technical University, even among German
technical schools, is very theoretical. It is more like
a graduate school in our system. The students there
will be the future professors and theoreticians of
Germany in engineering.
Practical problems are worked, but in contrast to
the American system, this is done in a separate period.
In my case, the problems were mimeographed for dis-
tribution and they were much more detailed and
difficult than the problems found in the chapters of
American textbooks. At the end of the semester if a
student has done well on the problems, he receives a
certificate, a certain number of which is part of the
qualifications for the two big exams.
German students get most of their information from
the professor in lecture and not from a single text-
book as is frequently the case here. Usually a profes-
sor will suggest three of four books and it is up to
the student to dig the material out. It is a rather toil-
some way of getting material sometimes, but it does
not restrict a student's thinking to one approach or
memorization.
Some American students in Germany find the ab-
sence of exams a pleasant relief. In comparison with
the multitude of hour exams which American stu-
dents face every semester, German students are scarcely
examined at all. There are several exams, for example
in beginning mathematics courses, colloquiums, and
problem courses which a student must pass if he is
to be eligible to take the two big exams which are
of great importance in the German university, the
Vordiplom exam after about three years and the final
exam at the end of the studies. These two exams are
greatly feared by all students and rightly so. They are
oral examinations administered by a panel of profes-
sors covering the entire range of the material in the
curriculum. And needless to say they require exten-
sive preparation.
I feel that .American students work harder than
their German counterparts, but I shall not attempt
to answer the question of whether they actually ac-
complish more.
The Academic Climate
I believe there are three important aspects of the
German system which set the student atmosphere
apart from that of the United States.
First of all, most students live privately and not
in organized university housing. (When I first arrived
in Berlin, it took me over an hour by foot, bus and
subway to go to class.)
Secondly, the German academic freedom has a
definite influence. The main facets of academic free-
dom, German stvle, are freedom to choose and attend
lectures and freedom from everyday controls over
students' lives by the university.
This latter simply means that you work how you
want to r.nd when you want to—as long as you can
pass the examinations. This is more evident at the
Free University than the Technical University since
in the liberal arts courses, one may not really be tested
until the Vordiplom exam. .\t the Technical Uni-
versity there are more demands but there is still not
the push for daily deadlines as in America.
This picture shows the very attractive entrance to the Administration
Building at the Technical University of Berlin.
These three aspects mean that students must be
very self-reliant and must organize their own study
and activities carefully. .\s one can well imagine, the
students use their time not only for academic achieve-
ment but also in cultural enlightenment which is
expected of them by their professors. It is not un-
common for students to spend the day at the Uni-
versity and the evening at a concert, play, or in inter-
esting discussion. I feel that the rugged individualism
and independence which has long characterized Amer-
ican students really exists to a greater extent among
German students. Of course this independence sacri-
fices time but no German student would expect to
finish at the University in four years.
The influence of student activities and opinion is
very great, not only at the university but also in
society. For example, the Student Senate is a very
powerful organization and it is responsible for making
many decisions and suggestions which American ad-
ministrative officials handle. It seemed to me tliat
being a student entailed not only scholarly work but
also the responsibility of being well informed both
culturally and politically and defending those views.
(Remember the spontaneous torchlight parade by
10,000 students in Berlin the night President Kennedy
was assassinated?) The motto of a fraternity 1 visited—
there are no sororities—is "honor, freedom, father-
land."
In this discussion of German universities, 1 have
not attempted to infer that either the American or
the German system is better or worse than the other.
The real point of study abroad is not to be able to
criticize one system in favor of another but to get to
know other ideas about education and society and to
meet the people possessing these ideas.
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Ford Motor
Company is:
challenge
Dale Anderson
B.A., Wittenberg University
At many companies the opportunity to work on
challenging projects comes after many years of
apprenticeship and a few grey hairs. Not so at
Ford Motor Company where your twenties can
be a stimulating period. There are opportunities
to prove your worth early in your career. Dale
Anderson's experience is a case in point.
After receiving his B.A. in Physics in June, 1962,
Dale joined our College Graduate Program and
was assigned to our Research Laboratories.
Recently he was given the responsibUity for cor-
recting cab vibration occurring on a particular
type of truck. His studies showed that tire eccen-
tricity was the cause of the trouble. Since little change could be effected
in tire compUance, his solution lay in redesigning the suspension system.
Tests of this experimental system show the problem to be reduced to an
insignificant level.
That's typical of the kind of meaningful assig^nments given to employes
whUe stUl in the CoUege Graduate Program—regardless of their career
interest. No "make work" superficial jobs. And, besides offering the oppor-
tunity to work on important problems demanding fresh solutions, we offer
good salaries, a highly professional atmosphere and the proximity to
leading universities.
Discover the rewarding opportunity Ford Motor Company may have for
you. How? Simply schedule an interview with our representative when he
visits your campus. Let your twenties be a challenging and rewarding time.
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THERE'S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH .
,
MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
An equal opportunity employer
Special agent plots overthrow of hidden enemy.
The hidden enemy is vapor in automobUe fuel lines.
Causes vapor-lock that stalls cars on warm days.
Our special agent is Dr. John O. Becker, University of
Illinois, '64. Here he plots a temperature-pressure-fuel
relationship as he specializes in fuel volatility at our
Whiting, Ind., Research & Development lab. One of his
theories has already been proven. The next step—
a
practical application useful in re-blending gasoline. To
make it less prone to vapor-lock.
In his spare time, Dr. Becker is boning-up on car
STANDARD OIL DIVISION
engines of the future. Maybe someday he'll help us
formulate a new kind of fuel for a yet-unknown engine.
How about you? Looking for a challenge—and a
chance to contribute to the exciting new technologies
shaping tomorrow's world? Your opportunity may be
here at American Oil. Whether you're a mechanical
engineer, as Dr. Becker is, or a chemist, metallurgist,
mathematician or physicist.
For more information, write J. H. Strange, American
Oil Company, P.O. Box 431, Whiting, Indiana.
AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
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Uncertain about these career decisions?
a. Join a large company? ( ) or medium? ( ) or small company? ( )
It. Prefer to work in systems analysis and techniques? ( ) or on
equipment design? ( ) or multi-unit large systems? ( )
C, Aim to be a Technical Specialist? ( ) or Administrative
Manager? ( ) or Program/Project Manager? ( )
d. Have an advanced degree in your sights? ( ) or feel BS is sufficient
for satisfying career growth? ( )
I 1
Don't worry!
For those graduates who are uncertain regarding their career
plans, we welcome the opportunity to discuss the wide variety
of interesting and challenging assignments available with
Sylvania Electronic Systems. SES is equipped to foster the
professional growth of graduates with widely differing goals.
This is possible primarily because SES is actually a highly
diversified complex which encompasses 19 R&D laboratories,
4 manufacturing plants and a world-wide field engineering
operation. The Division's mission is to manage government
systems programs for General Telephone & Electronics, the
parent corporation.
The small group form of organization — a traditional small
company advantage — is practiced at SES to encourage indi-
vidual progress and development. SES offers its personnel
absorbing assignments to perform, yet also affords a bird's-
eye view of the total picture in advanced electronics.
A wide variety of current in-house projects enables you to
move right into the heart of today's most advanced develop-
ments in electronic systems. You may start here in a tech-
nical or administrative capacity in any one of these broad
areas: space/earth communications • electronic reconnais-
sance • detection • countermeasures • Information handling
• arms disarmament and control • sophisticated electronic
networks such as the ground electronics system supporting
Minuteman command and control functions.
Finally, opportunities are numerous for ambitious individuals
to accelerate their advancement through participation in
division-wide conferences, in-plant courses and seminars,
and post graduate study plans conducted on an unusually
generous scale.
GT&E
6»ERAL TELEPHONE t ELECTRONICS
Tstll Connunicatioss tron tingit toarc* through
SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
SES LABORATORIES ARE LOCATED SUBURBAN TO SAN FRANCISCO, BUFFALO AND BOSTON
For further information about any of these locations, see your college placement officer or write to Mr. Robert T. Morton
40 Sylvan Road— Waltham, Massachusetts 02154. An Equal Opportunity Employer
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NORTH CAMPUS
NASA DIRECTOR SPEAKS
ON INSTITUTIONAL GOALS
by Stuart Umpleby
The need for greater understanding of the total
technological resources of universities was stressed by
Dr. James E. Webb, director of the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration early this semester.
Speaking on "Interdisciplinary Applications to
Teaching and Research" at the seventh annual Col-
lege of Engineering faculty luncheon, Webb said
"\Visdom will not guide the nation until we achieve
the ability to understand and apply revolutionary
new tools for total research rather than the laboratory
methods of dissection, investigation and finally syn-
thesis."
The most influential assumption of science has
been the procedure of dividing problems into frag-
ments and investigating in detail—sometimes to the
neglect of other fields.
Integrated Systems
He referred to NASA's considerable interest in total
engineering systems and stated that in research proj-
ects often little is known about how the system func-
tions in an integiated manner. Concentration on
detail results in a loss of interest in the total organism
or project which was the first concern.
Universities are the only research organizations
which contain all the disciplines of physical and en-
vironmental sciences and it is there that the inter-
disciplinary approach must be cultivated.
Webb referred to an editorial in the New York
Times which said, "Science and technologv' are rad-
ically biased in favor of onrushing change. They have
already profoundly altered men's concept of the na-
ture of justice, the quality of liberty, the possibility
of union . . . the greatest efforts are needed to civilize
technology . . . and relate science more effectively to
human ends."
Institutional Responsibility
Webb maintained that it is the responsibility of
each individual to find ways to advance the purpose
of the nation and that universities must recognize the
total resources of their institutions for interdiscipli-
nary teaching and research.
The future will see no single preconceived goal
for technological advance but rather clusters of targets
which will be constantly changed and projected for-
ward, offering options in the selection of new goals.
"The optimum rate of development based on con-
sideration of professional motivation is NASA's basic
policy," Webb said. In order for government to non-
government collaboration to be successful, each party
must be guaranteed independence of action and each
must gain by participation.
The most important product of the research dollar
is educated people, not the specific research proj-
ect. Through its many grants, NASA endeavors to
strengthen other institutions with which it deals.
The problem with Midwestern technological devel-
opment is not that the Midwest has not received its
full share of research and development dollars, but
that industries and the universities to which the
grants are distributed have not yet perfected their
channels of cooperation to the degree that other
areas of the nation have achieved, he said.
The Interdisciplinary Approach
The greatest need in education is an adequate num-
ber of qualified teachers to expose students to the
concept of research cutting across several fields, he
added.
The purpose of the university to eternity is to
produce trained men, and its resources can be used
to move great problems. There must be institutional
backing for wisdom on a broad basis, W'ebb said.
The greatest need in government is to apply broader
knowledge to the nation's economic, social, and polit-
ical problems.
RESULTS OF TECHNOGRAPH
READERSHIP STUDY
by Ken Cook
Research articles seem to be the type of article best
liked among engineering students, according to a
survey recently conducted on Technograph. Follow-
ing issuance of the October, 1964 Technograph,
written questionnaires were mailed to a 350-member
sample of engineers in an effort to pinpoint reader
preferences and opinions.
If readership is indicative, engineering students are
apparently concerned about their future. Some 19
articles were sampled from the October issue and it
was found that an article entitled, "Can Engineers
Break Into Top Management" received the highest
individual rating (53%). Coming in second was, "R
& D at the Railway Wheel Lab" with a 50 per cent
score.
Among those who responded to the survey, a very
low 135, there was a decided split of opinion on the
October issue. Of these students who had never be-
fore received a copy of Technograph (primarily fresh-
men and transfers), 76 per cent said they "liked" the
new issue. Students who had been receiving copies
reported that they regarded the October issue "about
the same as last year."
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Engineering students would be decidedly against a
decision to sell Technograph issues on a subscription
basis. Of all respondents, 71 per cent indicated they
would not subscribe if a decision were made to that
effect. It was also found that the majority of respond-
ents (71%) preferred to "first thumb through the
issue and read it more thoroughly at a later time."
An unexpected reaction was registered in the form
of "write-in" comments concerning the absence of the
Technocutie from the October issue. Although not a
tabulated category, it was estimated that about 40 per
cent of the usable responses indicated disappointment
at Technocutie's demise.
NEW PROGRAM:
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
S8(),000 of the funds appropriated by the Seventy-
third Illinois General .Assembly for the operation of
the University will be used for the development of a
])rogram in systems engineering.
Increasingly, modern engineering emphasizes syn-
thesis rather than analysis, and this fact requires the
development of new techniques for organizing engi-
neering equipment and operations (often including
men) into complex systems. Although this general
approach is cultivated to a limited degree in certain
of the specialized departments of the College of En-
gineering, it is desirable to encourage more systematic
and comprehensive efforts in this direction. The Col-
lege has strongly recommended increased budgetary
support in 1965-67 for studies in systems design as
related to information-processing and decision-making.
The studies will be conducted by the Coordinated
Science Laboratory which is, in effect, an interdis-
ciplinary department of the College. Because of its
special status, and because of its expertise in various
aspects of systems design, CSL is well qualified to
develop a formal instructional program in systems
engineering. Several courses will be developed in
addition to research training for graduate students.
PIT STOP
IMPORT MOTORS, INC.
AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR
• ALFA ROMEO
• BMC
•JAGUAR
• TRIUMPH
508 S. First
Champaign, III.
NEW PHONE 352-7878
Graduating
engineers &
scientists:
Join IBM^s
new computer
systems science
training program
Become a problem-solver and advisor to
users of IBM computer systems in areas
such as:
• real-time control of industrial processes
• communications-based information
systems
• time-shared computer systems
• graphic data processing
• computer-controlled manufacturing
systems
• management operating systems
• engineering design automation
All engineering and scientific disciplines are
needed. IBM will give you comprehensive
training, both in the classroom and on the
job. Openings are available in all principal
cities of the U.S.
For more information see your placement
director, or call the nearest IBM branch
office. If you prefer, write to J. R. Lancaster,
IBM Corporation, 29 North Wacker Drive,
Chicago, Illinois 60690.
IBM
DATA PROCESSING DIVISION
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YOU CAN SHARE IN A GROWTH LIKE THIS
Whose growth? Fisher Governor Company, manufac-
turer of automatic controls for any and all fluids, gases
or air that flow through pipe. We are the leader in our
growing industry. Our sales have shown a relatively
steady rise during the past decade (from 18-million
to 41.5-million—a 130% increase in just ten years).
See chart above. Our products—control valves, pres-
sure regulators, liquid level controls and instruments-
are key elements in industrial automation.
Location: Fisher is basically an "Engineering" com-
pany with 1,500 employees located in a pleasant Iowa
community of 22,000. It's less than 10 minutes to the
modern Fisher plant and engineering facilities from
any home in Marshalltown. The community has an
outstanding cultural and educational environment.
Type of work: Fisher offers a rewarding challenge to
the graduate engineer (BS and MS) who is interested
in design and development, research and test, sales
or manufacturing.
Advancement: Coupled with Fisher's policy to promote
from within, advancement opportunities reflect a grow-
ing company within a growing industry.
If a growing company like ours appeals to you, consult
your placement office or write directly to Mr. John
Mullen, Employee Relations Manager, FISHER GOV-
ERNOR COMPANY, Marshalltown, Iowa.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
If it flows through pipe, chances are it's controlled by
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flSHEl}
H Young engineers find challenging oppominities at
Allison where "Energy' G^nversion Is Our Business."
For instance, here's Warren Neil Holcomb who came
to AUison following his graduation from Purdue Uni-
versity last year with a BS Degree in Mechanical Engi-
neering.
He first entered Alhson's Accelerated Experience
Program ... a program designed to help the young
engineer gain on-the-job experience in the shortest
possible time. Holcomb's eight-month work tour in-
cluded assigimients in: Stress Analysis, Experimental
Test Operations, Production Engineering, Aerothermo
Design, Product Design, Field Service, Product Relia-
biht}' and Materials Laboratories.
Upon completion of the program, Holcomb started
with the new T78 Regenerative Turboprop Engine
Mechanical Design Group. He is currently assisting in
design and development of the gear section.
The T78 engine represents another major step for-
ward for Allison in the design of aircraft engines. It's
a versatile engine that will not only improve capability
of current aircraft, but also serve as the power plant
for a whole new generation of future aircraft.
Perhaps you, too, will like the creative climate at
Allison. Why not see our representative when he visits
your campus. Or, write for a copy of our brochure
which tells how the young engineer can rapidly ad-
vance his professional career
at Allison. Write to: AUison
Division, General Motors
Corporation, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46206, Att. : Profes-
sional and Scientific Place-
ment.
An equal opportunity employe'
^^lison GM
THE ENERGT CONVEtSiON DIVISION OF ^H^^H
GENEJIAL UOTORS. INOIANAPOLIS, INOIANA GcnDU IfctOX
W. N. Holcomb examines a double heli-
cal drive pinion gear after the initial gear
motoring test of the new T78 regenera-
tive gas turbine engine. The gear is used
in the new unitized gear box and forms
a part of the first stage reduction.
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LETTERS
G E 100 Boring
To the Editor:
Every odd semester the U of I has a freshman
orientation course-G E 100. Few students benefit
from this course.
Any freshman who sat through G E 100 last semester
is aware of the course's shortcoming. G E 100 was
boring. The early hour and the dimly lit Auditorium
were possible factors causing the boredom, however,
very little mental stimulation came from the "aca-
demic minds" teaching the courses. The tedious hum-
drum emitted from the stage not only produced bore-
dom but sleep as well. In most lectures the speaker
would have to throw a full bucket of chalk to awaken
all the nappers.
In all fairness, I admit that a few of the G E 100
lectures deserved and got the students' attention. To
make all the lectures as beneficial, hopefully, those
responsible for the course's future will present more
interesting and action-filled material, designed to
stimulate the impressionable freshman.
David B. Ricketts
Freshman, Electrical Engineering
Explain Technocutie Removal
To the Editor:
Technocutie has been removed as a regular feature
of Technograph. I would like an explanation for this
removal, for I feel that many readers of Technograph
enjoyed the Technocutie and strongly favor her
reinstatement.
There is but one basic disadvantage to publishing
Technocutie and that is that it violates the editorial
format of the Technograph itself. Technograph is
designed to inform engineering students of the hap-
penings on the engineering campus and to provide a
forum from which undergraduates can constructively
criticize. Does the existence of Technocutie interfere
with either of these two basic purposes? I think not.
Rather, Technocutie would stimulate more interest
in the Technograph than does presently exist and
would likely increase both the number of people read-
ing the magazine and the thoroughness with which
it is read. In addition, it was the unanimous opinion
of Engineering Council of the University of Illinois
that Technocuties be reinstated. Thus, I cannot
understand why you insist on preventing her return.
How about an explanation?
Richard J. Langrehr
Junior, Aeronautical Engineering
Technocutie was dropped from the magazine this year, as
was the joke page last year, because the feature was not
considered essential in fulfilling Technograph's policy of
information and inquiry.
A girl of the month has no more place in Technograph
than one would have in Scientific American, U.S. Netes and
World Report, or Saturday Revieic. Simply because a maga-
zine is a student publication is insufficient reason for not
maintaining a consistent editorial policy.
Technograph may have lost a few readers this year by dis-
continuing the Technocutie, but perhaps in future years the
magazine will be read for the information and ideas it
contains rather than because someone stumbles upon an in-
teresting title or two while rummaging through looking for
the Technocutie. We seek to establish the magazine's repu-
tation on thought and reason rather than giggles and
emotion.
For pictures of scantily clad coeds we recommend the
popular men's magazines. Technograph will specialize in
engineering research and engineering students on this cam-
pus.
Who Pays For Technograph?
To the Editor:
Some of the questions I am asked most frequently
are, "Who pays for Technograph? How can you afford
to send it free to all imdergrads? Is there a hidden fee
charged by the University?"
First let me say that unlike the so-called "free" serv-
ices of another student organization whose income is
supplied by a service fee charged to all students, the
Technograph is truly free to undergraduates. We feel
that the magazine is a valuable means of communica-
tion within the College of Engineering and, conse-
quently, that all students should want to read it.
There is a subscription rate of $2.50 per year
charged to members of the faculty. Yet this fee is not
our main source of income; most of it comes from
national advertising. However, these ads do not sell
cars or castings, rather they serve to inform under-
graduates. This information, gathered over a tour
year period, becomes an invaluable asset when the
student has job interviews with these companies. The
imdergraduate pays nothing and receives many serv-
ices from Technograph.
I hope this will answer some of the questions about
the magazine.
Gordon Shugars
Circulation Manager
Barley's Theorem on the efficiency of committees:
1
Total IQ=
1 + 1 + 1
-h . . 1
IQ, IQ= IQ3 IQ„
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10 years from now he may tire of
working with computers
10 years ago he didn't wait for a
computer's verdict
People matter more than computers
To lure smart young engineers, we feature up-to-date com-
puter facilities. That's one good reason to have computers.
We have even more compelling reasons, not all to be found
in our widely advertised product lines like family cameras,
film, textile fibers, office equipment, plastics, etc.
What prudence prevents us from publicly spilling is what
occupies and fascinates a large corps of mechanical engi-
neers like Edward T. Kern (right) and his younger colleague,
William S. Walsh. To more colleagues from among the
mechanical engineers of the Class of 1965, we hereby offer
our persuasive combination of long-haul stability and
internal mobility.
We respect an engineer for requesting a chance to broaden
himself by a change of assignment. Both men pictured
here did so.
When we hired Ed fresh out of college in 1947, we had
him spend a year personally running a lathe and doing
bench assembly on new production equipment for film
manufacture. (We rarely start engineers that way any more.)
Then, until 195.5, he developed machinery for paper-sensi-
tizing and film-emulsion coating. Next came a stint bossing
a 75-man crew that erected, maintained, and repaired
buildings and equipment for processing Kodacolor Prints
and other large-volume photographic products. Feeling his
feet all too firmly on the ground after three years of this,
he decided to grapple with a subtler form of reality than
concerns the average pipefitter, electrician, or bricklayer.
This decision he made just in time to join his present
team, then forming. For a while he found himself pitching
in with proposal preparation, customer contact, subcontract
technical co-ordination, customer briefings, etc. Gradually
the assignment evolved from communicating about techni-
cal matters to generating rather fundamental technical con-
tent of his own. This he does today, living the life of the
systems engineer, surrounded by logic, concepts, and limit-
ing parameters.
Bill, a 1962 graduate, spent his first year in vibration
analysis and learned how unimportant is the distinction
between an E.E. (which his diploma calls him) and an M.E.,
under which heading he now ventures on the same frontier
with Kern. Before we throw him his retirement party, for
all we know, he may win honors as the greatest living ex-
pert on knitting machinery. We have many interests.
Drop us a line.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester, N.Y. 14650
An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities:
Rochester, N.Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex. Kodak
Should You >Vork for a Big Company?
An interview with General Electric's S. W. Corbin, Vice President and General Manager, Industrial Sales Division.
S. W. CORBIN
Wells Corbin heads what is probably
the world's largest industrial sales organi-
zation, employing more than 8000 persons
and selling hundreds of thousands of di-
verse products. He joined General Electric
in 1930 as a student engineer after gradu-
ation from Union College with a BSEE. After
moving through several assignments in in-
dustrial engineering and sales management,
he assumed his present position in 1960.
He was elected a General Electric vice
president in 1963.
Q. Mr. Corbin, why should I work for
a big company? Are there some
special advantages?
A. Just for a minute, consider what
the scope of product mix often found
in a big company means to you. A
broad range of products and services
gives you a variety of starting places
now. It widens tremendously your op-
portunity for growth. Engineers and
scientists at General Electric re-
search, design, manufacture and sell
thousands of products from micro-
miniature electronic components and
computer-controlled steel-mill sys-
tems for industry; to the world's
largest turbine-generators for utili-
ties; to radios, TV sets and appli-
ances for consumers; to satellites
and other complex systems for aero-
space and defense.
Q. How about attaining positions of
responsibility?
A. How much responsibility do you
want? If you'd like to contribute to
the design of tomorrow's atomic re-
actors—or work on the installation
of complex industrial systems—or
take part in supervising the manu-
facture of exotic machine-tool con-
trols—or design new hardware or
software for G-E computers—or direct
a million dollars in annual sales
through distributors
—
you can do it,
in a big company like General Elec-
tric, if you show you have the ability.
There's no limit to responsibility . . .
except your own talent and desire.
Q. Can big companies offer advan-
tages in training and career develop-
ment programs?
A. Yes. \Ne employ large numbers of
people each year so we can often set
up specialized training programs
that are hard to duplicate elsewhere.
Our Technical Marketing Program,
for example, has specialized assign-
ments both for initial training and
career development that vary de-
pending on whether you want a
future in sales, application engineer-
ing or installation and service engi-
neering. In the Manufacturing Pro-
gram, assignments are given in manu-
facturing engineering, factory super-
vision, quality control, materials man-
agement or plant engineering. Other
specialized programs exist, like the
Product Engineering Program for you
prospective creative design engineers,
and the highly selective Research
Training Program.
Q. Doesn't that mean there will be
more competition for the top jobs?
A. You'll always find competition
for a good job, no matter where
you go! But in a company like G.E.
where there are 150 product opera-
tions, with broad research and sales
organizations to back them up, you'll
have less chance for your ambition to
be stalemated. Why? Simply because
there are more top jobs to compete
for.
Q. How can a big company help me
fight technological obsolescence?
A. Wherever you are in General Elec-
tric, you'll be helping create a rapid
pace of product development to
I
serve highly competitive markets. As
a member of the G-E team, you'll
be on the leading edge of the wave
of advancement—by adapting new re-
search findings to product designs,
by keeping your customers informed
of new product developments that
can improve or even revolutionize
their operations, and by developing
new machines, processes and
methods to manufacture these new
products. And there will be class-
work too. There's too much to be
done to let you get out of date!
FOR MORE INFORMATION on careers for engineers and scientists at General Electric, write
Personalized Career Planning, General Electric, Section 699-12, Schenectady, N. Y. 12305
GENERAL ELECTRIC
An Eqval Opportunity Employer
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Radio Direction Finding
This tiny device is an ultra-reiiabie Westingliouse TV amplifier
-
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It can replace all these wires and electronic parts
"With fewer parts and connections,"
Westinghouse scientists decided, "we'd
have a much more reliable amplifier."
So they developed a new kind, using
techniques called "molecular electronics."
The device is a functional electronic block,
one quarter-inch square. (That's the cap-
sule. Actually, the electronics are on a bit
of specially-treated silicon the size of a
chip diamond.)
Other Westinghouse functional elec-
tronic blocks are just as small. They're
used in experimental products like a
pocket-size TV camera and a radio receiver
that's half an inch square and an inch long.
Today, Westinghouse makes these ultra-
reliable little devices mostly for military
applications.
One day, you'll find them in electronic
products everywhere.
You can be sure if it's Westinghouse
For informafion on a career at Westinghouse. an equal opportunity employer,
write L. H. NooQie, Westingtiouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221.
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DEEP
Not a giant ice house, but a voluminous
deep freeze for liquid natural gas. That's
what this tank will store to assure that
customers of Wisconsin Natural Gas Com-
pany will be warm on extremely cold
winter days.
It is one of three or four such plants
currently planned or under construction
in the U. S.
The double wall insulated metal tank
will hold more than 3 million gallons of
gas liquefied at —267 degrees. That's com-
pact storage for the equivalent of 250,-
000,000 cubic feet of natural gas— a ratio
of 630 to 1.
The LNG plant will liquefy 750,000
cubic feet of gas a day during normal
operation. Its capacity will be 25,000,000
cubic feet a day during peak winter days.
Savings in demand charges from the
pipeline company should pay for the $2
million plant in about five years.
LNG peak-shaving is just one more
application of space-age technology by our
3ngineers to assure economic and depend-
able delivery of energy. We offer engi-
neering posts in many fields to challenge
your technical as well as your mana-
gerial abilities.
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER
COMPANY SYSTEM
WISCONSIN
ELECTRIC POWER CO.
Milwaukee, Wis.
WISCONSIN
MICHIGAN POWER CO.
Appleton, Wis.
WISCONSIN NATURAL GAS CO.
Racine, Wis.
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EDITORIALS
THE SELMA RESOLUTION
There is iiotliing more tragic in all this world than to
know right and not do it. I cannot stand in the midst
of all these glaring evils and not take a stand.
—Martin lAither King
Student interest in political and social issues has
been a recurring theme in the pages of the Techno-
graph almost since the magazine began. As early as
1S94 Professor Ira O. Baker counseled students, "Do
not become a man of books to the expulsion of affairs.
Society is all the time struggling with industrial ques-
tions, social reforms, and political problems which
you should help to solve." One recent example of
engineering student response to current public issues
was the reaction to the March 12 demonstration pro-
testing the police brutality in Selma, Alabama.
It all started about noon on Thiusday wlien one of
tlie newly selected Knights of St. Pat attempted to
persuade several other engineering student leaders to
endorse tiie resolution drafted by the sponsors of the
sympath) demonstration. The logic behind this course
of action was that the Engineering Open House week-
end would be a jsarticidarly appropriate time to dem-
onstrate engineering student concern and interest in
public issues by having leaders of engineering student
activities sign the resolution and list their positions
in engineering organizations.
The resoluton, signed by student leaders, was to
ajjjDCar in the Friday morning pajser as an advertise-
ment encouraging students to participate in tlie sym-
pathy demonstration at noon on Friday. The demon-
stration was to be a rally at which several local mini-
sters and students, who had just returned from Selma,
would relate their experiences there. The resolution
read as follows:
We stand in sorrow and in anguish as we
did after the killings in Mississippi, as we
did after bombings in Birmingham. We
mourn in sorrow for the Unitarian minister,
who died in Selma, Alabama, that we all
might live together, free men in a free land.
We mourn in anger at this violence and in-
humanity, the bloody outrages of the police,
have mocked the ideal of justice under law.
Believing that no man is safe before the law
until all are equal before the law, we cry for
our land, that the moral integrity of our na-
tion may be redeemed. Today we stand in a
demonstration of moral sympathy.
Thus the resolution did not advocate federal inter-
vention. It did not even endorse the marches in Selma.
The resolution merely protested the killings and the
violence directed against civil rights workers. It ex-
pressed sympathy for the people in the South who
have been beaten and murdered for trying to exercise
Editorials represent opinions of the majority of the
Technograph staff.
their constitutional rights.
By far the majority of the engineering students con-
tacted refused not only to commit themselves either
for or against the resolution, they also refused to call
The Daily Illini and to ask that the resolution be
read to thein. The reasons for this lack of commitment,
and indeed even curiosity, were alarming. One student
who has been an outstanding scholar in the February
graduating class remarked only partly in jest, "I never
sign anything but the back of a check and an appli-
cation form."
A former Knight of St. Pat explained his failiue to
respond by saying that he could not see what signing
the resolution would accomplish. One wonders about
the negative approach which this point of view in-
ilicates. Why would a person not investigate the reso-
lution when requested to do so and then decide
whether or not to support it depending ujjon the
merits of the statement? If a person cannot under-
stand the value of accepting or rejecting such a state-
ment, does he really understand the operation of a
free society?
Another student leader said that he would soon
need to petition for a security clearance and that he
did not want to have his name associated with such
groups as the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Com-
mittee. To justify his decision to take no stand at all
he mentioned how people had had their jobs and repu-
tations placed in jeopardy as a result of the investiga-
tions of tlie House UnAmerican Activities Committee.
The resolution was indeed sponsored by SNCC; it
was also sponsored by the McKinley Foundation, the
YMCA and the YWCA.
It is unfortunate that while at least one engineering
student, Rick Soderstrom, was in Selma, participating
in the marches, a number of other engineering stu-
dents did not even consider the situation worthy of
a phone call. The rationalization for this refusal to
face the issue appears to have been based upon an
undue magnification of the probability of reprisal for
participating in public debate. Certainly William L.
Everitt, Dean of the College of Engineering, did not
fear the loss of a security clearance when he spoke
eloquently and publicly last year at a similar civil
rights rally.
The problem seems to be that at least several of the
College of Engineering's most politically aware stu-
dents have somehow reached the conclusion that
noncommitment is the accepted course of action. So
perhaps Professor Baker's advice needs to be con-
stantly restated. Perhaps each class of students needs
to be remind(>d that what affects society affects the
individual and nothing can excuse a person from
concern for the rights of others.
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During fhe Christmas vacation Hanii fAagnusl<i visited
Dean Banks in Chicago, and talked with him at length
about the Chicago Circle College of Engineering. This
is the first of a two part article on the school, and in
it Dean Banks describes the new Materials, Energy
Processing, Information, and Systems Engineering De-
partments of the College.
The New Approach To Engineering
Q: Could you tell me about the College of Engi-
neering and its present and future enrollment.
How large do you expect the College to grow?
A: Well, let me say that presently we have about
1,000 students who are registered in the College of
Engineering at the Chicago Circle Campus. I don't
think anybody really knows what engineering enroll-
ments are going to be. I suspect that the percentage
will barely hold its own for students electing engi-
neering, but due to just the sheer increase in the
number of students coming out of high schools and
those going on to college, engineering enrollments on
the national scene will increase. Accordingly, we are
planning as follows: In the fall of 1965, we expect
to have around 1500 students enrolled in the College
of Engineering. What the growth rate from then on
will be is probably not too important in terms of
your question, but I will reply by saying by 1970 we
are expecting around 3500 to 4000 students to be
enrolled in the college.
Q: Do you plan to have a graduate school and
any graduate-faculty research programs?
A: This is a problem which we are working on at
the present time. The president of the University has
appointed a committee titled the Joint Advisory Com-
mittee on Graduate Programs at Chicago Circle. I am
sure that you can realize that we cannot attract a
first rate faculty, a faculty that would be as competent
and qualified as that which we see in Urbana, if we
did not have any real and immediate plans for ven-
tures into graduate work in all aspects of research.
Q: What sort of cooperation will you have with
industry in the Chicago area? Will there be any
co-op programs, night classes or university-indus-
try seminars?
A: We have some plans that are beginning to crys-
tallize and will move very fast. One—we are giving
serious thought, and I think we are tailor made for
this, to having a co-op program for undergraduate
engineering students. From personal experience at
another university, I would prefer that this not be a
required co-op program but that it be an optional
program. A student can elect to go on to a 5-year
co-op program or to stay on and pursue the normal
4-year program. That's one main effort. Another
effort is one you touched on, which is the possibility
of arranging other full courses for industry. We do
have a responsibility to make sure that the local
industries and agencies in government bureaus, etc.
have an opportunity for the personnel, the technical
personnel, to carry on so-called "continuing educa-
tion" efforts. I do not—I hope that we do not get
involved in a large all-out night school operation,
because I think the Illinois Institute of Technology
The Deon of Engineering at the
Congress Circle campus in Chicago
is Dr. Robert B. Bonlts, a civil en-
gineer who has previously served
as Assistant Dean for Research and
Graduate Studies at Northv/estern's
Technological Institute and as Di-
rector of Research of the SEATO
Graduate School of Engineering in
Bangkok, Thailand.
is doing a splendid job in this connection. I see that
for the forseeable future, at least, that we will not be
called upon to do much in this line. At the same
time, I think that we could arrange certain late after-
noon classes for engineers in industry to come and
take continuing education courses to keep themselves
in touch with developments in science and technology.
Q: What degrees will you offer at the Chicago
circle campus?
A: At present we plan to offer two degrees. The
first is the Bachelor of Science in Physics, and the
second will be a Bachelor of Science in Engineering
with a major in materials, energy, information, or
systems.
Q: I understand that one of the newest things in
the college is the way the curriculum is being
organized. It sc^ms to be quite a radical change
from the setup in Urbana. Would you please ex-
plain how this new curriculum will be arranged?
A: Yes, I would be happy to. It may be a very
radical departure. I suppose on the scope by which
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we are tackling it, it is a very lailical thing, althougit
it is not really a new idea. I would say that much of
this jjhilosophy has come out in engineering educa-
tion since the second war. Dean AVarren Brown ai
MIT was an early advocate of such a scheme. Oin
own Dean Everitt of I^rbana has plavcd a command-
ing role in establishing the spirit and the concept of
this sort of thing, and Vice President Parker, who was
formerly head of the Mechanical Engineering De-
partment in Urbana, has played a significant role in
this also. It is true that we are not going to have these
professional departments of engineering, but instead
we have structured out departmental organization
along what you might call functional lines. The de-
partments that we have now had in existence since
July of 1964 are as follows: ^Ve have now a depart-
ment of Physics to follow the Urbana pattern, which
I am very pleased to have in the College of Engineer-
ing. We now have a department of Materials En-
gineering, a department of Energy Engineering, a
department of Information Engineering, and a de-
partment of Systems Engineering. These are our five
departments. Of course the Physics department is
essentially what one would normally identify as the
Physics department. The four engineering depart-
ments represent, as you put it, a rather radical de-
parture from the normal pattern for a College of
Engineering.
Q: Could you descril)e, in somewhat greater de-
tail, your idea of each of these fields and their
function?
A: AV'ell, let me answer that with a preface by saying
that for a moment we'll set the Physics Department
aside, considering that to be the real foundation, the
real base for everything that goes on in engineering.
I have in mind that the Materials Department, the
The College of Engineering at the new Chicago Circle compus is organized
model of the campus.
Energy Department, and the Information Department
are those departments where students really do learn
how to design those little black boxes associated with
each of those dilferent functions. In short, they are
really concerned with the science and technology of
the details of those areas. .Miernately, I envisage that
the Systems Engineering Department does not concern
itself with the insides of the black boxes, if that anal-
ogy is even remotely clear, but rather with how these
black boxes will interact with one another when they
are hooked up to some kind of a network or to some
kind of a system. But to give a more specific answer,
I will say that our Materials Department will consist
of two main components. That is, they will be con-
cerned with the properties of materials, for example,
.Metallurgy, and with (he mechanics of materials and
this will include soil Mechanics and Structural Anal-
ysis, Vibration Theory and so on. By the same token,
the Energy Department will have as its focal point the
heat sciences. At the center is Thermodynamics and
from there comes heat transfer, hot or cold fluid
mechanics. Hydraulics, Hydrology, Magnetohydro-
dynamics, Plasma Mechanics, etc. It is conceivable
that these departments woidd serve as a home base
for any efforts that we might have in Nuclear Science
and Technology. Going on to the Information De-
partinent, again the focal point of the Information
Department will be the whole spectrum of what goes
on in the modern technology of communications and
information. To oversimplify, with regard to my box
analogy of a while ago, I would say that the Informa-
tion Department will be identified as the electronic
sciences department. Finally, the Systems Engineering
Dej)artment will have as its main effort the lumped
parameter systems and the distributed parameter sys-
tems and from there those things related to linear and
dynamic jirograming, operations research, and similar
subject areas.
according to interdisciplinary fields. Shown below is on early archilecl's
Why become an engineer at
Garrett-AiResearch? You'll have to
work harder and use more of
your knowledge than engineers
at most other companies.
If you're our kind of engineer,
you have some very definite ideas
about your career.
For example:
You've worked hard to get a
good education. Now you want to
put it to work in the best way
possible.
You will never be satisfied with
run-of-the-mill assignments. You
demand exciting,
challenging projects.
You not only accept
individual responsibil-
ity — you insist upon it.
Does that sound like
you? Then AiResearch
is your cup of tea.
Our business is
mainly in sophisticated aerospace
systems and subsystems.
Here, research, design, and de-
velopment lead to production of
actual hardware
That means you
have the oppor-
tunity to start with
a customer's problem
and see it through to a
system that will get the job done.
The product lines at AiResearch,
Los Angeles Division, are environ-
mental systems, flight information
and controls sys-
tems, heat transfer
systems, secondary
power generator
systems for missiles
and space, electri-
cal systems, and
specialized indus-
trial systems.
In the Phoenix Division there are
gas turbines for propulsion and
secondary power, valves and con-
trol systems, air turbine starters
and motors, solar and nuclear
power systems.
In each category AiResearch
employs three kinds of engineers.
Preliminary design engineers do
the analytical and theoretical
work, then write proposals.
Design engineers do the lay-
outs; turn an idea into a product.
Developmental engineers are
responsible for making hardware
out of concepts.
Whichever field fits you best, we
can guarantee you this: you can
go as far and fast as your talents
can carry you. You can make as
much money as any engineer in a
comparable spot — anywhere. And
of course, at AiResearch, you'll
get all the plus benefits a top com-
pany offers.
Our engineering staff is smaller
than comparable companies. This
spells opportunity. It gives a man
who wants to make a mark plenty
of elbow room to expand. And
while he's doing it he's working
with, and learning from, some of
the real pros in the field.
If the AiResearch story sounds
like opportunity speaking to you—
don't fail to contact AiResearch,
Los Angeles, or Phoenix, or see our
representative when he comes to
your campus.
An equal opportunity employer
AiResearch
is challenge
Los Angeles • Phoenix
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Laminated wood arches Foam plastic packaging Reinforced plastic underwater buoy
Koppers is one of the most diversified companies in the country, supplying more than 270
products and services to some forty industries. Koppers employees are working on new
adhesives for the aircraft and automotive markets, new wood treatments and protective
coatings for the construction industry, pioneering in sound control, developing new plastics
for packaging and insulation, designing new and improved techniques for the steel industry.
T
Product expansion. Koppers
has just completed a transaction that
will strengthen its role in the plastics
industry. An equal partnership-
called Sinclair-Koppers Company-
has been formed that brings together
Sinclair Oil Company's basic sources
of ethylene with Koppers facilities
and experience in producing and
marketing many thermoplastic prod-
ucts. By the end of 1967, the total
plastics capacity of Sinclair-Koppers
is projected at nearly twice the ca-
pacity of these facilities today.
Koppers also recently acquired
the assets of Hardinge Company,
Inc., York, Pa., manufacturer of
grinding equipment for mineral
processing, to increase its services
to the iron and steel industry.
How we operate. Koppers has
five divisions in addition to Sinclair-
Koppers Company : Tar and Chemi-
cal, Engineering and Construction,
Metal Products, Forest Products,
and International Division. Each di-
vision maintains its own manage-
ment, sales and marketing, and ap-
plied research and development
staffs. The company also operates a
central research department with
laboratories at its new $8,000,000
Research Center in Monroeville, Pa.
Whatwe expect from Koppers
people. Koppers looks for: Pro-
ficiency in one's own field; under-
standing of related fields; ability and
desire to advance in responsibility;
understanding of our economic sys-
tem and the importance of profits for
individual and corporate success.
What we offer in return. Oppor-
tunities for individual development
in the many industries we serve;
opportunities for providing products
for most of the major markets in the
country. As your unique talents
develop in this climate of opportu-
nity, you can move within the com-
pany to areas best suited to your
interests and qualifications.
What we need. Chemists and
chemical engineers for work in
plastics and chemical synthesis for
basic research, product development,
process engineering, manufacturing
and sales. Mechanical engineers for
product development, manufactur-
ing engineering, sales and design.
Metallurgical engineers for basic re-
search and development. Electrical
engineers and civil engineers for
design and construction.
Interested? W^ite to the Person-
nel Manager, Koppers Company,
Inc., Room 200, Koppers Building,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219.
KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. ... an equal opportunity employer koppers
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Ford Motor
Company is:
stimulation
Jnmes E. Mercereau
B.A., Physics, Pomona College
M.A., Physics, Univ. of III.
PhJ}., Calif. InsHluU of Tech.
"I^'yi''""
'~~~' What does it take to "spark" a man to his very
best ... to bring out the fullest expression of his
ability and training? At Ford Motor Company
we are convinced that an invigorating business
and professional climate is one essential. A prime
ingredient of this climate is the stimulation that
comes from working with the top people in a
field
. . . such as Dr. James Mercereau.
Jim Mercereau joined our Scientific Laboratory
in 1962. Recently, he headed a team of physicists
who verified aspects of the Quantum Theory by
creating a giant, observable quantum effect in
superconductors. This outstanding achievement
was the major reason the U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce selected
Dr. Mercereau as one of "America's Ten Outstanding Young Men of 1964."
Your area of interest may be far different from Dr. Mercereau's; however,
you will come in contact with outstemding men in all fields at Ford
Motor Company.
We beUeve the couphng of top experience and talent with youth and
enthusiasm is stimulating to aU concerned. College graduates who join
Ford Motor Company find themselves very much a part of this kind of
team. If you are interested in a career that provides the stimulation of
working with the best, see our representative when he visits your campus.
We think you'U be impressed by the things he can teU you about working
at Ford Motor Company.
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THERE'S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH. t^^j MOTOR COMPANV
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
An equal opportunity employer
Who's helping
make water
come clean
again?
The same Union Carbide that
helped develop a new stainless
steel used in subway cars.
Streams and rivers in many parts
of the country were being plagued
with foam, partly due to deter-
gents. In some areas foam even
came through the faucets ... be-
cause old detergents kept on
foaming after they went down
the drain.
Now things are changing-the
result of ten years' work by de-
tergent manufacturers. We've
helped by being the first to come
up with new kinds of detergent
chemicals that let the suds do
their work in the wash and yet
allow foam to be broken down
quickly after use.
We've been busy improving
many things. Our research work
on stainless steel helped develop
a new grade of steel that has re-
cently been used to reduce the
weight and cost of subway cars.
We came up with new kinds of
corrosion-resistant alloys for use
in the chemical industry. And
recently we introduced a plastic
drinking straw that won't turn
soggy.
To keep bringing you these and
many other new and improved
products, we'll be investing half a
billion dollars on new plant con-
struction during the next two
years.
UnionCarbideCorporation, 270 Park Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10017. fn Canada: Union Carbid*; Canada Limited, Toronto • Divisions; Carbon Products,
Chemicals, Consumer Products. Fibers & Fabrics, Food Products, International, Lmde, Mining & Metals, Nuclear, Olefins. Plastics, Silicones, Stcllilc
UNION
CARBIDE
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Radio Direction Finding
by Teny Bradley
Have you wondered how large a fence would be
required to hold a flock of ten foot tali canaries? The
University of Illinois apparently has, for such a "bird
cage" is in existence eight miles west of the Urbana
campus. But, needless to say, it is not really a bird
cage. Rather, this fence is one of the world's largest
and most precise radio direction systems, used to
locate the position of radio transmitters.
Directing the project of research with the "bird
cage" is Professor Edgar C. Hayden of the Department
of Electrical Engineering.
The instrument is accurate to within one-half of a
degree in showing the direction from which a signal
arrives, but ionospheric irregularities may cause this
direction to be considerably different from the actual
direction of the sending station. While 2 to 3 degree
inaccuracies are most common, variations up to 30
degrees are occasionall)' observed. According to Pro-
fessor Hayden, signals may be bent as much as 90
degrees in extreme cases. He cited transmissions from
a radio station in Washington, D.C., which came to
The "birdcage", a radio direction system, is located west of ttie Ctiompaign campus. The system of poles is 65 feet toll and 955 feet In diameter.
The radio direction finder is located on a 40-acre
site near Bontlville, eight miles west of the Cham-
paign campus. Here 120 poles are set in a circle 955
feet in diameter. They support a 65-foot-high screen
of 960 vertical wires. Outside this huge screen is a
circle of 120 vertical antennas connecteil by individual
cables to a radio receiver inside the circle.
The antennas are successively connected to the
receiver by a switching device, so that reception is
scanned from all around the horizon. The effect is
like rotating a television antenna except that the big
antenna remains fixed and only the switch rotates.
The system, which is an enlargement and improve-
ment of the Wullenweber radio direction finder de-
veloped by the Germans during \\'orld War II, scans
the horizon up to 900 times a minute. Information
is displayed on a cathode ray tube similar to a radar
scope, or is recorded on teletype tape for analysis in
a computer.
Illinois from the apparent direction of the North Pole.
In seven years of work UI engineers have greatly
increased receiver sensitivity and directional accuracy,
markedlv reikueil the effect of interfering stations on
the same operating frequency, and developed the sys-
tem as a research tool for probing the ionosphere.
They have improved the direction finder's accuracy so
that the instrimient no longer is a limiting factor. The
problem now is to understand the many devious paths
a signal may take through the ionosphere.
The 11-year sunspot cycle, day to night changes,
and moment variations are factors which cause these
direction change effects. While some of these are
known and predictable, others are not, and they all
interact. Through continuing research, the engineers
hope to gain more knowledge of these effects so that
better and more reliable communication systems can
be developed and more accurate radio direction find-
ing can be realized.
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Tom Huck sought scientific excitement
He's finding it at Western Electric
Ohio University conferred a B.S.E.E. degree on C. T.
Huck in 1955. Tom knew of Western Electric's tiistory
of manufacturing development. He realized, too, that
our personnel development program was expanding
to meet tomorrow's demands.
After graduation, Tom immediately began to work
on the development of electronic switching systems.
Then, in 1958, Tom went to Bell Telephone Labo-
ratories on a temporary assignment to help in the
advancement of our national military capabilities. At
their Whippany, New Jersey, labs, Tom worked with
the Western Electric development team on computer
circuitry for the Nike Zeus guidance system. Tom then
moved on to a new assignment at Western Electric's
Columbus, Ohio, Works. There, Tom is working on the
development of testing circuitry for the memory phase
of electronic switching systems.
This constant challenge of the totally new, com-
bined with advanced training and education oppor-
tunities, make a Western Electric career enjoyable,
stimulating and fruitful. Thousands of young men will
realize this in the next few years. How about you?
If responsibility and the challenge of the future
appeal to you, and you have the qualifications we are
looking for, talk with us. Opportunities for fast-moving
careers exist now for electrical, mechanical and in-
dustrial engineers, and also for physical science,
liberal arts and business majors. For more detailed
information, get your copy of the Western Electric
Career Opportunities booklet from your Placement
Officer. And be sure to arrange for an interview when
the Bell System recruiting team visits your campus.
^^CSt^(^fti ElCClPtC MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OP THE BELL SYSTEM
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities D Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S.
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. D Teletype Corp., Skokie, III., Little Rock. Ark. a General Headquarters, New York City
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VON FOERSTER ON
PEOPLE VS. AUTOMATA
by Stuart Umpleby
Although some people today fear eventual compe-
tition between men and machines for rule of the
world, the real conflict may come between individuals
and organized society, according to Prof. Heinz Von
Foerster, founder and head of the UI Biological Com-
puter Laboratory.
Speaking at the Channing-Murray Foundation early
in the semester, \'on Foerster stated that the public
often attempts to force cyberneticists (scientists and
engineers who design computers to perform human
traits) into making sensational statements about their
"thinking machines." He listed three semantic traps
in understanding computer research: 1) the existence
of free will, 2) Do machines think? 3) Can we build
a brain?
The Question of Free Will
The question of the existence of a free will, which
has been a subject of philosophical discussion for
centuries, has often been incorrectly phrased, accord-
ing to Von Foerster. In his usual, entertaining man-
ner Von Foerster pointed out that if the question is
phrased, "Can one will what he will?" then it can
also be asked, "Can one will what he will what he
will?" And in like manner, "Can one will, what he
will, what he will, what he will?" The problem of
free will then disappears into the clouds.
Von Foerster termed such phrasing of the question
of free will a "grammatical monstrosity," and ex-
plained by saying that there are two kinds of state-
ments—sensical and nonsensical. A sensical statement
has all of its components in one domain, but may be
either true or false. He gave the examples of "2 plus
2 equals 4," "2 plus 2 equals 5," and "2 plus 2 equals
green." The first example is true; the second, false;
the third is nonsense. It is nonsense because all of its
components are not in the same domain.
A discussion of free will must not neglect contraints
and consequently must be phrased, "Can one do what
one will?" The first type of constraint is physical; a
person cannot will himself to fly or to walk through
a door. Nevertheless, he can exert a certain amount
of control over the physical environment; for instance
by building an airplane or an automatic door trig-
gered by a photocell. The second constraining factor
is that the human brain is a system which adopts
certain modes of behavior. The third constraint is
experience. A person who is completely ignorant is
completely free in his choice of alternatives. A more
experienced person knows that certain actions yield
higher rewards and therefore the number of accept-
able choices which he sees is more limited. However,
other methods can also be used to influence the func-
tioning of the brain. Brainwashing essentially denies
knowledge of all possible choices.
Do Machines Think?
To the question "Do machines think?" Von Foerster
explained that the brain and a computer arrive at
the same result by different methods. "We don't know
how the brain multiplies, adds or takes the square
root, but we're pretty sure that it's not by the digital
process used in computers."
\Vhen asked to give a definition of intelligence, \'on
Foerster quoted his colleague, Prof. Ross Ashby, "All
information processes appear to be intelligent before
we know how they work. When we know how they
work, there no longer seems to be magic attached to
them." Part of the flavor of intelligent behavior is
that it is to a certain extent unpredictable. Von
Foerster mused that the divine function is probably
inconsistency and not consistency.
Observing the Brain
The question "Can we build a brain?" is irrelevant
because it is equivalent to asking, "Can we build X?"
when we don't know what X is. The study of the
brain demands a different approach. Von Foerster ex-
plained, because it is a complex system with very
many strongly interacting components. Classical sci-
ence has been successful up until now because it has
been able to isolate the various components and to
examine the complex universe step by step. One can't
open the brain and chop out sections to study them
separately.
"Take a colony of about 10,000,000 flatworms, each
of which possesses 1000 neurons, you have approxi-
mately the same number of neurons in this colony as
are present in a human brain. Now if one removes
10,000 flatworms from this colony, there won't be a
very noticeable change in the behavior of the group
of flatworms. However, if one removes 10,000 neurons
from the brain of one's instructor, one will imme-
diately notice a very distinct change in his behavior."
Consequently, the human brain poses a different
problem, because it cannot be taken apart and
examined. The results of its functions as a whole
rather than local mechanisms must be observed.
Many of the techniques developed by cyberneticists
to study the functions of the brain may also be
applied to the study of society, where comparable to
the neurons in the brain, individuals in a society are
strongly linked to each other. And, also comparable
to the neurons in the brain, the individual may not
know what society as a whole may know. It is here.
Dr. Von Foerster ventured, where the conflicts be-
tween the individual and society may be discovered.
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NAME KNIGHTS, LADY OF ST. PAT
Ihc highliglu ot ihih year's Open llouie weekend
was the coronation of the queen of St. Pal's Ball, Mary
Lou Dollins, junior in LAS. She was crowned by last
year's queen, Heather Kinsey, senior in ])hysical edu-
cation. Miss Dollins, who was nominated by the ASCE
student riiapter, Avas selected as the new queen by a
majority of those attending the ball.
Twelve Knights and one Lady of St. Pat were pre-
sented earlier by Dean AVilliam L. Everitt. Professor
Robert A. Jewett was designated an honorary knight
for his work with student societies. Professor C. Dale
Greffe played the role of St. Pat.
The seven winners of the Engineering Open House
exhibit and essay awards received trophies and cash
prizes. Dan Craybill's "Biological Stroboscope," a de-
vice for use by medical doctors to examine vibrating
vocal cords, took first prize. This machine tunes light
Hashes to the frequency of vibrating vocal cords, allow-
ing doctors to examine them as if the cords were not
moving.
Second place was won by Patrick Curran for a dem-
onstration and exhibit of aerodynamic phenomena.
Henry Magnuski took third place with his "Illirunt,"
a mechanical bug simulating electrically an animal
nervous system. Donald Swatik received fourth prize for
his "Ink Spray Oscillograph," a duplicating machine.
Pi Tau Sigma, Mechanical Engineering honor frat-
ernity, won first place among displays by engineering
societies with its exhibit—"Development of Engineer-
ing." The first and second place prizes for the fresh-
man essay contest were awarded to Lee Rea and to
Douglas Medley, respectively.
Prizes were donated by Deere & Co., Moline; EMC
Corp., Canning Machinery Division, Hoopeston; and
McDonnell .Aircraft Corp., St. Louis. The exhibits and
essays were judged by a committee including engineer-
ing students, faculty, and representatives of the cor-
porations which financed the awards.
the Knights ond Lady of St. Pol, oil luniors or seniors in engineering, were
selected for outstonding service to engineering student orgonizotions. Ttiey ore:
itonding, Lyie Steptiens, Lorry Nixon, Leslie Kramer, Gory Cogswell, Stuart Um-
Dleby, Bruce Vodicka, Gerald Murtough, Dove McClure, Kennetli Archomboult;
sitting, Ctiorles Allen, Henry Mognuski, Allon Evons, Sondro Collins Levey, Pro-
fessor Robert A. Jewett, lionorary knigtit, ond Professor C. Dole Greffe. St. Pat.
TEACHING ENGINEERING
BY PLAY-ACTING
.\ new lethniijLic is being used in the classes of
Professor \\'illiam Berkow of General Engineering:
teaching engineering by play-acting.
"And why not?" asks Berkow. "After all, many an
engineering student is dreaming of one day assuming
the role of Research Director or Vice President of
Manufacturing. Therefore, a college preview of com-
ing attractions would not be amiss."
Berkow teaches GE 288—Economic Aspects of En-
gineering, to engineering seniors and GE 393—Engi-
neering Influence on Business Decisions, to seniors in
accounting, business administration and marketing.
The chief message in both courses is that the typical
bitsiness decision in industry requires insights in both
technical and commercial aspects. To illustrate these
divergent viewpoints, Berkow has organized seminars
in which both his engineering and his commerce stu-
dents participate. Each participant is given a descrip-
tion of a typical industrial need two weeks in advance
of the seminar and is assigned a role, such as Vice
President of Manufacturing or Comptroller.
For example, one seminar group was given the
assignment of deciding whether or not to purchase
advanced automatic machines for an existing product.
Berkow acted as a Corporate President, and opened
the conference with a few remarks concerning out-
rageous demands from the stockholders (for higher
dividends), trade unions (for higher wages). City,
State, and Federal Governments (for more taxes), and
the customers (for higher quality products, lower
prices, and fewer delays in delivery). Berkow (in his
role as President), states, "you birds had better justify
your princely salaries, bonuses, and junkets, by giv-
ing me more sensible advice, so that I can steer a
course without piling the company on the rocks; be-
cause if I do, we'll all sink."
The problem confronting the seminar group was
similar to those confronting a corporate policy-making
team—in fact, it was only partially hypothetical; the
participants reacted very much like industrial exec-
utives. After some brainstorming, the group dis-
covered several mutually attractive solutions, and
before the preliminary seminar was adjourned, the
participants had assigned fact-finding missions to each
other.
The object with the seminar and the role-playing
is to illustrate search and evaluation of variables,
and to demonstrate to engineering and commerce stu-
dents alike that weighty considerations of, or objec-
tions to, an idea may originate on either side of the
fence, and that a truly satisfactory choice can be made
only if there is sympathy for and at least a partial
understanding of the other fellow's problems.
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TAU BETA PI-DEDICATED
TO THE PERPETUATION OF ITSELF
by Hank Magnuski
The "Phi Beta Kappa of Engineering" is an hon-
orary society known as Tau Beta Pi, a national organ-
ization founded to recognize scholastic achievement
in all engineering departments.
The requirements to join Tau Beta Pi are probably
the highest among the honorary engineering societies,
for you need to be a male, an engineering student and
have at least a 4.25 all University average during the
senior year. Tau Beta Pi holds approximately three
meetings each semester, one of which is a banquet,
and every year the organization awards some promis-
ing freshman a slide rule for doing exceptional work.
The other two meetings are for the purpose of elect-
.r^
-H' '\\-
Hank Magnuski
ing the new members and officers, taking Illio pic-
tures, and informing the new members about how
they can join the organization and what their pledge
duties will be. The pledge duties consist of shining
the Bent, symbol of Tau Beta Pi, WTiting a theme,
and paying a S30 initiation fee.
The benefits of joining Tau Beta Pi are the initials
TBII which go on graduate school applications and
employment forms, and which stand for, at least on
this campus, nothing. Tau Beta Pi is a minimum
organization, an organization which exists just enough
to call itself an organization. The current member-
ship figure of the Illinois .-Mpha Chapter is about 70
students, but at the meeting where all members are
required to come to elect new members, only twenty
people attended. In my opinion, no organization at
all is better than an organization as worthless as the
Illinois Alpha Chapter of Tau Beta Pi.
Now I don't feel that Tau Beta Pi should be a
really active organization, such as those that meet every
two weeks, because I doubt if the members could
afford the time to come to so many meetings. I do
think, though, that Tau Beta Pi could hold some
meetings during the year which would be worthwhile
for the members to attend. I personally would like
to meet some of the other members of Tau Beta Pi
and become acquainted with their interests and activ-
ities. Right now, however, there seems to be a fear
of trying anything at all, because due to the past
lethargy of the organization a planned program, such
as inviting a speaker to a meeting, might be such a
flop that no one would ever want to try anything
again.
.\ good place to start improving this organization
would be with the pledges themselves. Their pledge
duties have usually consisted of a semi-annual shining
of the Bent outside of the Civil Engineering Hall.
More useful projects aren't too hard to think of, and
if adopted would stop at lot of the "Mickey Mouse"
complaints from the pledges.
Perhaps the members don't want an active Tau
Beta Pi, and would like to leave it as the honorary
it is. It would still be an honor to join, but certainly
no honor to belong.
ADJUSTING TO FOREIGN STUDY
by Roger Stevens
In describing my experiences in Berlin, I have per-
haps omitted one very important aspect of study
abroad. This concerns the problems of adapting to
a new educational system and a new society, and then
readapting to the old.
When considering the adjustments in a different
society, one must first realize that "people are people"
no matter what the nationality or race and that, as
people, they behave in similar patterns. However,
there are many differences bet^\"een beliefs, traditions,
and national images of two peoples. There are beliefs
and ways of doing things which we as Americans take
completely for granted, but which attack the accepted
code in Germany, for instance. It is very dishearten-
ing some times to realize that something one has
always accepted as a matter of course in one's home
society, is just not done at all in a different one.
Plain and simple, if one wants to live harmoniously,
one must try to understand the new and reconcile
the old.
Here is one example of a seemingly insignificant
yet important difference in accepted attitudes between
Germany and the United States.
In Germany, hand-shaking is common practice not
only bet;seen men, but also bet\seen men and women,
and even between women. One greets friends and
acquaintances upon arriving or departing by shaking
his or her hand. I think this is very fine and wish it
were used more here. Howe\er, much to m\- embar-
rassment, I sometimes forgot to offer my hand to the
ladies of a group before the gentlemen, a typical
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American blunder, which is very impolite.
Another aspect of the new adjustment is the foreign
language itself. Using the VTong word or grammatical
construction, or not understanding, (or what is even
more frustrating is not knowing the proper word at
all) can be very discouraging. Reading text books
can seem utterly formidable at first. Fluency in a
language is not to be found like the solution to a
math problem. It takes time, patience, and persever-
ance, and involves many ups and downs. It is certain-
ly satisfying, however, when someone actually thinks
you are a native, an important step in really under-
standing the people and their culture.
There is also the adjustment of satisfying the nor-
mal wants and needs of everyday living. Remember
the adjustment necessary when beginning your studies
at the University of Illinois. Multiply that by a con-
siderable factor for adjustment in a different culture.
Not only must one learn how and what to buy, but
also where to go for it.
Now, what about the problems of readjusting back
at Illinois? I think it took several weeks (actually
half of the semester) to get my two feet firmly planted
inside the Electrical Engineering Building again.
This was partly because it simply took some time for
the glamor of last year's experience to diminish, and
partly because it took some time to turn my thoughts
away from international relations to the reality of
daily homework. .Also, it was a difficult semester,
which was to be expected after taking courses here on
the foundation of courses taken elsewhere. Quite
naturally the emphasis on material is not always the
same.
To celebrate the Fourth of July, Berlin style, I helped orronge a huge
party. Here, I am helping to cook some of the 900 hamburgers.
.\nother adjustment was reorienting myself to Amer-
ica and Americans, .\fter being quizzed about Amer-
ica and Americans, defending and analyzing them, and
drawing all sorts of comparisons almost every day for a
year, I found myself taking a long look at everyone and
everything I saw. I was, in fact, seeing America with
"new eves" and a new perspective. In order to see
society in any perspective, one must not only have
knowledge of other societies, but also must see with
a freshness which only an absence makes possible.
This curiosity is by no means satisfied, and I hope it
never will be, but the influence of hour exams has
certainly made me confine most of my introspecting
to tomorrow's assignment.
The last major adjustment was due to the nature
of foreign study itself. There is so little administra-
tive machinery for handling foreign study and so little
accurate information about foreign universities, that
it is left almost entirely up to the student to make
all arrangements and to take all risks. Although
patience and perseverance have been gratifying in my
own case, the effort cost days (really weeks) of pre-
cious time in red tape and unnecessary, perplexing
situations. This can ne\er be eliminated, but contact
with more foreign universities and a uniform policy
would help.
This "monster" is a gargoyle as seen through a key hole shaped
aperture in the steeple of the Ulm Cothedrol in Ulm, a city in south-
ern Germany.
These problems of adjusting and readjusting may
seem very great indeed, but there is always the adage
the "nothing worth while was ever accomplished with-
out a little hard work." The fruits of a year abroad
are in many respects congruent with the fruits of
overcoming these adjustments.
PIT STOP
IMPORT MOTORS, INC.
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LETTERS
Opposes Students On CP&D
To the Editor:
Your recent statement which urges the appointing
of students to the College Policy and Development
Committee asserts that the best way to effect an im-
provement in the undergraduate program is to seat
students on CP&D. I question the need of students
on CP&tD and doubt that their presence there would
produce the effect that you desire—the best possible
undergraduate program. In stating this, I do not be-
little the intelligence, vigor or sincerity of the en-
gineering students, but only point out that they over-
estimate the influence that any body of the college
can wield in forming policy, even CP&D (some of my
colleagues on this committee might say—especially
CP&D).
The fourth paragraph contains a statement which
is misleading—"The need to seat students—or any
other government agency." The implication is that
CP&D spends most of its time worrying about re-
search. Quite the contrary is true. In looking over
the minutes of CP&D, I find that we have met about
35 hours this year. Of that time, about half of one
meeting, i.e., about 1 hour, was spent in considering
research activity on campus, and that was a purely
informative meeting. The other 34 hours have been
spent almost exclusively on undergraduate and grad-
uate courses and programs. Furthermore, I believe
that research is such a personal activity that CP&D
will never be an effective agent in dealing with re-
search on campus.
To come to the point of having student members
on CP&D, I offer the following statements (which are
my own as an individual faculty member but which
I believe reflect the views of many of my colleagues):
(a) That the ability to evaluate most of the matters
coming before CP&D requires more of a feeling for
the history and the trends in technology than a stu-
dent—even a carefully selected student— is likely to
have. In fact, many of the faculty members on CP&D
—with all their supposed wisdom and experience-
feel feeble in approaching many of the problems and
programs of the college, (b) That the faculty needs
a private forum where it can thresh out its differences
in an uninhibited atmosphere. Most present members
of CP&D feel that the presence of students would
seriously hamper the vigorous debate which contro-
versial matters often require.
Finally, let me assert that the research on this
campus, far from being a deterrent to a good under-
graduate program, produces a better overall under-
graduate program than we would have without it.
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In my own department. Metallurgy, the presence of
nearly one million dollars in non-state research funds
per year lielps bring vigorous staff members here who
would never be here without it—staff members who
teach, advise, hire undergraduates and generally serve
the students and the college in many ways. Both the
imdergraduates and graduate programs benefit from
their presence. This example, used here only because
I can vouch for its accuracy, can be multiplied many
times over in other, larger departments in the college.
In conclusion may I say that you are not the for-
gotten man and we do know that you are here. The
undergraduate program may have numerous weak-
nesses in your eyes—it does in the eyes of the faculty,
too. It may, however, be better than we both think.
Charles A. Wert
Professor of Physical Metallurgy
^Ve realize the problems involved in writing such an edi-
torial, but we hope that it, and the discussion which it has
generated, will serve a number of useful purposes: (1) Stu-
dents will become more familiar with the administrative
and policy-making structure of tlie College, (2) The edi-
torial will confront students with the idea that they do
have a legitimate right to a voice in determining College
policy, (3) Faculty and students will reconsider the present
and potential means whereby student recommendations
can be heard and discussed, and (4) The faculty will be
forced to reflect that very few, if any students, have suf-
ficient knowledge of the activities of the College that they
could voice a meaningful opinion on the objectives of en-
gineering education.
We certainly agree that the University of Illinois has a
truly outstanding engineering school. However, we are
quite concerned that after three to four years of studying
engineering, students are rarely well-informed of current
and forseeable problems facing the science and engineering
community. Is it too much to ask that the College of En-
gineering produce three to four thoroughly educated stu-
dents out of three to four thousand?
Apath/ Scourge of Engineering Open House
To the Editor:
A friend of mine, upon learning that he would
have to spend three weeks in preparation for En-
gineering Open House, remarked that the project he
was working on merited just one night of preparation.
I believe that this apathetic feeling toward profes-
sional pride is very typical of engineering students.
Year after year, the public is treated to the same
exhibits, a good number of which are hastily put
together a few days (and sometimes hours) before
Engineering Open House. It has been my experience
that there are seldom any improvements or innova-
tions on departmental exhibits.
Engineering Open House is an annual event at the
University of Illinois and it seems to me that all
engineering students have a moral obligation to re-
flect professional pride in their exhibits, rather than
accept the status quo.
Donald King
Electrical Engineering, Junior
I
777/5 is
one of our
mechanical
engineers
malting a
mistal<e
They are to wed in June, and the
guy had better shut up before she
gets miffed. A gal has every right
to resent the impHcation that the
betrothed outpoints her in under-
standing of sewing and fabrics and
what's good or bad about them.
Even if it's true. Which it is. We
have made him a pro at it.
It is our crafty intent to stop
at nothing in our efforts to make
garments or fabric furnishings
that carry our identification tag
(as for KODEL Fiber) so pleas-
ing to the ultimate buyer in
every way that she will attribute
the satisfaction all to the fiber
and look for that tag evermore.
This means we put mechanical
engineers, chemical engineers,
chemists and—yes—physicists to
work freshening up the tech-
nology of dyeing, knitting, weav-
ing, sew^ing, and the other elderly
arts practiced not by us but by
our customers' customers.
As in all the other industries
in which we participate and for
which we seek scientific and
engineering recruits — photog-
raphy, information retrieval, aero-
space, plastics, graphic arts, x-ray,
chemicals—there is much to chal-
lenge the intellectually ambitious
in satisfying the common yearn-
ings of mankind for adornment
of the person and the home. Past
technical accomplishments in
fibers and fabrics, weak by com-
parison with what can be antici-
pated when fresh, better informed
minds pitch in, have sufficed
nonetheless to create the present
affluence where there is plenty
of money on hand to do what
smart people will tell us to do.
All we need are more smart people.
Drop us a line. From polymer
theory to workable yam and from
workable yarn to clothes on the
back, rugs on the floor, and cur-
tains on the windows extends a
long row of assorted disciplines
and aptitudes.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Bu.-iiness and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester, N.Y. 14650
An equal-opportunitj- employer offering a choice of three communities:
Rochester, N.Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex.
Kodak
Should You NVork for a Big Company?
An interview with General Electric's S. W. Corbin, Vice President and General Manager, Industrial Sales Division.
S. W. CORBIN
Wells Corbin heads what is probably
the world's largest industrial sales organi-
zation, employing more than 8000 persons
and selling hundreds of thousands of di-
verse products. He joined General Electric
in 1930 as a student engineer after gradu-
ation from Union College with a BSEE. After
moving through several assignments in in-
dustrial engineering and sales management,
he assumed his present position in 1960.
He was elected a General Electric vice
president in 1963.
Q. Mr. Corbin, why should I work for
a big company? Are there some
special advantages?
A. Just for a minute, consider what
the scope of product mix often found
in a big company means to you. A
broad range of products and services
gives you a variety of starting places
now. It widens tremendously your op-
portunity for growth. Engineers and
scientists at General Electric re-
search, design, manufacture and sell
thousands of products from micro-
miniature electronic components and
computer-controlled steel-mill sys-
tems for industry; to the world's
largest turbine-generators for utili-
ties; to radios, TV sets and appli-
ances for consumers; to satellites
and other complex systems for aero-
space and defense.
Q. How about attaining positions of
responsibility?
A. How much responsibility do you
want? If you'd like to contribute to
the design of tomorrow's atomic re-
actors—or work on the installation
of complex industrial systems—or
take part in supervising the manu-
facture of exotic machine-tool con-
trols—or design new hardware or
software for G-E computers—or direct
a million dollars in annual sales
through distributors—you can do it,
in a big company like General Elec-
tric, if you show you have the ability.
There's no limit to responsibility . . .
except your own talent and desire.
Q. Can big companies offer advan-
tages in training and career develop-
ment programs?
A. Yes. We employ large numbers of
people each year so we can often set
up specialized training programs
that are hard to duplicate elsewhere.
Our Technical Marketing Program,
for example, has specialized assign-
ments both for initial training and
career development that vary de-
pending on whether you want a
future in sales, application engineer-
ing or installation and service engi-
neering. In the Manufacturing Pro-
gram, assignments are given in manu-
facturing engineering, factory super-
vision, quality control, materials man-
agement or plant engineering. Other
specialized programs exist, like the
Product Engineering Program for you
prospective creative design engineers,
and the highly selective Research
Training Program.
Q. Doesn't that mean there will be
more competition for the top jobs?
A. You'll always find competition
for a good job, no matter where
you go! But in a company like G.E.
where there are 150 product opera-
tions, with broad research and sales
organizations to back them up, you'll
have less chance for your ambition to
be stalemated. Why? Simply because
there are more top jobs to compete
for.
Q. How can a big company help me
fight technological obsolescence?
A. Wherever you are in General Elec-
tric, you'll be helping create a rapid
pace of product development to
serve highly competitive markets. As
a member of the G-E team, you'll
be on the leading edge of the wave
of advancement—by adapting new re-
search findings to product designs,
by keeping your customers informed
of new product developments that
can improve or even revolutionize
their operations, and by developing
new machines, processes and
methods to manufacture these new
products. And there will be class-
work too. There's too much to be
done to let you get out of date!
FOR MORE INFORMATION on careers for engineers and scientists at General Electric, write
Personalized Career Planning. General Electric. Section 699-12. Schenectady. N. Y. 12305
GENERAL ELECTRIC
An Equo/ Opportunity Employer
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Particle Accelerators
College graduates do key work right away on the Aerospace Team.
Lt. Gregory Risch, aeronautical engineer from Notre Dame, varsity swimmer, missile test expert,
tells how you can be part of it.
(Lt. Risch, n.S. '62, did extensive un-
dergraduate work in aerodynamics,
helping to construct one of the coun-
try's largest and most successful smoke
tinincls. He has plaved an important
part in the operations of the test range
at Cape Kennedy.)
What's the
best way to become an
Air Force officer?
I wouldn't want to call any one wnv
the "best" way. We count on getting
top-quality officers from all our sources.
First, there's the Air Force Academy.
I received my commission through Air
Force ROTC. Many colleges and uni-
versities will soon be providing two-
year AFROTC programs that you can
apply for dining yoin- sophomoie year.
Then, for the college graduate, there's
Air Force Officer Training School-OTS.
Who's eligible
for Air Force OTS?
Any college graduate, male or female,
or a college student within 210 days
of graduation, is eligible to apply. Who
the Air Force will take di'pends on what
the particular needs are at the time.
Those with scientific or engineering de-
grees can usually count on receiving the
first openings.
Does the Air Force have
jobs for nonscience majors?
There are quite a few jobs in non-
technical fields such as administration
and personnel. And it is not essential
that prospective pilots or navigators
have backgroinids in the sciences. How-
ever, since the Air Force is one of the
world's leading technological organiza-
tions, a keen regard for science is im-
portant.
What sort of work
do young Air Force officers do?
Important work. An Air Force career
gives young people the opportunity to
do meaningful work right from the start.
That's the thing I like best about it.
I'm only a couple of Nears out of col-
lege, but already I'm working on a vital
project in an area that really interests
me. In other words, I'm getting to use
the things I studied in college. My edu-
cation is paying off, both for me and
for the United States.
What are the
possibilities for advancement?
They're plenty good. The Air Force be-
lieves in giving its young officers all the
responsibility they can handle. That's
not only good for you, it's good for the
Air Force. It gets the best-qualified
people into the top jobs where they can
contribute most to our defense effort.
How long am I committed to serve?
Four years from the time you receive
your commission. If you go on to flight
school, four years from the time you're
awardi'd Noiir pilot or navigator wings.
Where can I find out more?
If there's an Air Force ROTC unit on
your campus, see the Professor of Aero-
space Studies. If not. contact the near-
est Air Force recruiting office. It's listed
in the white pages of the telephone
book under "U.S. Government".
United States Air Force.
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\Who grows
the "hair"
that crowns a
million
beauties?
The same Union Carbide whose
alloys help keep the crunch
in rock crushers.
The "hair" is our Dynel mod-
acrylic fiber. It looks like real hair
and feels like it.
It's the same Dynel that's used
to make luxurious deep-pile coats.
It's the same fiber that's used to
make filters for heavj'-duty indus-
trial air systems and home air
conditioners. And its versatility
is the reason why we'll be "grow-
ing" millions of extra pounds of
Dynel this year.
Lots of things are going on at
Union Carbide. We're producing
new alloys to re-surface equip-
ment such as rock-crusher rolls
and keep them in action longer.
Other new alloys are helping the
Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue. New York, N.Y, 10017. rn Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto • Divisions: Carbon Products.
Chemtcals, Consumer Products. Fibers & Fabrics, Food Products, International, Linde, Mining & Metats, Nuclear, Olefins, Plastics, Silicones, Stell'te
chemical industry stop costly at-
tacks of acids and corrosives. And
we've recently introduced some
new silicone rubber compounds
with greatly improved resiliency
for use by the aerospace and auto-
motive industries.
To keep bringing you these and
many other new and improved
products, we'll be investing half a
billion dollars on new plant con-
struction during the next two
years.
I
UNION
CARBIDE
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How about a friendly game of cards?
Watch out for our Gene VVollaston, though. He stacks
the deck. In fact, he's already stacked 80 decks— of
computer cards— to build a mathematical model to solve
important refinery problems. \Vith his special skills, Dr.
\Vollaston helps determine proper product yields and
properties from key refinery operations. The final result
should be an improved product— at a tremendous saving
of time and money. (Once the model is built, the cost of
solving a problem is as litde as $3.00.)
So, as a card player. Gene's helping to take the gamble
out of running a refinery. No mean accomplishment for
a chemical engineer t\vo years out of Illinois Institute
of Technology.
You're not a card player? Don't worry. As long as
you're looking for a meaningful challenge, your oppor-
tunity may be here at American Oil. We're also experi-
menting with fuel cells, spatial environment, and rust
protection in car engines— to mention a few of our diverse
fields of interest. Some of them may interest you, whctlier
you're in Engineering, Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics,
or Metallurgy.
You can find out by writing for more information. To
J. H. Strange, American Oil Company, P. O. Box 431,
Whiting, Indiana.
STANDARD OIL DIVISION D) AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
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EDITORIALS
Editorials are ihe opinion of a ntajority of Tec/ino-
graph's editorial board
TWENTY/TWENTY HINDSIGHT
During the year the students in the College of Engi-
neering have raised questions about the college's edu-
cational policies. Now that the year draws to a close
perhaps it would be instructive to look at what has
happened with the benefit of hindsight.
During the past year and a half the College of
Engineering has taken a number of encouraging steps
toward incorporating student opinion in educational
policy. Students were invited to participate in the
most recent Allerton Conference of the College Policy
and Development Committee. At the beginning of
the year, students were seated on six previously all-
faculty committees dealing with educational affairs.
Engineering Coimcil revised its committee structiue
in order to more effectively deal with educational
issues. Engineering Council also sponsored several
student-faculty luncheons. Perhaps an indication of
the discussion taking place on the engineering campus
is the fact that the Technograph letters section has
grown to be the largest in any engineering college
magazine.
The two events which were probably most rep-
resentative of student efforts were the two spring con-
ferences held last year and this year. These confer-
ences were initiated and organized by the students in
order to express their concerns to the faculty in a
somewhat detached atmosphere. Last year's confer-
ence in Monticello dealt with the subject of a
Revaluation of Engineering Student .\ctivities. The
conference held earlier this month considered the
Academic Environment in the College of Engineering.
These two meetings ^\ere especially significant because
of the large number of students involved and the
frank discussions which occurred.
Certainly the exj^eriences of students in the College
of Engineering have not been isolated examples of
student interest in educational policies, biu it is gen-
erally recognized that student opinion on educational
issues can be most effective on the college level. Since
it seems likely that the Urbana campus will eventually
switch to the quarter system, students in all colleges
may soon have an excellent opportunity to have their
opinions on courses and curricula seriously considered.
A change to a quarter system would require that some
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courses be reduced to one quarter and others ex-
panded to two quarters. However, student evaluations
of courses on a large scale, and particiUarly student
participation in recommendations concerning curric-
ula, would require a vastly improved college council
system. In this effort, the Engineering Council may
well prove to be a leader.
But the most important result of the increased
engineering student interest in education is that both
students and faculty have learned from the experi-
ence. The faculty have come to realize that student
interest in the logic behind their education is not con-
fined to one class, to one college, or to this university,
and consequently that it is not likely to end ivith the
June graduation ceremonies. The students have been
reminded that the end which they desire is a stimid-
ating academic commimity characterized by coopera-
tion and discussion, but not discord. Both the stu-
dents and the faculty have learned that effective
communication requires knowledge, patience, toler-
ance, and imderstanding.
The effort to impro\e communication between fac-
ulty and students in the College of Engineering has
been extensive, but it is still a relatively new venture.
Having perfect hindsight, like everyone else, we now
realize that some things could hz\e been done dif-
ferently, biu we feel that the results have been worth-
Tvhile. Now we see new and hopefidly better ways in
which student-faculty relations can be improved, and
we hope to explore them next year.
"I know times are changing, but tiow did students in ttie College of
Engineering get the idea they could have opinions."
yet cut cost 20%
Originally, this crosshead for a lift truck was
not a forging. Now it is forged in steel. Here's
why
. . .
The lift truck builder wanted to increase the
safety factor to meet greater bending and shear
stresses. He also wanted to increase the fatigue
strength of the part. And all without any in-
crease in weight or cost. He also wanted to
reduce tool breakage caused by irregularities,
voids, and inclusions.
He changed overto FORGED crossheads.
Now the crosshead has the required strength
and stress-resistance, costs 20% less when
machined and ready to assemble, increases
production rates 14% by reducing tool break-
age and increasing machining speeds.
Forgings are better for these reasons; they:
1. Are solid, free from voids and inclusions
2. Have high fatigue resistance
3. Are strongest under impact and shock loads
4. Have a higher modulus of elasticity
5. Have a unique stress-oriented fiber
structure
6. Are low in mechanical hysteresis
Memo to future engineers:
'Make it lighter and make it stronger" is the
demand today. No other metalworking process
meets these two requirements so well as the forg-
ing process. Be sure you know all about forgings,
their design and production. Write for Case History
No. 105. with engineering data on the lift truck
crosshead forging shown above.
DROP FORGING ASSOCIATION
55 Public Square • Cleveland 13, Ohio
When it's a vital part, design it to be
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Pop Goes The
Particle
Contrary to popular belief, the engineers and scien-
tists who work on high energy research do not wear
white coats and look like part of the machines they
are associated with. Rather, they are just average men
with above average aptitude and intelligence. These
men are currently studying the complex world of
atomic particles with the use of two fairly new and
complicated instruments—the Betatron and the Cy-
clotron.
The Cyclotron has, since its development around
1930, become an important tool used b\' physicists in
studies requiring high energy particles. The Cyclotron
employs two hollow, D-shaped electrodes mounted
inside a vacuum chamber surrounding the accel-
erating region. A magnetic field directed perpendic-
by Gordon Day
ular to the plane of the electrodes constrains any
charged particle moving in this region to travel in a
circular path of radius dependent on the velocity, the
charge to mass ratio of the particle, and the strength
of the magnetic field.
In normal operation, a sinusoidally varying voltage
is placed between the two electrodes. Thus an ion
entering the chamber at the center with very small
energy may be accelerated between the D-shaped elec-
trodes to a greater energy and velocity. The particle
travels around a semicircle where it is accelerated
between the electrodes again, to a still greater energy
and velocity, expanding the radius. Velocities near
the speed of light may be approached.
Various properties of atomic nuclei, such as energy
level structure and transition probabilities for various
The Betatron, shown below, is on instrument for producing high energy electrons. The electrons ore aimed at a target and the resulting
effects ore used to provide information concerning the nuclear and atomic structure of the target material.
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radiations emitted from these energy levels, are pres-
ently being examined.
The Betatron, on the other hand, is an electron
accelerator invented by Professor Donald \V. Kerst ol
the University of Illinois. It gets its name from two
Greek symbols "beta" used scientifically to indicate
high energy electrons, and the suffix "tron," meaning
an instrinnent for. The Betatron is an instrument for
proihicing high-energy electrons. The first machine
produced 2i/o million-volt x-rays and was used primar-
ily for research.
Ciurenlly in existence is a 3 10 million-\olt maciiine
which was designed and built imder Proiessor Kersi's
direction. This Betatron had such tlrastic refinements
of design that if the original 2i/2 million-volt Betatron
(two feet scjuare) had been built this way it woidd
ha\e been a machine the size of a tiny matchbox.
The big Betatron is used at the present time solely
for research. High energy electrons emerge from the
machine and are aimed at a target designed to create
X-rays. These X-rays hit a second target, constructed
of a material about which the experimenter wishes
more information. By observing the effects of the col-
lision of the electrons with this target, an experimenter
can learn much about the nuclear and atomic struc-
ture of the material. The collision usually yields
either X-rays or gamma rays and an electron of a lower
energy than iliat of the incident electrons from the
Betatron. Since X-rays and gamma rays are uncliarged,
the resultant electrons are of more interest. The en-
ergy of these electrons can be determined by observing
their path in magnetic fields.
There is one very outstanding diHerence between
the Cyclotron and the Betatron. Tlie Cyclotron oper-
ates successfully only with relatively massive panicles
such as protons or deutrons and cannot be used to
accelerate electrons. For a given energy, the velocity
of an electron is greater than that of a more massive
proton and the rclativisiic increase in mass is accord-
ingly much greater. Hence the electrons quickly get
out of jihase with the accelerating electric field. In the
Betatron, however, electrons gain liteir final energy in
less than one cycle of the varying field and do not
have to remain in phase Avith the field for a large
nmnbcr of cycles.
Although it is certainly true that the results of this
high energy research are not practical in terms of
monetary values, industrial uses can, and have been
found. Nevertheless, the Betatron and Cyclotron at
this campus are used almost entirely for pure research.
Pure research is the search for knowledge, for knowl-
edge's sake. These instruments are used to further
science, for science's sake.
Satellite Studies Radio Scintillation
Late last year, a rocket blasted off from Cape Ken-
nedy and pushed a Beacon-Explorer B satellite into
perfect orbit. Radio frequencies from the new satel-
lite and the shape and direction of its orbit were
planned by scientists around the world for the specific
purpose of stud\ing the ionosphere.
Scientists and engineers at the UI were jubilant, for
by processing signals received at the University Geo-
physical Observatory from the new satellite, they were
able to study electron density and lluctuating irreg-
ularities in the ionosphere. Signals from several pre-
vious satellites, including two whose transmitters were
built on this campus, have been analyzed anil yieldeil
valuable data. Nevertheless, although their signals
were useful, none of these satellites was specifically
designed, as in Beacon-Explorer B, for ionosphere
study.
Professor K. C. Yeh of the Electrical Engineering
Department is in charge of these ionosphere studies
dining the absence of Professor George \V. Swenson
Jr., who is on leave at the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory.
by Richard Langrehr
Electron density fluctuations and irregularities in
the ionosphere play important roles in long-range
radio and television communication. Swenson and
Yeh have found from the data received from the other
satellites that both electron density and distribution
change from night to day and season to season.
University researchers are concerned specifically
with irregular patches of electrons in the ionos])here.
These patches produce an effect on radio signals
similar to the twinkling of a star. This effect, known
as scintillation, was noted in the signals received from
Sputnik I, the first earth satellite. It has also been
noted in the signals recorded from distant radio stars.
Scintillation, predominantly a night lime phenom-
ena, occurs at approximately forty degrees north
latitude across North .America. This latitude is also
that of the University of Illinois, where many observa-
tions are made as satellites pass from the scintillation
region into steady signal areas. One unusual aspect
of the scintillation is that although it increases at
night, the total number of electrons in the ionosphere
(Continticil on next page)
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drops to approximately one-tenth the number that
exists during the day.
Observations of electron density made at the Uni-
versity of Illinois indicate the patches of electrons
which cause the scintillation effect exist in cigar-
shaped clusters roughly ten miles long and a mile
wide, with their major axis along lines of the earth's
magnetic field and are centered at an altitude of two
hundred miles.
The reasons why electrons are found in clusters
some places and spread out smoothly in others are
not known. Nor can scientists answer why electrons
cluster mainly at night or concentrate in the near-
polar area. Nevertheless, researchers know that scin-
tillation and the electron density of the ionosphere
are related directly to the sunspot cycle.
The observations made at the University of Illinois
cover more than half of the eleven year sunspot cycle,
extending from the sunspot peak in 1957-1958 through
the present low point. Data for this research is being
recorded at four stations. The most extensive records
are kept at the Geophysical Observatory south of the
Champaign campus. Another station is operated by
UI personnel at Michigan Technological University,
Houghton. Volunteer personnel operate UI equip-
ment at the Canadian government's Baker Lake Sci-
entific Station, 190 miles south of the Arctic Circle.
The Army Signal Corps operates UI equipment at
Adak, Aleutian Islands.
Current plans call for the launching of more satel-
lites and more extensive research into the effects of
electrons and their distribution on the ionosphere.
'Trouble wish women in enjurneering ish dot they're eisher ugly or
dedicated ash hell!"
WILLYOU BE ABLE TO
MEET THE CHALLENGE
OF THE HIGHWAYS
OF TOMORROW?
Prepare now for your future in highway engineering
by sending for The Asphalt Institute's free library
of Asphalt construction and technology.
Each year, more and more states are turning to modern Deep-
Strengtli* Asphalt pavement for their new heavy-duty high-
ways, county and local roads. Your contribution—and reward
— in future roadbuilding programs will depend in large part on
your knowledge of Asphalt construction and technology.
The latest information in this field, including The Asphalt
Institute's new computer-derived Thickness Design Method, is
contained in an extensive portfolio now offered by The Asphalt
Institute. To obtain this valuable free library, fill in and mail
the coupon below today. ,...,, .. . , , .
•'
*Asphalt surface on Asphalt base
THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE
College Park, Maryland
Free Offer to Civil Engineering Students and Professors!
THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, College Park, Maryland
Gentlemen: Please send me your free library on Asphalt Con-
struction and Technology.
_CLASS OR RANK_
ADDRESS_
CITV
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NEWS TRAVELS
FASTER ON
TIMKEN BEARINGS
"NEITHER RAIN NOR . . ."
in snow country, the mail goes
through on a Skl-Doo Bom-
bardier power-sled, made by
Bombardier Snowmobile Ltd.,
Quebec. It is also used on trap
lines, for sports and for haul-
ing supplies. Timken' bear-
ings in the clutch give It extra
capacity in a small space.
WHEELS AND SHAFTS. What-
ever you build—wheelbarrows
to steel rolling mills—Timken
tapered roller bearings can
help it perform better, longer.
They're precision-made of
nickel-rich steel by: The
Timken Roller Bearing Com-
pany, Canton, Ohio. Also
makers of Fine Alloy Steel and
Rock Bits.
WORLD-WIDE CABLES. The
C.S. Long Lines, new Bell Sys-
tem cable-laying ship, is on
the high seas. In its wake,
thousands of miles of cable,
paid out at eight knots. 2,816
Timken bearings keep the
ship's linear cable engine
operating.
EXTRA! EXTRA! This Goss
Headliner Mark II press runs
70,000 newspapers an hour.
It prints in color. It folds. It
delivers the papers to the load-
ing dock. Not one Timken
bearing has required prema-
ture replacement.
QUALITY TURNS ON
TIMKEN
TAPERED ROLLER
BEARINGS
Learn More About the Timken Company, an EqMial Opportunity Employer. Send for Career Booklet.
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This is the concluding article in a two part series of
interviews with Dean Robert Banks of the College of
Engineering at the new Chicago Circle campus.
The New Approach To Engineering
by Hank Magntiski
Q: I'd like to get some of your thoughts on re-
cent trends in engineering. As you know, enroll-
ments haven't increased as rapidly as some people
had predicted, and recently there has been a large
engineering shakeout in the defense industries.
Wliat do you think are the prospects for future
engineers?
A: Well, I'm a litile bit confused with the statistics
that come out on this thing. We all know that since
about 1959 or so engineering enrollments across the
country have barely held their own. Yet, we see
statistics coming out from the National Science Foun-
dation that state we have got to have another 500,000
engineers in the next decade. 'Well, perhaps that's a
little beside the point right now. I'm confident, how-
ever, that engineering enrollment will increase simply
because of the enrollment pressures of the increased
number of high school graduates and so on. It is true
that the defense oriented industries, at least for the
lime being, are doing some belt tightening. In place
of that, or perhaps even in addition to that, however,
I think there is going to be increased demand for
engineers in those things that are not necessarily di-
rectly related to defense efforts. For example, I think
that a lot of the things that the present national
administration is considering in terms of poverty
jirograms, urban renewal projects and this kind of
thing will create a need for engineers that are more
concerned with the civil engineering aspects of our
life. Things concerned with mban engineering, urban
renewal programs, river and stream pollution, air
pollution problems and a whole list of problems that
^\e know really exist have not yet been solved on a
large scale. I think that we will see a great rebirth
of what you might call—maybe in slightly different
terms than before—the role of the civil engineer in
our national technology picture.
Q: Another recent trend is the interdisciplinary
approach toward engineering. Is your new pro-
gram designed with this interdisciplinary study in
mind?
A: AVell, we hope so. In fact I think there are strong
administrative reasons for creating these departments.
If we were going to be a very much smaller institu-
tion. I ^\•ould say that it woidd probably make sense
not to have any departments at all. The five depart-
ments that we do have, I hope, will be of the natme
that will allow very rational and intelligent inter-
disciplinary programs, and that we do not create rigid
departmental lines even though we have these func-
tional departments. For example, I think that very
soon we should be getting programs laimched, even
at the imdergraduate level, to allow a student to
major in things like nuclear science and technology,
perhaps in bio-medical engineering or in the atmos-
pheric-earth sciences, so that, in turn, interdisciplinary
efforts will be not only involving the engineering
departments but hopefully fanning out and including
the departments of the colleges of Liberal Arts and
Sciences. For example, we may have a program that
we can carry out in connection with the University
of Illinois Medical Campus, w'hich, as you know, is
going to be very close. This program would be in
the fast developing field where engineers and medical
scientists can work together in solving some of the
national health problems.
Q: Then you see this as a coming trend?
A: Tve always thought that in our engineering pro-
fession we have been very much too compartmental-
ized and one of my main efforts, in the hope that we
can be successful here, will be to try to remove some
of these barriers which have existed in the past in
connection with engineering education.
Q: How do you feel about the increased emphasis
on liberal arts?
A: I've always been an advocate of an intelligent
and comprehensive and rational program for Liberal
Arts and Sciences. I think that this has also been a
shortcoming among the engineering profession in the
past. I won't say that there will be an increased
emphasis, however, because certainly we can't afford
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to devote very many more hours to the study of social-
humanistic courses in the engiiieerinj^ curriculum.
I hope that we can make such elforts stronger and
impro\e them and relate them more to what the
engineer does. By the same token, I woidd Iiope that
those people who are studying humanities, lor ilie
improvements o£ our whole nation, could learn a liiiie
bit more, in turn, about science and engineering.
Q: How closely are you goinji; to cooporale willi
the College of Engineering in llrbana? Will it he
possible to transfer from one school to the other
with these two different programs?
A: Well, yes, certain!) lor the next several years it
is obvious that we are going to have to dovetail, as
we have in the past, with the Urbana curricidum. It
is going to get a little more complicated in the next
year because of the fact that we are going to the
quarter system. That is why we changed a lot of
these courses around. In a way it is quite fortuitous
for us because it gives us a chance to really go ahead
and manifest the new program. But, we may have a
situation where, for example. Energy Engineering 129
\\ill correspond to Mechanical Engineering IfiS. That
might help to reconcile the difference of the quarter
system and the Urbana semester system. You'll note,
and I hope this is not too hard for your readers to
visualize, on the wall over there I have a kind of
matrix which is laid out like an x-y coordinate system.
The y axis lists the Urbana departments starting with
Aeronautical Engineering all the way down. The x
axis lists oin^ five departments now: materials, energy,
information, systems, and physics. On each of the
small note cards you see there is an undergraduate
coinse that is presently taught in Urbana. We have
shifted these cards around, and placed ihem luider
the ]K)int corresponding to where they would be
taught in the Chicago Circle's departments. Now, for
example, a course in thermodynamics would imdoubt-
edly be taught in the Mechanical Engineering depart-
ment of Urbana. The same course would be taught,
as the board indicates, in oiu' Energy Engineering
department.
Q: Some people have complained ahout the
length of time it takes to get an engineering degree.
Do you think that the program, which now re-
quires 136 hours, should he reduced?
A: Yes, I do. Some people fail to reali/e that not
only is the ninnber of recjuired semester hours larger
for a degree in engineering, but also the engineering
students have many more lab courses than the L.A.S.
students do, and this takes up a lot of their time.
I think that a program of about 16 hours per semester
should be sufficient for a degree in engineering for a
total of about 130 hours.
1. Physical Plant
2. Physical Education
3. Engineering and Science
Laboratory
4. Lecture Center
5. Student Union
6. Lil)rary
7. Fine and Applied Arts
Laboratory
8. Faculty and Administration
OITices
9. Classroom Clusters
10. .Auilitorium and Display
Gallery
The Chicago Circle campus Is a design of the future featuring elevated
wolkways and most buildings connected for convenience. The union (5)
Is a low rise building housing food service focilities, a theatre, book-
store ond recreational focllltlcs. The high rise element of the student
union contains ofTlces, lounges, activity rooms and meeting roomi.
Classrooms ore in clusters of two or three with entry at the second floor
level via the elevated walkways.
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Signals
from the
heart...
IBM
computers
help
doctors
study them
At IBM you can helpsolve basic problems in
nnany different fields. Currently IBM engi-
neers are assisting university doctors in the
use of computers to analyze and evaluate
electrocardiograms. These experiments
could give physicians greater insight into
the workings of the human heart.
At IBM thereisalwaysa variety of problems
to tax your imagination. If you don't know
enough about a specific technology, you
can learn it on the job at IBM from leaders in
the field—orstudy it in one of ouradvanced
education programs.
Just ask us about the areas of work you're
interested in.Your col lege placement officer
can set up an appointment with our inter-
viewers. Or write directly to Manager of
College Relations, Dept. 915, IBM. Cor-
porate Headquarters, Armonk, N.Y 10504.
IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Applied Mathematics, Applied Mechanics,
Data-Communications, Digital Computers,
Guidance Systems, Human Factors,
Industrial Engineering, Information Retrieval,
Marketing, Manufacturing Research,
Microwaves, Optics, Programming,
Reliability Engineering,
Servomechanisms, Solid State Devices,
Systems Simulation and related areas.
ESSAYS/COMMENTS
PEACE THROUGH UNDERSTANDING
by Roger Stevens
Throughout this series of articles in Technograph,
I have attenrpted not only to share some ol my ex-
periences abroad with the engineers at lUinois, but
also to engender interest in the peoples o£ other cul-
tures, foreign educational institutions, and the liberal
arts.
My underlying hope has been to encourage other
engineering students to consider foreign study also as
an important part of their education. As rapidly as
the countries of the world are growing together, it is,
practically speaking, also worthwhile in dollars and
This article is the last in ttie
series wtiich Roger Stevens,
senior in Electrical Engineer-
ing, tios written describing
his experiences studying
and traveling in Europe last
year.
cents for an engineer to know something of a foreign
language, the problems between peoples, tire technical
intellect of other cultures, and the national character
of oiu" neighbors.
Perhaps I can summarize what I mean by all of this
with a quotation from Professor Kemmerer, of the
University of Illinois Department of Economics, who
had a similar experience as a student. He said, ^vhen
I asked him about studying abroad, "It will be the
most fantastic year of your life." Now I can say with-
oiu a doubt, it certainly was.
Finally, what can be said about "official" oppor-
tunity for other imdergraduate engineers to study
abroad?
Certainly something positive can be said. In fact,
the College of Engineering is trying to make arrange-
ments for a student to go to Berlin next fall as a
further step in learning more about the German edu-
cational system and creating a meaningful and valua-
ble exchange ]3rogram between the two systems. If
all goes well, it is proposed to broaden the program
to include three students in Berlin.
Eligibility for selection would be membership in
the honors program. A stipend of $1200.00 to defray
extra expense has been suggested.
I feel that such a program represents not only a
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great deal of progressive thinking in the College of
Engineering but also a great step in further recog-
nizing the identity of the engineering student and his
need for a liberal education as well as a technical
education.
This of course is not to say that credit can be
handed out to every student who has had experience
abroad. Just think of the difficidties encountered in
transferring credit between uni\ersities in the United
Stales itself. Standards must be maintained for e\ery-
one, bm I sincerely belie\e, that with a little more
accinate information about foreign imiversities and
understanding on both sides several of the adminis-
trative as well as technical barriers can be surmoimtcd.
In closing this series of articles I would like to
quote a po]3ular expression from the ^Vorld's Fair,
"Peace through understanding."
CP&D CONFERENCE
DISCUSSES MATH PROGRAM
by Charles Alien
Tlie weekend of April 3 ^vitnessed the annual Al-
lerton Conference of the College Policy and Develop-
ment Committee. This year the topic of discussion
was the College of Engineering math program. The
conference had representatives from each engineering
de])artment, the math department, and the student
body.
Discussion was primarily concerned with the con-
tent of math coinses and the quality of instruction.
Conferees considered alternatives to the present way
in which graduate assistants are used and the pos-
sibility of accelerating calculus.
The general consensus of the conference was that
the University would still have to offer some analytic
geometry because the high schools would not entirely
be able to do so. Other coiuses discussed were those
relating to differential equations, computer program-
ming, numerical analysis, statistics, and advanced cal-
culus.
The 1965 Allerton Conference marked the first time
that students had been invited to attend. Five stu-
dents were chosen to represent the student body. They
^vere Charles Allen, Charles Carlson, Allen Evans,
John Litherland, and Uarry Nixon. Each was assigned
to a specific committee in the morning and all at-
tended the general meeting in the afternoon.
.\s a member, I was \'ery much impressed by the
concern that the conference had for the student. Their
objective was to offer the best possible program to the
engineering student without giving him an inisin-
I
moumable task. The faculty members were very in-
terested in the student's opinions and soii,e;ht them if
they were not freely olfcred.
After the success of this conference, it is \ery likely
that more siudent representatixes will appear on
future committees and that both the college and the
student body will benefit from this exchange ol ideas.
THE FAITH TO BE AN ENGINEER
by Bill Lueck
When an engineer attacks a problem, is scientific
knowledge all that is necessary? Or is there also a
need for religious beliefs? Conversely, is there a place
for science in the realm of leligion? To say there is
not a controversy betw-een science and religion would
merely elude the problem. On the other hand, to say
there is an irresolvable conflict between the two fields
would be equally untrue. To many people the fine
line between religion and science is difficult to dis-
cern, since they overlap and complement each other
in many areas.
AVhere does the engineer or scientist stand in this
controversy? It is a problem that's heard both in the
laboratory and the church and one that we hope to
make a little clearer here.
Alfred Douglas Finn, former Director of the En-
gineering Foundation in New York, once listed ;vhat
he thought were essential qualifications for an en-
gineer. These included "intellectual and moral hon-
esty, coinage, inde]iendence of thought, fairness, good
sense, sound judgement, perseverance, resourcefulness,
ingenuitv, orderliness, application, accuracy, and en-
durance. An engineer should have ability to observe,
deduce, apply, to correlate cause and effect, to co-
operate, to organize, to analyze situations and condi-
tions, to state problems, to direct the efforts of others.
He should know how to inform, convince and win
confidence by skillful and right use of facts. He
should be alert, ready to learn, open-minded, but not
credulous. He must be able to assemble facts, to in-
vestigate thoroughly, to discriminate clearly between
assum]:)tion and pro\en knowledge. He should be a
man of faith, one who perceives both difficulties and
ways to surmount them. He should not only know
mathematics and mechanics, but should be trained to
methods of thought based on these fundamental
branches of learning. Organized habits of memory
and large capacity for information are necessary. He
should have extensive knowledge of the sciences and
other branches of learning and know intensively
those things which concern his specialties. He must
be a student throughout his career and keep abreast
of human progress."
It is extremely interesting to note that after insist-
ing on an ability to discriminate between assumptions
and knowledge, he should specif) that an engineer
be a man of faith. Actually the inclusion of faith as
a characteristic is quite logical. To probe the lui-
known, as does the scientist or engineer, a person
must have faith. It is necessary to every scientific ex-
periment, since one has to make an hy|)othesis that
has to be verified without any definite opinion or
empirical knowledge.
Perhaps what we have been talking about isn't
Bill tueck is a junior in Elec.
tricol Engineering in the 5 yeor
Engineerlng-IAS progrom. He
is an engineer at WPGU stu-
dent radio stotion and a mem-
ber of our Marching lllini.
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exactly Christian faith, but a close relationship does
seem to exist. Geddes MacGregor, who has been dean
of a graduate school of religion, has expounded the
theory that Christian faith never really emerges until
there is doubt. And what is the basic attitude of
science except critical doubt?
Apparently, many jieople misunderstand the opera-
tion of science. They think that the only factor
affecting its progress is the amount of time scientists
spend on their work. Disagreeing, MacGregor says
that there is an immeasurable, an incalculating ele-
ment, and it is for this reason that the engineer must
be, besides much else, a man of faith.
There are two ways of looking at life and the
universe: "Two men looked out from prison bars;
One saw mud; the other, stars." Although both men
are correct, what makes the diflerences between them?
The answer is religious faith. MacGregor says that
faith is a kind of knowledge. "It is more fundamental
than either empirical knowledge or logic. It is a very
different kind of knowledge from mathematical knowl-
edge, and from knowledge as this is understood in
either the physical or the biological sciences, or even
the knowledge discussed in rational philosophies.
Nevertheless, it is a kind of knowledge in the sense
that it is a grasp of the best qualities of life and of
the things that make life most worth living."
We have seen how religion affects science. Now
we turn to the other question: how science affects
religion. Even the most severe critic of "scientific
religion" would acknowledge our immense debt to
science and to the scientific method. There are tlie
practical contributions-radar, television, penicillin,
and nuclear fission to name a few.
Rut even more we are in debt to science as "tlie
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great disinfectant of human thought." Science is the
ever-present enemy of superstition and bunk. In this
way it is an ally of religion, since superstition can
eventually destroy religion's vital essence.
Science has done what religion has often failed to
do—exemplify the true spirit of religion: devotion to
truth, passion for integrity, himiility before the mys-
teries of existence, open-mindedness.
Many criticize science as trying to destroy stories
in the Bible—the creation story for example. These
people accept the Bible as literally true. Others accept
a broader, more liberal view that the Bible is merely
representative of God's miracles and not a scientific
textbook. They might try to "resolve" the creation
story conflict in this way. The Bible says that the
world and everything in it was created in six days.
But what was a day? Now, we call it the period from
sunrise to siuirise or any twenty-four hours. But
Genesis also says that the sim was not created until
the fourth day. What, then, were the first three
"days" like? Rather than being twenty-four hours
long, couldn't they have been twenty-foiu- months,
twenty-four years, or 2.4 billion years long? These
people see the idea of a creatively growing universe
as many times more wonderful and religiously mean-
ingful than the biblical picture of a universe created
by a fiat six thousand years ago.
Thus we see that science can be and certainly is
an asset to religion. But is there a limit to the
usefulness of science? Rufus Jones, a great Quaker
philosopher, has written, "I have no quarrel with
science and the scientific method. Where there has
been conflict between science and religion, it has
been between representatives of science, claiming for
science more than science can rightly claim, and rep-
resentatives of religion invading the province of
science with categories that do not apply. I do, how-
ever, have a quarrel with certain representatives of
science who are not content with being scientists and
who operate with categories that are philosophical
and not scientific. They arrogate to themselves as
part of science the ends that science shall serve.
Science, as a science, is wonderful; but the science
that forgets its boundary lines makes for confusion
and trouble."
In what respects is science limited? Dr. H. Richard
Rasmusson has found six areas. First, science cannot
answer questions of origin or efficient cause. "Why
should there be anything at all?" This question sci-
ence cannot answer. All hypotheses start with a
"given" that cannot be explained except by faith.
The approach of science to reality is narrow and
circumscribed. It proceeds to its understanding of
phenomena by abstraction; i.e., the scientist isolates
his subject from reality. Also, science is quantitative,
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interested in a subject only within the framework of
some law.
Science cannot tell us the "ends" our science should
serve. Bertrand Russel has said, "It can show us how
to achieve a given end, and it may show us that some
ends cannot be achieved. But among ends that can
be achieved our choice must be decided by other than
purely scientific considerations." In Maxwell Ander-
son's play Joan of Lorraine, Masters says, "Science is
like—well, it's like a flash-light in a totally dark room
measuring two billion light years across—and with
walls that shift away from you as you go toward them.
The flash can show you where your feet are on the
floor; it can show you the furniture or the people
close by; but as for which direction you should take
in that endless room it can tell you nothing."
Foiuthly, science cannot provide the sanctions that
we so desperately need. Neither can it provide a
sanction for a love ethic nor a sanction for its own
enterprise. Science is based on truth, honesty, dedi-
cation, integrity. Without these qualities science
would fade away. But this spirit comes from some-
thing greater than science. "Science is not its creator,
but its debtor," writes Dr. Rasmusson.
Fifth, science cannot minister to our deepest need
as spirit. Because man is both physical and spiritual,
two needs must be satisfied. Although science can aid
us with our physical needs, man "needs also the words
of God to feed the deeper levels of his existence."
Lastly, science cannot give us the dimension of
eternity, without which we cannot escape the feeling
of frustration. "Scientific himianism can look for-
ward to nothing better than annihilation for all man's
steady effort in the deadly cold of interstellar space.
And though this end be a million years distant, 'the
end of it all is nothing, sheer non-existence.' "
In the ojiinion of many scientists and theologians,
those who hold seemingly irreconciliable views of the
two facidties are even now finding more areas of
agreement. Perhaps any conflict between the two
fields is only in the minds of those who want to see
a conflict. Perhaps the problem really doesn't exist.
But just as one's knowledge of science and one's faith
is an individual matter, the final analysis of this con-
tro\ersy must inevitably rest with each of us.
E. £.; "Thought you were going to visit that blonde
in her apartment."
C. E.: "I did."
E. E.: "How come you're home so early?"
C. E.: "Well, we sat and chatted awhile. Then sud-
denly she turned out the lights. I can take a Iiint."
* » *
The only exercise some people get is jumping at
conclusions, sidestepping responsibility, and pushing
their luck.
Unusual Shapes
Cost Less To Produce
When They are Malleable Castings.
Elongated Holes
Round holes? Simple! Odd-shaped holes? Use
Malleable! Here's a shape where casting is
the only economical solution . . . and only Mal-
leable provides both the strength and easy
machinability that are needed. Excellent wear
resistance on the inside of this air tool cylinder
is achieved by hardening the 53004 pearlitic
Malleable up to Rockwell 58C.
Blind Holes
Blind holes present a situation where the only
practical manufacturing method is casting. This
example shows a cross-section of the handle of a
pneumatic impact wrench. Shell coring produces
the holes with such accuracy that only a few
finish machining operations need be performed.
Deep Grooves
Deep grooves are real money-wasters in other
forming methods . . . but not in Malleable cast-
ings. In this transmission gear, the switch to
pearlitic Malleable cut material cost 15% . . . cut
machining cost 25%.
Internal Bosses
Here is a shape that can cause real problems...
except when it's cast of Malleable iron. The inte-
rior cavity, two bosses and the holes through the
bosses are formed with a shell core. This method
cuts cost 75% compared to welding several com-
ponents. The Malleable casting looks better...
achieves closer tolerances.
There are many ways you can do a better job at less cost
with modern Malleable castings. Our new brochure,
"Design Criteria for Malleable Iron Castings", tells how.
Send for your free copy today.
MALLEABLE
N o E R S o c*
'
MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY • UNION COMMERCE BUILDING • CLEVELAND, OHIO 44114
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H CAMPUS
ENGINEERING COUNCIL
DISCUSSES EDUCATIONAL ISSUES
by Bob Scliottman
During the second semester Engineering Council,
the student go\erning body of the College of En-
gineering, considered possible revisions in GE 100 and
voted unanimous support for a foreign exchange
program to Europe.
Members of the Educational Affairs Committee
met with Assistant Dean Pierce, Assistant Dean \\'ake-
land, and Professor Charles Wert at a noon luncheon
on Feb. 18 to discuss the possibilities for improve-
ments of GE 100, the orientation course now required
for all incoming freshman engineering students.
Possible changes discussed were a reduction in the
size of the classes, changes in the subject material,
and the possibility of giving credit for the course.
The members of the Educational Affairs Committee
are continuing their study and hope to submit a
report with their recommendations to the College
Policy and Development Committee.
The Council is working closely with the Dean's
Office and with Roger Stevens, a senior in Electrical
Engineering who studied in Germany last summer, to
make final arrangements for a proposed foreign ex-
change program. The prograin will include the send-
ing of from one to three UI engineering students to
the Technical University of Berlin for one year in ex-
change for a like number of German students who
^vill study here. The most serious problem which has
had to be faced is the transfer of credits from one
university to another. Coursework at the two schools
must be matched carefully or credit obtained in
Germany will not be accepted here. Problems arise
because German instructors do not teach from a
coinse outline as is customary at American univer-
sities. Each instructor teaches in the way which he
sees fit, so the actual subject matter for a particular
course varies from one instructor to another.
On May 8 Engineering Council sponsored its second
consecutive spring conference for engineering students
and faculty. Members of Engineering Council and the
Technograph staff and presidents of the student tech-
nical, professional, and honorary societies met with
the heads of the departments and members of the Col-
lege administration to discuss ways in which the edu-
cational climate of the College might be improved.
This conference was the result of a recommendation
from the conference last year that Engineering Coun-
cil concentrate more effort on educational affairs. It is
hoped that the recommendations from this month's
conference will be put into action beginning in the
fall semester.
TRENDS IN ENGINEERING
EDUCATION
by Lee Rea
In the last decade some important trends have de-
veloped in engineering education. Engineering under-
graduates today are probably most interested in the
competition they will face in securing jobs and in the
level of technical competence required for the careers
they intend to follow.
First of all, the number of freshmen entering en-
gineering is not keeping up with the rises in enroll-
ments in other colleges. Surprisingly enough, fresh-
men choosing engineeering are actually on the decline
throughout the nation. The Midwest leads all geo-
graphical areas in this enrollment decline with yearly
seven years. In this climate of ultra-advanced work,
the big state universities have been forced to fight
vigorously for research money—money needed to lure
other schools' top professors and to retain their own.
Graduating Seniors as a 7,o1
Total Enrollnnents and 7, of
Class Entering Graduate School
56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
In attracting research funds the University of Illinois
has been an undeniable success. Research dollars spent
here have increased from 7 to 13 million in a scant
four years. How university research affects the under-
graduate is difficult to say, although it is becoming a
subject of increasing discussion. It is questionable
a
Why become an engineer at
Garrett-AiResearch? You'll have to
work harder and use more of
your knowledge than engineers
at most other companies.
If you're our kind of engineer,
you have some very definite ideas
about your career.
For example:
You've worked hard to get a
good education. Now you want to
put it to work in the best way
possible.
You will never be satisfied with
run-of-the-mill assignments. You
demand exciting,
challenging projects.
You not only accept
individual responsibil-
ity — you insist upon it.
Does that sound like
you? Then AiResearch
is your cup of tea.
Our business is
mainly in sophisticated aerospace
systems and subsystems.
Here, research, design, and de-
velopment lead to production of
actual hardware
That means you
have the oppor-
tunity to start with
a customer's problem
and see it through to a
system that will get the job done.
The product lines at AiResearch,
Los Angeles Division, are environ-
mental systems, flight information
and controls sys-
tems, heat transfer
systems, secondary
power generator
systems for missiles
and space, electri-
cal systems, and
specialized indus-
trial systems.
In the Phoenix Division there are
gas turbines for propulsion and
secondary power, valves and con-
trol systems, air turbine starters
and motors, solar and nuclear
power systems.
In each category AiResearch
employs three kinds of engineers.
Preliminary design engineers do
the analytical and theoretical
work, then write proposals.
Design engineers do the lay-
outs; turn an idea into a product.
Developmental engineers are
responsible for making hardware
out of concepts.
Whichever field fits you best, we
can guarantee you this: you can
go as far and fast as your talents
can carry you. You can make as
much money as any engineer in a
comparable spot — anyuhere. And
of course, at AiResearch, you'll
get all the plus benefits a top com-
pany offers.
Our engineering staff is smaller
than comparable companies. This
spells opportunity. It gives a man
who wants to make a mark plenty
of elbow room to expand. And
while he's doing it he's working
with, and learning from, some of
the real pros in the field.
If the AiResearch story sounds
like opportunity speaking to you—
don't fail to contact AiResearch,
Los Angeles, or Phoenix, or see our
representative when he comes to
your campus.
An equal opportunity employer
AiResearch
is challenge
Phoenix
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NORTH CAMPUS
TECHNOGRAPH REPRESENTED
AT COLLEGE EDITORS' CONFERENCE
Two members of the Technograph staff, Stuart
Umpleby, editor, and Hank Magnuski, associate
eilitor, attended the Seventh World Alfairs Confer-
ence for College Editors held in New York City dur-
ing the semester break. The conference entitled "The
Reporter's Responsibility in an Explosive \Vorld" was
sponsored by the Overseas Press Club of America, the
United States National Student Association, and the
United States Student Press Association.
Convention speakers included Mr. Harrison Salis-
biuy, Pulitzer Prize winner and writer for the New
York Times, Louis Nizer, attorney and author of My
Life in Court, AVhitney Young, Executive Director of
the National Urban League, and the Honorable Alex
Quaison-Sackey, President of the United Nations Gen-
eral Assembly.
The problems raised by admitting student radio
stations and magazines to the )oiMig organization
were major topics of discussion at the meetings of
the USSPA National Executive Board held during the
conferences.
"Then 1 said, 'Well, professor, if I can't molte it on ttie outside In
engineering 1 con always teocti," ond that's when he stopped laughing."
PIT STOP
IMPORT MOTORS, INC.
AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR
• ALFA ROMEO
• BMC
•JAGUAR
• TRIUMPH
508 S. First
Champaign, III.
NEW PHONE 352-7878
Quality doesn't cost; it pays
Everything has two prices; the price you pay to buy it
and the price you pay to live with it. You may have to
pay a little more for quality at first because there are no
bargains in good materials and good workmanship. This
is as true of laminated plasties as it is of diamonds.
Take a look at Synthane laminates. Your eye will tell
you at a glance that Synthane fillers are of spotless
(luality. To them we add only the best resins, proees.sed
under closest laboratory control. Synthane fabrication
speaks for itself— parts skillfully machined and beauti-
fully finished, each in its own way a gem. They look
(luality. They are quality. The kind of quality for which
you do not have to pay twice in poor performance of
your product, your customer's dissatisfaction, lowering of
your reputation, product returns and complaints. Send
for a copy of our new booklet— "Laminated Plastics
Parts... Make or Buy?" Synthane Corporation, 13
River Rd., Oaks, Pa.
You furnish the print...we'll furnish the part
[SYNTHANJ]
CORPORATION OAKS, PENNA.
SynllianePacilic, 518Garlield Avenue, Glendale4. Calilornla
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wAnd we fhink we're modem
If
PuRlNcS THE RAST HUSJCREC Vf^RS,
/Vl4UOf? CH/«M<5eS. TC^OAV'S TOOLS /»«£
/NS-rRU/HENTS CF PRECtSIOhJ
e/^CH OME PES'<5MEP TO PO THe UOS
SUT THERE'5 OSIE TOOL. THAT HA^n'T
CHAN<5Ea IN OVBFi 5,000 \B^R5
/M P/^CT, BVEM IT'5 SHAPE 1^ THE
SAMB A'3 IT WA^ IM 3,500 B-.C.
HoiV VO W£ KNOW THIST 6V THIS
ANCIENT &AS\'LONIAN CLAV Fl.UA/\& BO&.
Students of the past have unearthed these clay
plumb bobs in Iraq and in other parts of the
world. With the help of this simple, \et accurate
tool, Babylonians built some of the most magnifi-
cent structures of all times. Though the buildings
have crumbled to dust centuries ago, the clay
plumb bobs have withstood the test of time.
Proof again of the amazing permanence of clay.
Modem manufacturing methods for Dickey Perma-
Line Clay Pipe are a far cry from the ancient
methods of hand-crafting plumb bobs. But the
raw material is still the same . . . indestructible clay.
That's why Dickey Perma-Line Pipe cannot rust,
rot, corrode or disintegrate... why it is immune to
the destructive forces of today's corrosive wastes.
Dickey Pipe is glazed, too. NIakes it smooth as
glass, self-scouring. Remember, Dickey Penna-
Line Glazed Clay Pipe means long-life, trouble-
free, low-cost sanitar)' sewers.
sanitary glazed clay pipe
If it's made of clay It's good ... if it's made by Dickey 'rt's better
Vr.S. DICKETV CLJW SAFG. CO. Birmingham, Alabama • Ft. Dodge, Iowa- Kansas City, Missouri
Meridian, Mississippi • St. Louis, Missouri • San Antonio, Texas • Texarkana, Texas-Arkansas
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LETTERS
Grades Are a Weighted Cross Section
To ihc Etlitoi;
Your editorial in ihc March issue on '"What Should
Grades Really Represem?" criticizes the T 8: A M
Department grading system but does not specifically
answer the question. AVe agree that "the grades should
represent the extent of a student's grasp of the mate-
rial of the course" but take exception to the inference
that a student's actual knowledge of the material is
"reflected best in his hoin' exams and final."
Homework and class participation are not merely
"plug-and-chug" aspects of a course. Rather, they are
a most important part of the educational ex]ierience
of the student whose objectives should include more
than a proficiency for solving stereotyped problems
anti the memorization of factual information. Through
daily experiences in confronting new situations in his
homework and classroom participation he should grad-
ually de\elop facets of engineering judgment which is
the basis for future professional status. A student who
cuts class frequently is depriving himself of the chal-
lenge and intellectual stimulation (or feeling of ac-
comijlishment) built up by successful encounter with
gradually more complex engineering situations. A
close relationship between teacher and student is a
goal worth striving for and one which invariably
results in extending the student's grasp of the material
of the course.
OiU of approximately -12 hours of classroom work in
a 3 hour course jserhaps 4 hours would be devoted to
quizzing and .S hoius more to a final exam. .\t least
an additional 80 hours or more should be devoted by.
the student to study outside the classroom and com-
pletion of homework. The student's knowledge as
reflected by his examination therefore represents a
sample of only about 7 hours out of at least 125 hours
of his devotion to the subject matter. For ]iur])oses of
assigning a grade this is an inadequately small indica-
tion of his actual knowledge.
Experience with this grading system in the T R: A M
Department for a period of over 45 years indicates a
high degree of correlation of failiue in the final exam
by students who fail to submit homework or by those
who cut class a significant number of times. Review
of our records shows that if we used only the average
of the hoiu' exams and the final examination to deter-
mine the "student's grasp of the material in the
course" we would have a significantly larger number
of failines in these T R: A M courses. To oin- knowl-
edge other schools that have experimented with .sys-
tems in which grades were based entirely on exams
have led to failures of up to 40% of the students.
Cutting a lew classes does not necessarily reduce the
student's participation grade particidarly il he re-
sponds by turning in his assigned homework at a later
class tlate when he does attend. On the other luind,
an hour exam or a final examination represents a
randoin sample of the student's ability to solve a few
prescribed problems which are necessarily limited in
extent and cannot give a true picture of the extent
of a student's grasp of the total content of the course.
We have reviewed our grading system in detail on
several occasions in recent years and the staff has in
each instance reaffirmed its conviction that the system
is fair and ec]uitable. For the student who feels that
he does not wish to attend classes and can, by using
his own initiative, learn enough of the material to pass
an examination there is always the alternative avail-
able for him to request and take a proficiency exam-
ination to receive credit without formally taking the
course. To our knowledge, few students have ever
attempted to take a ])roficiency examination in the
usual T &: A M courses though this .seems to be an
alternative suggested by your editorial.
A student's grasp and understanding of the subject
matter will be enhanced somewhat in pro|)ortion to
the effort he extends in his ]iarticipation. His grades
therefore might reasonably be ex]iected to reflect in
some measure the tangible evidence that he has done
the prescribed homework or that he has indicated by
his performance in the classroom an ability to assim-
ilate and use the basic concepts and ideas inherent in
the coiuse. Examinations are not solely a means of
grading the student: rather thev are scheduled and
designed to act as a siq^plementary teaching medium
to allow ihe student to check his progress and to ex-
pand his horizon of the applicability of the material.
In simimary, we feci thai grades should really rep-
resent a weighted cross section of the student's overall
performance in assimilating and using the material of
the course: his perfomiance on exams represents only
a partial sampling of his overall assimilation of the
material.
T. J. Dolan
Head of ihc ncp.Trliiicnl
Theoretical and .•Xpplicd Mechanics
T & A M Grading System Not Fair
To the Editor:
I welcomed your editorial, "W'Iku Shoidd Grnilcs
Really Represent," in the March issue. I agree very
strongly with the idea that a grade shoidd represent
a student's knowledge of the material, not the number
of classes he has attended and the number of hours
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he has spent cianking out or copying homeu-ork
problems.
In regard to the T &: A M Department, 1 leel that
two major points concerning the grading system were
omitted in the editorial. First, one third of a student's
grade is based on instructor evaluation. Instructor
evaluation is, in turn, based on performance; so why
not eliminate it and ha\e this part of the grade be
based solely on performance? The department claims
that it grades on a straight 90-80-70-60 scale. If instruc-
tor evaluation is not based on performance, then it is
simply being used as a curve factor.
Second, a student must receive a grade of 60 on
every part of the course in order to pass. In theory,
a student can "Ace" the four exams and the final, have
an excellent knowledge and understanding of the
material, and flunk the course for failure to tinn in a
sufficient number of homework problems. Is this fair?
Lest anyone believe that I am bitter, perhaps I
should mention my experience with the department.
In the two T &: A M courses which I have had, I
received the grade which I expected and felt was
deser^ed. Maybe the system works, but I don't believe
that it is a fair criterion for grading.
Jim Wa tiers
Senior, MetalUirgical Engineering
When Will Something Be Done?
To the Editor:
The articles entitled, "High Death Rate in the En-
gineering College" by Don Bissell and "Missing Fac-
idty" by Gordon Day in the January, 1965 edition of
the Technograph has prompted the following re-
marks. Ever since graduating from the U. of I. in 1950
and becoming a mathematics and science teacher,
there has been a gro\ving concern in my mind of
the ])itiful conditions that are developing and cor-
rupting our undergraduate college, especially in en-
gineering, at what I still call "my university." Only
because of the feeling that one person, alone, doesn't
get much done in matters of this sort and lack of
experience to understand the situation more fully, I
have not responded sooner. There is no bone to pick
here or criticism that is destructive. We all know an
angry man does not promote or foster good, con-
structive conditions. I must speak out, however, at
what I believe to be wrong. The follo^ving are some
statements of the conditions as I have experienced
them and as others can tell you that exist.
Is the U of I too big to recognize its internal faults?
"WHiy doesn't the University siuvey its basic operation
on the education-learning level?
It is luiiversally thought that guidance and help
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are necessary functions of an educational institution.
Is everyone to be self-educated in an atmosphere of
equipment and books, or with these items, is everyone
to be assisted in becoming educated? There is more
sadly lacking than what Mr. Day says in "Missing
Faculty." A high degree of disinterest in helping
freshmen and sophomores is quite evident. More than
once, a "so-called" teacher has remarked that the
prime consideration will be given to juniors and
seniors. Consider this attitude in the light of the
high transfer or drop-out rate in engineering.
^Vho in the world makes the decisions about which
of our graduate students become teachers on the
college level? I am not saying that all graduate stu-
dents are poor as teachers, but I am saying that a
high percentage could not be less interested or have
a less ability to get something across. Most are work-
ing on furthering their own education at the time,
and it's no wonder that freshmen and sophomores
have "spirit-breaking" problems.
The theme seems to be "Pile It On, And Do The
Best You Can, Only Don't Bother The Instructor."
I have tasted it and many, after me, have too. 'Who
should know better than the unfortunates who have
struggled with this pattern? Ask the students w-ho still
remain or, better yet, ask those who have left. Many
above average students have given up coping with
the above conditions because honest efforts were not
utilized to help them. A "cold" back has been turned
on them that is irrepairable. 'W^hen will something
be done?
Wayne Raeske '50 t '53
\'illa Grove High School
\'illa Grove, Illinois
"You won't believe this Ed, but this guy's been stabbed with a slide
rule."
i
Art of creating
photo-film manufacturing machines taught here
That's sure no professional ad model posing up in
the foreground of the picture but a real pro of an
engineer looking over his handiwork some six years
after drawing the assignment.
The first three years he spent picking the best
location for the thing with regard to cajntal cost,
operating cost, and operating convenience. This
means he actually put it together in a scant
three years, which isn"t bad. considering that
it amounts to a huge integration of mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering, chemical engi-
neering, hydraulic engineering, instrumentation
engineering, structural engineering, industrial engi-
neering, and just about e\-ery othei- category
oi engineering in the catalog of a big college.
Of course, no college teaches men how to design
and assemble a complex like that. You learn by
doing. Not at every large company can you learn.
Come to think of it, is there any other company
whose production is of a nature and volume that
demands such neat and thoroughgoing co-ordina-
tion of engineering disciplines?
We happen currently to be seeking not only
engineers to create the components and subsystems
but those willing to learn how to fit all the pieces
together.
Care for an application blank ?
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Bu.smess and Technical Personnel Department. Rochester, N,Y. 146o0
An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities:
Rochester, N.Y., Kingsport. Tenn., and Longview, Tex.
Kodak
DRESDEN NUCLEAR POWER STATIDN—America's first full-scale pro-
ducer of commercial electric power from the atom, rated 200.000 kw.
Dresden 2, a 714,000-kw second-generation design is now being
built— like the original—by General Electric.
ELWOOD P. STROUPE, MSChE, PURDUE '62
is a design engineer at the Atomic Power
Equipment Department. He has contributed
to the design of Dresden 2's reactor— heart
of the system. He'll follow it right through
installation.
RONALD F. DESGROSEILLIERS, BSEE, U.S.
MILITARY ACADEMY '60 is on the Manu-
facturmg Training Program at G.E.'s Power
Transformer Department. Ron is a produc-
tion foreman helping build massive trans-
formers for Dresden 2.
WORKING ON THE SALE of Dresden 2's
turbine-generator is William J. Mahoney,
BMS. Maine Maritime Academy, '56. After
serving four years in the U.S. Navy, Bill
joined the Technical Marketing Program to
help G.E. meet its customer's needs.
A PREVIEW OF YOUR CAREER AT GENERAL ELECTRIC:
Producing Povs^er from the Atom
It takes a big company to tiandle a massive project like
Dresden 2—with research-backed know-how for new designs,
manufacturing capabilities to produce next-generation equip-
ment, and in-depth knowledge of customer needs. At G.E.,
you'll be part of a uniquely decentralized organization with
more than one hundred product operations that design, build
and sell thousands of products—from transistors to turbines.
When a big job requires it, these operations can be tied
closely together— like the 57 departments at work on Dresden
today. That's one of the reasons why G.E. pioneers in so many
areas and is a leader in so many fields. Write us now—or see
your placement officer—to define your career area at General
Electric. General Electric Co., Section 699-13, Schenectady,
N. Y. 12305. (An Equal Opportunity Employer)
Tigress /s Our Mosf /mpoi^snf Procfucf
GENERAL^ELECTRIC
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